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China and International Human Rights: Capital Punishment and Detention for Re-
education in the Context of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
Abstract 
In the evolution of international human rights law, the ICCPR and other 
international instruments impose on State parties human rights obligations 
regarding the death penalty and prohibition of forced labour. China ratified a series 
of human rights instruments and is expected to ratify the ICCPR. There remain 
problems for China what international human rights obligations might mean and 
how far its practice departs from them. This thesis focuses on harsh punishments 
relating to such obligations that China might not reserve in order to explore legal 
consequences of accepting them and assess the relevant Chinese law, its capability 
ofthe ratification of the ICCPR. 
As a member of the United Nations, China should undertake not to embark on 
a gross violation of any human rights obligations on capital punishment pursuant to 
customary international law. It also should observe treaty obligations that it 
accepted regarding capital punishment and forced labour as a patty to the CAT, 
CRC, CERD, GC3, GC4, PAl, PA2, ICESCR, ILOlOO, IL0122 and IL0182. 
These treaty standards would not be abused by individual or systematic abuses with 
precise implementation measures. 
In China, many aspects of its legislation and practice appear to conform to the 
requirements of the death penalty and forced labour provided in the ICCPR, to 
which China has not yet been a party. However, some substantive and procedural 
guarantees concerned appear to be breached as part of human rights obligations 
that China should undertake, even if not accepting the ICCPR. In the 
implementation of these harsh punishments, freedoms from torture and other 
inhuman treatment are also likely to be violated. These appear to deviate from 
China's present official policies concerned and breach its relevant human rights 
obligations. 
The relationship between China's present practice and international standards 
tends to indicate the long course of its human rights progress. It is desirable for 
Chinese judges to ta15_~ .. ~Q!g, ~_.,c~~~n! !h~~ relevant human rights standards in any 
sentencing decision at the discretion of them. 
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China and International Human Rights: Capital Punishment and 
Detention for Re-education in the Context of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
In support of its application to be elected as a member of the Human Rights 
Council in May 2006, China made its human rights statement to advocate 
constructive cooperation and dialogue to promote human rights protection. This 
shows that China is not irrevocably hostile to the idea of international human rights, 
though like many other States, it looks for precise statements of the sources of 
human rights obligations and maintains a vital distinction between the acceptance 
by a State of international human rights standards and any associated obligations 
with trisect to the implementation of human rights duties. Followed by China's 
election to the HRCoun, its representative stressed China's commitment to human 
rights but in an environment of equality and mutual respect between States, 
language understood to preserve a large measure of the implementation of human 
rights within the domestic jurisdiction of States in its statement. China is a party to 
the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 1 but has not 
yet become a party to the ICCPR2• China is still exploring what effect acceptance 
of the ICCPR would have on its domestic practice. This thesis examines this 
question looking at the use of harsh punishments, capital punishment and detention 
for re-education, and considers the impact compliance with these standards would 
have for China. 
It is necessary to make two preliminary observations, which explain the object 
of the thesis and how the investigation has been carried out. This thesis focuses on 
the 'harshness' of capital punishment and detention for re-education from a human 
rights perspective. Positively, human rights law attaches special significance to the 
right to life, the right not to be tortured and the right not to be enslaved, etc., 
standards concerning which may be contravened by certain forms of harsh 
1 UN Doc. A/RES/2200A(XXI);'993/UNTS/3 
2 UN Doc. A/RES/2200A (XXI), 999/UNTS/171 
penalties authorised by a legal system. Even if imposed after due process, such 
penalties that violate the rights above could still be regarded as 'harsh'-the death 
penalty, penalties which amount to torture or forced labour. In order to establish 
what these are, it is necessary to investigate the nature of the international 
standards, considering that there is no human right law expressly proscribing harsh 
punishments. Negatively, human rights law is inadequately placed to address the 
proportionality of punishments in general. This kind of 'harshness' is not the 
concern, but punishments which are 'harsh' in all circumstances. 
Specifically, I am concerned with the imposition of penalties by the State on 
people convicted of criminal behaviour. It is a necessary condition under human 
rights law that ANY punishment for a criminal offence be imposed only after 
conviction following a fair trial, that means, in the case of the ICCPR, a trial which 
satisfies the standards of Articles 9 and 14. This thesis is not directly concerned 
with the question of fair trial in China but it is recognized that China is frequently 
criticised about the state of its criminal justice system, both in general terms and 
with respect to particular trials. In its latest national report on human rights3, the 
government puts considerable emphasis on changes made and to be made in 
support of judicial guarantees for human rights. It may well be that the reform of 
criminal justice in China is a necessary condition for China's participation in the 
ICCPR regime but, looking at the ICCPR as a whole, it will not be sufficient. 
It will be argued that, in some circumstances at least, there are aspects of resort 
to regimes of severe punishment in China which would raise human rights 
concerns, even if there were reform of the criminal justice system which brought 
China more in line with the standards of the ICCPR than it is at present. By 'harsh' 
or 'severe' punishment I do not intend to mean punishments which are 
disproportionate to the offence-this is not a thesis on penology-but punishments 
which impose particularly serious consequences for an offender, even if he might 
have been convicted of a very serious crime. If the punishments were awarded for 
some one guilty only of less serious criminal conduct, similar considerations would 
apply but the question of disproportionality would be an additional criticism to any 
failures in the imposition of the penalty per se. 
3 CHR3 
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'Harsh' or 'severe' punishments-the ones chosen are the imposition of the 
death penalty and sentence of forced labour under the regime-provide a useful 
means of studying the relationship between China's present practice and 
international standards. The limitations on these kinds of punishment are stronger, 
less qualified than in certain other human rights protections, so that general 
conclusions not dependent upon the facts of particular cases are more convincingly 
reached. Although the proscriptions against the use of such punishments are not 
absolute, they are far-reaching and justification for using them is much less 
available to the authorities than the more orthodox penalties like imprisonment. 
However, the examples chosen are not the only ones which fall within special 
regimes of human rights-corporal punishment and, increasingly, whole-life term 
of imprisonment come under similar strict scrutiny. 
There is though, a methodological obstacle to carrying out this investigation 
which applies to almost any aspect of public policy in China. It is the difficulty of 
obtaining accurate data about official practices, because of control of information 
by the government, the absence of data, the sheer scale of the Chinese population 
and the vast differences between practices in some parts of its territory and with 
respect to some of its people. Wherever possible, Chinese government sources 
have been used as the initial data for Chinese practice. However, where there are 
claims which say that actual practice does not accord with government's accounts, 
reference will be made to other sources of information, such as the findings of 
international bodies, the reports of International nongovernmental organisations 
and the conclusions of foreign governments. Hence, any conclusions about the 
degree of compliance between China's present practice and what the international 
human rights law does or might demand of China are tentative-the actual practice 
might be more or less compliant. The standards will remain the same and the 
inquiry about the law would follow the same source as it does here. Even if from a 
purely formal point of view, that is to say, examining the texts alone, there is 
evidence that the Chinese legal system does use punishments, which might be 
'harsh' from the perspective of international human rights law. 
This thesis was commenced in 2003 and the punishments to be inquired into 
were selected then. In November 2005, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on 
Torture ~as invited to China by the government. L;ter he published his report on 
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China's relevant human rights issues, to which China never respond due to the 
termination of the Human Rights Committee and its replacement with the HRCoun. 
As priorities for his inquiries, he mentioned the death penalty and the Reeducation 
Through Labour system. His choices served to confirm the importance of the 
matters being investigated in this thesis and confirmed the possibility that useful 
inquiries may be made, notwithstanding the need to resolve the pervasive problem 
of the fairness of the criminal justice system in China. China's forceful 
reaffirmation of its commitment to human rights made as part of its case to be 
elected to the HRCoun, is also an endorsement that inquiries like those made in this 
thesis have a practical as well as academic relevance, even if one would be cautious 
about asserting that academic studies will be a major influence on public policy 
choices to be made by the government of China. 
As there can be such debates about what human rights are, especially as legal 
rights, States put great importance on establishing what these rights are, whether or 
not they are binding and how they become binding on States. Even if a State 
embraces the international human rights project, it is entitled to know what kind of 
obligations it is taking on in order that it can take effective steps in its domestic law 
to comply with its international law duties. If States are skeptical about 
international human rights, it is even more important for them to understand what it 
is that would be required of a State. China remains one of these, whatever changes 
there have been. 
It is necessary, first of all, to remove misunderstanding and to demonstrate to 
States that participation in human rights arrangements might not demand as much 
from them as might have been feared. The death penalty is a good example, as 
Chapter II shows below. Moreover, consideration of human rights standards might 
involve that of established domestic practices which have endured simply because 
there is no national mechanism to review them. One has to recognize, particularly 
on the question of harsh punishments, that persons subjected to them frequently are 
unpopular or without power or supporters to make a case for reform. On 
examination, a State may find that what is an unlawful practice from a human 
rights point of view is an unnecessary practice from a domestic standpoint. 
Equally, one has to concede that examinations of the kind described above 
may lead to opposite conclusions. They may show to a State that international 
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human rights obligations would be incompatible with important national values or 
institutions or might be expensive to implement, for example, improving jail 
conditions to avoid findings of inhuman treatment. Thus, a State would have given 
reasons for not accepting the application of human rights standards to it. However, 
there is also a benefit, in that discussions about human rights with other States or 
with representatives of international organizations, undertaken at a political rather 
than a legal level, can proceed to be better informed and less likely to create 
unnecessary friction between the participants. Hence, studies like this are of great 
significance to China, whether or not China wants to increase its participation in 
the international human rights projects. 
It is worthy of note that China has special historical experience, traditional 
culture and current policies, which has a strong influence on China's human rights 
situation. The above approaches concerning human rights will be explored in detail. 
(I) Historical reasons 
The historical experience of China appears to inculcate in it a stronger notion of the 
idea of sovereignty much more than that in the western countries where the idea 
seems to have originated. The concept is generally interpreted to possess both an 
internal meaning of a State's supreme power and an external one of non-
interference by other States or powers. The external sovereignty played an essential 
role in Chinese defending national independence against foreign aggression in 
history, while internal sovereignty has been an obstacle in the international 
protection of human rights. The Chinese mainstream thought tends to give more 
emphasis on the general concept of national sovereignty, without a clear distinction 
between external and internal ones, than individual human rights. 
As one of countries with the longest histories in the world, China is called 
'Middle Kingdom' in ancient Chinese terms, with the territory of 'tianxia' or 
everything under Heaven. As the spokesman of Heaven and dominator of the world, 
the emperor was considered as 'tianzi' or the son of heaven, internally, who had the 
supreme power to issue political orders from the Zhou Dynasty (I 050-25 5 Before 
Christ). As stated in the Chinese first book of poetry, 'shijing', all land under the 
Wide-ranging heaven and all servants within the sea-boundaries belong to the King. 
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Externally, he dominated all of other kingdoms surrounding China in the middle 
and there is no equality among them. This is basically the closed situation of China 
for over 2,000 years. 
Nonetheless, the first Opium War in 1840, ending with the first unequal treaty 
of China in its recent history, changed the superior position and closed situation of 
China. Followed by subsequent foreign invasions, China had to sign a range of 
such treaties with foreign powers and gave up several aspects of her national 
sovereignty. Thus, feudal China was totally reduced to a semi-colonial and semi-
feudal country, to the detriment of the Chinese populations. In 1931, Japanese 
invaders initiated a comprehensive war against China, while the Chinese people of 
all nationalities waged wave of heroic struggles for national independence and 
liberation during the anti-Japanese war from 193 7 to 1945. It is the first completely 
successful war for national liberation in over I 00 years of humiliation. 
This period of humiliating history appears to indicate that no human rights 
without national sovereignty, which always has a deep impression on the Chinese 
nation and a strong effect on the contemporary Chinese foreign policy of 
emphasising its sovereignty. The ordinary Chinese also recognise that the US 
pursues 'human rights with dual aims and standards' and 'essentially uses the issue 
of human rights as an excuse ...... to intervene in other countries' domestic affairs 
and to advance its own strategic goals' 4 . Hence, China seems to neglect and even 
resist individual rights in opposing to power politics and hegemonism. 
(2) Traditional culture 
The human rights awareness, without systematic ideas, can be traced back to the 
Spring-Autumn period (770-746 B.C.), and emphasises that a State has the duty to 
promote the welfare of the people in Chinese traditional culture. This is distinct 
from the Western theory that 'human beings are assumed to have rights not to be 
violated by the state or government' 5. It seems to pursue a different approach to 
realise the common goal of protecting individual rights, without the express 
statement of human rights. 
4 Zhou Qi, in HRQ/2005/I 
5 Huang Dansen & Shen Zongling/1995/482 
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Specifically, as the principle Chinese culture, Confucianism argues 'that the 
duties of rulers include the authority and right to perform their duties for the 
benefits of their subjects' with both virtue and duty going hand in hand.6 Although 
rights are one of its central values to 'establish a moral consensus and facilitate 
beneficial customs within a community', its final purpose is the realisation of 
political orders and social harmony at all levels.7 Both political orders and social 
harmony tend 'not to protect the individual against the state but to enable the 
individual to function more effectively to strengthen the state'. 8 
It also provided individuals with community duties, without the definitions of 
individual rights or what should be returned following their commitment to duties. 
Mencius' doctrine further stated 'four principles in human relations' on the basis of 
the good nature of man from the beginning. 9 'The feeling of commiseration 
belongs to all men; so does that of shame and dislike; and that of reverence and 
respect; and that of approving and disapproving.' It implies 'the principle of 
benevolence; that of shame and dislike, the principle of righteousness; that of 
reverence and respect, the principle of propriety; and that of approving and 
disapproving, the principle of knowledge'. People have to develop them and 
nourish the nature to maintain pleasant and harmonious inter-personal relationship, 
as the emperor and his wise ministers practice good governance to promote 
compatible human relations, a stable State and flourishing world. 
In history, China and Chinese families were a combination, which leaves no 
room for self-determined and independent individuals or political groups as the 
subjects of human rights. Under the self-supporting agricultural economy, family 
was the basic way to realise social administration and no person could be an 
'individual' in traditional Chinese culture, not mentioning literally individual rights. 
Together with less intense struggle for power among political entities, it seems 
unnecessary for ancient China to fix rights in legal forms. 
In fact, there was no realistic demand for human rights in ancient China 
because it was the birthplace of Confucianism, stressing the harmony among and 
equal rights of individuals that 'sihai jie xiongdi' or 'all within the Four Seas are 






brothers'. The altruism was also advocated, as 'jisuo buyu wushi yuren' or 'do not 
do unto others what you do not like others to do unto you' indicated. Even if 
potential conflicts appeared, the policy of benevolence and self-cultivation may 
solve them in any relationships. In such cultural atmosphere, each person, among 
common people or rulers, is willing to fulfil obligations of loyalty, filial piety, 
fraternal duty or faithfulness due to their diverse status to reach social harmony. 
Hence, this profound Chinese culture, which dominated human rights, included 
altruism, collectivism and various obligations to society and state. 
Moreover, criminal law was the only legal department and legal systems were 
rather imperfect in ancient China, despite that Legalism, born at the same time with 
Confucianism, advocated severe punishment or 'giving harsher punishment to 
govern troubled times'. With the strong belief that propriety contributes to 
governing a country, stabilizing society and regulating people, the Chinese legal 
consciousness was so poor that the Chinese feared law and hated lawsuit, and even 
'would rather starve to death than steal', 'be wronged than go to law' 10• 
Therefore, the Chinese cultural tradition helps maintain one's dignity and 
value and promote social harmony by unique means. This constitutes important 
components of human rights ideas, though diverse from those underlying 
international human rights norms. 
(3) Current policies 
In contemporary China, the basic penal policy is the combination of punishment 
with leniency, under the guidance of which is a specific one, the policy of 'Strike 
Hard', which has been practised since 1983. According to the spirit of a 
Conference on National Social Order and Public Security Work, 'Strike Hard' is 
defined as activities to give harsher punishments within the range of discretionary 
action of sentencing and prompter ones within legal limits to crackdown on harsh 
crimes 11 • This combined with previous special activities against certain severe 
crimes or crimes in some fields to strengthen the function of criminal laws and 
prevent the frequent occurrence of such crimes. 12 It should also consist of the 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ghina Court 8 
12 Ibid. 
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principles of a legally prescribed punishment for a specified crime, equality before 
criminal laws and commensurate punishment to crime, 13 whereas the policy 
appears to deviate from its expected direction in practice for several reasons. 
Firstly, economic reforms have brought a profound social transformation to 
China since 1980s. Conflicts of different ideas on distributive or administrative 
modes, and increasing dissatisfaction of structural unemployment or reallocating 
imbalance in the period of social transition appears to result in the poor social order 
and the increasing tendency of criminal cases. This appears to account for the 
importance of practicing harsh punishments. 
Secondly, the function of harsh punishments to keep crimes within limits has 
been highly stressed, while human rights of criminal convicts or defendants tend to 
be neglected. The relationship between punishments and human rights protection 
appears to be simplified so that the purpose of giving harsh punishments to 
enemies has been regarded as protecting the innocent and the achievements of 
punishments might be an assessment criterion of politico-legal work. Considering 
these problems, 'Strike Hard' seems to be a political task or movement to follow 
the instant effect of punishments and thus China appears to lack long-term 
constructive considerations from perspectives of criminology and the science of 
penal policy in decision-making. 
The policy is likely to be abused in every link of criminal proceedings. In 
investigation, some inquiring officers appear to pursue substantial justice at the 
price of procedural justice and human rights protection, e.g., collecting evidence by 
unlawful means or through excessively compulsory measures. During trial, some 
judges tend to expand the applicable scope of 'Strike Hard' by arbitrary sentences 
or always give harsher and prompter punishment to such severe crimes as strictly 
punished only during 'Strike Hard' campaigns, irrespective of the requirements of 
the policy. In execution, prisoners may be maltreated and their human rights 
remain to be properly protected. 
Moreover, under the influence of 'Strike Hard', the policies of the death 
penalty, RTL or RETL appear not to be fully practised in some cases. During 
'Strike Hard' campaigns, the potency ofthe death penalty appeared to affectjudges 
13 China Court 9 
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in some areas who sentenced people to death beyond the intentions of the law. 14 
Some courts in these areas also consider the number of executions as an important 
standard to assess work achievements and extensively apply the death penalty in 
breach of substantial or procedural laws. 15 This tends to increase miscarriage of 
justice or human rights violations of persons facing the death penalty. Since 
numerous executions require sufficient executioners, military policemen have to 
take part in the course of execution in a shooting approach in some cases to meet 
the practical need. 
Furthermore, during the periods of 'Strike Hard', more offenders seem to 
undergo RTL or RETL with the extensive application of 'Strike Hard' to criminal 
cases and the rapid increase of them appears to worsen the situation of inadequate 
funds. This seems to lead to the phenomenon that such offenders tend to do labour 
overtime or not to be granted due labour remuneration in some R TL or RETL 
institutions. 
Meanwhile, the basic penal policy is also related to the principle of combining 
punishment with reform and combining education with labour in RTL 16 and the 
policy of educating, persuading and redeeming the offenders in RETL. In practice, 
both the principle and the specific policy appear to be abused with the 
overemphasis on punishment and labour rather than education, persuasion and 
redemption. Considering the nature of labour as both a right and obligation of 
citizens in China, some RTL or RETL institutions tend to deem productive labour 
of persons undergoing any of them as reform achievements. They are likely to 
directly bring economic interests and improve material conditions of these 
institutions. Accordingly, labour time and the quantity of qualified products appear 
to become the important standard on assessment of whether those persons have 
been effectively reformed and educated through labour. 
This emphasis on punishment and productive labour tends to lead to 
disregarding the due function of RTL or RETL to educate and reform persons 
undergoing RTL or RETL. Some of RTL or RETL institutions appear not to take 
reasonable approaches to educate, persuade and redeem them, but are likely to 
14 Prison 
15 Ibid. 
16 1994PL Article 3 
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punish, mistreat and even torture them. Hence, the potential phenomenon of torture, 
inhuman or degrading treatment in these institutions tends to result from improper 
work means, rather than the intentional imposition of more suffering itself. 
For the purposes of this thesis, a hypothetical figure is imagined, a Chinese 
official who has a sceptical interest in international human rights. His interest 
extends to trying to find out what international human rights obligations might 
mean for China, substantively and in terms of implementation obligations. It is not 
an attempt to persuade him that China should accept all additional obligations, only 
to inform him of the legal consequences of doing so. On the basis of the general 
human rights law theory and China's cooperation, this thesis addresses the death 
penalty and forced labour in international human rights law, respectively followed 
by China's practice and policy on both penalties. Since these punishments are 
covered by obligations to which China may not make a reservation, the harshness 
of them is the focus of concern in a constructive attempt to explain and to assess 
Chinese law against, compared say, fair trial or freedom of expression. Therefore, 
the nature of China's relevant human rights obligations and the distinction between 
them and its practice could constitute primary contents of successful international 
human rights dialogue where China should introduce and exchange views and the 
international community hopes to know and talk with China. 
II 
Chapter I THE INTRODUCTION 
In the context of international human rights protection, the various national systems 
of States 'offer the first line of defence', and human rights norms and organizations 
on the international level also play an essential role in this process. 17 Due to the 
'evident inadequacies and gross failures' of States in observing such norms, and of 
international organizations 'in curbing human rights violations', 18 the gap between 
these norms and domestic practices 'becomes strikingly apparent' .19 Accordingly, 
the general human rights law theory and China's cooperation appear to respectively 
be essential theoretical and practical bases to explore the application of 
international human rights law to China and further to assess Chinese law. 
1.1 A General Theory on International Human Rights Standards 
In the light of the general theory of international human rights law, the 
international protection of human rights comprises setting standards, 
implementation and enforcement of those standards. Accordingly, the previously 
mentioned gap between standard-setting and implementation and/or enforcement 
appears to confirm the limitation of enforcement and thus the importance of 
cooperation by States bound by human rights obligations. This general theory on 
international human rights law includes three primary aspects as follows. 
1.1.1 Sources of the Law 
According to Article 38(1) of the Statute of the International Court of Justice, 
treaties, customary international laws, and general principles of law are sources of 
international law. They are also sources of international human rights standards. 
This process is just the standard-setting on human rights protection. 
The international legal system does not have a 'legislative' process which can 
lead to clear establishment of legally binding rules for all States. While it is true 
that international customary law can produce general standards, there are 





objectors can protect a State against being bound by rules to which it strenuously 
objects. 
The treaty-making process, with the same strengths and limitations that it has 
m other areas of international law, is especially important for human rights. 
Positively, by treaty, States can set out clear standards and establish means of 
implementation. Negatively, the binding effect of treaties depends on their 
acceptance by States and the very States whose participation in human rights 
treaties might be most required are often the ones most resistant to becoming 
parties. The resistance of States to compulsory implementation measures has 
sometimes led to optional protocols setting them up being attached to the treaty 
containing the substantive standards, a separate ratification being required, for 
instance, the First Optional Protocol to the ICCPR20 • Treaties have a further degree 
of flexibility and many of them specifically allow or, at least, do not expressly 
disallow reservations, which have been taken broad advantage of by States. 
Acts of organs of international organizations also should be deemed as a 
source of international law. 21 Especially, the UN plays an important role in the 
field of international human rights law and has competences expressly set out in 
the Charter ofthe United Nations22 , from which some of States' obligations derive. 
It has also developed a series of 'Charter' mechanisms to supervise States' 
obligations (see 1.1.2.1.1). Without a general law-making power, however, the UN 
has a limited capacity to establish binding standards of human rights and its 
standard-setting need not involve the creation of new legal obligations for States. 
1.1.1.1 The Quasi-legislative process 
A quasi-legislative process has developed within the human rights bodies of the 
UN in practice. This course begins with studies by the Sub-Commission on the 
Promotion and Protection of Human Rights or work by the Commission on Human 
Rights on the recommendation of the ECOSOC and ends with the eventual 
submission of texts produced by either of them to the GA. 
20 UN Doc. A/~S/2200A (XXI), 999/UNTS/302 
21 Malanczuk & Akehurst/1997/52 
22 I 031/TS/993 
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There are resolutions, such as the ones on the UN Crime Programme, which, 
like all GA resolutions, are recommendations to States. These documents are not 
intended to create binding obligations, but have been used by States to organize 
their domestic legal and judicial practices, by other international bodies to interpret 
other international standards, or as crystallization of customary law obligations. 
They may represent the culmination of the process or be an intermediate stage on 
the way to the drafting of a treaty. Sometimes, the GA does draft treaties which are 
attached to GA resolutions, while these treaties are not binding on the UN members 
as a whole, only on those which choose to ratify them. Only at this stage and when 
being a party to the treaty does a State become bound by any obligations. 
The Charter 'is the first international treaty whose aims are expressly based on 
universal respect for human rights'. 23 Subsequently, numerous international or 
regional human rights standards have been formulated to elaborate on international 
human rights obligations of member States stipulated under the Charter. Despite 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights24 being formulated merely 'as a legally 
non-binding declaration of the GA', 25 most of its provisions have 'matured into 
fully binding rules of customary law' 26 or as general principles of law. This 
important standard is the first and basic statement of the category of human rights 
in the UN practice, including economic and social rights as well as civil and 
political rights in the list. Emanating from the UDHR, the ICESCR, ICCPR, 
International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 
Discrimination27, Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 
Against Women28, CAT29 and Convention on the Rights of the Child30 appear to 
constitute the six 'core' human rights treaties in the UN practice, involving both 
human rights standards and implementation measures. The act of ratification 
entails international obligations for States, instead of membership of the UN. 
1.1.1.2 The Interpretation of human rights standards 
23 Boutros-Ghali/1995/5 
24 UN Doc. A/RES/217 A (Ill) 
25 Simma/2002/IU925/[26] 
26 Ibid./927/[34]; Henkin/1990/1 9 
27 660/UNTS/195 
28 UN Doc. AIRES/341180 
29 UN Do~. A.IR.Esh9J46 






In view of the uncertain meanings of some human rights norms, the UN has an 
implied power relating to the standard-setting to define human rights for fulfilment 
of responsibilities in this area. Apart from literal analysis, the UN practice tends to 
contribute to the interpretation of basic human rights standards. Moreover, an 
interpretation accepted by most or all members of the UN over a period of time 
will become authoritative, as the procedure adopted by the United Nations Security 
Council has been generally accepted by the UN members and evidences its general 
practice. 31 
The enunciation of standards by the GA, followed by the practice of States 
relying on those standards, which is also supported by opinio juris, gives rise to a 
binding obligation to accept the standard as the proper interpretation of the Charter 
as a 'Constitution Law'. In the UN, this has been markedly the case for the 
acceptance of the UDHR as the statement of what 'human rights' means in the 
context of the Charter. However, the matter may go further, such that States regard 
the UN practice as contributing towards the development of customary Jaw outside 
the UN. This is made manifest in the following interpretation. 
The Charter set out one of the purposes of the UN in Article 1 (3) and its 
obligations as well as those of all member States to promote human rights 
protection in Articles 55(c) and 56. Article 1(3) provides for its purpose as follows: 
to 'achieve international cooperation in ...... promoting and encouraging respect for 
human rights and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, 
sex, language, or religion'. This involves requirements of both Articles 55(c) and 
56. 
Article 55(c) states that '[W]ith a v1ew to the creation of conditions of 
stability and well-being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations 
among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-
determination of peoples', the UN 'shall promote: ...... (c) universal respect for, and 
observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction 
as to race, sex, language or religion'. This specifies the human rights objective 
reaffirmed in the preamble of the Charter and the relevant objection for both the 
31 ICJ Reports/1971/22/[22] 
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UN and its member States to respect and observe as legal obligations and an 
example of cooperation, which comprises several primary aspects. 
The first is the link between 'stability and well-being' and 'peaceful and 
friendly relations among nations' in Article 55(c). As the UN repeatedly stressed,32 
the former is one of the pre-conditions of the latter. Since the maintenance of peace 
has also been highlighted to 'create an opportunity for strengthening international 
economic cooperation' 33 The peace and economic developments have 'a dialectic 
relationship' as 'equally important goals' of the UN practice. 34 This 
interrelationship appears to benefit the need for the UN's cooperation to handle 
'the underlying economic, social, cultural and humanitarian causes and effects of 
conflicts in order to promote a durable foundation for peace', 35 involving human 
rights issues. 
The second is 'respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination 
of peoples' as the basis on which to establish conditions of the first. This entails 
both principles 'of equal rights and the self-determination of peoples' for nations to 
deal with relations among them, similar to Article I (2) of the Charter. 36 As one 
requirement of 'conditions of stability and well-being', the respect for them is so 
important as to influence the UN's functions and even the realisation of its ultimate 
goals, in spite of their declaratory nature. 
Thirdly, the concepts of 'human rights and fundamental freedoms' have been 
applied interchangeable in numerous instruments of the UN, regardless of the 
diversity of both meanings in literature and the classification of three generations 
of human rights. 37 All human rights have 'universal, indivisible and interdependent 
and interrelated' natures.38 Furthermore, the 'respect for, and observance of them 
legally oblige the UN member States duties to respect and observe human rights 
32 
'Study on the Relationship Between Disarmament and Development: Report of the Secretary-General', UN 
Doc.A/36/356(05/1011981); 'Final Document of the Tenth Special Session of the General Assembly', UN 
Doc.A/S-1 0/2(30/06/1978) 
33 Declaration on International Economic Cooperation, in Particular the Revitalization of Economic Growth 






'Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action', UN Doc.A/CONF.I57/23(12/07/1993)U[5] 
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J." 
protection from any substantial infringements, the substance of which is defined in 
conventional or customary international law. 39 
Fourthly, the non-discrimination clause is clearly established as a 
conventional and customary international law and considered as a jus co gens norm 
to be directly applicable without further implementation.40 Discrimination appears 
not to be restricted to 'distinction of any kind such as race, sex, language or 
religion', but include all of different treatments without 'a fair and equal manner' 
between individuals, groups or States.41 
The fifth is the principle of universality and effectiveness. The principle of 
universality means that ' [A ]II authorities are to respect such rights and all 
individuals should benefit equally from the protection of human rights' 42 . Its 
applicable scope is as extensive as to limit reservations in discussing a special 
clause, or to support the GA's competence to handle 'the failure of non-member 
States to comply with human rights provisions in peace treaties concluded with 
member States' .43 But it does not exclude the adoption of regional instruments for 
the protection of human rights, which appears to indicate the human rights 
relativism as stressed by China and Islamic States.44 Meanwhile, the principle of 
effectiveness is one of the requirements of the 'observance' in good faith. This 
requires 'collective enforcement measures' for a good implementation of human 
rights, and may be 'regarded as justified subject to narrowly construed condition, 
provided that a threat to world peace by large-scale human rights violations can be 
established clearly. ' 45 
Moreover, Article 56 states that all members 'pledge themselves to take a 
joint and separate action in co-operation with the Organization for the achievement 
of the purposes set forth in Article 55.' As a specification of fulfilling 'in good 
faith the obligations' in Article 2(2), all member States are bound by obligations 'to 
take a joint and separate action' among them to support the UN or to cooperate 
with it for the purposes stated in Article 55. This cooperation appears to be a legal 
39 Simma/2002/IU923/[15] 
40 Ibid./[ 17] 
41 






obligation among the member States or between them and the UN, 'functioning 
through the appropriate organs' in a positive way.46 
Without limitation on specific forms of cooperation, nonetheless, the concept 
of cooperation is open to interpretation. Since both States and the UN agencies 
should have the common interests to maintain peace and human progress, the 
extent of their cooperation with the UN appears to be read not to breach peace or 
human rights. According to the UN practice, States seem neither to have 
obligations to implement the purposes of Article 55 'unilaterally on a national 
level', nor to 'enact decisions made by the GA' under the Article 56 'nationally'.47 
Meanwhile, signatories of the Charter are legally obliged to do their best to 
faithfully amend their legislation and customs to observe the relevant human rights 
principles as quickly as possible, rather than to eliminate overnight all conflicts. 
This appears to require member States of the UN to change for the better and stop 
or prevent systematic human rights violations. 
Moreover, both standards and implementation measures followed something 
of a pattern with respect to the apartheid regime in South Africa, colonial self-
determination and the human rights in the development of the UN practice. This 
has been confirmed in the GA's resolutions, e.g., RES3448 on Chile, the denials of 
human rights in Democratic Republic of Congo (RES60/172), Iran (RES60/171 ), 
Turkmenistan (RES60/172), Uzbekistan (RES60/174) and Myanmar (RES60/233). 
These resolutions addressed to specific States with increasing frequency refer to 
States' duty to comply with their treaty obligations on human rights and use the 
particular treaty obligations of the identified States as standards against which to 
assess them. In conjunction with the mutual relations of States outside the UN, e.g., 
protests, representations, pressures, or counter-measures, the essential requirement 
of 'cooperation' is to prohibit structural breaches of human rights by States. 
Hence, the UN members have some substantive obligations to protect human 
rights, either as an interpretation of the Charter or under customary international 
law. Specifically, the obligation is to cooperate with the UN, but not to engage in 




Meanwhile, it is worthy of note that the developments in customary law 
appear not to bring institutional measures of implementation, unlike those in 
treaties, though possibly increasing inter-State action. But States must accept the 
above obligation under the Charter to be admitted to membership, which the GA 
and SC must judge whether they are willing and able to carry out. 48 Otherwise, the 
UN is likely to put sanctions on them, e.g. the GA rejecting the representatives' 
credentials from the Apartheid government of South Africa from 1974 to 1994, 
though not refusing admission to or proceeding to suspension or expulsion of them 
on human rights grounds. 
1.1.2 Supervising the Law 
The supervision or implementation of the human rights law is just what States may 
have more concern with than standard-setting by the UN. Without a scientific 
distinction from enforcement, basically, implementation means processes and 
measures designed to secure States' compliance with human rights obligations, 
including reporting by them, investigation by UN bodies, assistance and even 
condemnation. The implementation is cooperative and human rights bodies have 
no coercive power to implement human rights standards, except by or under the 
authority of the SC. It is desirable to address this interplay process from both 
international and national perspectives. 
1.1.2 .1 International implementation 
For the purpose of promoting human rights respect and observance49, a range of 
human rights mechanisms have been set up within the UN to implement its human 
rights programmes and supervise States' obligations within its competence. They 
are divided into two categories, namely, Charter-based bodies established under the 
Charter and treaty-based bodies formed under specific treaties. 5° 
1.1. 2.1.1 UN Charter-based bodies 
-
48 CharterArticle 4 - -, 
49 Charter Articles 1(3), 55( c) and 62(2) 
50 Alston, in Alston/1992/4 
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The principal Charter-based bodies of human rights structures comprise the GA, 
SC, ECOSOC, HRC, Sub-Com1, Committee on the Status of Women and Office of 
the High Commissioner for Human Rights, the United Nations. Since they have 
powers to implement the UN's human rights programmes and supervise States' 
obligations within the competence of the UN under the Charter, it is essential to 
examine the international and internal competences of the UN in human rights 
areas. 
1 .1 .2 .1.1 .1 International Competence 
Under the Charter, the overall competence of the UN on human rights is not 
unlimited in pursuit of Articles 1 and 55. Article 56 provides for the extent of 
human rights duties of all member States, which indicates that States have some 
competence on human rights and remains a question of the dividing line between 
the authority of the State and of the UN. It is Article 2(7) that sets a general one 
between the international competence and the domestic jurisdiction, applicable to 
all of the UN bodies and their activities.51 
Article 2(7) provides for a 'general principle of non-intervention ' 52 to prevent 
the UN from intervening in such matters 'essentially within the domestic 
jurisdiction' of any State. The only exception to this principle is 'the application of 
enforcement measures under Chapter VII'. 53 With ambiguous language and no 
specification of substantial powers of relevant bodies within the UN, Article 2(7) 
remains to be interpreted. 
In drafting process, the word of 'solely' in Article 2(7) was literarily replaced 
with 'essentially' 54 in order to reduce the extent of domestic jurisdiction in human 
rights areas. If 'the matter is not regulated by a rule of customary or contractual 
international law', or 'if international law does not impose any obligation upon' a 
State concerning this matter, 'the matter is solely--but never essentially--within the 
domestic jurisdiction' of the State; and it is solely within the domestic jurisdiction 
of this State 'by international law'.' 55 The extent of those 'solely' 'within the 
51 ICJ Reports/1950/71 
52 Jones/1979/224 
53 Charter Article 2(7) 
54 Raj an! 1961/SO 
55 Ibid./81 
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domestic jurisdiction' may be decided by international obligations imposed on 
States under rules of international law, which seems narrower than that of 
'essentially', whereas there is no matter 'essentially' but 'solely', 'within the 
domestic jurisdiction' in nature. 56 Hence, the wording of 'essentially' appears to be 
considered in connection with both the scope of 'domestic jurisdiction' and of 'to 
intervene' rather than by itself literally. 
The concept of 'domestic jurisdiction' can be traced back to Covenant of the 
League of Nations Article 15 in 1919, without explicitly referring to human rights. 
Early in 1923, the Permanent Court of International Justice only indicated that it is 
relative to assess whether a certain matter is solely within the domestic jurisdiction 
of a State or not in the advisory opinion of Nationality Decrees case. 57 This appears 
to allow for both States and international organizations to play an important role in 
developing the contents of 'domestic jurisdiction'. The function of States 58 in 
international law seems to ensure their power to 'largely determine which matters 
are to be regulated by international law'. 59 
Nonetheless, it appears not to be the case with the development of 
international law relating to human rights. The Charter first includes a range of 
human rights provisions in 1945, 60 which is likely to affect the contents of 
'domestic jurisdiction'. As evidenced by both substantive practice and judicial 
authority, the Charter imposes certain human rights obligations on States.61 Such 
obligations that a State may have undertaken towards other States 'may reflect 
customary obligations, treaty obligations or both' .62 Accordingly, the development 
in international human rights law tends to contribute to that human rights 
protection is a matter that is not regulated 'in principle' by the States.63 This seems 
not to be inferred that all human rights issues are matters of international law, 
whereas it appears to diminish the extent of 'domestic jurisdiction' to a certain 
degree. 
56 lbid./78-83 
57 PCIJ Reports/1923/27 
58 ICJ Statute Article 38; Schachter/1991/35 
59 McGoldrick, in Lowe & Warbrick/1994/86 
60 RusselV1958/777-807, 900-910 
61 Lauterpacht/1968/145-165; Schwelb, in AJ/L/1972/337-351; Rod ley, in /CLQ/1989/326 
62 McGoldrick, in Lowe & Warbrick/1994/86 
63 Sieghart, in Reisman & Weston/1976/262-290 
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Moreover, the UN practice prefers a narrow conception of intervention to 
reduce the scope of domestic jurisdiction over human rights matters. The range of 
'to intervene' is changeable and its parallel development with 'domestic 
jurisdiction' renders it likely to be interpreted 'in the light of the concept of 
intervention' .64 Discussion of the principle of intervention classically began from 
the description by Oppenheim. 65 There is a principle against intervention in an 
indirect and very limited way in Article 2(7) of the Charter. 66 Considering the 
prohibition of the use of force in Article 2(4), the intervention appears to include, 
but not necessarily to be limited to, the most extreme form. 
Both the Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention in the Domestic 
Affairs of States and the Protection of their Independence and Sovereigntl7 and 
Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and 
Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations68 
contain the principle of non-intervention in a broad sense. This tends to indicate 
that intervention has a wide extent of its potential forms in application and the use 
of force is only one of them. Apart from confirming that, the Nicaragua judgment 
also emphasized that 'the principle of non-intervention is an autonomous principle 
of customary law' and that both declarations reflect customary law.69 This appears 
to contribute to a wide interpretation of both intervention and non-intervention, 
together with 'central purposes ofthe rule ofnon-intervention'.70 
Yet the scope of intervention tends to be restricted by the UN practice, of 
which some acts may never be intervention, whereas others may be according to 
how it exercises its powers or might always be but could be specifically authorised 
by the Charter. Specifically, neither the standard-setting nor the inclusion of an 
item for discussion can constitute an intervention, as generally accepted by member 
States as a whole under Articles 1(3) and 55 of the Charter. Even if reaching the 
intervention level under certain circumstances, discussions on the substantive 
64 Simma/2002/l/154/[18] 
65 Jennings & Watts/1992/427-451 
66 McGoldrick, in Lowe & Warbrick/1994/87 
67 
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matters and adoption of recommendations are usually not the matters 'essentially 
within the domestic jurisdiction' of the States under general international law. 
Furthermore, that the UN discusses, undertakes a study of or makes 
investigations into, and recommends on, the human rights situation in a specific 
State, seems to amount to an intervention. But it is not the case if the UN has 
related competence and such matters lie outside the domestic jurisdiction of the 
State. The HRC usually investigates the position in an individual State, finds 
evidence on, and condemns, the non-compliance with its human rights obligations. 
Many States still have reservations about the legitimacy of this and claim their 
domestic jurisdiction, while the UN maintains the international concern of this 
matter, has investigated some States and reached adverse conclusions about them. 
Neither view can prevail simply by the above assertions, but largely resting on 
what action the UN is contemplating. 
Apparently, these human rights duties imposed on States appear to indicate 
human rights issues more within both international competence and domestic 
jurisdiction, than outside their domestic jurisdiction. If States are willing to give up 
their jurisdiction over human rights matters, then such issues fall into the category 
of 'essentially' outside their domestic jurisdiction and within the UN competence 
at the same time. Hence, this tends not to amount to an intervention and the above 
investigation appears to be an intervention without States' permission or invitation. 
However, there is a development of rules on the above human rights issues in 
the UN practice. GA Resolution 2144 (XXI), ECOSOC Resolutions 728F 
(XXVIII), 1164 (XLI) and 1235 (XLII) as well as HRC Resolution 8 (XXIII) share 
the same legal opinion. 71 It supports the UN to undertake fact-finding and 
investigations where there is some evidence of 'gross violations' and 'consistent 
patterns of violations', with essential elements of seriousness, time and repetition.72 
Even if the methods of fact-finding or investigations constitute an intervention, 
such violations with reliable evidence are no longer regarded as falling 'essentially 
within the domestic jurisdiction'. Its special significance inevitably puts into 
question the whole conduct of government policies and even its capacity to survive, 
which appears to partially explain the sensitivity of States. 
71 Nowak, in NYIL/l99l/86 
72 Ibid./85-86 
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In fact, if a State agrees to cooperate with the UN, for instance, South Africa's 
invitation to the UN to send observers, then no issue of domestic jurisdiction 
occurs. But the UN has no legal obligation to respond to every request, which 
appears consistent with the intention to draft the Charter of abandoning 'the 
possibility of useful action rather than' sacrificing 'the balance of carefully 
established fields of competence' .73 
It is increasingly accepted that the principle of non-interference with the 
essential domestic jurisdiction clause cannot prevent any State responsible for 
systematic human rights violations from condemnation by UN bodies.74 Even if a 
State which is under UN investigation is a party to other international human rights 
treaties, those obligations appear not to remove human rights matters from the 
State's domestic jurisdiction for the purposes of Article 2(7) in general, either. 
Yet 'the more cohesive and authoritative' European Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 'may effectively displace 
the universal system for many disputes generated' within its members States. 75 
Although most of them are parties to UN human rights treaties, they often bring 
disputes before the European Court of Human Rights. While the UN bodies 
(Human Rights Committee etc.) are competent to settle these disputes, its universal 
system has been reinforced with the more effective ECHR in the above case. 
Moreover, where the SC recommends or requires measures against a State that 
is not complying with its decisions under Chapter VII of the Charter does not 
constitute an intervention. Under Article 2(7), 'a threat to or breaches of peace or 
acts of aggression defined in Chapter VII of the Charter' clearly falls outside the 
domestic jurisdiction and inside the international competence, regardless of 
constituting human rights violations. 
Since the above peace means international peace, the doctrine of 'international 
concern' appears. It seems to immediately make available 'the procedures of 
pacific settlement' and resort to the UN jurisdiction with present or 'potential 
threats to the peace' 'even if a party raised the plea of domestic jurisdiction'. 76 
Nonetheless, a 'threat to international peace could exist only when the territorial 
73 ICJ Reports/1962/230 
74 Nowalc in,NYJL/1991/85 
75 Evans2i2003!772 
76 Howell, in AJJL/19691776 
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integrity or political independence of a State was threatened directly or indirectly.' 
77 Considering this doctrine has 'boot-strapping' operation in the progress of the 
UN standards and the political concept of 'international concern' is different from 
the UN's competence as a legal notion, less situation of being of 'international 
concern' may fall under such competence. 
The GA is competent to recommend Member States to take various kinds of 
action against a member State in its resolutions.78 However, the power of the GA is 
limited under Chapter IV and it cannot recommend some kinds of measures, e.g., 
military measures, which would not be consistent with its powers. Even if the 
actions within its competence seem to amount to an intervention, such resolutions 
have the constitutional basis that matters in 'flagrant breaches of human rights' are 
not essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of related States and thus fall into 
the UN jurisdiction. 
Meanwhile, the UN practice limits the extent of 'domestic jurisdiction' m 
applying Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter 79 and a narrow conception of 
intervention appears to decrease this extent. In the Nationality Decrees Case, the 
PCIJ 'is of opinion that the dispute referred to in the resolution of the League of 
Nations Council of 4th October 1922, is not, by international law, solely a matter 
of domestic jurisdiction' .80 On the basis of this reasoning, States and UN organs 
recognized a substantial reduction of the area of 'domestic jurisdiction'.81 Thus, a 
State may retain 'domestic jurisdiction' within a less scope with more international 
obligations under treaties, customs, or general rules of Jaw. Where it becomes a 
member of the UN, its scope of 'domestic jurisdiction' will be limited by any treaty 
obligations it has accepted under the Charter. 
Generally, human rights issues are a concern of the UN and for all global 
actors, which appears to indicate that human rights are within the 'concurrent 
77 Zoller, in AJ/L/1987 /610 
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jurisdiction' of the UN and States, 82 rather than an 'essential' part of their domestic 
jurisdiction. But not all States are equally bound by certain but not all human rights 
because the legal effect of human rights laws on States is diverse. The UN is 
competent to draft human rights standards, either resolutions of the GA without 
binding force, or treaties with legal effect merely on State parties, while each State 
can decide whether to ratify treaties or not. Also the ICJ referred to obligations 
erga omnes, which includes the principles and rules concerning the basic human 
rights amongjus cogens or customary internationallaw.83 
Moreover, human rights bodies of the UN are authorised to 'only examine the 
results of its implementation', instead of 'the power to recommend to a country that 
it should implement' the ICCPR 'in one way or the other'. 84 This allows the State 
to exercise its discretionary power to decide specific implementation measures and 
practice them to enforce relevant human rights standards in fulfiling its 
obligations,85 which amounts to a part of its domestic jurisdiction. 
Additionally, both States and the UN agencies have the power to determine 
whether or not an issue on human rights abuses was 'essentially within the 
domestic jurisdiction' of States. The UN organs are competent to assess the 
application of a particular norm, without 'a determinative say', 86 whereas the UN 
practice, the acceptance or acquiescence by other States and the position of the 
State concerned tend to influence such a valid evaluation. Moreover, Article 2(7) of 
the Charter 'necessitates a positivistic treatment and a continuing need to base any 
modification ... on the clear consent' of States as 'the legal expression of the 
continuing political fact of sovereignty' in a sense.87 This requires 'clear consent' 
of States and emphasizes their power to make decisions. 
In summary, Article 2(7) of the Charter has proved a flexible protection for 
State autonomy or the domestic jurisdiction of members against intervention by the 
UN, within their limited duty of co-operation in Article 56. Two things seem to be 
82 Nowak, in NY/L/1991/86 
83 ICJ Reports/1970/33/[33-34]; ICJ Reports/1980/42/[91] 
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agreed, of which it is not an intervention for the UN to discuss and even reach 
conclusions on matters involving an individual State which are governed by 
international law. Such matters are not within a State's domestic jurisdiction. The 
other is that the UN's entry into the territory of a member State, even in connection 
with a matter governed by international law, is always an intervention, except with 
the authority of the SC. So for human rights, the UN can discuss and reach 
conclusions about whether or not there is a pattern of gross and flagrant violations 
of human rights in a member State but cannot within the State, without the consent 
of the government. This consent is frequently withheld and often made subject to 
stringent conditions. If the UN feels able to reach conclusions without entering the 
territory of a State, for instance, by relying on the evidence of persons who have 
fled the State, then it may reach its conclusions, though these will be only 
recommendations. If a State does co-operate with a UN mechanism, for example, 
by allowing in a Special Rapporteur, any conclusions he reaches will also be 
without binding effect but it may be difficult for a State not to engage with the 
Special Rapporteur about how to proceed. 
1.1.2.1.1.2 Internal Competence 
Distinct from the UN competence against the States, there is an issue on the 
internal competence of the UN, namely, which organ within the UN is competent 
to handle the matter. There are various bodies with potential competence on human 
rights because some of the principal organs of the UN, such as the GA, SC and 
ECOSOC, have the power to create subsidiary organs under Articles 7(2), 22, 29, 
and 68. The HRC, Sub-Com I, ComSW and OHCHR also play an important role in 
dealing with these issues as subsidiaries of the UN. 
1.1.2 .1.1 .2 .1 Power competence 
One factor relevant to the international competence is the power of decision of the 
organ. The Charter bodies may have diverse powers on human rights matters, of 
which every human rights body within the UN might put forward some human 
rights issues in general. Both the GA and ECOSOC exercise a wide extent of 
internal competence to discuss human rights matters in application of the UN's 
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general international jurisdiction respectively under Article I 0 and 62 of the 
Charter. Then, relevant decisions could be made by the GA, HRC or SC under 
Article I2, among which organs may only act by way of recommendations, with 
the exception of the decisions made by the SC under Chapter VII of the Charter. 
Specifically, the SC may take decisions which are binding on States under 
Articles 25 and 27(3) and which take priority over their other treaty obligations 
under Article I 03, if there is an identified 'threat to the peace, breach of the peace 
or act of aggression'. It can 'investigate any dispute, or any situation which might 
lead to international friction or give rise to a dispute', including those concerned 
with human rights violations under Article 34. After that, it may 'determine' 
whether human rights violations are serious enough to constitute a 'threat to the 
peace' under Article 39 of the Charter and 'has the final voice' in handling such 
matters. Its legally-binding decisions under Article 25 and Chapter VII are distinct 
from legal recommendations made by the GA or ECOSOC without binding force 
under Chapter IV or Chapter X of the Charter. Nonetheless, its extensive power is 
not unlimited under Article 39 because all measures that it shall decide to take 
according to Articles 4I and 42 must be favourable 'to maintain or restore 
international peace and security'. 
Charter Article I3(l)(b) mandates the GA to 'initiate studies and make 
recommendations for the purpose of ... assisting in the realization of human rights 
and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction'. This appears to indicate 
three phrases in its human rights activities, that is, standard-setting, promotion and 
protection.88 The standards mainly appear in the forms of conventions, declarations, 
recommendations and resolutions. Promotion refers to 'advisory services, broad 
studies, and an incipient reporting system' 89 . Protection primarily involves 
'establishment of procedures for assessing information received from private 
persons and groups concerning possible gross violations and reporting thereon to 
the general membership, fact-finding in certain cases' where member States 'allege 
grave violations, and efforts to mitigate or terminate violations in particular 





. Apart from standard-setting, it has already done much of 'the pioneering 
work of establishing machinery to protect and promote civil and political rights' .91 
Article 62 mandates the ECOSOC to undertake studies and make 
recommendations on a wide range of issues, encompassing 'respect for, and 
observance of, human rights'. It also set significant international human rights 
standards as a subordinate body. 
The HRC was set up by the ECOSOC as a specialized commission with 'the 
mandate of submitting proposals, recommendations and reports' to the ECOSOC 
concerning human rights in 1946 under Article 68.92 Its standard-setting is a vital 
part of the drafting process of the UN prior to the GA's approval and then States' 
ratification. 93 This is overshadowed by its responding to claims of substantial 
human rights violations from 1967, while it also has the 're-conceived power of 
discussion, debate and passage of critical resolutions to a growing number of 
States' .94 
It approved the creations of the Sub-Com1 and the ComSW. The Sub-Com1 
has the power to 'undertake studies ... and to make recommendations' to the HRC 
'concerning the prevention of discrimination of any kind relating to human 
rights'. 95 The ComSW was established as a body of the ECOSOC by its Resolution 
11(11) of 21 June 1946 to 'prepare recommendations and reports .... on promoting 
women's rights in political, economic, social and educational fields' or 'on urgent 
problems'. 
In addition, the OHCHR is 'the UN official with principal responsibility for 
human rights' under the United Nations Secretary General within the Secretariat.96 
By ECOSOC Resolution 728F in 1959, the ECOSOC developed such a procedure 
that allows the SG to compile a non-confidential list of complaints which dealt 
with the principles of human rights protection. The OHCHR also has the power to 
mediate directly with governments where there is evidence of human rights abuses, 
90 Ibid. 








97 but its functions have been seriously handicapped by a shortage of staff and 
funds. 
1.1.2.1.1.2.2 The Charter mechanisms 
While member States have generally accepted the UN competence on human rights 
standard-setting, a substantial number of States always regard implementation as a 
matter of domestic jurisdiction. They claim that the UN's activities within a State 
require its consent and any adverse conclusions without 'on-site' investigation on it 
are unconvincing. But the UN has developed the Charter mechanisms with subjects 
on 'general situations of human rights violations in a given country' 98 and these 
procedures have reached convincing conclusions in some cases, even if no access 
to the territory. They comprise 1235 procedure, 1503 procedure, country-oriented 
and thematic resolutions, in order to decide whether a situation reveals patterns of 
gross human rights violations. 99 Among them, the 1235 procedure is concerned 
with States and 1503 procedure with individuals, while country-oriented 
resolutions are taken in the country-by-country approach and thematic ones by 
thematic means. 
ECOSOC Resolution 1235 (XLII) of 1967 introduced authorization of a 
public procedure applicable to individual States on human rights matters. It 
endorsed the HRC's decision to hold an annual debate on human rights breaches in 
terms which envisaged consideration of general situations in States. The procedure 
also mandates both the HRC and Sub-Com 1 to 'examine information relevant to 
gross violations of human rights'. Since its activation depends upon States' 
decisions to initiate it against a particular State, this is likely not to make the co-
operation of the target State with patent political considerations. Even if States 
cooperate with the UN, this procedure ends with condemnatory recommendations 
in the HRC's resolutions. 
ECOSOC Resolution 1503 (XL VIII) of 1970 authorised a confidential 
procedure as 'the oldest human rights complaint mechanism in the UN system' 100 . 
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By this resolution, ECOSOC only authorised the Sub-Com 1 to set up a working 
group to consider all communications received by the SG and any government 
comments on 'a consistent pattern of gross ... violations of human rights'. For 
example, allegations made against Greece and against Haiti were both considered 
under this authority and further taken by the ECOSOC according to the ECOSOC 
Resolution as implemented by the Sub-Com 1. 
The 1503 procedure was substantively revised by ECOSOC Resolution 
2000/3, which provides more time for consideration of complaints and the power 
ofthe HRC to consider whether situations referred from the Sub-Com1 may initiate 
a study or not. The Sub-Com 1 works according to Resolution 1 of 1971, which 
stipulates the criteria of admissibility of communications in this entirely 
confidential procedure. The process is finalized with a list of the situations, the 
consideration underway of which has been discontinued. Thus, this procedure 
appears 'to make it more efficient, to facilitate dialogue with the Governments 
concerned and to provide for a more meaningful debate in the final stages of a 
complaint' before the HRC. 101 
Nonetheless, there is the limitation on admissibility of communications under 
Resolution 1. Such communications aim to provide evidence of a 'consistent 
pattern of gross and reliably attested violations' and the remedy is directed to this 
general situation rather than urgent protection measures to relieve victims. 
Considering the need to establish evidence of patterns of human rights 
breaches instead of the seriousness of individual cases, NGOs play an important 
role in both procedures. Systematic human rights abuses enshrined in the UDHR 
principally constitute such patters of violations and the most prominent examples 
of such abuses include 'torture, summary executions ... genocide, slavery-like 
practice and ... discrimination' in practice. 102 The HRC or ECOSOC may appoint 
Special Rapporteurs to investigate further the situation in specific States. The Sub-
Com1 may decide whether a particular situation amounts to such evidence, 'on an 
ad hoc basis', 103 in the confidential procedure. 'Every formal decision to put a 
particular country on the agenda item 12' of the HRC item 7 of the Sub-Com 1, or 
101 Ibid.; 'Procedure for Dealing with Communications concerning Human Rights', UN Doc.E/RES/2000/3 
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to adopt 'a resolution deploring the situation in that country' indicates information 
available on gross human rights violations in the public procedure. 104 
The HRC also adopted Country-oriented resolutions on the right to self-
determination to imply human rights violations, while such resolutions under 
'advisory services' do not indicate the existence of systematic breaches, but certain 
problems. 105 After an examination under ECOSOC Resolutions 1235 or 1503, 
advisory services are usually requested by governments on the way back to 
democracy and sometimes abused by them in an attempt to escape an examination 
under supervising proceedings. 106 This has been severely criticised by the Amnesty 
International as concealing large-scale human rights violations and that the value of 
such resolutions depends upon the reaction of the HRC to a great degree. Country-
situations may be referred to the GA and it may pass resolutions relating to them, 
for instance, the HRC took action on five country-specific resolutions in 2003, 
which is largely related to violations of civil and political rights in African or Asian 
States. 
Different from others, thematic mechanisms require the appointment of issue-
specific rapporteurs to respond quickly to urgent cases or emergencies in individual 
States. Since 1980 such mechanisms have developed enormously with 
appointments on various themes, some of which are individual rapporteurs or 
working groups. The HRC has appointed many thematic rapporteurs or working 
groups, some of whose mandates overlap with the country rapporteurs. Any visits 
of both rapporteurs require the consent of the State and may be carried out only on 
the conditions agreed. 
1.1.2.1.1.2.3 The political nature of the Charter procedures 
Since the procedures of the Charter involve the UN's competence under the 
Charter, States' rights and obligations under the Charter and customary 
international law, the implementation of human rights law requires the co-
operation of States. Most human rights bodies within the UN are political bodies 





their decision-making, e.g. the first use of 'no action' procedure by GA in 2004. 
Independent experts in Sub-Com 1 simply play the role of providing information to 
the HRC that determines the target States and reach conclusions from experts' 
reports. Even if both transparency and procedural fairness are available in such 
processes, States' responses appear wary and the UN bodies' condemnatory 
resolutions are co-operative. 
Moreover, the circumstance where there is evidence of a pattern of structural 
human rights breaches and the UN has the greatest competence usually arises not 
against the will of governments. For instance, it is the policies that may lead to this 
pattern because of political necessity or a political commitment to a programme of 
human rights violations. This leaves room for the UN to develop cooperative 
programmes with States where the human rights situation is not bad or the 
government has not the risk of survival or preemption of their essential policies 
with their cooperation. 
1.1.2.1.1.2.4 The UN reform 
The HRCoun has been established to replace the HRC from 16 June 2006 as a 
subsidiary body of the GA. 107 Its focus is to promote 'the full implementation of 
human rights obligations' by member States through 'dialogue on thematic issues', 
'human rights education and learning, advisory services, technical assistance and 
capacity-building', and to make recommendations to the GA 'for further 
development of international law in the field of human rights' .108 
The HRCoun carries over 'all mandates, mechanisms, functions and 
responsibilities of the HRC without any gap on human rights protection, including 
those concerning the work of the OHCHR and in close cooperation with various 
human rights organizations. 109 The HRCoun 'shall meet regularly throughout the 
year and schedule no fewer than three sessions per year' and 'hold special sessions, 
when needed, at the request' of a HRCoun member 'with the support of one-third 
of the membership' of the HRCoun. 110 
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The HRCoun consists of 47 members States and its membership is open to all 
members of the UN. 111 The members of the HRCoun are expected to 'uphold the 
highest standards in the promotion and protection of human rights' and 'fully 
cooperate with' the HRCoun. 112 In order to ensure its members to observe these 
human rights standards, they will 'be reviewed under the universal periodic review 
mechanism during their term of membership'. 113 The GA may 'suspend the rights 
of membership' in the HRCoun of a member of the HRCoun that 'commits gross 
and systematic violations of human rights'. 114 
Considering the above reform of the UN, the establishment of the HRCoun 
has been recognized as 'a historic opportunity to improve the protection and 
promotion of fundamental freedoms of people around the world'. 115 Both 
advantages and disadvantages of the UN reform would be witnessed by the 
potential contribution of the HRCoun to the further development of international 
human rights law. 
1.1.2.1.2 UN treaty-based bodies 
Each international human rights treaty has its own implementation procedures. 
There are six human rights treaties to be implemented by a treaty body whose task 
is confined to matters arising from that treaty: the ICCPR, ICESCR, CEDA W, 
CAT, CERD, or CRC. The HRCom established by ICCPR Article 28 is the most 
significant among the six treaty bodies and composed of 18 independent experts 
who impartially work 'in their personal capacity'. Its primary functions 
characterize six treaty bodies as a group. 
ICCPR Article 40 requires parties to 'submit reports on the measures they 
have adopted which give effect to the rights recognized herein and on the progress 
made in the enjoyment of those rights', which is a reporting system. The reports 
include 'the factors and difficulties ... affecting the implementation' of the ICCPR, 
which should be a realistic picture of the application of human rights norms to a 
State and its conducts related to enforcement. In public proceedings, for instance, 
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occasional dialogues between the State and the HRCom, a formal presentation by 
the State, or informal involvement by the NGOs, State reports are discussed with a 
State's representative in attendance. The HRCom responds to States with 
'concluding observance' that may be open for the media or NGOs' reports or a 
heated debates. 
Moreover, the HRCom generally gives substantive interpretations of treaty 
provisions on diverse topics in General Comments issued by it, excluding 
participation of treaty parties. There is also the individual communication in 
optional clauses or protocols of several international human rights treaties. The 
OPI-ICCPR provides a complaints system against a State party and for all citizens 
of the State to access and invoke. Certain conditions must be satisfied and these 
include the exhaustion of local remedies. The approach of communication is 
written or close examination. 
In summary, treaty bodies have evolved in important ways through internal 
decisions, all of which appear to expand the power to secure universal human 
rights observance pursuant to international human rights treaties. 
1.1.2.2 National implementation 
In general, 'most international agreements on human rights leave the question of 
implementation' to State parties 116 on the national level. Under the Charter, all 
member States have a general obligation on international human rights cooperation, 
which obliges them to cooperate with the UN, but not to engage in patterns of gross 
and flagrant violations of human rights, as noted above. This is related to all 
aspects of implementation or supervision at national level, mainly including the 
necessary legislative, judicial and administrative measures as requirements of 
human rights protection. 
Main human rights treaties expressly state requirements and even essential 
measures to protect human rights in general or specific, e.g. the ICCPR. ICCPR 
Article 2 requires or obliges State parties to respect and ensure that individuals' 
rights recognized in the ICCPR are implemented through incorporation in domestic 
legislation or through other approaches. First, if a State party has not 'already 
provided for by existing legislative or other measures', it must 'take the necessary 
116 Meron/1984/369-370 
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steps ... to adopt such legislative or other measures as may be necessary to give 
effect to the rights recognized' therein. 117 Second, it has the duty to 'ensure that 
any person whose rights or freedoms as herein recognized are violated shall have 
an effective remedy, notwithstanding that the violation has been committed by 
persons acting in an official capacity'. I IS Third, it shall 'develop the possibilities of 
judicial remedy' to 'ensure that any person claiming such a remedy shall have his 
right' recognised. I I 9 Similarly, some of other international human rights 
instruments contain rather detailed provisions to impose on State parties this kind 
of obligations. Izo 
Accordingly, the national legislation should recognize the legal scope and 
systems to protect human rights, judicial bodies shall undertake to offer judicial 
remedy to ensure human rights, administrative authorities take measures to prevent 
violations of human rights. Among them, judicial bodies play an important role in 
national implementation of human rights standards because the national courts may 
interpret such standards to effectively remove possible obstacles to judicial remedy 
and human rights protection. 
In theory, there are two approaches, self-executing and non-self-executing, in 
application of international norms, including human rights standards. Where 
provisions relating to human rights are clear and explicit, they could be deemed 
self-executing to be directly applied. Otherwise, they could be applicable to 
domestic cases after the national legislature had domesticated them and made them 
have legal effects on the national legislation. Where there are legal conflicts 
between domestic legislation and international human rights instruments, it is vital 
for the competent national courts to give judicial explanations of the specific use of 
nationwide laws in the judicial process. This exercise of their legal function 
appears to favour reducing and removing possible divergence between them. 
In addition, other national bodies, e.g. human rights commissions, retain to be 
established or improved. They are responsible for monitoring, documenting, or 
reporting human rights issues, in general, to promote progress of the domestic 
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1.1.3 Enforcement of the Law 
1.1.3 .1 International enforcement 
At the international level, the SC appears to be playing a limited role in enforcing 
international human rights instruments without express power to take action for 
human rights protection. Less effective means to enforce decisions of the SC 
appear to hamper its handling of such matters and even lead to combing 'appeals to 
do better in the future with denunciation of past failures.t 21 • 
1.1.3.1.1 The SC's powers 
Under the Charter, the SC has no specific power to enforce international law 
generally or human rights law particularly. Since the SC has the power to 
determine 'the existence of any threat to' or 'breach of the peace' and take 
measures on it under Article 39, it must determine that human rights violations 
amount to a threat to or breach of the peace in order to take action under the 
Chapter. In the UN practice, the GA has long acted on the basis that widespread 
breaches of human rights do threaten international protection of peace and security. 
The SC has frequently acted under Chapter VII in situations where human rights 
consideration has become so predominant or substantial as to threaten international 
peace. 
As Article 39 requires, the SC's determination of 'what measures shall be 
taken' should 'maintain or restore international peace and security', to the degree 
of which are directed against human rights violations. Such decisions on human 
rights matters under Article 27(3) are binding under Article 25 on all of member 
States, comprising any specific addressee States, and take priority over States' 
other treaty obligations under Article 103. 
1.1.3.1.2 The SC practice 
The SC has taken a series of measures to maintain international peace and protect 
human rights, among which economic measures, resort to international criminal 
121 Bailey, in Alston/1992/332 
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tribunals or armed force are important and effective means in practice. Two prime 
examples of economic measures are Rhodesia and South Africa, where in 
accordance respectively with Resolutions 232 and 418. Another one is Iraq where 
economic sanctions have the effect of 'oil for food' according to Resolution 986. 
As Article 50 stipulated, any other States, regardless of the UN members, 
'confronted with special economic problems arising from the carrying out of the 
SC's 'preventive or enforcement measures' against any State have the right to 
resort to its resolution of such problems. This indicates the effect of economic 
means on third States. 
The SC has established the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former 
Yugoslavia in former Yugoslavia under Resolutions 808 and 827 and the 
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda in Rwanda under Resolution 955. 
They have jurisdiction over such grave crimes committed in former Yugoslavia 
and in Rwanda and are mandated to prosecute those who are responsible for such 
crimes. 
As the last resort, the use of force is an effective measure taken by the SC. 
The most prime examples are Somalia, Bosnia and Kosovo, where respectively in 
accordance with Resolutions 794, 1035 and 1244 as follows. The SC Resolution 
794 determined 'magnitude of human tragedy ... exacerbated by obstacles to 
distribution of humanitarian assistance constitutes a threat to international peace 
and security' and authorised States to use 'all necessary means' to establish a 
secure environment for humanitarian relief operations. The SC Resolution 1035 
decided that 'the situation in the region continues to constitute a threat to 
international peace and security' and authorised States to take 'all necessary 
measures' to implement Dayton. The SC Resolution 1244 made the same decision 
with and different authorizations from its Resolution 1035. Resolution 1244 
authorised States 'to establish the international security presence' with 'all 
necessary means' to fulfil its mandate [Kosovo Force], and the SG 'to establish an 
international civil presence' 'to provide transitional administration while 
establishing and overseeing the development of provisional democratic governing 
institutions'. This is also required to reach the degree of 'protecting and promoting 
human rights' [United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo] and 
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ensuring 'a peaceful and normal life for all inhabitants of Kosovo' under this 
resolution. 
The UN may take on a temporary, albeit not necessarily short, role of 
governments of States and territories, e.g. Namibia, East Timor/Timor-Leste, 
Afghanistan, Sierra Leone, with the military force supplied by States to protect the 
civil operations of the UN body. When exercising enforcement powers for human 
rights purposes, the UN body expresses some measures of concern about the 
effects of sanctions on civilian populations, e.g. in Iraq. Its concern also includes 
compliance with human rights standards by UN staff, e.g. relating to Sierra Leone, 
and by members of authorised forces, e.g. Somalia, Afghanistan. 
During the peace-building of post-conflict, there is a problem of whether the 
intervention is by a universal force or by a force authorised by the SC. The single 
model for the relationship between the political and military elements of this 
process is not available, but the legitimacy of the political part of the operation. It 
is important because this legitimacy appears to contribute to the transference of the 
security aspects from an external military apparatus to an internal police force. 
1.1.3.2 National enforcement 
At national level, there are two primary points to be noted in enforcement, that is, 
the erga omnes nature of human rights obligations against third-States and 
enforcement of domestic laws relating to human rights by the national courts 
within local State. 
1.1.3.2.1 Obligations Erga Omnes 
Some of human rights obligations have universal effects with erga omnes nature. 
This may be demonstrated from the standing point of a general theory of 
obligations erga omnes. 
It is 'widely acknowledged today' that obligations erga omnes are important 
State responsibilities, 122 distinct from those arising from essentially bilateral 




international law 124 • The ICJ stated that they were 'obligations of a State towards 
the international community as a whole ... By their very nature ... the concern of all 
States ... all States can be held to have a legal interest in their protection' in the 
Barcelona Traction Judgment. 125 This tends to describe their nature and distinguish 
them from the other State responsibility existing in ordinary bilateral relationships 
under international law. 
The ordinary legal relationship mentioned above is between two States, 
namely both the responsible and the injured State, irrespective of whether 
customary law or bilateral or multilateral treaty is the source of the obligation. For 
example, under customary international law, a State has a series of bilateral 
obligations to treat aliens on its territory according to the international minimum 
standard in parallel to all others. Accordingly, only the injured State may make a 
legal claim or take further action against the responsible State that fails to make 
restitution for its wrongful acts. Equally, under multilateral treaties, for instance, 
the European Convention on Extradition, if one party (State A) refuses to extradite 
a person to another party (State B), only State B may complain or respond by not 
returning persons to State A in breach of its corresponding treaty obligations. 
In stark contrast to this orthodox one, the new category of legal relationships 
of State responsibility derived from obligations erga omnes merely involves the 
responsible State, rather than the injured State, under international law. There is a 
noticeable limitation to this legal relationship for the demonstration of damage by 
the responsible State. This disadvantage is acute for human rights obligations due 
to lack of materially injured States or an effective mechanism to secure a State that 
injures its own nationals to comply with its relevant obligations. 
Moreover, the ICJ gave some examples of the substantive rules which were of 
the character of erga omnes in order to add an explanation on its nature, despite 
there being no substance to such obligations. They consist of 'contemporary 
international law', for example, 'the outlawing of acts of aggression, and of 
genocide', and 'the principles and rules concerning basic rights of the human 





to mainly concern core human rights obligations with the nature of erga omnes, 
while not providing a precise mechanism for identifying which rules have this 
nature. 
In summary, obligations erga omnes include the obligations of all States 
concerned to outlaw acts of widespread or systematic atrocities, or to protect the 
basic rights of people and are owed 'towards the international community as a 
whole' 127. They tend to limit the State scope to all States parties bound by legal 
rules associated with obligations erga omnes, though such rules are generally 
assumed to be universally applicable. Accordingly, all State parties to the legal rule 
which creates obligations erga omnes have a legal interest in their performance. 
Customarily, this will mean almost all States, except for persistent objectors, while 
for a treaty will simply be the parties to the treaty. 
This concept identifies several characteristic features of obligations erga 
omnes. The first is such 'a generality of standing' 128 that all States parties are 
universally bound by a rule of an erga omnes character under related customary 
international laws or treaties. This is one of the essential features of obligations 
erga omnes. Moreover, the second is 'solidarity' 129 that every State party 'can be 
held to have a legal interest to protect and promote common interests' of 
'international community as a whole' 130. This is linked with the enforcement of law 
by States which may take action and make claims in the event of violations by any 
other State party of international obligations towards 'international community as a 
whole' 131 . 
There is a puzzle about the legal nature of the 'international community as a 
whole' to which erga omnes obligations are owed. As the ICJ observed, such 
obligations towards the 'international community as a whole' are under the concern 
and protection of all States that 'can be held to have a legal interest' in nature. 132 
This appears to illustrate the absence of such legal persons as the international 
community from the International Court of Justice, but not the case in States. More 
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important, as 'a personified international community', 133 all State parties owe 
obligations erga omnes at the same time under an international customary law or 
treaty. If a State violates an obligation erga omnes, then all of other parties are 
legally injured and have equal rights to invoke legal consequences of international 
responsibility of this responsible State. 
Accordingly, all parties to the same human rights obligation have the right to 
invoke the responsibility of a State who injured its own nationals to violate human 
rights obligations concerned. They may demand cessation of the wrong, seek 
guarantees against its repetition, or take action to secure these outcomes by way of 
counter-measures. 
In addition, obligations erga omnes derive from 'rules of general international 
law belonging to jus cogens and codified by international treaties' 134 with 
numerous State parties to protect universal or quasi-universal rights related under 
international law. This seems to indicate that such obligations are likely to have 
some relations with jus cogens rule and all kinds of criminal law rules in 
international law, whereas they are distinguished from other rules. The above 
characteristic features identified are just primary requirements of such obligations 
and their basic respects to differentiate between international criminal law rules and 
jus cogens norms. 
In the field of human rights, obligations erga omnes are those of all State 
parties who have a legal interest in their performance of the customary law or 
treaty obligations, to prosecute any other State party as authors of international 
wrongful acts, directly in breach of basic rights of humane beings 'towards the 
international community as a whole' 135 . These acts mainly include crimes against 
humanity, genocide, apartheid, racial discrimination, taking of civilian hostages, 
slavery or slave trade, trans-territorial abduction and selling of people, torture, 
attacks against internationally protected persons, and hijacking aircraft. Due to lack 
of the injured State and imbalance between both parties of legal relationships 
within the rules of an erga omnes nature, lawful obligations between the 
responsible State and other State parties remain to be fully fulfiled. Obligations 
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erga omnes appears to have bridged this gap and allow all State parties to have a 
legal right to protection from human rights violations by any State party against the 
international community on the whole. Hence, such obligations tend to contribute 
to an important element in the regime of implementation of human rights standards 
having an erga omnes character and promotion of basic human rights related. 
Specifically, the content of obligations erga omnes comprises two aspects in 
the human rights areas. Firstly, without substance of obligations erga omnes, there 
is no specific mechanism attached to the substantive duties, regardless of 
customary law or treaty obligations. Secondly, the substantive content of erga 
omnes rules appears to arise State responsibility vis-a-vis injured States in the case 
of violations and entail them to claim against any other State party to legal rules 
and in breach of such material rules. 136 Under the international customary law, all 
States have a legal interest in the performance of the customary law obligations of 
others. For instance, they could make representations seeking cessation of 
violations with respect to the State's own nationals. Meanwhile, all State parties to 
a treaty could use such treaty mechanisms as the treaty provides. Under the Charter, 
for example, all member States may apply any human rights mechanisms regulated 
in this Charter, including the presenting of a resolution to the HRC. 
1.1. 3. 2. 2 Obligations of national courts in enforcement 
In enforcement of international human rights standards, the State parties have the 
obligation to guarantee the competent bodies to supply effective remedies for 
human rights protection. ICCPR Article 2(3)(c) requires the State to 'ensure that 
the competent authorities shall enforce such remedies when granted'. These various 
national remedies are more speedy, effective and economic than any international 
ones in principle. Since national courts may directly or indirectly apply 
international human rights laws to concrete cases, they tend to play an essential 
role in practising judicial remedies on human rights protection. 
However, the judicial independence appears to be a fundamental factor to 
decide whether judicial bodies, especially national courts, may effectively 
undertake the obligation to enforce international human rights laws. Without a fair 
136 Byers, in NJJL/1997/232 
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and reliable judicial system, national courts tend to have difficulties in properly 
bringing into play their function in the national enforcement of international human 
rights law. 
1.1. 3. 2. 3 Assessment of enforcement 
The obligations erga omnes tend to have a universal effect among State parties and 
the third State has the right to object to any relevant violations of other States on 
behalf of the international community, while lacking specific mechanisms to 
appropriately ensure them. 
Meanwhile, State parties should effectively fulfil the obligation to guarantee 
national courts' proper enforcement of international human rights laws concerned, 
whereas not all of them have a competent judicial system to ensure good 
enforcement situation. This is possible to weaken good effects of both obligations 
in enforcement. Hence, enforcement of them appears very limited, which tends to 
present the importance of co-operation by States bound by international human 
rights obligations. 
There will be little consideration of the enforcement of human rights 
obligations in this project, in any event a relatively rare incident in international 
relations but one which is inconceivable against China. Compliance with 
international human rights standards to a great extent depends upon the co-
operation of States, with States willing to find out what is required of them and 
then being willing to take steps to improve matters where they have been found 
wanting. It is not possible to speculate effectively whether or not, and if so, when 
China might be willing to accept onerous obligations on human rights. 
1.2 China's Cooperation 
As a member State ofthe UN, China is bound by the provisions of the Charter and 
any SC decisions applicable to it. It has participated in a number of UN 
proceedings on human rights and ratified over twenty international human rights 
treaties, except for the ICCPR signed in 1998. 137 Regardless of whether China's 






concept of human rights and take measures to fulfil its due international human 
rights obligations. It also submits reports, drafts new instruments, engages in 
numerous multilateral, regional or bilateral dialogues on human rights, and 
frequently hosts important regional or international human rights meetings in 
international human rights activities. 138 Following the establishment of the 
HRCoun, China obtained its membership by year in 2009 term election. 139 All 
these activities which China has done in an effort to support the UN tend to 
promote and protect human rights and fundamental freedoms. 
1.2.1 General 
From the gradual disappearance of ideological labels in the 1990s, China began to 
take a positive attitude towards human rights matters, and increasingly attaches 
more importance to this cause. Since 1991 the Government of China has published 
WPs on human rights to formally confirm the status of the human rights concept in 
the political development of China and establish China's new views and position 
on human rights. Moreover, 'human rights' were enshrined in the theme report of 
both the Fifteenth National Congress ofthe Chinese Communist Party in 1997 and 
that of the Sixteenth in 2002 as a political concept that requires governments or the 
CCP to respect and protect it. This was also introduced in the 2004Constitution as a 
legal concept for the first time and thus has been generally accepted as 'an 
important milestone' in China's human rights causes 140 . It is vital for China to 
carry out this principle and put it into practice because the human rights principle 
remains 'lifeless paper promises rather than the reality' 141 without proper 
implementation. 
Since the 1990s, China has been making efforts to improve its judicial system, 
build judicial democracy 'and guarantee the legitimate rights and interests of 
citizens and legal persons through judicial justice'. 142 In legislation, China 
formulated or amended its laws and regulations to safeguard different groups' 
human rights. This mainly involve its Amendments to the Constitution of the PRC 
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adopted in 1982, 143 the Criminal Law of the PRC adopted in 1997 and its 5 
Amendments, Criminal Procedure Law of the PRC adopted in 1996, and the laws 
concerning the judiciary, prosecutors, police and legal profession. Moreover, the 
Law of the PRC on Lawyers adopted in 1996 and Regulations on Legal Aid 
established 'the basic framework' respectively for the systems of lawyers and legal 
assistance. 144 The Regulations of People's Procuratorates to Ensure the Lawful 
Practice of Lawyers in Criminal Procedures and Provisional Regulations on 
Lawyers' Visits to Criminals in Custody improved the system of lawyers, as the 
Decision on Providing Judicial Aid to Litigants with Real Financial Difficulties, 
and Urgent Notice on Clearing Up Cases Concerning Delayed Payment for 
Construction Projects and Wages of Migrant Workers, did that of legal aid. The 
Decision on Improving the System of People's Jurors stipulated both rights and 
obligations of jurors in direct participation and supervision of judicial proceedings. 
Accordingly, these appear to contribute to the 'systems of trial by levels, challenge, 
open trial, people's jurors, people's supervisors, lawyers and legal assistance' to 
promote judicial justice and human rights protection. 145 
In practice, China has taken a series of measures to improve law enforcement 
and administration of justice in order to guarantee citizens' human rights by the 
law. Apart from abiding by the above principles and systems, China observes the 
Regulations on Reform through Reeducation in Prisons, Regulations on the 
Procedures for Applications by Prisons for Commutation and Parole, and 
Regulations on Visits to and Correspondence of Foreign Prisoners, to safeguard the 
legal rights of prisoners in custody, 146 and the Notice on the Strict Enforcement of 
the Criminal Procedure Law and on the Conscientious Prevention and Correction 
of Extended Detention to prevent the suspects from being subjected to extended 
detention 147 • From 2003, the Supreme People's Procuratorate implemented 'a 
special clear-up of complaints by prisoners at procuratorates at all levels' to 
strengthen State compensation, and the Ministry of Justice practiced 'open prison 
management in an all-round way' and promote 'the institution of law-based prison 
143 The present Constitution is the 1982Constitution, four amendments to which were adopted by the NPC 
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work' .148 In 2004, the SPP also formulated the Opinions on Interrogating Suspects 
When Handling and Investigating Cases Involving Arrest to protect suspects' legal 
rights during investigation and arrest; the MOPS and SPP organized to build 
'model units for strengthening the enforcement of surveillance and legal 
supervision, and for guaranteeing smooth criminal proceedings and the legal rights 
and interests of detainees' in all detention centers of China. 149 The implementation 
of the 2005 Law on Punishments in respect to Management of Public Security from 
1st March 2006 tends to prevent policeman from extorting confessions by torture or 
collecting evidence by unlawful means. This appears to protect human rights of the 
suspects from infringement. 
1.2.2 Conflicts 
It is generally accepted that China has drawn a distinction between international 
standard-setting and implementation, which it sees as a matter of domestic 
jurisdiction. Also, it has been careful with those treaties to which it has become a 
party, not to take on any burdensome implementation of obligations. This has 
generated frequent condemnation by members of the international community and 
NGOs who have resorted to putting pressure on it to increase or improve its 
compliance with the international human rights laws, which it accedes to or is a 
party to. China routinely objects when foreign States seek to demand human rights 
compliance from China. 
External bodies generally regard China as 'one of the worst human rights 
violators in the world today' 150 and frequently claim serious and widespread human 
rights breaches perpetrated across China. 151 They always argue that China has 
usually drawn a distinction between international standard-setting and 
implementation. Specifically, this mainly concerns unlawful detention, torture or 
ill-treatment, lack of fair trials in many sentences and decisions, the number of 
death sentences and executions, misuse of the global anti-terrorism war, and 
restricted freedom of expression and religion. 152 It was also repeatedly criticised 
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that the Chinese Government has an offensive attitude towards international 
investigation of alleged human rights violations. 153 
As a response, from 1991, the Information Office of the State Council of the 
People's Republic of China issued official WPs, on general human rights 
undertakings or particular issues relating to the human rights situation in China. 
This aims to defend its persistent policy and position on human rights issues and to 
object to the criticism of the foreign States who seek to demand its human rights 
observance, especially using human rights matters to interfere with its internal 
affairs 154• 
General WPs mainly focus on five topics, namely, people's rights to 
subsistence and development, civil and political rights, judicial guarantee for 
human rights, economic, social and cultural rights, and international human rights 
exchanges and cooperation. This appears to reflect primary aspects of human rights 
issues that the Government pays more attention to. However, 'all-round progress in 
China's human rights undertakings' 155 is the only perspective to expressly expound 
upon its human rights situation in all of general WPs. This seems not to constitute 
convincing arguments against condemnation on all controversial matters involved, 
or deny human rights violations in some concerns, but disregard its poor situation, 
especially on civil and political rights, to a certain degree. Such a poor situation 
appears to be just part of the reasons for acute censure on 'China's long march 
towards rule of law', 156 and even its 'whitewash' 157 of some human rights abuses in 
practice. 
Accordingly, the Chinese Government recently issued the Position Paper of 
China at the 59th Session of the UN General Assembly and Position Paper of the 
People's Republic of China on the United Nations Reforms. This reaffirms China's 
principles and position on human rights issues and refutes some of the 
corresponding criticisms as an addition to above WPs, mainly concerning below 
aspects. Firstly, it is every State's 'obligation to promote and protect human rights 
in accordance with the purposes and principles' of the Charter 'and international 
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human rights instruments in light of the country's actual conditions.' 158 This tends 
to indicate international human rights obligations that China should undertake. The 
second is on 'a balanced development of both types of human rights' .159 China 
maintains that both types of rights, namely, civil and political rights, and economic, 
social and cultural rights should be given equal importance for both of them in 
balance. It follows that China has a proper attitude towards this balanced 
development and governmental WPs are not a so-called 'whitewash.J60 to explain 
away its poor situation in civil and political rights through emphasis on progress of 
other rights. 
Furthermore, both the PP-China2004 and PP-China2005 support 'the UN in 
reforming the human rights mechanism'. 161 The essence of this reform is 
'depoliticizing human rights issues, rejecting double standards, reducing and 
avoiding confrontation and promoting cooperation' to improve 'human rights 
technical cooperation projects and countries' human rights capacity building' .162 
Clearly, China strongly opposes such phenomena as 'double standards' and 
the politicizing of human rights matters in the international community. It is an 
undeniable fact that some States 'often use human rights as an excuse for strong-
arm politics and to interfere in China's domestic affairs' .163 For instance, in 2004, 
the USA censured China's 'backsliding' human rights situation during an election 
year when Bush had severe domestic pressure to solve the trade deficit with China, 
but not in 2002 or 2003 when the USA needed China's support in various matters. 
Several European countries followed the US in opposing China for their own 
interests once before UN, despite the fact that European countries 'generally have 
favoured constructive dialogues with China', 164 diverse from the US's consistent 
oscillation position. Accordingly, the above conditional critical resolutions are 
likely to contain subjective and biased assessments of China's human rights 














progress on any international affairs, but to damage friendly human rights 
cooperation. 
The mistake of such phenomena, however, cannot justify the validity of the 
Chinese human rights records. It is the fact that no State can perfectly meet the 
requirements of the human rights ideal and its realisation is a progressive process. 
This requires 'international cooperation on human rights' on the basis of 'equality 
and mutual respect' to reduce and avoid confrontation, even if various human 
rights views derive from 'the political, economic and cultural differences of each 
country', as China consistently calls for. 166 Mutual censure and confrontation on 
human rights issues appear to ignore the above differences, lack mutual 
understanding of and respect for this variance, and go against beneficial 
international cooperation in the field of human rights. 
1.2.3 Recent Developments 
Meanwhile, things seem to be improving slightly and gradually with the 
development of international human rights dialogues and cooperation. Quite apart 
from action within the UN, States may agree with other States about human rights 
standards and implementation. It is common for the US and EU to make human 
rights questions part of the dialogue they each have with States with which they 
trade. This enables human rights matters to be raised at a political level, without 
specific reference to any binding source for the human rights obligations. China 
has provisions similar to this in its agreements with the US and EU. Between 21st 
November and 2nd December of 2005, China consented to a visit by the UN 
Special Rapporteur on Torture, followed by another visit of an officer of the 
OHCHR in this summer. The Special Rapporteur has published his report, which 
was considered by the HRC in March 2006. With the replacement of the HRCoun 
with the HRC, China presented its candidature to the HRCoun and was elected as a 
member by year in 2009. 





In applying for the membership of the HRCoun, the Chinese Government made an 
important statement on China's human rights policy and position. 167 State 
representatives of China shared the same opinions contained in the 1st session of 
the HRCoun. 168 
The Chinese Government 'is committed to the promotion and protection of 
human rights and fundamental freedoms of the Chinese people', 169 as 'a long-term 
endeavour' 170 • In recent 28 years, it has promoted 'social progress in all fields' and 
'adopted nearly 300 laws and regulations' regarding the protection of civil and 
political rights. 171 Meanwhile, much work remains to be done. 172 Following the 
human rights principle enshrined in the 2004Constitution, the building of 'a 
harmonious society featuring social justice and overall human development' 173 
became an essential part of 'the overall national development strategy'. 174 For 
instance, 'building a new socialist countryside' was put forward as a goal in the 
11th Five-Year Plan for National Economic and Social Development in 2006 to 
effectively protect human rights. 175 
China 'respects the universality of human rights' and cooperates with the UN 
to protect and promote human rights. 176 It 'has acceded to 22 international human 
rights instruments' 177; 'earnestly fulfiled its obligations,t 78 ; is creating conditions 
for the ratification of the ICCPR 'at an early date' 179 ; actively cooperates with the 
OHCHR180 ; the HRCoun and GA 181 ; responsibly responds to 'the communications 
from all the special procedures of the HRC as well as those transmitted through 
1503 Procedure' 182 • 
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Considering differences among countries on human rights issues, China 
advocated 'constructive dialogue and cooperation' 183 'based on equality and mutual 
respect', and 'effective institutional safeguard' 184 . It is 'extensively engaged in 
such dialogues within regional, sub-regional and inter-regional cooperation 
frameworks' through hosting workshops, seminars and participating in world 
conferences. 185 It also holds that the HRCoun should 'continue to focus its 
attention on widespread and gross violations of human rights'; 186 equally 
emphasize civil and political rights and economic, social and cultural rights; 
'ensure impartiality, objectivity and non-selectivity in the consideration of human 
rights issues'; and remove 'double standards and politicization' .187 
1.2.3.2 The EU-China dialogue 
As one of main topics that the EU and China relations follow, 188 the human rights 
dialogue between them was initiated in 1996 to constitute a platform for the EU to 
engage in China's sensitive issues 'directly to the Chinese authorities in an open 
and constructive atmosphere.' 189 After a short break due to a critical resolution 
tabled by 10 EU member States at the 1997 session of the HRC, the dialogue was 
resumed and 'has been held twice a year' since 1997,190 with joint efforts of China 
and the EU. 191 In support of the dialogue 'in a rather open and constructive 
atmosphere' at expert level, 192 moreover, the EU-China Dialogue Seminars on 
Human Rights have been established since February 1998. These notably seek to 
promote human rights progress and the rule of law in China. The seminars in 2004 
and 2005 focus on the core provisions of the ICCPR, which seeks to assist China in 
the ratification and implementation of the ICCPR. 193 Both sides have reached both 
a consensus in a series of aspects and retained disagreements on some concerns in 
human rights areas. 
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The delegations of the EU and China share opinions on many basic points 
listed below. The first is the position on the human rights dialogue of both sides. 
The EU's position on China's human rights issues is in favour of 'dialogue and 
against confrontation d 94 to 'tackle their differences in a frank, open and respectful 
manner' 195 and promote exchange and cooperation on human rights matters. 196 
China shares the same position to persistently call for the international community 
to handle such differences arising from the diversity in economic, social and 
cultural situations in various countries. 
Secondly, both the EU and China make joint efforts to actively construct 'an 
open and friendly environment' 197 for the human rights dialogue to reinforce 
human rights progress in China. Following the resumption of the EU-China 
dialogue on human rights in November 1997, 198 foreign ministers of the EU 
reached an agreement to give up their confrontation policy towards China and no 
longer to put forward a critical resolution on China's human rights records before 
the UN in 1998. 199 Such a change appears to benefit further development and 
progress in this dialogue, which has been highly appreciated by China. Meanwhile, 
China tends to contribute to a 'serious and results-oriented dialogue' and has 'given 
a series of encouraging signals' regarding human rights matters.200 The EU and 
China are satisfied with the openness and friendliness of this human rights dialogue 
as a constructive means for EU-China communication on a large range of relevant 
issues. 
Thirdly, through a variety of 'active, frequent and constructive approaches' 201 , 
the EU and China have maintained a friendly partnership and engaged in 
promoting progress of China's human rights causes. They systematically put 
forward human rights matters at diverse levels within the framework of political 
dialogues 'from working level meetings to annual summits' involving the heads of 
States. 202 Moreover, a range of seminars 203 tend to contribute to 'in-depth 
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discussions among officials and experts' on ICCPR ratification in an open and 
constructive manner. 204 Both sides share the opinion of having the same human 
rights goal, regardless of varying paths of every State. It is necessary to further· 
exchange such issues to promote ratification of the ICCPR as a long-term strategy 
for improving China's human rights progress?05 
Fourthly, both the EU and China have fully recognised the significance and 
fruitful achievements206 of the EU-China human rights dialogue. This dialogue is 
generally recognised as a preferred and acceptable channel for the EU to improve 
China's human rights situation in various areas of its concems,207 which depends 
on whether human rights 'progress is achieved on the ground' .208 
Furthermore, the EU and China welcomed achievements from the human 
rights dialogue 209 and positive developments have been achieved in the 
implementation of three primary policy papers at different stages. Firstly, 
considerable developments in the European Union, China, and EU-China relations 
since 1998 indicate 'the scope and need for further enhancement' and broadening 
of human rights 'dialogue and co-operation and fine-tuning existing 
instruments'. 210 Secondly, in implementing action points identified in the EU 
Strategy towards China: Implementation of the 1998 Communication and Future 
Steps for a More Effective EU Policy, 'the establishment of 'the rule of law' and 
the development of the legal system' have been improved. 211 The human rights 
dialogue tends to contribute to China's enhancement of cooperation with the UN 
human rights mechanisms, exchange of views and information on 'individual cases 
of human rights violations', and more EU human rights-related assistance projects 
on sensitive issues?12 It is good progress in domestic practice that China submitted 
'the draft for a first civil code' to the National People's Congress, strengthened 
judges training, improved 'the rule of law' in economic areas, experimented 
elections at township level' and the role of grassroots organizations in policy 
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making.213 Thirdly, till April 2005, most action points on human rights dialogue in 
A Maturing Partnership-Shared Interests and Challenges in EU-China Relations 
were properly implemented, partly or totally. 214 Additionally, some co-operation 
programmes have been successfully initiated to promote 'tangible improvements' 
on China's human rights situation.215 
However, there are various debates and discrepancies between the EU and 
China. These differences are obvious and debates are heated, especially during EU-
China dialogue seminars on human rights. For instance, a series of debates mainly 
revolve around the right to defence, judicial guarantees, fair trial, arbitrary arrest 
and detention, serious crimes punishable by the death penalty, and torture. 216 On 
the basis of these controversial issues, the EU delegation actively put forwards 
relevant recommendations to assist the reform of legal reforms for China's 
ratification of the ICCPR. Differently, the Chinese side concluded that the 
principles that Chinese legal systems follow are generally consistent with the 
ICCPR, though some legal reforms are essential. It is not a simply legal issue, but 
more sophisticated approaches are needed to, completely remove the discrepancies 
in some areas and prepare for the ratification of the ICCPR. 
Similarly, the EU has the comprehensive and detailed reviews on the EU-
China human rights dialogue, whereas the Chinese official opinions usually 
described great achievements and ongoing reforms in general language or on the 
basis of textbooks without specifically mentioning unachieved points. For example, 
in assessing the human rights dialogue, a senior official appreciated its good 
progress on human rights issues and China founded a special work force to 
research on ICCPR ratification to implement its concrete points? 17 During sessions 
of the dialogue, both introduced their own new developments in human rights areas 
and China made a detailed introduction and clarification in answer to questions 
presented by the EU, followed by agreements on related joint projects and field 
visits. 218 Leaders of both sides agreed to continue engaging in it in a more 
meaningful and fruitful way, reaffirmed respect for international human rights 
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standards and cooperation with UN human rights mechanisms, and affirmed their 
desire to reinforce human rights assistance. 219 
This appears to constitute the basic parts of the Chinese official reports on the 
EU-China human rights dialogue. Within such limited materials, it is difficult to 
find any information on the shortcomings of this dialogue or details of unrealised 
action points in its implementation. This seems to present China's views that this 
dialogue is basically successful in general and some unachieved action plans are 
negligible. Its positive attitude is similar to that of the EU, while the EU gave equal 
importance to both fruitful achievements and unsolved concerns, different from 
China. Accordingly, the primary problems between the EU and China are mainly 
manifested in the reporting of unachieved action plans, which include several 
aspects as follows. 
Firstly, China never provides 'a clear timetable' for ratification of the ICCPR 
or 'statistics on the use of the death penalty' as an answer to the EU.220 There is 'no 
substantial progress' on 'the use of the death penalty, administrative detention and 
torture', to which China is willing 'to be more responsive' to them.221 
Secondly, considerable differences between the EU and China also continue 
over other fundamental freedoms and rights. They mainly include 'disregard for 
fundamental freedoms, arbitrary detention and re-education through labour, torture, 
the crackdown on pro-democracy activists, the situation of minorities and capital 
punishment' .222 
Thirdly, in implementing the 2003Communication, some action points fail to 
be properly practised in part or entirely. Specifically, the level of the human rights 
dialogue has not yet been upgraded to vice-ministerial level, the regular dialogues 
made marginal progress to improve remaining concerns and 'continued in the usual 
format' without involving more partners.223 
Hence, with the above actual difficulties and problems, a noticeable gap still 
exists 'between generally accepted international standards and the human rights 
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situation on the ground' 224 , especially regarding civil and political rights enshrined 
in the ICCPR. 
1.2.3.3 The US-China dialogue 
Since 1990, the US has censured China before the HRC 11 times on political 
grounds, which led to bad relations and even a short break in rights dialogues, 
between both states. Nonetheless, both China and the US share 'extensive' 
'common interests' and 'common major responsibility' ,225 in confronting a new 
chance of cooperation rather than competition,226 as 'two significant powers in the 
world'. 227 A healthy development of 'bilateral relations is not only in the 
fundamental interests of the two peoples, but also conducive to the world as a 
whole'. The two sides 'do agree' 'to discuss the common points and differences in 
'a cordial manner' to 'increase consensus, properly handle disputes, minimize 
controversies and avoid confrontation by taking a strategic and long-term vision'. 
In general, they have 'kept a good relationship over the past three decades despite 
some twists and turns' and 'should respect each other and keep consultations on an 
equal footing' to 'continue developing the important bilateral ties' .228 
With Sino-US relations developing in depth, 'dialogue in various areas ts 
becoming more systematic and organized. ' 229 This appears increasingly related to 
more profound matters in the US' China strategy and multi-level contacts with the 
government, Congress, federal or State level and bureaucrats, and the public.230 
During the fifth meeting in 2005, both the presidents of China and the US spoke 
highly of the improvement of bilateral relations and reiterated their desires for joint 
efforts to make more progress on such productive and helpful relations. 231 In 
addition to a proposal recommended by the president of China for a 'further 
promotion of China-US constructive and cooperative ties', including exploration of 
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'ways to establish a mechanism for dialogue and consultation', both leaders had 
good talks about a series of concems.232 
China's president Hu Jintao stated that China would consistently continue to 
build 'democratic politics with Chinese characteristics' and to improve 'human 
rights standards enjoyed by the Chinese people on the basis of conditions of China 
and people's willingness' 233 • Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao reaffirmed that China 
sticks resolutely to 'a peaceful development path', which appears conducive to the 
fundamental interests of both the Chinese people and the rest of the world. With 
the aim to 'build a prosperous, strong, democratic and culturally advanced 
country' 234 , China's stability and development tends to contribute a lot to human 
rights progress and world economic prosperity. As a response, the president of the 
US appreciated China's growing social, political and religious freedom and 
encouraged China to 'continue making the historic transition to a greater 
freedom' .235 This appears to indicate that the two countries have different human 
rights situations on the basis of 'different historical and cultural backgrounds and 
conditions' .236 
Hence, with 'Two-way street' communication237 , Bush's frequent visits to 
China tend to achieve 'important results' 238 and send a 'positive signal' 239 to the 
US' relations with China, 'an important country'. 240 This will be of great 
significance to advance both sides to 'jointly address various global challenges 
despite their vast differences' 241 and contribute to regional and global peace, 
stability, and development.242 
1.2.3.4 Visits to China 
During her visit to China in 2005, Louise Arbour, an officer from the OHCHR, 
expressed her 'guardedly optimistic' attitude towards China's progress on human 
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rights and 'enormous potential for positive change'. 243 Meanwhile, numerous 
concerns and challenges are mentioned, mainly involving 'the extensive use of the 
death penalty', 'the lack of reliable data on the extent' of its use, and its improper 
legal procedures and the RETL system?44 Due to China's signing of the ICCPR 
and ratification of the ICESCR, the OHCHR signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding with the Government of China to help China 'remove obstacles to 
ratification' of the ICCPR and 'to implement recommendations' of the ICESCR 
during that visit. 245 The agreement indicated the common desire of further 
cooperation between both sides to improve China's human rights situation. 
This appears to be an important step for China to be closer to the ratification 
of the ICCPR by the NPC Standing Committee. Considering the important role 
China plays in global human rights issues and the great concern the international 
community has over China's human rights situation, it is desirable to examine its 
potential ratification of the ICCPR in near future. This tends to clarify common 
misconceptions about China's human rights situation from the international society 
and promote understanding and cooperation between China and external bodies on 
such issues. 
Subsequently, the UN Special Rapporteur on Torture finally realised his two-
week visit to China in November 2005, '[N]early a decade after the initial request' 
in 1995?46 He visited three places, namely, Beijing, Lhasa in Tibet Autonomous 
Region and Urumqi in XUAR, with the aim to 'fact-finding and starting a process 
of cooperation' to eradicate torture in China.247 'All meetings with detainees were 
carried out in private and in locations designated by the Rapporteur with the 
Ministry's help to ensure 'that the mission proceeded as smoothly as possible'?48 
He also met 'with a number of individuals outside of his official programme', 
notwithstanding obstructions by 'some Government authorities'. 249 Despite the 
limitations on above conditions and 'the size and complexity of China as well as 
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the limited duration of the mission', his written report will be submitted to the 
HRC at the 62 Session in 2006.250 
1.3 Summary 
Recent developments of human rights mentioned above show that China, while not 
necessarily embracing the international human rights project, is not as hostile to it 
as it once was. It is an important step for China to cooperate with the UN on human 
rights matters. If China does cooperate further, then ratification of the ICCPR 
would be the next significant move. Nonetheless, the broad distinction between 
standard-setting and implementation and even enforcement remains in place. In the 
face of such an attitude, the role of proper implementation becomes more 
imperative than ever. 
It is generally realised that governments with systematic human rights 
violations cannot escape from examination and condemnation by the UN organs 
merely by invoking the domestic jurisdiction in Article 2(7) of the Charter or 
avoiding ratification of international human rights treaties. Although they are not 
legally obliged to cooperate with the UN organs or fact-finding bodies, some 
stubborn ones are likely to change their position. This may result from 'an 
improvement of the human rights situation or the hope that a more cooperative 
attitude might lead to a termination of the examination and to assistance in the 
framework of the advisory services programme' .251 Thus, it is wise for a State to 
take cooperative actions with the UN. 
Since critical observers and external bodies have distinct roles and 
perspectives from the Chinese Government's, they speak with different voices and 
in different language. Generally, a governmental source is official and reports of a 
foreign government, e.g., the Human Rights Country Reports by US State 
Department, are likely to have a certain political tendency. It often reports human 
rights abuses in various countries, rather than those in Iraq. Information from a 
NGO, e.g., AI or HR W appears to be neutral, even if the source depends on media 
reports. With some shortcomings of the UN systems, the UN organs are always 
influenced by political factors in examining human rights situations. The absence 
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of attacks or resolutions against a State does not mean that there have not been any, 
or have been very minor, human rights infringements in its territory. By contrast, 
frequent criticism appears not to amount to its systematic human rights violations. 
Nonetheless, information from the USSD, AI, HR W and UN seems to cover 
comprehensive contents, which is meaningful source. It is desirable for both sides 
to strengthen the international communication and dialogue on human rights in 
order to reduce or avoid unnecessary disputes. Considering the poor situation of 
China's human rights and the characteristic of progressive realisation of civil and 
political rights, it is also essential to have more cooperation and dialogues to keep 
its human rights process on track and make greater achievements. 
In accordance with the official media in China, China's international human 
rights dialogues appear so superficial and political that they are just presentations 
of political desires rather than substantial and constructive dialogues on certain 
human rights problems. It is worthy to be noted that China tends to report the 
above events from a positive perspective, different from the international 
community. For example, the UN wholly expatiated upon Louise's visit, 
mentioning China's remaining concerns, its important role in global human rights 
causes, and the signing of the MOU. By comparison, the above Chinese news is 
characterized by its focus on successful progress and its omission of existing 
problems. More important, this is not the correspondents' abuses of literal skills, 
but the common official language. This appears to indicate China's inadequate 
courage to really criticise its shortcomings to the public or insufficient knowledge 
on how to substantively do it. 
There remain problems on whether China fully understand the scope and 
significance of its human rights obligations and on how far China's practice does 
fit into, or depart from, international human rights standards. Those questions could 
constitute primary contents of constructive human rights dialogues between China 
and the international community. 
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Chapter II THE DEATH PENALTY AND INTERNATIONAL HUMAN 
RIGHTS LAW 
2.1 General 
After the Second World War, a number of international human rights or 
humanitarian norms addressed the limitation and even the abolition of the death 
penalty, which has given considerable momentum to the progress of its abolition. 
As the 'cornerstone of contemporary human rights law' ,252 the UDHR, adopted on 
1Oth December 1948, expressly provided for 'the right to life' in Article 3 without 
an explicit limitation. Similarly, Article 1 of the American Declaration on the 
Rights and Duties of Man253, adopted on 4th May 1948, and the African Charter of 
Human and People's Rights254 , adopted in 1981, stipulated such an unqualified 
provision. 
In a dissimilar approach, the ICCPR, ECHR255 , and American Convention on 
Human Rights256 mentioned the death penalty as an exception at the core of the 
right to life. As the first international human rights treaty, the ECHR, completed in 
1950 and in force since 1953, is the only treaty to list exceptions to this right. This 
formulation is diverse from both the UN and Inter-American systems. For instance, 
the ICCPR, adopted in 1966 and in force since 1976, and the ACHR, passed in 
1969 and in effect since 1978, simply prohibit life from being 'arbitrarily' taken, 
which is open to different interpretations. 
The 'right to life' protects individuals from being killed by the State, but the 
right is not absolute. One exception is capital punishment, whereas the power of 
the State to impose capital punishment is not unlimited. The ICCPR prohibited the 
'right to life' from being arbitrarily deprived and permitted the imposition of the 
death penalty for 'the most serious crimes' with an ever-shrinking scope. Even 
when applied, it also requires rigorous procedural safeguards for its use and should 
exclude such categories of persons as juveniles and pregnant woman. Capital 
punishment may not be applied on the enemy combatants under capture, except 
252 Schabas/2002/23 





where such application meets the requirements enshrined in the Geneva 
Convention of August 12, 1949 Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War257 
and Protocol Additional to the 1949 Geneva Conventions and Relating to the 
Protection of Victims of International Armed Conflicts258 . 
Furthermore, the implementation of the death penalty may necessarily involve 
the prohibition of torture, cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment. 
The most important related instrument is the CAT, adopted by the GA in 1984. It 
was initiated pursuant to the 1976 Declaration on the Protection of All Persons 
from Being Subjected to Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading 
Treatment or Punishment 259 . This prohibition also exists in UDHR Article 5, 
ICCPR Article 7, ECHR Article 3, Charter of Fundamental Rights ofthe European 
Union260 Article 19, ADRDM Article XXVI, ACHR Article 5, and ACHPR Article 
5. 
Until 1983 when the Protocol No. 6 to the 1950 European Convention for the 
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms261 was adopted to aim at 
abolition in peacetime, there was no international instrument that advocated the 
abolition of the death penalty. Subsequently, the ICCPR-OP2-DP262 was adopted in 
1989 and the Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights to Abolish 
the Death Penalty263 was also completed in 1990. Both of them entered into force 
in the next year and authorise States parties to retain the death penalty in wartime, 
while providing for its total abolition. However, the Protocol No. 13 to the 
Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, 
concerning the Abolition of the Death Penalty in All Circumstances was completed 
in 2002 and came into force in 2003. This appears to contribute to further 
promoting the progress of abolition, especially in Europe as 'for all intents and 
b l. . . '264 purposes a o ttlomst . 
Under the support of the Organisation of American States, Latin American 
States promoted abolition within the UN and Inter-American systems. Apart from 
257 75/UNTS/135 
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the ACHR-P-DP, the ACHR appears to go further in imposing limitations on the 
death penalty. It excludes both political crimes and the elderly from its applicable 
scope, and prevents abolitionist countries from reintroducing it. 
The African human rights systems send out 'ambiguous signals on capital 
punishment' / 65 whilst making progress with a series of efforts taken by the African 
institutions. The ACHPR, adopted by the Organization of African Unity in 1981, 
never mentioned the death penalty as a qualification to the scope of the right to life 
provision. Since I990, nonetheless, many African States have formally abolished 
or discarded the death penalty. In I995, the Constitutional Court of South Africa 
considered that the use of the death penalty is against the prohibition of 'cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment' in the Section II (2) of the South 
African Constitutional Law.266 In I999, the African Commission on Human and 
People's Rights adopted the Resolution Urging States to Envisage a Moratorium on 
the Death Penalty to 'consider establishing a moratorium on executions of death 
penalty' 267. 
This review of the primary international norms on the death penalty tends to 
show an inexorable course towards progressive abolition in development. 
International law has been setting higher and higher standards for both substantial 
and procedural requirements of the death penalty that may be imposed in any trials. 
Its applicable scope is increasingly being limited and essential requirements are 
gradually becoming stricter, which is actually partial abolition of, and goes towards 
complete abolition of, the death penalty. As of I January 2006, the ICCPR-OP2-
DP268 has been ratified by 56 States and eight other States remain to ratify it after 
signatures, while the ACHR-P-DP has been 'ratified by eight States and signed by 
one other in the Americas' .269 The ECHR-PN6 has gained ratification by 45 States 
and signature by one other and the ECHR-PNI3 respectively by 33 and IO others 
among European states.270 As the latest facts and figures signify, 86 countries and 
territories have abolished it for all crimes, II others eliminate it except for wartime 
265 Ibid./ I 5 
266 S v. Makwanyane and Another, SACLR/LEXIS/1995/2 I 8 
267 
'RUSEM-DP', AHRComrn/RES/42(XXVI)99 
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crimes, and 25 others are abolitionist m practice, constituting 122 abolitionist 
. . I . 211 
countnes m aw or practice. 
Although progress has been made by treaty towards the abolition of the death 
penalty, most States are not prohibited from using capital punishment in any 
circumstances. It is necessary, therefore, to identify what conditions the treaties 
impose on State parties which still retain some right to use the death penalty. 
Furthermore, it may be the case that there are limitations to the use of the death 
penalty within customary international law. China is not a party to any relevant 
regional treaty, ICCPR or ICCPR-OP2-DP, but it has signed the ICCPR. It will be 
helpful to observe what obligations for China would arise if it becomes a party to 
the ICCPR and consider if there are obligations which have been created by 
China's signature of the ICCPR. In particular, if there are acts of customary 
international law on the death penalty, they will bind China, as would any 
obligations which could be found in the Charter. 
This chapter seeks to explore the requirements of the death penalty under 
international human rights law in an attempt to examine international human rights 
obligations of China. Because much of the law about the death penalty is found in 
treaties and is supported by standards in other international documents, it is 
necessary to consider each treaty regime and each document separately. With 
respect to China, the most important treaty is the ICCPR. Hence, there are several 
primary issues: What obligations does the ICCPR place upon China for its 
signature? What treaty obligations have been imposed on China as a party to 
human rights treaties? What has become customary related in the evolution of 
human rights law? 
2.2 The ICCPR 
As one of the five instruments constituting 'International Bills of Rights', the 
ICCPR in force has been ratified by 156 States as of 8th May 2006.272 China signed 
it as a member State of the UN pursuant to Article 48(1 ), but has not yet ratified it. 
This appears to indicate that China has to undertake only the 'obligation not to 
271 Ibid. 
272 OHCHR 6 
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defeat the object and purpose of the treaty prior to its entry into force' 273 before its 
ratification. The 'object and purpose of the treaty' appear to be found in its 
Preamble and further be determined by the principle of customary rules, especially 
the doctrine related to erga omnes. Under customary international law, some 
provisions in the ICCPR might legally bind China as a non-persistent-objector, 
after the signing and before the ratification of the ICCPR. Nonetheless, the treaty 
shall come into force for China and impose on China treaty obligations, 'three 
months after the date of the deposit of its own instrument of ratification' .274 This 
will obligate China to live up to the international standards of this whole treaty, 
except for effective reservations. 
The ICCPR involves various international obligations on civil or political 
rights. Among them, Articles 6, 7, 14 and 15 are directly or indirectly related to the 
death penalty. Article 6 is the right to life provision to expressly refrain from 
arbitrary deprivation of life and authorise the death penalty in a restrictive manner. 
Article 7 is to prohibit torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment, which appears to limit the use of the death penalty in several respects. 
Article 14 sets down the right to equality before the courts, to a fair and public 
hearing, and the minimum guarantees, of the accused in criminal trials. This 
equally applies to accused persons facing the death penalty. Article 15 requires the 
prohibition of retroactive criminal law, which means that all criminal laws 
involving the death penalty should not be retroactive. Thus, it is desirable to 
interpret these provisions in detail to examine potential obligations that China has 
to accept concerning the death penalty after ratifying the ICCPR. 
2.2.1 The Right to Life 
The right to life involves a comprehensive coverage. Diverse definitions of human 
life are likely to affect 'the extent of the State's duty to ensure' this right. 275 
Considering the ordinary meanings of the common threats to every human being, 
the right should be restrictively interpreted as a civil right in ICCPR Article 6. 
273 VCLT Article 18 
274 ICCPRArticle 49(2) 
275 Nowak/1993/123/[34] 
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Article 6(1) specifies the right to life as a right 'inherent' in every human 
being and requires its legal protection and the prohibition against its 'arbitrary' 
deprivation. There are three sentences to deal with the right to life, of which the 
first recognised the significance of this right. Its 'inherent' nature appears to 
suggest that it is such 'the supreme right' 276 that first and foremost necessitates 
effective guarantee. It also has the non-derogable character without derogation to 
be potentially permitted even under any emergency circumstances under Article 
4(2)?77 This confirmed its priority among various human rights. The expression 
that '[E]very human being has the inherent right to life' may indicate that the right 
to life is customary in nature,278 and that the protection of human life is the object 
of this whole article. 
The second, stating that '[T]his right shall be protected by law', explicitly 
stipulated the obligation of the State to protect the right to life by law. The wording 
of 'protected by law' expressed the positive nature of this obligation279 and the 
legality principle of protection of the right. This appears to require that all cases 
where life may be taken by the State must be provided for by legislative 
provisions.280 The obligation appears to bind only on the national legislature of the 
State and leave it a broad discretion to take positive measures to ensure the right in 
fulfilment of duties. Yet the extent of such legislation appears to rest with how to 
understand the scope of the right that the State requires to effectively protect. These 
measures tend to include all necessary steps to ensure rights protection, inferred 
from the general obligation in Article 2(1) and (2). 
Considering the nature of the right to life, 'protected by law' must be a law of 
homicide which covers killings by State officials and by private persons. 
Accordingly, States must take measures to enforce the homicide law--investigate 
deaths, bring prosecutions, and punish persons convicted. States also must protect 
persons against unlawful killing. Where a State wishes to give its officials special 
powers to kill, e.g., security forces in suppressing insurrections against the State, it 
276 GC/6(6)/[1] 
277 Ibid. 
278 Dinstein, in Henkin/1981/115; Lillich, in Meron/19841121 
279 GC/6(6)/[5] 
280 Dinstein, in Henkin/1981/115 
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must do so by law. Where a State wishes to use the death penalty, it must equally 
do so by law. 
The third sentence stipulated that '[N]o one shall be arbitrarily deprived of 
this right', which protects the right to life by prohibiting its arbitrary deprivation. 
The wording 'arbitrarily' tends to have a scope broader than 'against the law', 
including 'elements of inappropriateness, injustice and lack of predictability' 281 • It 
is likely to appear as something legal but arbitrary because tyrannical laws seem to 
have conflicts with international human rights or humanitarian standards.282 Thus, 
the arbitrary deprivation of the right to life mainly involves killings 'against the 
law', against 'natural justice or the due process of law' 283 , or against legal but 
arbitrary rules. 
Meanwhile, the meaning of 'arbitrarily' is vague and remains to be 
interpreted.284 The HRCom has stated that 'arbitrariness' should include notions of 
inappropriateness, injustice and lack of predictability. 285 The 'automatic and 
mandatory imposition of the death penalty constitutes an arbitrary deprivation of 
life' .286 Similarly, the deprivation of life 'without due regard to the rules of natural 
justice or the due process of law', in a manner against the law, or pursuant to 'a law 
which is despotic, tyrannical or in conflict with international human rights 
standards or humanitarian law' appears to be 'arbitrary' .287 As ICCPR Articles 6(2) 
and 6(3) clarify, the imposition of the death penalty is not permitted to go against 
the provisions of the ICCPR or Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of 
the Crime of Genocide. Both treaties are popular international human rights law, of 
which justice elements contained in their provisions cannot be violated by State 
parties or non-parties. 
The term 'arbitrary' appears not to be synonymous with, but broader than, 
illegal. This was confirmed by the Suarez de Guerrero case288 and a killing that is 
281 Hugo van Alphen v. The Netherlands(CCPRJC/39/D/305/1988)[5.8] 
282 Nsereko, in Ramcharan/1985/248 
283 Schabas/2002/99 
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286 Rayos v. Philippines(CCPRJC/81/D/1167/2003)[7.2]; Carpo et a/. v. 
Philippines(CCPRJC/77/D/1077/2002)[8.3]; Hussain eta/. v. Guyana(CCPRJC/85/D/862/1999)[5.4]; Rolando 
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authorised by domestic laws may contravene this clause. Hence, 'arbitrarily' may 
be defined as 'illegally' or 'unjustly'. 
Accordingly, the sentence appears to deduce that the right to life needs the 
protection against illegal or unjust deprivation of life by State organs and that the 
State has the duty to prevent and punish such interference. This protection is 
relative, which simply requires the State to take adequate measures to protect the 
right to life.289 
2.2.2 Capital Punishment 
The ICCPR recognises the death penalty as an exception to the judicial protection 
ofthe right to life in Article 6(2) to 6(6). With a series of restrictions on its use, this 
penalty must be applied as 'a quite exceptional measure'. 290 This requires 
substantive and procedural guarantees to limit its application and all desirable 
measures to suspend or abolish it. 
2.2.2.1 Limitations on legislation 
2.2.2.1.1 Non-retroactivity 
Under Article 6(2), the phrase 'in accordance with the law in force at the time of 
the commission of the crime' is a specific expression of the principle nullum 
crimen, nulla poena sine lege or non-retroactivity. The term 'law' appears to be 
'understood in the strict sense of a general-abstract parliamentary act or an 
equivalent unwritten norm of common law, which must be accessible to all persons 
subject to the law' .291 The clause means that the death penalty should be imposed 
in accordance with laws providing for the death penalty and in force at that time 
when the crime was committed. 
This was also confirmed and specified by Article 15, which prohibited 
retroactive criminal laws and specified the application of a lighter penalty, 
applicable to the death penalty without exceptions. Specifically, the first sentence 
of Article 15(1) stipulated that nobody shall be held 'guilty of any criminal offence 
on account of any act or omission which did not constitute a criminal offence, 
28~ Dermit Barbato v. Uruguay(CN84/1981)[10(a),ll]; Herrera Rubio v. Colombia(CN161/1983)[11 ,12] 
290 GC/6(6)/[7] . 
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under national or international law, at the time when it was committed'. This tends 
to prohibit the use of retroactive criminal laws in criminal trials and of a penalty 
that was not provided for under national or international law when offences were 
committed. 
The second sentence prohibits the imposition of a heavier penalty than that 
applicable 'when the criminal offence was committed'. Similarly, the third further 
emphasised the imposition of the lighter penalty subsequently provided for by law 
and applicable in hearing. Offenders 'shall benefit from' the legal provisions 'for 
the imposition of a lighter penalty' after committing the offence. Closely related to 
that of 'criminal offence' composed of 'act or omission', the 'penalty' appears to 
be any sanction of a 'preventive' and 'restrictive' character.292 Accordingly, Article 
15(1) prohibits the applications of a penalty lacking a legal basis and the heavier 
one than that applicable, at the time of commission of criminal offences. 
Moreover, Article 15(2) regulates a limitation to the above prohibition. This 
explicitly requires a State not to 'prejudice the trial and punishment of any person 
for any act or omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal' 
under national or international law. Article 15 also contains the principle of nullum 
crimen, nulla poena sine lege and appears to indicate that the death penalty should 
not be retroactive. 293 
2.2.2.1.2 Non-reintroduction 
The principle of non-reintroduction is implicit in Article 6(2) and (6). Article 6(2) 
contains the clause-' [I]n countries which have not abolished the death penalty'. 
This seems to indicate the application of Article 6(2) only to 'countries which have 
not abolished the death penalty' rather than abolitionist States, without mentioning 
the non-reintroduction issue. Yet the exclusion of abolitionist States appears to 
imply that those which have abolished the death penalty shall not use or 
reintroduce it, which is consistent with the principle. 
Moreover, Article 6(6) stipulates that nothing in Article 6 'shall be invoked to 
delay or to prevent the abolition of capital punishment' by any State party to the 
ICCPR. This applies to any State party to the ICCPR without limitations, 
292 lbid.!278[2l] 
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regardless of abolitionist or retentionist States. This appears to strengthen the 
implication in Article 6(2) and expand its applicable scope. Neither abolitionist 
States shall reinstate the death penalty after abolition,294 nor do others impose this 
penalty for offences or on category of persons that have been excluded from its 
application. This is the inherent meaning and requirements of the non-
reintroduction principle. 
2.2.2.1.3 Conformity with the provisions ofthe ICCPR and CPPCG 
Article 6(2) requires the law imposing the death penalty not to contradict other 
provisions of the ICCPR or CPPCG.295 The imposition of death sentences upon 
conclusion of such trials in which the provisions of the ICCPR or CPPCG have not 
been respected constitutes a violation of Article 6(2). 296 The limitations appear to 
prohibit discrimination, genocide and other violations of the ICCPR, and show that 
the legal bases on which to impose the death penalty should be both lawful and just. 
Article 2(1) obligates each State party to respect and to ensure all individuals' 
rights without distinction, entailing the prohibition against any forms of 
discrimination involving the death penalty. This obligation can also be found in the 
CERD297 and Declaration on Race and Racial Prejudice298 . Meanwhile, the massive 
use of the death penalty is likely to lead to genocide, which is unlawful and 
prohibited within the CPPCG. Thus, both the ICCPR and CPPCG prohibit 
genocide in the application ofthe death penalty. 
Since the ICCPR and CPPCG derive from the UDHR, all provisions in the 
former two treaties are unlikely to go against the principles enshrined in the UDHR. 
This requires those involving the non-derogable right to life and the death penalty 
to conform to the requirements of the rule of law. Accordingly, this tends to leave 
no room for any unjust domestic laws to justify the application of the death penalty. 
294 Ibid./289 
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No policy of genocide or other forms of arbitrary deprivation of life shall be 
permitted to be practised through death sentences pursuant to such laws. 
The HRCom pointed out that 'both the substantive and the procedural law in 
the application of which the death penalty was imposed were not contrary to the 
provisions' of the ICCPR in Mbenge v. Zaire. 299 As essential substantive 
limitations to the death penalty, the right of equality in Article 14 or the prohibition 
of discrimination in Articles 2(1) and 26 must not be violated by domestic laws 
providing for this penalty. It shall not constitute cruel, inhuman or degrading 
punishment in the sense of Article 7 or go against the minimum guarantees of a fair 
trial in Articles 14 and 15. Moreover, there is a series of both substantive and 
procedural guarantees detailed in the CPPCG. These require State parties to 
undertake the obligation to meet these requirements, as specified in the standards 
of this treaty, in dealing with capital punishment cases. 
2.2.2.1.4 Most serious crimes 
As another important substantive limitation, ICCPR Article 6(2) declares that the 
death penalty is imposed only for the 'most serious crimes'. It authorised the use of 
the death penalty within this range in restrictive terms. Since the definitions on 
serious crimes vary from one country to another, the vague formulation has been 
adopted with varying interpretations. This seems to lead to the conclusion that 
'States are completely free to qualify a crime' as 'serious' or 'most serious' 300 , but 
it has been universally accepted to exclude petty offences from the scope of its use. 
Without an explicit definition in any international instruments, there are various 
explanations on this concept in the UN practice. 
The HRCom expressed the reading of the 'most serious crimes' so 
restrictively as to consider the death penalty as 'a quite exceptional measure'. 301 
The ECOSOC confirmed that the scope of this term 'should not go beyond 
intentional crimes, with lethal or other extremely grave consequences' in the 
Safeguards Guaranteeing Protection of the Rights of Those Facing the Death 
299 CN 16/1977[ 17] 
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Penalty.302 Any intentional crimes which infringe life appear to be 'most serious 
crimes' and apply the death penalty.303 The 'other extremely grave consequences' 
appear to indicate that other circumstances, e.g., circulation of 'secret information 
to an enemy in wartime', may lead to large-scale loss of life. 304 Moreover, the 
Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions considers 
that 'the death penalty should be eliminated for crimes such as economic crimes 
and drug-related offences' 305 , apart from 'other so-called victimless offences, or 
activities of a religious or political nature', or 'actions primarily related to 
prevailing moral values'. 306 
However, many States often have diverse understandings and apply the death 
penalty to other offences. Among the periodic reports of States, the extent of this 
penalty expands to non-violent crimes, e.g., political, property and drug-related 
crimes, without causing death consequences. 307 In China, the non-violent crimes 
which carry the death penalty contain crimes of endangering national security308, 
endangering public security 309 , undermining the order of socialist market 
economy 310 , encroaching on property 311 , disrupting the order of social 
administration312, endangering the interests of national defense313 , graft and bribery, 
violation of duty by military personne1314• 
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2.2.2.2 Limitations on imposition 
2.2.2.2.1 Competent, independent and impartial tribunal 
Under Article 6(2), the death penalty may be imposed 'pursuant to a final judgment 
rendered by a competent court'. Without specific procedural guarantees, Article 
6(2) expressly refers to Articles 2, 14, 15 and 26, and implicitly involves Article 7, 
ofthe ICCPR. Article 14(1) went further to indicate that 'a competent, independent 
and impartial' trial by law on the basis of equality 'before the courts and tribunals' 
is the requirement of a fair trial. This obligates State parties to establish a 
competent, independent and impartial court as an institutional safeguard for a fair 
trial in all capital cases. Article 14(2)-(7) requires them to offer all accused persons 
the minimum rights guarantee. GC6(6) also stressed that 'procedural guarantees 
therein prescribed must be observed, including the right to a fair hearing by an 
independent tribunal, the presumption of innocence, the minimum guarantees for 
the defense, and the right to review by a higher tribunal.' 
These procedural guarantees appear to contribute to a fair trial and apply 
universally to all trials. While it might be an obvious point that any criminal 
sentence may be imposed only after a fair trial, the requirement of a fair trial is of 
special importance where a defendant faces the possibility of a capital sentence. 
This tends to result from the seriousness of what is at stake-the death penalty, and 
the imposition of capital sentences potentially by special courts. 
The formulation of Article 6(2), entailing the obligation of conformity with 
the ICCPR, suggests that violations of any of its provisions with 'a direct impact on 
the imposition of the death penalty' constitute a breach of Article 6. 315 If the final 
sentence of death failed to meet all requirements enshrined in this treaty, then this 
breaches or violates such rights as protected by Article 6. 316 The relationship 
313 They are crime of sabotaging weapons and equipment, military facilities or military communications, crime 
of intently supplying unqualified weapons and equipment and other military facilities. 
314 They are crime of defYing of orders in wartime, crime of concealing military information, providing false 
military information, crime of refusing to relay military orders, or relaying false military order, crime of 
surrender, crime of fleeing from battle, crime of military personnel's fleeing the country, crime of stealing, 
spying, or buying military secrets for overseas institutions, organisations, or personnel, crime of fabricating 
rumours in wartime, crime of stealing or snatching weaponry or war material, crime of illegality. 
315 Nowak/19931120[28] 
316 Wright v. Jamaica(CCPR/C/45/D/349/1989)[8.3,8.7,9, I 0] 
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between Articles 6 and 14 made Article 14 non-derogable in capital cases in 
accordance with Article 4(2). 317 
2.2.2.2.2 Equality before the courts 
The right to 'be equal before the courts and tribunals' contained in Article 14(1) 
specifies the general principle of equality in Article 26. Its implementation appears 
to be practised mainly pursuant to Articles 2(1 ), 15 and other provisions in Article 
14. 
Courts and 'tribunals' are synonymous in the ordinary sense. Considering the 
systematic character of a whole treaty and the potential forms of violations in 
practice, both terms might be interpreted in a different way on the basis of normal 
literal meanings. The word 'courts' appear to assess the qualification of a judicial 
authority as an institutional structure in domestic legal systems, while 'tribunals' 
tend to emphasise the procedural requirements for the rights of the accused. Such 
guarantees are likely to avoid unqualified authorities with a tribunal guarantee or 
formal courts only without tribunals. Hence, the equality before the courts and 
tribunals is to protect the right of all persons to be equal before both qualified 
authorities and tribunal guarantees. 
2.2.2.2.3 Right to a fair and public hearing 
The right to a fair and public hearing pursuant to Article 14(1) is the core of 'due 
process of law'. 318 All provisions in Article 14(2) to (7) and Article 15 specified 
this right of the accused in criminal cases, applicable to those facing the death 
penalty. Aside from institutional guarantees, Article 14(1) requires establishing 'a 
competent, independent and impartial tribunal ... by law' to determine the criminal 
charges in 'a fair and public hearing' and to pronounce them publicly. 319 
Accordingly, State parties should take positive measures to ensure these guarantees 
from five primary aspects. 
317
-Reid v. Jamaica (CCPR/C/39/D/250/ 1987)[ 12.2] 
318 Nowak/1993/241 
319 Khomidov v. Tajikistan(CCPR/C/81/D/1117/2002)[6.5] 
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Firstly, the wording of 'criminal charge' is both extensive and contentious. 
Regardless of the nature, severity and form of this charge, capital punishment is 
likely to fall into the scope of its criminal punishments. 
Secondly, a major institutional guarantee of Article 14 is the hearing by a 
competent, independent and impartial tribunal established by law. 320 The term 
'tribunal' refers to that established in national courts, with competent, established 
by law, independent and impartial features. This appears to denote 'a substantively 
determined institution that may deviate from the formally (and nationally) defined' 
term 'court'. 321 The former two conditions tend to ensure tribunals to be lawfully 
established and their jurisdiction be determined by law. 'Independence' refers to 
the institutional arrangements which ensure that the courts shall be free from great 
influence. 'Impartiality' refers to the position of the individual judges with respect 
to any particular party. These appear to overlap in criminal cases. 
Thirdly, the principle of a fair trial in Article 14(1) is the core of procedural 
guarantees. Its concrete rights on individual guarantees are contained in other 
provisions of Articles 14 and 15, of which Article 14(3) only stipulates the 
'minimum guarantees' of accused persons. The important criterion of this principle 
is the equality of arms and of procedural rights between both parties. But the sum 
of such guarantees is narrower than the right to a fair trial. Thus, a criminal trial has 
to not only fulfil all the requirements of Article 14(2)-(7) and Article 15, but also 
conform to the precept of fairness in Article 14(1 ). 
Fourthly, publicity contains both the public proceedings of judicial organs and 
public pronouncement of the judgement. Article 14(1) safeguards the parties' right 
to a fair and public hearing before a tribunal in all criminal trials in the second 
sentence. 322 The principle of publicity requires 'the public attending' within the 
hearing stage, as the HRCom assessed in van Meurs v. The Netherlands323 and 
Karttunen v. Finland324 . It also necessitates both an oral pronouncement and a 
320 Mulai v. Guyana(CCPR/C/81/D/811/1998)[6.1)[6.2]; Collins v. Jamaica(CCPR/C/47/D/356/1989)[8.4] 
321 Nowak/1993/244-245 




written publication of judgements. But this excludes such exceptions as morals, 
national security and interest of the private lives of the parties from Article 14( 1 ). 
2.2.2.2.4 Minimum guarantees of the accused in criminal trials 
2.2.2.2.4.1 Presumption of Innocence 
Article 14(2) provides the right to be presumed innocent for everyone who is 
'charged with a criminal offence' 'until proved guilty according to law'. 
Accordingly, the judge or the jury has the duty not to convict an accused unless 
there are reasonable grounds of his or her guilt. 325 This duty also applies to all 
public authorities to 'refrain from prejudging the outcome of a trial', as the 
HRCom stressed. 326 
2.2.2.2.4.2 Right to Be Informed of the Charge 
Article 14(3)(a) contains the right of an accused to 'be informed promptly and in 
detail in a language which he understands of the nature and cause of the charge 
against him'. This involves several obligations of the State. 
The duty to inform relates to the nature and cause of the charge against the 
accused, which requires that information must be sufficient to prepare him or her 
for a defence pursuant to Article 14(3)(b).327 With the inclusion of 'in detail', the 
duty under Article 14(3)(a) appears to apply to both arrested persons and those at 
liberty. This is more precise and comprehensive than the duty towards the arrested 
under Article 9(2). 
The duty also requires that a person be informed promptly and the information 
must be provided to the accused 'in a language which he understands'. The 'delay 
in presenting the charges to the detained' constitutes a violation of this 
obligation.328 In criminal hearings, the authority has the duty to supply translation 
services, and the accused may apply for the free service of an interpreter under 
Article 14(3)(t). 
325 Khalilov v. Taj ikistan(CCPRJC/83/D/973/200 I )[7 .4] 
326 GC/13(14)/[7] . 
327 Khomidov v. Tajikistan(CCPRIC/8 i/D/1117 /2002)[6.4] 
328 Kurbanov v. Tajikistan(CCPR/C/79/D/1096/2002)[7.3] 
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2.2.2.2.4.3 Preparation of the Defence 
Article 14(3)(b) involves the right of accused persons to 'have adequate time and 
facilities for the preparation of his defence'. What adequate time generally rests 
with the circumstances and complexity of a particular case, basically more than a 
few days. 329 The word 'facilities' appears not to permit claims to be supplied with 
the copies of all documents concerned, but to grant the accused or his defence 
counsel to have access to the documents necessary for this preparation.330 
It also contains the accused's right 'to communicate with counsel of his own 
choosing'. This appears to be solely directed to the preparation of the defence, 
especially when the accused is held in pre-trial detention. 331 Typical violations 
happened on incommunicado detention or on a defence attorney appointed ex-
officio by military courts.332 
2.2.2.2.4.4 Claim to Be Tried without Undue Delay 
Article 14 (3) (c) stipulates that any person charged with a criminal offence has the 
right '[T]o be tried without undue delay', implicit in Article 9(2) and (3). This 
claim relates to pronouncing definitive judgements 333 and overlaps with the 
guarantee in Article 9(3) on the pre-trial detention. 
According to the HRCom, the right to be tried without undue delay is 
applicable to capital cases.334 The HRCom laid down due time limits and permitted 
the reasonable delay for different stages. The time limit in Article 14(3)(c) begins 
with the date of the accused being informed of his or her accusation and ends with 
that of definitive decisions being made. A reasonable time without undue delay 
appears to be influenced by both the circumstances and complexity of particular 
cases. 
329 GC/13(14)/[9]; Rayos v. 
Jamaica(CCPR/C/43/D/283/1988)[8.3-8.4] 
330 O.F. v. Norway(CN158/1983)[5.5] 
Philippines(CCPR/C/81/D/1167/2003)[7.3]; Little v. 
331 Dovud and Nazriev v. Tajikistan(CCPR/C/86/D/1044/2002)(8.5]; Aliev v. 
Ukraine(CCPRIC/78/D/781 11997)[7 .3]; Boimurodov v. Taj ikistan(CCPR/C/85/D/1 042/200 I )[7 .3]; Siragev v. 
Uzbekistan(CCPR/C/85/D/907/2000)[6.3]; Chan v. Guyana(CCPR/C/85/D/913/2000)(6.2-6.4] 
332 Delia Saldias de Lopez v. Uruguay(CN5211979,CN56/1979); Mario Alberto Teti Izquierdo v. 
Uruguay(CN73/1980) 
333GC/13(14)/(IO] 
334 Kelly v. Jamaica(CN253/1987)[5.12]; E.B. v. Jamaica(CN303/1988)[5.3]; R.M. v. 
Jamaica(CN315!1987)[6.3] 
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Aiming at the initial delay in appearance before a judge, the HRCom has held 
that it should not exceed a few days in capital cases. 335 The HRCom considered 
that the delays of twelve months, 336 fourteen months337 and eighteen months on 
pre-trial delays per se have not been deemed undue or unreasonable.338 The length 
of time before arrest and trial, or between trial and appeal, must normally be 
weighted against other factors, including the complexity of the case, when other 
factors exist.339 There are some violations with a several-year delay that could not 
be properly justified, e.g., in Pinkney v. Canada340, Pratt, Morgan and Kelly v. 
Jamaica341 , Sendic Case342 and CaribonP43 • 
2.2.2.2.4.5 Right to Defence 
Article 14(3)(d) specifies the right to defence as the five categories of individual 
rights. They are the right to be tried in one's presence; to defend oneself in person; 
to choose one's own counsel; to be informed of the right to counsel; and to receive 
free legal assistance. Such 'legal representation must be available at all stages of 
criminal proceedings, particularly in cases involving capital punishment'. 344 
Under the principle of a systematic interpretation, the right to defence tends to 
be understood as follows. Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the basic 
right to be present at the trial for defence. Most accused persons have two options 
to defend oneself in person and to choose one's own counsel as long as he or she 
can afford to do so. Those facing financial obstacles may be informed of the right 
to counsel and receive free legal assistance, if necessary in the interest of justice 
335 McLawrence v. Jamaica(CCPR/C/60/D/702/1996)[5.6]; Shaw v. Jamaica(CCPR/C/62/D/704/1996)[7.3] 
336 Everton Morrison v. Jamaica(CCPRJC/63/D/635/1995)[11.6] 
337 Samuel Thomas v. Jamaica(CCPR/C/65/D/61411995)[9.5]; Leehong v. 
Jamaica(CCPRJC/66/D/613/1995)[6.6] 
338 Everton Morrison v. Jamaica(CCPRJC/63/D/635/1995)[21.3] 
339 Shaw v. Jamaica(CCPRJC/62/D/704/1996)[7.4] 
340 Larry James Pinkney v. Canada(CN27/1978)[10, 22, 25] 
341 Earl Pratt and Ivan Morgan v. Jamaica(CCPRJC/35/D/27311988)(CCPRJC/35/D/210/1986)[13.4,13.5,14]; 
Kelly v. Jamaica (CN253/1987)[5.12, 6] 
342 Violeta Setelich v. Uruguay(CN63/1979) 
343 Raul Cariboni v. Uruguay(CN 159/1983) 
344 Smartt v. Republic of Guyana(CCPRJC/81/D/867/1999)[6.3]; Kurbanova v. 
Tajikistan(CCPRJC/79/D/1 096/2002)[6.5]; Aliev v. Ukraine(CCPR/C/78/D/78111997)[7.3]; Robinson v. 
Jamaica(CN223/1987)[10.3]; Brown v. Jamaica(CCPRJC/65/D/775/1997)[6.6]; Angel Estrella v. 
Uruguay(CN74/1980)[8.6, I 0]; Reid v. Jamaica(CCPRJC/39/D/250/1987)[13]; Grant v. 
Jamaica(CCPR/C/50/D/353/1988)[8.6]; Pinto v. Trinidad and Tobago(CCPR/C/39/D/232/1987); Kelly v. 
JarriaiCa(CCPRJC/41/D/253/1987)[5.1 0]; Aliboev v. Tajikistan(CCPRJC/85/D/985/200 I )[6.4]; Chan v. 
Guyana(CCPRJC/85/D/91312000)[6.2,6.3,6.4]; Uigun and R~zmetov v. 




administration. This necessity depends mainly on the seriousness of the offence 
and the maximum of potential punishments. 
2.2.2.2.4.6 Calling and Examining Witnesses 
Under Article 14(3)(e), the right to 'obtain the attendance and examination of 
witnesses' 'under the same conditions' as the prosecutor is an essential element of 
a fair trial. The right of the accused to 'obtain the attendance and examination of 
witnesses on his behalf is relative and restricted 'under the same conditions as 
witnesses against him'. Such cases as Sendic v. Uruguay, Mbenge v. Zaire, 
obviously violate this minimum guarantee of a fair trial. 345 
On the contrary, the right to examine, or have examined, the witnesses for the 
prosecution has no restriction. This fully considers the distinction between the 
examinations in different trials. Yet both rights appear to guarantee that the parties 
are treated equally on the interrogation of witnesses and the introduction of 
evidence. 
2.2.2.2.4.7 Claim to the Free Assistance of an Interpreter 
Article 14(3 )(f) requires the right of the accused to 'have the free assistance of an 
interpreter if he cannot understand or speak the language used in court'. From the 
wording of this clause, it appears that all oral materials should be, and all written 
documents might be, translated in hearing. 
Since Article 14(3)(a) requires the accused to be informed of 'the nature and 
cause of the charge against' him or her in a language that he or she understands, 
the written documents on 'the nature and cause' should be translated. This does not 
determine whether it is essential to translate these documents on other information 
or not. Pursuant to VCL T Articles 31 and 32, the meaning of Article 14(3)(f) may 
be interpreted in the light of its object and purpose. The purpose of appointing an 
interpreter is to guarantee that an accused that 'cannot understand or speak the 
language used in court' equally enjoys a fair trial. Hence, the written documents in 
entire hearings should be translated as the language applied in court. 
345 Khomidov v. Taj ikistan(CCPRJC/81/D/1117/2002)[6.5]; U igun and Ruzmetov v. 
Uzbekistan(CCPRJC/86/D/915/2000)[7 .5] 
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Meanwhile, the free assistance of an interpreter is absolute without an 
exception. This is applicable to anyone who conforms to the above condition in 
Article 14(3)(f), including aliens and members of linguistic minorities. 
2.2.2.2.4.8 Prohibition of Self-incrimination 
Article 14(3)(g) prohibits self-incrimination, relating to the accused in all cases. 
This prevents every accused person from being 'compelled to testify against 
himself or to confess guilt' to a crime346• 
The term 'to be compelled' means 'various methods of extortion or duress and 
the imposition of judicial sanctions' in order to force an accused to testify his 
guilt.347 The prohibition 'must be understood in terms of the absence of any direct 
or indirect physical or psychological pressure from the investigating authorities on 
the accused with a view to obtaining a confession of guilt.' 348 The HRCom called 
upon the State parties to prohibit the use of unlawful evidence by forced 
confessions or statements,349 e.g., the violations of Article 14(3)(g) by Uruguay.350 
2.2.2.2.4.9 Juvenile Trials 
Article 14( 4) obligates the State parties to 'take account of their age and the 
desirability of promoting their rehabilitation' in hearing the case of juvenile 
persons in criminal trials. This fails to expressly entail for them the obligation to 
establish juvenile courts. But juvenile trials different from those against adults are 
normally accomplished by juvenile courts, which is just the special courts and 
procedures noted by the HRCom. 351 The establishment of juvenile courts and 
relevant procedures needs more attention paid to the interests of promoting the 
rehabilitation of juveniles. As Article 40( 1) of the CRC referred, the objective is to 
346 Dovud and Nazriev v. Tajikistan(CCPR/C/86/D/1 044/2002)[8.3]; Kurbanov v. 
Tajikistan(CCPR/C/79/D/1096/2002)[7.5]; Khomidov v. Tajikistan(CCPRIC/81/Dilll7/2002)[6.5]; Saidov v. 
Tajikistan(CCPR/C/81/D/964/2001 )[6.3); Boimurodov v. Tajikistan(CCPR/C/85/D/1 042/200 I )[7 .2); Khalilov v. 
Tajikistan(CCPR/C/83/D/973/2001)[7.3]; Aliboev v. Tajikistan(CCPR/C/85/D/985/2001)[6.3]; Deolall v. 
Guyana(CCPR/C/82/D/912/2000)[5.1]; Uigun and Ruzmetov v. Uzbekistan(CCPR/C/86/D/915/2000)[7 .3); 
Berry v. Jamaica(CCPR/C/50/D/330/1988)[11.7]; Nallaratnam Singarasa v. Sri 
Lanka(CCPRIC/81/D/1 033/200 I )[7.4] 
347 Nowak/1993/264[59] 
348 Berry v. Jamaica(CCPR/C/50/D/330/1988)[11.7] 
349 GC/13(14)/[14] 
350 Delia Saldias de Lopez v. Uru.guay(~l)l52/1979)[13]; Miguel Angel Estrella v. Uruguay(CN74/1980)[10]; 




promote 'the child's reintegration and the child's assuming constructive role in 
society'. 
2.2.2.2.4.1 0 Right to an Appeal 
Article 14 (5) safeguards that everyone 'convicted of a crime shall have the right to 
his conviction and sentence being reviewed by a higher tribunal according to law'. 
This general formulation recognises the principle of a right to appeal, without a 
specification of its types. The State party is under the obligation to protect this right 
from being violated. 352 
Specifically, the review proceeding takes place before 'a higher tribunal' and 
the minimum guarantees of a fair and public trial shall be observed in all 
proceedings. The right to an appeal is universally applicable to all convicted 
persons whose crimes are variously described with different terms. Meanwhile, the 
phrase of 'according to law' appears to be unambiguous.353 
2.2.2.2.4.11 Right to Compensation for the Miscarriage of Justice 
ICCPR Article 14(6) stated that those who have 'suffered punishment as a result of 
such conviction' as 'a miscarriage of justice' 'shall be compensated according to 
law'. It recognises the right to compensation in the case of a sentence based on a 
miscarriage of justice. 
Article 14(6) appears to obligate the State parties to a detailed obligation on 
compensation. Specifically, the claim to compensation involves such prerequisites 
as conviction by a final judgement for a criminal offence and later reversal of the 
condition or pardoning of convicted persons. The ground on which to reverse such 
conviction or pardon the convicted is that 'a new or newly discovered fact shows 
conclusively' 'a miscarriage of justice', and the convicted has no fault concerning 
this miscarriage but 'has suffered punishment as a result of such conviction'. The 
352 Chisanga v. Zambia(CCPR/C/85/D/1132/2002)[7.2]; Saidov v. Tajikistan(CCPRJC/81/D/964/2001)[6.5]; 
Domukovsky et at. v. 
Georgia(CCPR/C/62/D/623/1995)(CCPR/C/62/D/624/1995)(CCPRJC/62/D/625/1995)(CCPR/C/62/D/626/199 
5)(CCPR/C/62/D/627/1995)[ 19]; Khalilov v. Tajikistan(CCPR/C/83/D/973/200 I )[7 .5][8]; Barno Saidova v. 
Tajikistan(CCPR/C/81/D/964/200 I )[6.5]; Aliboev v. Tajikistan(CCPR/C/S5/D/985/200 f)[6.5] 
353 See 2.2.2.1.1 
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only exception is that 'the non-disclosure of the unknown fact in time is' proved 
'wholly or partly attributable to' them. 
It is worthy of note that the very fact of the imposition of a death sentence as a 
result of a miscarriage of justice might need compensation. If the death sentence is 
carried out after a miscarriage of justice, any forms of compensation appear to only 
contribute to relieving the mental sufferings of the family of persons executed to 
death. 
2.2.2.2.4.12 The Principle of 'Ne Bis In Idem' 
Article 14(7) contains the principle of 'ne his in idem' or the prohibition against 
double jeopardy. It specifies that no one 'shall be liable to be tried or punished 
again for an offence for which he has already been finally convicted or acquitted in 
accordance with the law and penal procedure of each country'. This prohibits a 
person from being tried or punished again for the same offence. 
The term 'finally convicted or acquitted' signified that convictions or 
acquittals are made after exhaustion of all ordinary methods of judicial review or 
appeal and expiration of all waiting periods. This requirement relates only to a 
conviction or acquittal in accordance with the law and penal procedure of each 
country. An acquittal in another State that does not correspond to the legal system 
of the State concerned does not lead to application of 'ne his in idem', consistent 
with the HRCom's opinion in A.P. v. Itali54 • 
In many States, a new criminal trial is justified by extraordinary circumstances, 
even to the detriment of an acquitted or already convicted person. Similarly, the 
HRCom took the stance that any justifications may not represent a violation of this 
principle.355 Such extraordinary circumstances will include the situation where the 
accused has been acquitted for want of evidence and new evidence was 
subsequently discovered which linked him with the commission of that crime. Such 
an acquitted convict may be retried on the basis of new evidence. 
2.2.2.2.5 Prohibition of the death penalty for persons under the age of 18 
354 35265/97[1999]EHRCourt61 
JSS GC/13( 14 )/[19] 
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Following the above procedures in conformation with the rule of law before a 
competent tribunal, there is another limitation in imposing the death penalty. 
Article 6(5) stipulates that 'sentence of death shall not be imposed for crimes 
committed by persons below eighteen years of age'. This contains a substantive 
limitation to the death penalty on young persons less than 18 years old. 
In this context, the age at the time of committing crimes appears to be an 
essential factor and the 'eighteen years of age' is an age limit. Considering 'crimes 
committed', offenders shall not be sentenced to death for 'crimes committed' 
below the age of 18, even if being convicted at the time they are beyond the age of 
18 years. On the contrary, they are eligible for the imposition of the death penalty 
if older than 18 at the time of committing crimes. 
2.2.2.3 Limitations on execution 
2. 2. 2. 3.1 Amnesty, pardon or commutation of the death penalty 
ICCPR Article 6(4) states that anyone 'sentenced to death shall have the right to 
seek pardon or commutation of the sentence' and '[A]mnesty, pardon or 
commutation of the sentence of death may be granted in all cases'. Pursuant to it, 
after a final judgement with the sentence of death came into force, the death 
penalty may be mitigated, instead of being executed. Amnesty also should be 
granted to make every effort to avoid execution of the death penalty rendered in all 
cases. This is one of requirements for the national legislature of the State. 
There is a general meaning in the terms of amnesty, pardon or commutation in 
the sense of Article 6(4), despite variation in legal terms among countries. Pardon 
means that 'an enforceable penalty is voided in full', while commutation means the 
replacement of the death penalty with a lighter penalty. 356 Both of these involve 
both the power of the State and the legal rights of the convicted facing the death 
penalty to seek legal remedies. By comparison, amnesty means collective pardon 
for various cases, which appears not to be a right. The State may grant amnesty, 
even if the accused never applies for it. 
2.2.2.3.2 Prohibition of execution of pregnant women 
356 Nowak/1993/121 [30] 
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Article 6(5) requires the State not to carry out the death penalty on pregnant 
women. This explicitly prohibits the death penalty from being executed on such 
persons, but is unclear whether it also precludes it after the pregnancy of such 
persons. There are two potential interpretations on pregnant women within the 
ambit of Article 6(5) and the narrow one is to leave execution open to them357 
subsequently. This is based on the assumption that excluding them from being 
executed appears to 'prevent killing of an innocent baby', precisely an unborn 
baby.Jss 
The other is not to carry out the death penalty on pregnant women in any case 
on the basis of the wide protection of both unborn and newborn babies. This broad 
explanation appears to have a wide scope and be preferable, which has been 
accepted by humanitarian provisions. PAl Article 76(3) recognised prohibition of 
execution of 'mothers having dependant infants', applicable to armed conflicts. 
Protocol Additional to Geneva Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian 
Persons in Time of War Article 6(4) also precludes 'mothers of young children' 
from execution. Hence, pregnant women tend to include those in pregnancy period 
and after the pregnancy, including 'mothers having dependant infants' or 'of young 
children'. 
2.2.2.3.3 Extradition, expulsion, deportation and the death penalty 
There is no explicit provision about whether States parties may extradite, expel or 
deport individuals facing the threat of the death penalty in the ICCPR. Under 
Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or 
Punishment Article 3(1), however, no State party 'shall expel, return ("refouler") or 
extradite a person to another State where there are substantial grounds for believing 
that he would be in danger of being subjected to torture'. This appears to influence 
the policy on extraditing, expelling, and deporting persons facing the death penalty 
to a certain degree. In three Canadian applications, the HRCom appears not to 
consider the right to life provision as a requirement to refrain from extraditing or 
m' Dinst~in, in Henkin/1981/117 
358 Sapienza, in Ramcharan/1985/288 
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deporting a person facing capital punishment to a retentionist State. 359 This is likely 
to lead to its indirect use in abolitionist States360, breaching the principle of non-
reintroduction in the ICCPR. 
Moreover, no person may be extradited, expelled or deported to a country 
with 'necessary and foreseeable' threats that will violate the ICCPR, according to 
the HRCom's jurisdiction.361 Hence, States can refuse to extradite, expel or deport 
a person facing the death penalty in the event of its possible imposition. 
2.2.2.3.4 Humane treatment 
Article 7 prohibits torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 
Without any restrictions, the right to humane treatment appears to be absolute362 
and have a broad coverage. It is also a non-derogable right considering no 
derogation from this Article even in emergency as required in Article 4. 
Accordingly, this entails for the State parties a positive duty to prohibit such 
treatment by private persons,363 regardless of their specific intents364 or purposes. 
Furthermore, torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment 
tends to emphasise 'treatment', while the death penalty highlights 'punishment'. 
Yet the prohibition of such treatment is of considerable relevance to the practice of 
the death penalty. In capital cases, both physical pain365 and mental sufferings366 
that inflicted on persons facing the death penalty are likely to amount to violations 
of the right to humane treatment. The prohibition of such treatment mainly applies 
to 'death row phenomenon' 367 , the execution method of the death penalty, 368 
repeated beatings369 and even extorted confessions as a result of treatment violating 
Article 7 in capital cases. 370 
359 A.R.J. v. Australia(CCPR/C/60/D/692/1996)[6.13] 
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The 'death row phenomenon' is the inhuman treatment that results from the 
special circumstances on death row, 'and the often prolonged wait for executions or 
where the execution itself is carried out in a way that inflicts gratuitous 
suffering'. 371 Since every prisoner should be treated with humanity, the 
requirements of the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners 
should be satisfied to keep the suffering of those facing the death penalty at a 
minimum. The EHRCourt held this phenomenon contrary to the ECHR in 
Soering. 372 In a different approach, the HRCom declared that 'prolonged judicial 
proceedings do not per se constitute cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, even if 
they can be a source of mental strain', whereas 'the situation could be otherwise in 
cases involving capital punishment and an assessment of the circumstances of each 
case would be necessary.' 373 This basic position and opinion is unchanged, albeit 
there are various capital cases relating to this point.374 
Apart from the long delay, 'compelling circumstances' are another difficult 
point to explain concerning death row. The exact meanings are distinct from those 
of 'deplorable conditions of detention' on death row or cell. 375 The HRCom 
attempted to cite the SMRTP as a standard and concluded that such circumstances 
'beyond the mere length of time' in imprisonment 'under a sentence of death 
amounted to an additional violation of Article 7' 376 . 
As the HRCom noted, the death penalty 'must be carried out in such a way as 
to cause the least possible physical and mental suffering' in its application.377 This 
appears to require the methods of its implementation not to cause superfluous pain. 
Actually, every 'known method of judicial execution in use today, including 
execution by lethal injection, has come under criticism for causing prolonged pain 
or the necessity to have the process repeated. ' 378 But comparatively, death by lethal 
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injection appears not to be inhuman, especially considering that the same method is 
generally proposed by supporters of euthanasia. 
Moreover, mental anguish and stress that the families of executed persons 
suffered may constitute inhuman treatment. The HRCom considered that the failure 
to notify them 'of the scheduled date for the execution' and 'of the location 
of ... grave amounts to inhuman treatment of the author', in breach of Article 7.379 
Similar decisions were also made in other cases380 . 
2.3 Optional Protocols 
Both the Optional Protocol to the International Convention on Civil and Political 
Rights and Second Optional Protocol to the International Convention on Civil and 
Political Rights Aiming at the Abolition of the Death Penalty pay attention to the 
protection of such fundamental human rights as the right to life. Relating to the 
ICCPR, they appear to contain human rights standards applicable to the death 
penalty, despite that the ICCPR-OPI-DP makes no reference to this penalty. 
The ICCPR-OPI-DP authorises individual communications presented to the 
HRCom for violations of any provisions in the ICCPR. Articles I and 2 provide for 
the following requirements of such communications that the HRCom has the 
competence to receive and consider. The individuals who claim to be victims are 
subject to the jurisdiction of the State party. The content of claims is the breach by 
that State party of any of the rights set forth in the ICCPR.381 These individuals 
'have exhausted all available domestic remedies' before submitting written 
communications to the HRCom for consideration.382 
By Article 4, the State party has the obligation to cooperate with the HRCom 
after receiving any communications and to submit to 'written explanations or 
statements clarifying the matter and the remedy, if any, that may have been taken' 
within six months. 383 Under Article 5, the HRCom shall consider these 
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communications, after examining that there is no same matter 'being examined 
under another procedure of international investigation or settlement', or that 
available domestic remedies have not been exhausted.384 It also considers the case 
where the application of the remedies is unreasonably prolonged as an exception. 
But it appears not 'to evaluate the facts and evidence in a particular case, unless it 
could be ascertained that the evaluation of evidence and the instructions to the jury 
were clearly arbitrary or otherwise amounted to a denial of justice' .385 Since the 
ICCPR deal with the death penalty, the procedure in the ICCPR-OPI-DP equally 
applies to all cases concerning this penalty. 
Different from the ICCPR, the ICCPR-OPII-DP aims at abolishing the death 
penalty. As Article I (I) stipulated, no one within the jurisdiction of a State Party to 
the ICCPR-OPII-DP shall be executed. This seems to explicitly prohibit the 
execution of capital punishment without its imposition, whereas both the 
imposition and execution should be abolished considering Article I (2). Article 1 (2) 
stipulates that each State party 'shall take all necessary measures to abolish the 
death penalty within its jurisdiction'. This entails for State parties the positive duty 
to 'take all necessary measures' to prohibit the imposition and execution of this 
penalty. Meanwhile, this clearly involves the principle of non-reintroduction as an 
essential means towards abolition because reintroduction would be quite 
incompatible with this treaty and a State with reintroduction would have to 
withdraw from it. 
Nonetheless, there is an exception to the abolition of capital punishment, 
which means that the ICCPR-OPII-DP tends not to abolish it in any circumstances. 
As Article 2(1) specified, there is no reservation admissible, 'except for a 
reservation made at the time of ratification or accession that provides for the 
application of the death penalty in time of war pursuant to a conviction for a most 
serious crime of a military nature committed during wartime'. 
2.4 The CAT 
384 ICCPR Article 6 
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The CAT set substantive provisions386, enforcement procedure mechanisms387, the 
international machinery388 and other relevant provisions to prohibit torture, cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. This involves the protection of 
persons facing the death penalty from such treatment in the implementation of this 
penalty. China signed the CAT on 12th December 1986 and ratified on 4th October 
1988. This entails for China relevant international human rights obligations as a 
State party with its entry into force in China on 3rd November 1988.389 
Article I defined torture as 'any act by which severe pain or suffering, 
whether physical or mental. .. ' in nature is inflicted. Such conduct is 'intentionally 
inflicted' 'for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or 
a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is 
suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, 
or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind ... '. It is also governmental 
conduct that is prohibited only 'when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the 
instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other 
person acting in an official capacity'. This appears to establish a general concept of 
torture that China should prohibit. 
However, the scope of torture is limited and 'does not include pain or 
suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions'. 390 The 
exclusion of 'lawful sanctions' does prevent a State from engaging in the practice 
of torture authorised by domestic legal systems. This seems to leave much room for 
a breach of this treaty without being found to have done so. To avoid such escape, 
it is desirable to borrow the language391 from the DBST. It identified the criteria of 
'inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions' as to the extent consistent with the 
SMRTP392 in its Article I. More importantly, the torture potentially involving the 
death penalty is only inflicted on those facing the death penalty, excluding 'a third 
person'. 
386 CAT Articles I, 2 and 16 
387 CAT Articles 5, 6, and 7 
388 CAT Articles 17, 19, 20, 21 and 22 
389 
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It is worthy of note that there is a clear difference between the death penalty 
and torture defined in Article 1. Where the death penalty is a lawful sanction, then 
it is not torture under the CAT. But if it is not lawful sanction and is imposed for 
the purpose of Article 1 in the CAT, it may be torture but more likely inhuman 
treatment. This is also the distinction between capital sentence and arbitrary 
execution. Hence, the obligation of China under Article 1 appears not to deduce its 
duty of the complete abolition, but the strict restrictions, ofthe death penalty. 
Under CAT Article 2(1 ), China is obligated to 'take effective legislative, 
administrative, judicial or other measures to prevent acts of torture in any territory 
under its jurisdiction'. This obligation is not to totally prevent torture, but to take 
indispensable steps to achieve reasonable results or reasonably prevent it. 393 This 
achievement requires the practical implementation of 'legislative, administrative, 
judicial or other measures' adopted by China. The best way to assess the 
effectiveness of these measures is 'through the mechanisms of international law by 
which the unilateral judgments ... can be challenged' 394 , considering the object or 
purpose of this treaty. 
China is also responsible for 'acts of torture' committed 'in any territory under 
its jurisdiction'. 395 The wide extent of 'any territory' involves its territories, 
'occupied or unoccupied territories'. 396 Moreover, neither 'exceptional 
circumstances whatsoever' even in public emergency, nor superior orders, 'may be 
invoked as a justification of torture', in accordance with two other clauses of 
Article 2. This appears to indicate that the obligation to prohibit torture is non-
derogable. 
Furtermore, China has the obligation to prohibit 'other acts of cruel, inhuman 
or degrading treatment or punishment', 'committed by or at the instigation of or 
with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an 
393 
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official capacity' under Article 16. Such treatment prohibited is not unlimited and 
only that related to 'a public official or other person acting in an official capacity' 
may fall into the category of this prohibition. The obligation also extends to these 
acts which China may conduct outside its geographical frontiers: 
In fact, China has taken effective steps to prevent the acts of cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment by State officials and has been making efforts to improve its 
lefislation and enforce the relevant legal provisions against torture.397 In legislation, 
the 1982Constitution, 398 Law on Prisons of the PRC adopted in 1994, Law of the 
PRC on State Compensation adopted in 1994, People's Police Law of the PRC 
a:qopted in 1995, PL, Judges Law of the PRC adopted in 1995, 1996CPL and 
1997CL are primary legal safeguards against torture as 'a criminal act'. 399 
SP,ecifically, 1995PPL Article 33 stipulates: '[A] people's policeman has the right 
to: refuse to carry out any directive that exceeds the mandate of the people's police 
a~ defined by laws and regulations and, at the same time, has the right to report 
such a breach to a higher authority.' This appears to effectively 'prevent anyone 
from citing a superior's order as a pretext for using torture' .400 
The 1996CPL contributes to preventing torture and other cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment or punishment from being imposed on persons suspected, 
accused or convicted of criminal offences. It abolished the system of detention for 
if\terrogation; establishes 'the principle that no one can be deemed guilty before a 
people's court has tried him in accordance with law' in Article 12; advances 'the 
date for lawyers' involvement in criminal proceedings'; reforms 'the procedures of 
criminal adjudication, replacing those characterised by interrogations by judges 
with means of hearing prosecution and defence arguments'; and introduces 
'provisions on more humane means of enforcing death sentences, such as the use of 
injections' .401 
Moreover, the 1997CL also attaches importance to the prohibition of the 
crime of torture. It includes retention 'of the crime of extorting confessions by 
39,,7 'Summary Record of the 251st Meeting: China. 05/06/96', CAT/C/SR.251 [4]; 'Summary Record of the 
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torture and the crime of physically abusing prisoners' and 'introduction of the 
crime of the use of force by judicial personnel to extract testimony' .402 It explicitly 
stipulates 'that those who extort confessions by torture, extract testimony from 
witnesses by force or physically abuse prisoners shall be punished more severely'; 
and those 'who cause injury, disability or death through the above three crimes 
shall be sentenced to death, life imprisonment or fixed-term imprisonment of not 
less than 10 years. ' 403 
The State Council's Regulations on the Use of Police Instruments and 
Weapons by People's Police in 1996 clearly defines 'the circumstances in which 
police instruments or weapons are to be used and the relevant procedures'. As 
Article 14 stipulated, 'people's police who cause unnecessary personal injury or 
death or loss of personal property through unlawful use of police instruments or 
weapons shall be punished by law; those whose acts do not constitute a criminal 
offence shall be subject to administrative discipline. ' 404 The victims of these crimes 
shall be compensated pursuant to the 1994SCL. 
In practice, China's judicial bodies have taken measures to prevent the 
incidence of torture in judicial proceedings. These are institutional improvement;405 
enhancement of 'the quality of judicial personnel through education and 
rectification';406 a supervisory system that was established in the People's Courts 
of China to reinforce the supervision over the administration of justice;407 and 
intensification of 'the practice of open trials and their placement under social and 
public scrutiny' 408 • They help to 'prevent torture and other cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment towards defendants, and make public acts of torture or 
extortion of confessions by torture by judicial personnel during criminal 
proceedings' and 'avoid the occurrence of similar incidents' .409 
By Article 3(1), China has the duty not to 'expel, return ("refouler") or 
extradite a person to another State where there are substantial grounds for believing 
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'shall take into account all relevant considerations including, where applicable, the 
existence in the State concerned of a consistent pattern of gross, flagrant or mass 
violations of human rights' to determine 'whether there are such grounds' under 
Article 3(2). This pattern of human rights violations 'refers only to violations by or 
at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other 
person acting in an official capacity'. 410 The importance of Article 3 appears to be 
the non-return nature. The extradition treaties between China and other countries 
stipulated that 'these instruments do not interfere with the obligations undertaken 
and rights enjoyed by the two sides under multilateral treaties'.411 This tends not to 
affect the application of this non-return provision. 
Article 4(1) emphasises the obligation of State parties to ensure that 'all acts 
of torture', 'an attempt to commit torture' and 'an act by any person which 
constitutes complicity or participation in torture' are 'offences under its criminal 
law'. Article 4(2) requires the duty to punish them 'by appropriate penalties' in the 
light of 'their grave nature'. 
As a State party, China has adopted administrative and judicial means to 
punish 'anyone guilty of such an act' and 'specified the punishment commensurate 
to the severity of the crime'. 412 It also 'adopted legislation prohibiting judicial 
organs and their personnel from using torture', e.g., 1995JL Article 30;413 imposing 
strict administrative discipline and legal prosecution on the exercise of police and 
procuratorate authority, e.g., 1995PPL Article 22414 and 1994PL Article 33415 . The 
MOPS and SPP reinforced 'their coordination in the investigation of the use of 
torture in interrogation' .416 'The 1994PL protects the lawful rights of prisoners and 
explicitly forbids their being tortured under whatever pretext', such as Articles 6, 7 
and 14. 417 The MOJ 'promulgated a series of special regulations, such as the 
Provisional Scheme to Reward or Penalize Personnel in Judicial and 
Administrative Systems, thereby applying to acts of beating, abusing or subjecting 
prisoners to corporal punishment or mistreatment specific disciplinary actions that 
410 CAT Article 1(1) 
411 
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could range from warning, demerit, demotion, transfer or probation all the way to 
dishonourable discharge. Any behaviour that constitutes an offence against the law 
shall be subject to criminal investigation.'418 Such violations, causing any injury or 
death, lead to State compensation, the specific procedure of which is provided for 
in 1994SCL Article 15.419 
More importantly, the 1997CL introduced the crime of extracting testimony 
by force and amended 'the punishment given to those who cause death through 
extortion of confessions by torture', 'the provisions on the applicable charges and 
punishment for persons who cause injury, disability or death through unlawful 
detention' and 'on the applicable charges and punishment for abuses of prisoners 
that cause injury, disability or death'. 420 This appears to aggravate relevant 
punishments to prohibit torture. 
Article 5 entails for China the duty to take necessary measures to establish its 
jurisdiction over the offences referred to in Article 4 in several cases. 1997CL 
Articles 6 and 9 'constitute the legal basis for the exercise of jurisdiction by China 
over the crimes' described in Article 4.421 
Furthermore, Article 7 legally obligates China to 'submit the case to its 
competent authorities for the purpose of prosecution' without extradition. Since the 
current international extradition treaties that China has signed prevent it from 
extraditing its own nationals, China must submit the case involving the extradition 
of persons with Chinese citizenship 'to its competent departments with a view to 
initiating criminal proceedings against and punishing the person as appropriate' by 
its domestic laws.422 A good example is Article 5 of the Extradition Treaty between 
the People's Republic of China and the Russian Federation.423 
By Article 8, China should undertake the duty to include such offences 
referred to in Article 4 as 'extraditable offences in every extradition treaty to be 
concluded between them'. China has included 'torture as an extraditable offence 
when it signs an extradition treaty with another country' .424 For example, Article 2 
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of an extradition treaty between China and Thailand in 1993 stipulates that an 
extraditable crime is 'liable to one or more years of imprisonment or other forms of 
detention or more severe punishment.' 425 The 'conditions for which extradition 
may be refused do not include the crime of torture' under Articles 3 and 4.426 Other 
extradition treaties respectively signed with the Russian Federation and Belarus in 
1995 'also contain similar provisions'. 427 Moreover, 'any person within the 
territory of China found to have committed a crime punishable by law will be 
treated as a criminal by the judiciary' and 'the criminal may be extradited to a 
relevant country for punishment' under appropriate circumstances.428 'In practice, 
China also cooperates with some countries in extraditing or repatriating suspect 
criminals' according to relevant international conventions acceded to by China, 
including the CAT. 429 
Moreover, all of the obligations incurred in this treaty must not 'prejudice 
to ... any other international instrument or national law which prohibits cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment or which relates to extradition or 
expulsion' under Article 16. This tends to stress the duty to prohibit such treatment 
in all circumstances. As indicated by the State's reports, the cautious application of 
the death penalty by substantive and procedural laws appears to contribute to the 
prohibition.430 
Specifically, 1997CL Article 48 stipulates, '[T]he death penalty shall only be 
applied to criminals who have committed the most heinous crimes. If the 
immediate execution of a criminal condemned to death is not deemed necessary, a 
two-year stay of execution may be pronounced simultaneously with the imposition 
of the death sentence.' 'All death sentences except for those which according to 
law must be decided' by the Supreme People's Court shall be submitted to the SPC 
for approval. A death sentence with a stay of execution may be decided or 
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1996CPL Article 212 'stipulates that a death penalty is to be executed by 
either firing squad or lethal injection. A death penalty may be carried out on the 
execution ground or inside a prison. The execution of death sentences shall be 
announced but shall not be held in public. ' 432 1997CL Article 50 stipulates: '[I]f a 
person sentenced to death with a stay of execution does not deliberately commit a 
crime during the period of suspension, his punishment shall be commuted to life 
imprisonment upon the expiration of that two-year period. If he performs 
meritorious service, his punishment shall be commuted to fixed-term imprisonment 
of not less than 15 years and not more than 20 years upon the expiration of that 
two-year period. If it is verified that he has deliberately committed further crime, 
the death penalty shall be executed upon the approval' of the SPC.433 This 'death 
sentence is China's cautious way to reduce executions' .434 
The literal understanding of Article 1 seems to exclude the death penalty from 
the scope of torture, whereas the same is not the case with acts of cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment or punishment both in Article 16 and in practice. Many 
documents submitted to the Committee against Torture referred to norms 
concerning the application of the death penalty.435 They touch upon the extradition 
of capital offenders, effective measures for abolition, as well as the method and 
means of execution.436 The ATCom frequently provoked death penalty questions to 
comment on them437 and appears to directly relate them to the international treaty 
obligations of State parties. The above practice tends to show the likelihood that 
the death penalty might be interpreted to be within the scope of the CAT. Hence, 
the obligations that China should undertake under this treaty appear to apply to 
death penalty cases. 
The possibility appears to bring the Soering understanding relating to the 
'death row phenomenon', e.g., prolonged detention before execution.438 The US 
understood that international law did not prohibit the death penalty or consider the 
432 
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CAT to restrict or prohibit its application. On the basis of this reasoning, it 
formulated a general reservation to prevent cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment only in the sense of those compatible with its internal laws. The US 
retains the death penalty as a lawful sanction and appears to exclude this penalty 
itself from the extent of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 
Finland, the Netherlands and Sweden objected to this reservation mainly because 
its attempt to invoke internal laws to escape international obligations violates the 
general principle of treaty interpretation. 439 This reasonable objection appears to 
indicate that both 'death row phenomenon' and this penalty itself might fall into 
the scope of the CAT, considering the same requirements of progressive abolition 
under international law. 
Under Article 19, China should submit to the A TCom periodic reports of the 
measures it has taken and 'supplementary reports every four years on any new 
measures' if being requested. This provided for a supervision system of this treaty 
with individual complaints. As a State party, China has faithfully fulfiled this 
obligation, e.g., by submitting reports. 44° China attached great importance to its 
reporting obligation under the CAT. China had ratified the CAT in 1988 and one 
year later had submitted its first report, which had been followed, in 1992, by a 
supplementary report. China's second periodic report was presented in 
December 1995. The third periodic report had been drafted in close consultation 
with the SPC, MOPS, MOJ and relevant bodies. It had been drawn up in 
accordance with the General Guidelines Regarding the Form and Contents of the 
Periodic Report to be submitted by States parties and contained replies to the 
questions raised by the ATCom during its consideration of previous reports.441 
2.5TheCRC 
The CRC, composed of 54 Articles, provided for substantive rights for children and 
implementation mechanisms. China signed it on 29th August 1990, followed by 
ratification on 29th December 1991.442 Formally from its entry into force in China 
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on 1st April 1992443 , China began to undertake a series of treaty obligations as a 
party. 
Several primary obligations that the CRC entails for China seem to be general 
principles. Article 2 requires China to protect all the rights of children in the CRC 
'against all forms of discrimination'. This involves the principle of non-
discrimination widely recognised in major international human rights treaties. The 
1982Constitution, Rights and Interests of Women Act, Protection of Minors Act, 
Marriage Act, Compulsory Education Act, General Rules of Civil Law and the 
relevant administrative regulations and systems make an overall framework to 
protect this principle. 444 Moreover, '[A]ll Government departments and public 
organizations, including children's organizations, comply fully with these 
constitutional principles in their framing, execution and supervision' of the relevant 
activities.445 The 'special preferential measures and political concessions' have also 
been made to ensure the rights of children from ethnic minorities, in poor districts, 
or disabled, to be effectively safeguarded. 446 The 1982Constitution and GRCL 
equally guarantee the rights of foreign and refugee children and other related 
subjects 'on an equal footing' .447 
Under Article 3( 1 ), 'the best interests of the child shall be a primary 
consideration' in 'all actions concerning children'. This principle is generally 
accepted in both domestic and international laws. In China, the 1982Constitution, 
General Principles of Civil Law, 1997CL, PMA, MA, Education Act, HA, and 
other statutes set a solid and effective legal framework for the protection of 
children's best interests.4480n this basis, the comprehensive 'implementation of the 
Children's Programme has resulted in broad social acknowledgement of the 
'children first' principle'. 449 In the administration of justice, the public security 
agencies, PPs, PCs, and all social welfare institutions for children firmly adhere to 
the principle of the 'best interests of the child', which contributes to that 'China 
fully implements the principle'. 450 
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Article 6 entails for China the obligation to 'recognize ... the inherent right to 
life' and 'ensure to the maximum extent possible the survival and development of 
the child'. The 1982Constitution, 1997CL, GRCL, RIWA, PMA and MA, amount 
to the primary legislative basis in this aspect. 451 1997CL Article 131 explicitly 
'states that the State shall protect citizens' personal, democratic and other rights, 
and shall not allow any individual or agency to violate them unlawfully' .452 In 
implementation, 'China has consistently placed the safeguarding of children's 
rights to life' 'at the head of its efforts to protect the rights and interests of 
children'. 453 
Moreover, Article 37(a) provides for other important obligations, which is 
related to the death penalty and forced labour. It obligates China to prohibit torture 
or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment from being inflicted 
on children in any circumstances, especially in the implementation of capital 
punishment or forced labour. The 1982Constitution and 'other important pieces of 
legislation lay down clear, detailed provisions' on the prohibition of torture or 
other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment,454 as China's State 
reports submitted to the ATCom showed. In practice, China has 'specially 
instituted methods for dealing with cases involving minors' to 'tighten the ban on 
torture' .455 Where a State agency or functionary abuses authority and engages in 
torture to violate a citizen's right to physical integrity, the victim may seek 
compensation, by the 1982Constitution and 1994SCL. 456 Together with a high 
regard of the competent authorities for children's rights, 'torture of children does 
not occur in China' .457 
Article 37(a) also excludes the imposition of the death penalty and of life 
imprisonment without the possibility of release 'for offences committed by persons 
below eighteen years of age'. China is legally obligated not to impose any of them 
on such persons. The Criminal Law of the PRC in 1979, however, stipulated that 
451 
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'in the case of particularly serious offences committed by juveniles between the 
ages of 16 and 18, the death penalty could be imposed and suspended for two 
years'. 458 This clearly breaches CRC Article 37(a) and was amended by the 
1997CL. 1997CL Article 49 states that capital punishment 'shall not be imposed on 
persons who were under 18 at the time they committed the offence'. This 
guarantees the principle that no capital punishment shall be imposed on juvenile 
offenders.459 
Under the 1997CL, moreover, 'persons below eighteen years of age' may be 
sentenced to life imprisonment. But 'life imprisonment is not an endless sentence 
with no possibility of release' .460 If' in the course of serving a sentence a convicted 
offender conscientiously abides by prison regulations, is reformed through 
education and expresses genuine remorse or performs meritorious service, his or 
her sentence may be commuted' to fixed-term imprisonment. 461 These equally 
apply to 'persons below eighteen years of age' and leave no room for the 
application of life imprisonment with no possibility of release to minors. 
Article 38 requires China to 'take all feasible measures to ensure protection 
and care of children who are affected by an armed conflict' under its international 
humanitarian obligations. Although there is no explicit provisions on the protection 
of children in armed conflict in Chinese legislation, China is a party to the Geneva 
Convention relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War. It 
respects and fulfils its due obligations in this respect under the GC4 in practice.462 
Furthermore, CRC Article 40 deals with the administration of juvenile justice 
and imposes on China the relevant obligations. 1997CL Articles 3, 1996CPL 
Articles 9 and 12 are respectively consistent with CRC Article 40(2)(a), (2)(b)(vi) 
and(2)(b )(i) . 463 The reformed method of criminal trials also conforms to CRC 
Article 40(2)(b)(iv).464 The specific procedures set out by China's judicial organs 
on the handling of juvenile criminal cases465 further contribute to protecting the 
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rights of juvenile offenders in the administration of justice provided in CRC Article 
40. 
In terms of practical enforcement, China 'takes the protection of minors' 
lawful interests during judicial proceedings extremely seriously'. 466 Apart from 
various activities undertaken by domestic human rights institutions to raise young 
people's legal awareness467, the State public security and judicial departments, PPs 
and PCs strengthen the links between them for 'their collective supervision, 
education, reform and rehabilitation of juvenile offenders'. 468 Chinese 'juvenile 
cases are generally heard in juvenile courts' and the hearing of these cases differs 
from trials in adult courts. 469 The Higher People's Courts and Intermediate 
People's Courts also change 'the usual practice of criminal cases being tried where 
the crime was committed' and assign 'juvenile criminal cases originally scheduled 
for trial' in local PCs to just one or a few PCs to eliminate sentencing imbalances 
in juvenile cases.470 Numerous procuratorial bodies have also been established to 
oversee the investigations into and hearings on such cases and monitor the 
enforcement of penal sentences and the operations of Reeducation-through-labour 
institutions for juvenile offenders.471 
This treaty has a 'weak implementation system', 'which is essentially a self-
assessment based on the submission of periodic reports' by States parties.472 Under 
Article 43, the Committee on the Rights of the Child was established to examine 
'the progress made by States parties in achieving the realization of the 
obligations' .473 Article 44 obligates China to submit to the CRCom 'reports on the 
measures ... which give effect to the rights recognized herein and on the progress 
made on the enjoyment of those rights' .474 This is the only system for the CRCom 
to supervise the CRC, different from the CAT and CERD. 
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2.6 The CERD 
China became a party to the CERD from the date of its accession on 28th January 
1982.475 The CERD includes both substantive and implementation provisions in the 
total of 25 Articles. Among them, Article 5(a) implicitly relates to the death 
penalty. It requires States parties to 'undertake to prohibit and to eliminate racial 
discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without 
distinction ... to equality before the law'. This appears to broadly express the right 
to equal treatment before the tribunals, without mentioning more details like a fair 
trial. It tends to 'guarantee the right of everyone' to seek 'justice before a 
competent organ not to be discriminated against' ,476 applicable to all capital trials. 
The implementation system of this treaty contains both reporting and 
individual petitions in accordance with Article 9. It entails an obligation to submit 
to the SG of the UN, for consideration by the Committee on the Elimination of 
Racial Discrimination established under Article 8, 'a report on the legislative, 
judicial, administrative or other measures'. The ERDCom sometimes took up death 
penalty issues.477 Hence, China should meet the above-mentioned requirements to 
fulfil relevant legal obligations without reservations. 
2.7 Regional human rights standards 
On the regional level, there are several human rights treaties with important 
provisions pertinent to the abolition of capital punishment. They play an important 
role in the regional progress of abolishing capital punishment. 
2.7.1 The ECHR 
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As one of the most fundamental provisions, the ECHR safeguards the right to life 
and sets out when the intentional deprivation of life may be justified in Article 2. 
Article 2(1) stressed the positive obligation of State parties not to deprive anyone 
of the life 'intentionally save in the execution of a sentence of a court 
following ... conviction of a crime for which this penalty is provided by law'. There 
are two explicit limitations that death sentences must be pronounced by a 'court' 
and be 'provided for by law'. This appears not to permit derogation in peacetime 
under Article 15. 
Article 3 provided for the prohibition of torture or inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment in an explicit approach. This appears not to consider that 
death penalty per se constitutes such treatment.478 
ECHR Article 6 includes a range of procedural guarantees of a fair trial, with 
the similar formulation of ICCPR Article 14. Specifically, Article 6(1) specified 
the right to a fair trial that 'everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a 
reasonable time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law.' It 
requires an 'impartial tribunal established by law' to ensure a fair trial, equally 
applicable to all capital cases. Article 6(2) stipulates that everyone 'charged with a 
criminal offence shall be presumed innocent until proved guilty according to law'. 
Article 6(3) provided for five minimum rights of persons charged with a criminal 
offence. The first is the right 'to be informed promptly, in a language' which the 
accused 'understands and in detail, of the nature and cause of the accusation 
against him'. The second is 'to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation 
of his defence'. The third is 'to defend himself in person or through legal assistance 
of his own choosing or, if he has not sufficient means to pay for legal assistance, to 
be given free legal assistance when the interests of justice so require'. The fourth is 
'to examine or have examined witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance 
and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses 
against him'. The fifth is 'to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot 
understand or speak the language used in court'. 
ECHR Article 7 contains the principle of non-retroactivity, similar to ICCPR 
Article 15. No heavier penalty shall 'be imposed than the one that was applicable at 
478 Kindler v. Canada(CCPR/C/48/D/470/1991)[15.1] 
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the time the criminal offence was committed', which 'shall not prejudice the trial 
and punishment of any person for any act or omission which, at the time when it 
was committed, was criminal according to the general principles of law recognised 
by civilised nations.' This principle equally applies to capital punishment. 
2.7.2 The ECHR-PN6 
The ECHR-PN6 is 'an agreement to abolish the death penalty in peacetime' .479 
This deals with the general tendency of abolition in nine provisions. 
Article 1 stipulates: '[T]he death penalty shall be abolished. No one shall be 
condemned to such penalty or executed.' This entails for State parties the positive 
obligations to abolish the death penalty and to prevent execution from being 
imposed on anyone. There seems no difference on such obligations between 
peacetime and wartime. 
However, Article 2(1) added that ' [A] State may make provision in its law for 
the death penalty in respect of acts committed in time of war or imminent threat of 
war.' This leaves the possibility of applying the death penalty in wartime as an 
exception. Yet this is not unlimited because 'such penalty shall be applied only in 
the instances laid down in the law and in accordance with its provisions' as a 
limitation in Article 2(2). Moreover, the specific list of 'in time of war or imminent 
threat of war' aims to disallow States parties to extend the applicable extent of this 
penalty to various crises on the pretext that war is remotely foreseeable. 480 Yet it is 
not clear who or when to establish when there is a state of war or when imminent 
threat occurs, whereas the power 'remains with the State which holds in this matter 
a large margin of appreciation, but under tight control and review' .481 
Furthermore, there is no derogation or reservation under Articles 3 and 4. 
Article 3 does not allow for any derogation from the provisions of the ECHR-PN6 
under ECHR Article 15. This appears to indicate that death sentences can be 
lawfully applied in wartime and not in emergency circumstances. 
Additionally, Article 6 requires that the other provisions 'shall be regarded as 
additional articles' to the ECHR and all of the provisions 'shall apply accordingly'. 
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This appears to leave no room for the imposition of capital punishment in wartime 
without satisfying the requirements of Article 2(1 ). 
2.7.3 The ECHR-PN13 
The ECHR-PN 13 provided for the abolition of the death penalty in all 
circumstances. Article 1 stipulated the abolition of the death penalty with the same 
formulation as ECHR-PN6 Article 1. This underlines the right to life to be 
guaranteed and establishes the principle of abolishing the death penalty in both 
peacetime and wartime. 
Articles 2 and 3 respectively prohibit any derogation or reservation. Article 4 
deals with the territorial application to facilitate a rapid ratification, acceptance or 
approval by the States concerned, and to permit formal withdrawal or modification 
without the effect of reintroducing the death penalty in territories. 
2.7.4 The ACHR 
ACHR 482 Article 4 deals with the right to life in detail. This appears to reveal a 
clear tendency to protect the right to life and restrict the scope of the death penalty. 
Article 4(1) provided for the protection of the right to life by law and from 
arbitrary deprivation in general. As an exception, 'the death penalty ... may be 
imposed ... pursuant to a final judgment rendered by a competent court and in 
accordance with a law establishing such punishment, enacted prior to the 
commission of the crime' .483 This applies to such 'countries that have not abolished 
the death penalty', which appears to indicate the non-reintroduction principle in 
Article 4(2). This principle is also emphasised in Article 4(3), which expressly 
stated that 'the death penalty shall not be reestablished in States that have abolished 
it'. Accordingly, any State cannot reintroduce the death penalty following its 
abolition from national laws as a party to this treaty. 
Article 4(4) explicitly prohibited the application of capital punishment to 
'political offenses or related common crimes', which tends not to fall into the 
category of 'the most serious crimes'. Latin America has the tradition to be 
482 fi44!UNtstt23 
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hospitable to the notion of political asylum and of refusal to extradite due to the 
political motivation, although even in Latin America there is no consensus on the 
term's definition.484 
The use of the death penalty on the elderly is excluded under the ACHR as the 
only international instrument to prohibit such imposition. ACHR Article 4(5) 
stipulated that the death penalty 'shall not be imposed upon persons who, at the 
time the crime was committed, were ... over 70 years of age'. It also excludes 
'persons who, at the time the crime was committed, were under 18 years of age' 
from being imposed on and 'pregnant women' from being applied. Hence, Article 
4(5) adds the category over the age of seventy to the groups of protected persons, 
including juveniles and pregnant women. 
Article 4(6) stressed the right of persons condemned to death to 'apply for 
amnesty, pardon, or commutation of sentence, which may be granted in all cases'. 
Without conclusion of such a petition by the competent authority, capital 
punishment shall not be imposed. This provides for the likelihood of amnesty, 
pardon or commutation and implies that such procedures should be exhausted 
before the execution of capital punishment. 
Article 5 addressed the right to humane treatment. Article 5(2) further stated 
the prohibition of torture, cruel, inhuman, or degrading punishment or treatment. 
This excluded the possibility of such inhuman treatment inflicted on anyone, 
especially persons facing the death penalty. 
Article 8 added 'the right to a hearing, with due guarantees and within a 
reasonable time, by a competent, independent, and impartial tribunal, previously 
established by law'. This requires an impartial tribunal established by law to ensure 
a fair trial, applicable to all capital cases. Equally, ACHR Article 27 explicitly 
confirmed that both the right to life and the judicial guarantees essential for its 
protection may not be suspended. The Inter-American Court of Human Rights 
shares the same opinion that 'due process' cannot be suspended in the case of the 
non-derogable right to life under ACHR Articles 8, 25 and 27(2).485 
Article 8(2) stipulated that the right of persons 'accused of a criminal offense' 




minimum guarantees in proceedings 'with full equality'. The first guarantee is 'the 
right of the accused to be assisted without charge by a translator or interpreter, if he 
does not understand or does not speak the language of the tribunal or court'. The 
second is 'prior notification in detail to the accused of the charges against him'. 
The third is 'adequate time and means for the preparation of his defense'. The 
fourth is 'the right of the accused to defend himself personally or to be assisted by 
legal counsel of his own choosing, and to communicate freely and privately with 
his counsel'. The fifth is 'the inalienable right to be assisted by counsel provided 
by the state, paid or not as the domestic law provides, if the accused does not 
defend himself personally or engage his own counsel within the time period 
established by law'. The sixth is 'the right of the defense to examine witnesses 
present in the court and to obtain the appearance, as witnesses, of experts or other 
persons who may throw light on the facts'. The seventh is 'the right not to be 
compelled to be a witness against himself or to plead guilty'. The eighth is 'the 
right to appeal the judgment to a higher court'. 
Article 9 expressly states the freedom 'from Ex Post Facto Laws', including 
the principle of non-retroactivity on criminal law. Specifically, a heavier penalty 
shall not 'be imposed than the one that was applicable at the time the criminal 
offence was committed. ' 486 'If subsequent to the commission of the offence the law 
provides for the imposition of a lighter punishment, the guilty person shall benefit 
therefore. ' 487 This 'shall not prejudice the trial and punishment of any person for 
any act or omission which, at the time when it was committed, was criminal 
according to the general principles of law recognised by civilised nations' .488 The 
above principle equally applies to capital punishment. 
ACHR Article 10 adopted a simple formulation of the right to compensation, 
different from ICCPR Article 14(6). It stipulated that every person 'has the right to 
be compensated in accordance with the law in the event he has been sentenced by a 
final judgment through a miscarriage of justice'. 
2.7.5 The ACHR-P-DP 
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The GA of the OAS adopted it at its twentieth regular session in Resolution 1042 
of 8th June 1990. It specified the application of the death penalty in a different 
approach. 
Article 1 states that the death penalty shall not be applied by States parties, 'in 
their territory to any person subject to their jurisdiction'. This seems to impose on 
State parties the duty not to apply the death penalty instead of abolition. It is 
possible for de facto abolitionist States to ratify it without revising their domestic 
Jaws. By Article 2(1), they may 'apply the death penalty in wartime in accordance 
with international law, for extremely serious crimes of a military nature'. This 
appears to incorporate the death penalty provisions of the GC3, GC4, PA 1 and 
GC4-PA4. Article 2(2) also permits them to make reservations, but requires 
informing of 'national legislation applicable in wartime' 'upon ratification or 
accession'. 
2.7.6 The ACHPR 
The ACHPR was adopted by the OAU in 1981. It contains several articles relating 
to the death penalty. 
It makes no reference to the death penalty, which makes it different from the 
regional conventions of the European and American systems. But Articles 4, 5 and 
7 are likely to involve the application of the death penalty. Article 4 stipulated 
respect for the right to life of every person and prohibited the arbitrary deprivation 
of this right. Where capital punishment is a legal sanction, its use appears not to be 
arbitrary deprivation of the right to life. Otherwise, any death sentences or 
executions are possible to breach this right. 
Article 5 provided for the prohibition of torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading 
punishment and treatment. This appears to prevent any forms of such treatment in 
all circumstances, including in the course of the implementation of capital 
punishment. 
Article 7(1) deals with the right of every individual to have his cause heard, 
which is related to the right to a fair trial in handing death penalty cases. 
Specifically, Article 7(1)(b) stipulated that every person have 'the right to be 
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presumed innocent until proved guilty' 489 by law. Article 7(l)(c) specified 'the 
right to defence, including the right to be defended by counsel of his choice'. 
Article 7(1 )(d) stipulated that everyone shall have 'the right to be tried within a 
reasonable time by an impartial court or tribunal' in all cases. Such provisions are 
applicable to any of both capital trials and others as well. 
Article 7(2) stipulated that '[N]o one may be condemned for an act or 
omission which did not constitute a legally punishable offence at the time it was 
committed.' Meanwhile, '[N]o penalty may be inflicted for an offence for which no 
provision was made at the time it was committed.' It appears to formulate the 
principle of non-retroactivity, universally applicable to all punishments. 
2.7.7 The African Charter on the Rights and Welfare ofthe Child 
It addresses the rights of children and makes an explicit reference of death 
sentences. Among the 48 articles of the ACR WC, Article 5 is the only one with 
direct reference to the death penalty. 
Article 5( 1) stipulated that the inherent right to life of every child 'shall be 
protected by law'. This requires States parties to protect the right to life by law. 
Since 'a child means every human being below the age of 18 years' according to 
the definition of a child in Article 2, the protection is directed at the group of 
persons 'below the age of 18 years'. 
Article 5(3) prevented any children from being pronounced death sentences. 
This excluded the category of children 'below the age of 18 years' from being 
imposed on the death penalty. 
Furthermore, Article 16 specified the protection against child abuse and 
torture. Article 16(1) entails for States parties the obligation to 'take specific 
legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to protect the child 
from all forms of torture, inhuman or degrading treatment'. This equally prevents 
such treatment from happening in the implementation ofthe death penalty. 
Additionally, Article 17 deals with the administration of juvenile justice. This 
contains a range of procedural rights to ensure a fair trial in cases involving 
children, including those facing the death penalty. 
489 ACHPR Article 7(l)(b) 
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2.7.8 The Arab Charter on Human Rights 
The ACharter addresses the right to life and even the death penalty. Related 
provisions can be found in Articles 5, 10, 11, 12 and 13. 
Article 5 protects the right to life, liberty and security of every individual from 
being unlawfully deprived. This appears to stress the legal protection of such rights 
more than the requirement of any other means to protect them. 
Article 10 stipulated that the 'death penalty may be imposed only for the most 
serious crimes and anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to seek pardon or 
commutation of the sentence'. This restricts the applicable scope of the death 
penalty in general and safeguards the right of those faing the death penalty to seek 
pardon or commutation of death sentences. 
Article 12 provided for three categories of persons excluded from the 
imposition of the death penalty. These are persons under 18 years of age, pregnant 
women before delivery and nursing mothers 'within two years from the date on 
which' to give birth to babies. This further limits the specific use of the death 
penalty, apart from its general scope. 
Article 13 requires States parties to 'protect every person in their territory 
from being subjected to physical or mental torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment', including 'medical or scientific experimentation' 'without his free 
consent'. Article 13(a) entails for them the obligation to 'take effective measures to 
prevent such acts' as 'torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment' and to 
'regard the practice thereof, or participation therein, as a punishable offence'. The 
prohibition of such treatment is applicable to any circumstances without limitations. 
This appears to equally apply to the implementation of the death penalty. 
2.8 The GC3, GC4, PAl and P A2 
2.8.1 The GC3 
The GC3 principally governs the protection of prisoners of war in international law. 
China signed it on 1Oth December 1949 and ratified it on 28th December 1956. 
Accordingly, China has the obligation to meet the requirements of this treaty as a 
party. 
Ill 
According to Article 82, prisoners of war are 'subject to the laws, regulations 
and orders in force in the armed forces of the Detaining Power'. This appears to 
indicate the possibility of the imposition of the death penalty on these prisoners 
according to the effective laws of this Power, which was specified mainly by 
Articles l 00 and 1 0 1. Article 1 00 requires the detaining power to inform prisoners 
of war and the Protecting Powers 'as soon as possible of all offences ... punishable 
by death' under its laws. No other offences shall 'be made punishable by death 
without the concurrence of the Power upon which the prisoners of war depend'. 
This obligation in capital cases appears to strengthen the general provision that 
such prisoners 'are subject to the same penalties as those imposed on the 'members 
of the armed forces of the Detaining Power' in Articles 87 and 102. 
Furthermore, Article 1 00(3) also obligates that the death sentence 'cannot be 
pronounced on a prisoner of war unless the attention of the court has ... been 
particularly called to the fact that since the accused is not a national of the 
Detaining Power, he is not bound to it by any duty of allegiance, and that he is in 
its power as the result of circumstances independent of his own will'. The said 
court is mostly military because such prisoners 'shall be tried only by a military 
court, unless the existing laws ... expressly permit the civil courts to try' them under 
Article 84. The above-mentioned fact shall be taken into consideration when the 
court is 'fixing the penalty' according to Article 87(2). This clause also provided 
that this court 'shall be at liberty to reduce the penalty provided for the violation of 
which the prisoner of war is accused, and shall therefore not be bound to apply the 
minimum penalty prescribed'. In this sense, the death penalty is not compulsory for 
such prisoners. 
Article 1 0 1 stipulated that the death 'sentence shall not be executed before the 
expiration of a period of at least six months from the date when the Protecting 
Power receives' notices if the sentence being 'pronounced on a prisoner of war'. 
This establishes a moratorium of at least six months between the imposition and 
the execution of the death penalty. This appears to ensure sufficient time for 'the 
prisoner's own government to be informed of the sentence, through the protecting 
power' 490 . Article 107 also detailed the requirements of the communication in all 
490 Schabas/2002/217 
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case involving the death penalty and others, such as Articles 86, 99, 103, 104, 105 
and 1 06, stipulated the rights of these prisoners facing the death penalty in judicial 
procedures. 
Moreover, Article 99 stated that no 'prisoner of war may be tried or sentenced 
for an act which is not forbidden by the law of the Detaining Power or by 
international law, in force at the time the said act was committed'. This appears to 
indicate the non-retroactivity principle. 
Article 100 expressly mentions the death penalty in wartime. Specifically, 
'[P]risoners of war and the Protecting Powers shall be informed as soon as possible 
of the offences which are punishable by the death sentence under the laws of the 
Detaining Power'. 'Other offences shall not thereafter be made punishable by the 
death penalty without the concurrence of the Power upon which the prisoners of 
war depend.' 
Additionally, the GC3 and GC4 contain the common Article 3. Article 3(1)(d) 
expressly prohibited 'the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions 
without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court affording 
all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized 
peoples' .491 Such 'judicial guarantees' 'indispensable by civilized peoples' might 
be generally summarized as the procedural safeguards of a fair trial. Accordingly, 
there is no sentence of the death penalty without a fair trial in any capital cases. 
Meanwhile, This failed to specify the details of these 'judicial guarantees', while 
major international human rights or humanitarian standards appears to indicate 
what is 'recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples' .492 
2.8.2 The GC4 
The GC4 mainly protected civilians in time of war under international law. Since 
its ratification and accession on the same day as the GC3, China should undertake 
all of the obligations in this treaty without any reservation. 
The general rule of the GC4 is that the 'penal laws of the occupied territory 
shall remain in force' during the occupation. 493 But the Occupying Power may 
491 GC3Article 3; GC4 Article 3 
492 Schabas/2002/213 
493 GC4 Article 64(1) 
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revise its provisions to 'maintain the orderly government of the territory, and to 
ensure the security of the Occupying Power, of the members and property of the 
occupying forces or administration, and likewise of the establishments and lines of 
communication used by them'. 494 This modification of the penal legislation appears 
to be restricted in two primary aspects in the event of the death penalty. The 
Occupying Power 'may impose the death penalty' only for espionage, 'serious acts 
of sabotage against the military installations of the Occupying Power' or 
'intentional offences which have caused the death of one or more persons' .495 The 
other limitation is that offences punishable by death under the law of the occupied 
territory entered into force before occupation.496 
Moreover, the treaty obligates the prosecutor who is seeking the death penalty 
to call the court's attention to 'the fact that the accused is not a national of the 
Occupying Power' or bound to it by any duty of allegiance.497 GC4 Article 68( 4) 
stated that 'the death penalty may not be pronounced on a protected person who 
was under the eighteen years of age at the time of the offence' in any case. This 
further forbade the imposition of the death penalty on these persons. 
Article 70 tends to protect civilian persons from having the death penalty 
applied unlawfully in wartime. No protected persons shall 'be arrested, prosecuted 
or convicted by the Occupying Power for acts committed or for opinions expressed 
before the occupation, or during a temporary interruption thereof, with the 
exception of breaches of the laws and customs of war.' Nor nationals of 'the 
Occupying Power who, before the outbreak of hostilities, have sought refuge in the 
territory of the occupied State' shall 'be arrested, prosecuted, convicted or deported 
from the occupied territory, except for offences committed after the outbreak of 
hostilities, or for offences under common law committed before the outbreak of 
hostilities which, according to the law of the occupied State, would have justified 
extradition in time of peace.' 
GC4 Articles 71 to 78 are relevant to the requirements of a fair trial, which 
equally apply to all capital cases. Among them, Article 75 addressed the adequate 
time between sentence and execution for those facing the death penalty to exercise 
494 GC4 Article 64(2) 
495 GC4Article 68(2) 
496 Ibid. 
497 GC4 Article 68(3) 
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the right to appeal or clemency. It provided for no execution of death sentences 
before the expiration of the same period 'from the date of the receipt ... of 
notification of the final judgment confirming such death sentence, or of an order 
denying pardon or reprieve'. It also confirmed the right of reasonable time and 
opportunity to make representations concerned to those sentenced to death. 
2.8.3 The PAl 
The PA 1 addressed a wide scope of legal issues, of which only two clauses relate 
to China. China became a party from its ratification or accession on 14th 
September 1983 and should fulfil primary international obligations concerning the 
death penalty below under this norm. 
Article 76(3) legally obligates China the duty to 'avoid the pronouncement of 
the death penalty' and the executions 'on pregnant women or mothers having 
dependent infants, for an offence related to the armed conflict'. This appears to 
exclude two groups of persons, namely, both 'pregnant women' and 'mothers 
having dependent infants', from pronouncement. It also limits the scope of 
offences for which the death penalty cannot be pronounced to 'an offence related to 
the armed conflict'. Accordingly, the ordinary crimes committed during wartime 
without the feature of 'the armed conflict' appear to fall outside this extent of non-
pronouncement or non-execution and may have the death penalty applied. 
Meanwhile, Article 77(5) requires China not to execute the 'death penalty for 
an offence related to armed conflict' committed by 'persons who had not attained 
the age of eighteen years at the time the offence'. This precludes another category 
of persons from the application of the death penalty, namely the sole group-
'persons who had not attained the age of eighteen years at the time the offence' 
from its execution. Unlike the two groups discussed above, such young persons are 
simply prohibited from execution rather than pronouncement. 
2.8.4 The PA2 
The PA2 came into force and was ratified or acceded to by China on the same date 
as the PA 1. Among the 28 Articles of the PA2, Article 6 is the only one to address 
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death penalty issues, involving China's international duties concerning the penalty, 
in wartime. 
Article 6(4) explicitly prohibited the death penalty for 'persons who were 
under the age of eighteen years at the time of the offence' from being pronounced 
and for 'pregnant women or mothers of young children' from being carried out. 
Accordingly, the non-pronouncement of 'persons who were under the age of 
eighteen years at the time of the offence' appears to leave no room for the carrying 
out of the death penalty. Yet the prohibition against the carrying out of the death 
penalty appears to remain the possibility of its pronouncement. Hence, the death 
penalty for 'pregnant women or mothers of young children' cannot be carried out, 
but might be pronounced, in time of war. 
Article 6(5) entails the obligation to 'grant the broadest possible amnesty to 
persons who have participated in the armed conflict, or those deprived of their 
liberty for reasons related to the armed conflict, whether they are interned or 
detained'. This mentioned the protection of the right to amnesty, without referring 
to the death penalty. But this amnesty clause is clearly applicable to death penalty 
cases and other criminal cases, relating to 'the armed conflict'. 
2.9 Customary International Law 
With the development of public international law, there are obligations for States 
under customary international law, concerning the death penalty. Generally, 
customary international norms consist of two factors, of which the objective one is 
the practice of States consistent with the norm, and the subjective one is opinio 
juris: the acceptance of the norm by these States.498 Such norms have a binding 
effect on all States, including those which have not taken part in the practice but 
have not objected to it-States are said to have 'acquiesced' in the practice. China 
was equally bound by those obligations unless it was a persistent objector to the 
development of the rules. 
It is very difficult to show that any particular rule of human rights law is a rule 
of customary international law. Both establishing the generality of practice and 
demonstrating that such practice carries with the requisite opinio juris, are 
498 Meron/1989/3-4; Villiger/1985/37[89]; ICJ Reports/1950/Asy1urn/276; 1CJ Reports/1969/44; ICJ 
Reports/1986/98 
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exercises which will need to be satisfied. In particular, the mere coincidence of 
national laws will not, of itself, show the existence of a customary law obligation. 
Even where a rule can be isolated, showing that it has been violated in an 
individual case, the absence of a dispute-settlement mechanism is further 
complication. For China, even if it were shown that there were a human rights rule 
under customary international law, binding on China, China's resistance to an 
obligation of implementation of human rights laws would not take the debate very 
much further, though only for certain points and not for all. Where objection 
appeared after a customary rule came out, it would not help China even if China 
would simply say that it had consistently objected to any regime of implementation 
obligation in this area of the law, which is a claim difficult to dispute. Indeed, the 
persistent objection before a customary rule comes out, would not help the 
persistent objector to any human rights obligations after they have been definitely 
appeared. 
Accordingly, although aware that there is some possibility for considering 
matters from the perspective of customary international law, this thesis will not 
give much attention to the matter because it is believed to be peripheral to the main 
thrust of the inquiry, which is to examine China's potential obligations under the 
ICCPR. It may be helpful from time to time to consider documents or arguments 
which would contribute to establishing customary law obligations for the purpose 
of better understanding the treaty obligations which have been undertaken or which 
might be undertaken by China. 
2.9.1 Substantive Limits to Capitally Punishable Offences 
2.9 .1.1 The protection of the right to life against its arbitrary deprivation 
According to the HRCom, the prohibition against arbitrary deprivation of life 
requires that the law must strictly control and limit the scope of the death penalty to 
ensure the right to life.499 Since the right to life is the supreme right among all basic 
and fundamental rights, the protection of it and the prohibition against its arbitrary 
deprivation appear to be imperative.500 This proposition brings several questions: 
499 GC/6( 6)/[3] 
500 Nsereko, in Ramcharan/1985/245 
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Are both the right to life and the obligation of States on the protection against 
arbitrary deprivation of life under customary international law? What is the 
relationship between the right to life and the protection against arbitrary 
deprivation of life? Is the right to life with an exception of the death penalty also 
customary? 
The right to life is accepted by customary international law as a universal 
norm and this is shown in international instruments and general State practice. The 
right to life provision is recognised in many major international instruments. As 
'International Bills of Rights', UDHR Article 3, ICCPR Article 6(1), the ICCPR-
OP1-DP501 and ICCPR-OP2-DP Article 1 pay more attention to the protection of 
such fundamental human rights as the right to life. 
UDHR Article 3 enshrined the right to life provision that '[E]veryone has the 
right to life, liberty and security of the person.' Without any express limitations on 
this right, it seems to 'have a neutral stance' on the issue of the death penalty502, as 
one of the contested questions in drafting. 503 Yet Article 3 has been frequently cited 
in resolutions of the GA to promote eventual abolition of the death penalty. 504 
Hence, Article 3 appears to contribute to ultimate abolition of the death penalty and 
further protection of the right to life. 
Such resolutions of the UN as the Safeguards and Safeguards Guaranteeing 
Protection of the Rights of Those Facing the Death Penalty also deal with the right 
to life. The Safeguards specified its applicable scope of 'most serious crimes' and 
precluded new mothers and the insane from being executed at all. This substantial 
development was strengthened by another resolution, the Safeguards 1996. Both are 
actually designed for the protection of the right to life against arbitrary life-taking. 
They were in fact a carefully prepared consensus, since the UN State members 
would abstain or vote against it if disagreeing with a resolution. Apart from other 
international human rights law 505 , more important, international humanitarian 
501 999/UNTS/302 
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law,506 international criminal law507 and regional human rights law508 also tend to 
favour the protection and promotion of this right in diverse respects. This appears 
to show that these States generally accept the norm. Meanwhile, all States in the 
world not only explicitly or implicitly provide for such norms in national 
Constitutions or specific branches of their laws, but also apply them practically to 
protect this right. 
In general international law, the right to life has the feature of non-
derogability 'even in time of public emergency which threatens the life of the 
nation', as the General Comment No. 06 stressed. This is also evidenced by explicit 
statements in ICCPR Article 4 (2), ECHR Article 15, ACHR Article 27(1) and the 
common Article 3 of the GC3 and GC4. Thus, this right 'has the character of jus 
co gens', as a Special Rapporteur confirmed. 509 Moreover, States actively protect 
the right to life and none of them object to it in practice. This appears to satisfy the 
other condition of general State practice. 
The right to life, however, is not absolute and permits certain carefully 
controlled exceptions as a civil right. Under ICCPR Article 6(1 ), the death penalty, 
with strict restrictions, is an exception of the right to life and the arbitrary 
deprivation of this right shall be prohibited. The GA's resolution 2393 (XXIII) of 
26th November 1968 requested States to 'ensure the most careful legal procedures 
and the greatest possible safeguards for the accused in capital cases'. Its resolution 
35/172 of 15th December 1980 urged to respect as a minimum standard the content 
of the provisions in ICCPR Articles 6, 14 and 15. This appears to limit the 
dimensions of this right, but not to influence its non-derogable and customary 
natures. Hence, this right is no doubt in the status of a customary law. 
Furthermore, the prohibition against the arbitrary deprivation of life is part of 
both customary international law and jus co gens, considering its relationship with 
the protection of the right to life. As ICCPR Article 6 indicated, 'arbitrarily' means 
either 'illegally' or 'unjustly' 510 . The arbitrary deprivation of life is illegal or unjust, 
506 GC3; GC4; PAl; PA2 
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in breach of relevant norms on the protection of the right to life, and only legal and 
just deprivation is permitted. In essence, such prohibition is to urge States to 
correct such illegal or unjust actions and to ensure the right to life. Thus, the right 
to life is the objective of the prohibition against arbitrary deprivation of life and the 
latter is an essential method to effectively safeguard the former. Both of them are 
among customary international law. 
2.9.1.2 The 'most serious crimes' clause 
The applicable scope of capital punishment is limited to 'the most serious 
crimes' by conventional international law. This range appears not to be 
customary under international law. 
It has been generally accepted that the death penalty should be used to 
punish eligible offenders who committed the most severe criminal offences 
rather than petty ones. The ICCPR has been ratified by many retentionist States, 
with Article 6(2) to expressly state the applicable extent of the death penalty. As 
a resolution endorsed by the GA, the Safeguards appears to 'provide evidence 
important for establishing the existence of a rule or the emergence of an opinio 
juris' 511 on the applicable scope. Apart from ACHR Article 4(2), the RUSEM-
DP also includes this provision, which should be read as implying that the death 
penalty is the last resort, considering the requirement to 'reflect on the possibility 
of abolishing the death penalty'. 512 
There are diverse interpretations of the concept of 'most serious crimes' 
from one country to another, despite the fact that it should be treated restrictively 
to consider the death penalty as a 'quite exceptional measure'. 513 As the periodic 
reports to the HRCom indicated, many States considered this term to include 
economic crimes, drug-related offences, political, property and even ordinary 
crimes. 514 A Special Rapporteur proposed eliminating economic crimes and 
drug-related offences515 , while the Safeguards stated that the applicable scope 
'should not go beyond intentional crimes, with lethal or other extremely grave 
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consequences'. 516 There is also other support from international norms to 
. d . . I f'~" 517 promote progressive ecrease m capita o tences. 
Without a very clear and uniform definition, there seems no domestic law 
against the 'most serious crimes' clause. But it appears to be very difficult to 
obtain sufficient evidence on this applicable scope in respects of State practice 
and opinio juris. Hence, the clause tends not to be customary international law. 
2.9.1.3 Political offences 
Political offences were prohibited from the imposition of the death penalty in 
America, in accordance with ACHR Article 4(4). This norm might not be a 
customary international law. 
Only Latin American countries have the established tradition of excluding the 
imposition of the death penalty for political offences. This is 'associated with the 
concept of political asylum which found fertile soil' in these countries. 518 Within 
Latin America, all parties to the ACHR are bound by Article 4(4), despite 
Guatemala reserving it and subsequently withdrawing this reservation. The UN 
Sub-Com2 also called for its abolition for such offences at the universal level, 
while this has not been recognised in any international treaties. More important is, 
some political offences covered by the ACHR are likely not to fall within the 
category of the 'most serious crimes' in ICCPR Article 6(2).5 I9 This seems to leave 
no room for the general acceptance of this norm among States. 
Furthermore, over 20 countries have extended the death penalty to political 
offences against the State and public order. 520 Such State practice appears to run 
counter to the norm. Hence, these fail to meet the requirements of customary 
international law. 
2.9.1.4 Offences committed by persons under military occupation 
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According to GC4 Article 68(2), the imposition of capital punishment on protected 
persons is only limited to espionage, 'serious acts of sabotage against the military 
installations of the Occupying Power' or 'intentional offences which have caused 
the death of one or more persons'. This seems to be part of customary international 
law because the GC4 has been ratified by virtually all States in the world and only 
a few States521 reserved Article 68(2). 
Nonetheless, this appears not to indicate that States generally accepted the 
death penalty provision. Even if over half of all countries in the world have 
abolished the death penalty in wartime, the State practice is inconsistent with the 
provision in Article 68(2). 
2.9.1.5 Non-reintroduction 
Non-reintroduction is another principle to restrict the use of the death penalty. It 
requires abolitionist countries not to reintroduce capital punishment and further that 
the principle on which this would be based would require even retentionist 
countries not to increase its original scope. 522 
The principle of non-reintroduction was explicitly recognised in maJor 
international human rights standards, e.g., ICCPR Article 6(2), ACHR Article 6(2) 
and Safeguards No. 1. This appears to have been universally accepted by States as 
a necessary approach to the abolition of capital punishment. 
In practice, the death penalty is seldom reintroduced after being abolished. 
There have been four abolitionist countries to reinstate it since 1985.523 Specifically, 
Nepal reintroduced capital punishment since abolition; 'the Philippines, resumed 
executions, but later stopped'; there have been no executions in Gambia and Papua 
New Guinea. 524 Considering such violations, the worldwide practice of States fails 
completely to be consistent with this principle. More significantly, these countries 
in breach of non-reintroduction appear not to be persistent objectors. Hence, the 
non-reintroduction principle is among customary international law. 
521 Argentina, Pakistan, Republic of Korea, Suriname, USA 
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The prohibition against the retroactive application of the death penalty has been 
recognised in major international treaties. ICCPR Articles 6(2), 15( 1 ), ECHR 
Article 7, ACHR Article 9 and ACHPR Article 7(2) enshrined the principle. This is 
not derogable, even in time of emergency, which is stipulated in ICCPR Article 
4(2), ECHR Article 15(2), and ACHR Article 27(2). The principle appears to be 
one of 'judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized 
people' in common Article 3 of the GC3 and GC4. 
Both Safeguards No.2 and European Union Minimum Standards Paper (ii) 
add such a condition that 'it being understood that if, subsequent to the commission 
of the crime, provision is made by law for the imposition of a lighter penalty, the 
offender shall benefit thereby'. This appears to indicate the non-retroactivity nature 
of the death penalty. 
In practice, not all countries observe the non-retroactivity principle in the 
enforcement of capital punishment.525 The examples of its violations are not many, 
which occurred in Israel, Sudan, Nigeria, Iraq, Algeria, Maldives, 'Burundi, Chad, 
Chile, Guinea, Guyana, Lebanon, and South Korea', in addition to four States in 
USA.526 These breaches appear not to influence the customary-related feature of 
non-retroactivity. 
2.9.2 Procedural Restrictions on Its Imposition 
Some procedural safeguards on the imposition of the death penalty were 
considered as customary norms because of both the general practice and universal 
acceptance by States. 527 The universal acceptance has been confirmed in common 
Article 3 to the Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded 
and Sick in Armed Forces in the Field528 , Convention for the Amelioration of the 
Condition of the Wounded, Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at 
Sea529 , GC3 and GC4, which proscribes the executions 'without previous judgment 
525 Hood/2002178 





pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the judicial guarantees'. 
Relevant procedural restrictions among 'judicial guarantees' will be examined as 
follows. 
2.9.2.1 The right to a fair trial 
Primary international human rights instruments contained the right to a fair trial 
without a definition. This might be customarily subsumed in 'judicial guarantees'. 
There are a series of human rights standards on the right to a fair trial in 
capital cases. ICCPR Articles 6(2), 14(1), ECHR Articles 2(1), 6, and ACHR 
Articles 4(2), 8, required State parties to observe related standards. Primary 
resolutions of the UN bodies also deal with a fair trial as soft laws to urge all States 
to respect this right. Safeguards No.5 stated that the death penalty 'may only be 
carried out pursuant to a final judgment rendered by a competent court after legal 
process which gives all possible safeguards to ensure a fair trial'. With a similar 
formulation, the Safeguards 1996 specified that 'each defendant facing a possible 
death sentence is given all guarantees to ensure a fair trial' .530 With the Safeguards 
endorsed by the GA as its resolution, it appears to have been universally accepted 
by all State members of the UN, virtually all States in the world. Moreover, the fair 
trial of ICCPR Article 14 is incorporated into Article 6. This makes this right non-
derogable in death penalty cases, as Article 6 cannot be suspended even in an 
emergency. 531 
The right to a fair trial entails many requirements in the proceedings of all 
capital cases. Most of them are traditional systems that have been enshrined in 
major human rights instruments. Firstly, the accused facing the death penalty 
should be presumed innocent. This can be found in ICCPR Article 14(2), ECHR 
Article 6(2), ACHR Article 8(2), ACHPR Article 7(l)(b) and Safeguards No.4. 
The No.4 added such necessary evidence that the guilt punishable by death must be 
'based upon clear and convincing evidence leaving no room for an alternative 
explanation ofthe facts' in imposition ofthe death penalty.532 
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Secondly, such accused persons shall be entitled to legal representation. The 
treaties with relevant provisions are ICCPR Article 14(3)(d), ECHR Article 6(2)(c) 
and ACHR Article 8(2)(d). Moreover, Safeguards No.5 requires States to safeguard 
'the right of anyone suspected of or charged with a crime for which capital 
punishment may be imposed to adequate legal assistance at all stages of the 
proceedings' to ensure a fair trial. 533 Implementation of the Safeguards 
Guaranteeing Protection of the Rights of Those Facing the Death Penalty Article 
l(a) recommends member States supply 'the adequate assistance of counsel at 
every stage of the proceedings' of capital cases, 'above and beyond the protection 
afforded in non-capital cases' .534 
Thirdly, they shall have adequate time to prepare a defence. Relevant treaties 
are ICCPR Article 14(3)(b), ECHR Article 6(2)(b), ACHR Article 8(2)(c) and 
ACHPR Article 7(l)(c). Safeguards No.5 simply states the need to 'ensure a fair 
trial, at least equal to those contained in Article 14' of the ICCPR. Accordingly, 
this right enshrined in ICCPR Article 14(3)(b) equally applies to Safeguards No.5. 
Both the Safeguards 1996 and Implementation shares the same approach with 
relevant treaties to stipulate allowing for 'time and facilities for the preparation' of 
the defence of those facing the death penalty.535 
Fourthly, capital trials shall be held without undue delay. Such provisions are 
contained in ICCPR Article 14(3)(c), ECHR Article 6(1), ACHR Article 8(1), 
ACHPR Article 7(l)(d) and Safeguards No.5. Since Safeguards No.5 refers to 
ICCPR Article 14 to supply legal process with 'all possible safeguards to ensure a 
fair trial', it implies the same right included in ICCPR Article 14(3)(c). 
Fifthly, the tribunal shall be impartial in all capital trials. This requirement is 
included in ICCPR Article 14(1 ), ECHR Article 6(1 ), ACHR Article 8(1 ), ACHPR 
Article 7(l)(b) and Safeguards No.5. With reference to ICCPR Article 14(1), 
Safeguards No.5 has the same minimum guarantees of a fair trial. 
In practice, all States tend to deny and condemn violations ofthe right to a fair 
trial and many retentionist States have taken systematic measures to safeguard this 
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right in their criminal justice systems. However, 'observing this safeguard in any 
country with the death penalty is an aspiration, rather than a statement of what is, 
in reality, achieved in all cases.' 536 In some countries, miscarriages of justice in 
capital cases have taken place without the procedural guarantees of a fair trial, 
though some of wrongful cases were corrected. There were reports from the US, 
Belize, China, Japan, Malawi, Malaysia, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, the 
Philippines, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, and Zambia, of persons facing the death 
penalty on the ground of their innocence. 537 Nor did Algeria, the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, Egypt, Iraq, Kuwait, Nigeria, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, 
Chechnya, Afghanistan, Nigeria, Somalia, Saudi Arabia, China, the Palestinian 
Authority, Rwanda, Yemen, Iran, Ethiopia, Kenya, Bangladesh, India, Indonesia, 
South Korea, Guatemala, Sri Lanka, Japan, Lebanon, Togo, Zambia, and the US, 
meet the minimum standards of fair trial. 538 This might lead to summary 
conviction of those facing the death penalty, as the HRCom insisted in Little v. 
Jamaica539• Hence, while the practice of some States is in breach of the rule on the 
right to a fair trial, this right appears to be customary. 
2.9.2.2 Appeal 
The right to appeal has been adopted by major human rights instruments, e.g., 
ICCPR Article 14(5), Safeguard No.6, GC3 Article 106, GC4 Article 73, the 
ECOSOC's resolutions540 and the HRCom's statements541 • Most retentionist States 
have accepted this right and many of them responded to UN surveys to provide this 
right and not to allow capital punishment 'to be carried out while an appeal was 
pending'. 542 
However, the judicial practice of some States is not necessarily consistent 
with the rule on the right to an appeal. In China, Ian, Iraq, Syria, Malaysia, Libya, 
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morocco, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Tonga, Trinidad and Tobago, Zambia, and the US, 
the legal or judicial practice does not follow the rule and thus the right of those 
facing the death penalty appears not to be effectively guaranteed in practice.543 Yet 
such breaches appear not to weaken the customary-related feature of the rule on the 
right to an appeal. 
2.9.2.3 Pardon, clemency, reprieve or commutation 
The right to seek pardon, clemency, reprieve or commutation was regarded to have 
been widely admitted without much of a real problem for States.544 This seems to 
leave much room for further examination from two respects. 
Major human rights instruments have enshrined the provisions on pardon, 
clemency, reprieve, or commutation. Specifically, ICCPR Article 6, ACHR Article 
4(6) and GC4 Article 75 clearly stated the non-derogable right to seek pardon, 
clemency, reprieve or commutation in all cases. Together with these, amnesty also 
shall be granted in any capital cases. Without amnesty or reprieve, both GC6(6) 
and Safeguards No.7 is limited to explicit provisions on 'the right to seek pardon or 
commutation of the sentence' ,545 while Implementation I (b) includes 'clemency or 
pardon in all cases of capital offence' .546 
Most States provide for certain means of legal remedy to request a re-
examination of death sentences and commutation of death sentences may 
contribute to reduction of execution numbers. Accordingly, the norm on pardon, 
clemency, reprieve or commutation is likely to be a tendency to abolition of capital 
punishment, but not necessarily be customary international law. 
Furthermore, GC3 Articles 101, 106 and GC4 Articles 73, 75 provided for the 
minimum time limit before execution of death sentences. Both of them have 
actually been accepted by all States that retain the death penalty. The non-
execution pending appeal and clemency procedure on the above rights were also 
recognised in ACHR Article 4(6) and the GA's resolution 2393 (XXIII) in 1968. 
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Moreover, the ECOSOC's resolutions have similar formulation with them. 
Safeguards No.8 stated that the death penalty 'shall not be carried out pending any 
appeal or other recourse procedure or other proceeding relating to pardon or 
commutation of the sentence' without qualifying specific periods. 547 The 
Safeguards 1996 recognised the States' obligation 'to allow adequate time for the 
preparation of appeals to a court of higher jurisdiction and for the completion of 
appeal proceedings, as well as petitions for clemency'. 548 The Extrajudicial, 
Summary or Arbitrary Executions: Report by the Special Rapporteur further urged 
States to enact their national laws within a reasonable 'period of at least six 
months' to prepare 'appeals to courts of higher jurisdiction and petition for 
clemency' before execution. 549 Additionally, the ESAE-SR added that officials 
related to death executions should be informed of the condition on appeals or 
petitions for clemency.550 
Nonetheless, the above instruments appear to only indicate the universal 
acceptance of States on the rule of pardon, clemency, reprieve or commutation. 
This is just one requirement of customary rules and would not be necessarily 
followed by the consistency of State practice with the rule. 
Although 'in most retentionist countries clemency can be sought both while 
the various appeal and confirmation procedures are pending and after final 
judgment is announced', the safeguard guaranteeing time to present an appeal for 
clemency might be given cursory consideration.551 Clemency is exceptionally rare 
in the US and commutation of sentence only applied to one case in Japan. 552 
Pardons are rarely granted in Bahrain, Indonesia, Singapore, and never happened in 
Japan. 553 Hence, the State practice does not always conform to the rule, but this 
rule still would be customary. 
2.9.2.4 Humane treatment 
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The prohibition against torture and other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment has been recognised in major international human rights 
norms. Among them, the CRC, enshrining it in Article 37(a), has been ratified by 
191 States or virtually all States that have not abolished the death penalty. The 
common Article 3 of the GC3 and GC4, ratified by all retentionist States, also 
implicitly required the humane treatment as 'judicial guarantees'. Apart from the 
above, the HRCom and the ECOSOC respectively confirmed 'the least possible 
physical and mental suffering' 554 or 'the minimum possible suffering' 555 in the 
execution ofthe death penalty. Moreover, the ECOSOC urged retentionist States to 
effectively apply the SMRTP 'in order to keep to a minimum the suffering' of such 
prisoners. 556 Safeguards No.9 requires the death penalty to 'be carried out so as to 
inflict the minimum possible suffering'. This appears to imply protecting the right 
to humane treatment and preventing torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment, without explicit provisions about them. These documents of the UN 
bodies have been adopted with the general acceptance of all State members. This 
appears to indicate that this principle has been generally accepted as law by States. 
In practice, the violations of this principle were frequently reported and this 
phenomenon is not rare in capital cases, even if some States have taken measures to 
improve conditions in death row and reduce unnecessary sufferings. The minimum 
standards were laid down to supply death row inmates with enough out-of-cell time, 
recreational facilities, and opportunities to work, dine, or attend religious 
services. 557 Yet such violations as poor conditions in death row558 , a long delay 
between sentence and execution559 and a cruel execution method560 have actually 
happened in reality. Executions have been carried out by such methods as 
beheading, electrocution, hanging, lethal injection, shooting and stoning since 
2000.561 Among them, both lethal injection and shooting are available in China.562 
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None of these methods are free from criticism, despite lethal injections being 
generally considered as the most humane. Hence, the principle on humane 
treatment appears to be customary-related, even if there are relevant human rights 
violations in State practice. 
2.9.3 The Exemptions of Certain Categories ofPersons 
2.9.3.1 Persons below 18 years old 
It is generally accepted that capital punishment shall not be imposed on children, 
without the precise specification of a cut-off age. The concept of children was 
indirectly defined as 'persons below 18 years of age' in major international human 
rights treaties. 563 It is essential to address whether the prohibition against execution 
of children or that of 'persons below 18 years of age' is part of customary 
international law. 
The prohibition against the application of capital punishment to persons under 
18 years is universally recognised in major human rights or humanitarian 
instruments. Among them, the CRC has been ratified by almost all States without 
reservation, except for the USA and Somalia, while the Safeguards, as a resolution 
of the UN, reaffirmed the rule in No. 3. The GC3 and GC4 also enshrined it and 
have been ratified virtually by all States. This appears to show a general 
acceptance of excluding children below 18 years of age from being executed by 
States. 
In practice, all States consistently prohibit the execution of children, but not 
all are against the imposition of the death penalty on those below 18 years of age. 
Most States exclude such children from its imposition and execution in domestic 
laws as parties to the ICCPR, CRC, or ACHR without a reservation on this issue. 
Different from them, the relevant law of the USA varies from one State to 
another,564 and some other countries also have such violations.565 However, this 
cannot deny the position of the rule in customary international law. The US is not 
a consistent objector because it made no objection to relevant standards in GC4 




Article 68(4) or ICCPR Article 6 during the drafting ofthem.566 Its reservation on 
ICCPR Article 6(5) appears to be incompatible with the object and purpose of the 
instrument and thus ineffective. In sum, the norm of prohibiting the imposition of 
persons under 18 years old is a rule of customary international law. 
2.9.3.2 Pregnant women and mothers of young children 
There are two primary questions to be addressed on this issue. Is the prohibition 
against the carrying out of the death penalty on pregnant women or mothers of 
young children within customary international law? Is it likely for this rule to 
expand its scope to all women? 
The prohibition against the execution of pregnant women or mothers of young 
children (new mothers) is 'recognized in all the international norms' 567 . They are 
mainly ICCPR Article 6(5), ACHR Article 4(5), PAl Article 76(3), PA2 Article 
6(4) and Safeguards No.3. This appears to show a general acceptance of those 
facing the death penalty. In the past several years there was no report on the 
execution of pregnant women, whereas new mothers were executed in some 
countries. 568 Hence, the exclusion of both pregnant women from the execution is 
customary international law and new mothers not. 
Nonetheless, there is no provision to prohibit the carrying out of the death 
penalty on all women and only a few countries exempted it from execution.569 But 
in theory, the prohibition seems to be a kind of discrimination against the principle 
of non-discrimination on the basis of gender. The exclusion of the whole group of 
women means the different status or inequality between women and men before 
law and actually amounts to discrimination on the basis of different genders. This 
is against the principle of the non-discrimination as a customary international law. 
While the discrimination on the basis of gender is not necessarily unlawful, the 
exclusion of all women from being executed appears not to be customary-related. 






The ACHR is the only international norm to specify an upper age limit of 70 years 
old on those facing the death penalty. The Safeguards failed to address this issue, 
whereas four years later the ECOSOC's Implementation Article l(c) recommended 
that member States establish 'a maximum age beyond which a person may not be 
sentenced to death or executed' 570 . This seems close to ACHR Article 4(5), but 
lacks explicit provisions on prohibition of execution of the elderly beyond 'a 
maximum age'. 
But in practice only a few States have exempted the execution of the 
elderly.571 Since it is hard to find the requisite elements of custom in this respect, it 
tends not to have customary nature. 
2.9.3.4 The insane 
Under many legal systems, insanity is a factor which influences criminal 
responsibilities of offenders and the insane cannot stand trial. The 'ability to 
appreciate the nature and consequences of punishment would appear to be the test 
of insanity' in death penalty cases. 572 It is desirable to examine whether the 
prohibition against the execution of the insane has the customary feature under 
international law. 
State practice is consistent with the prohibition against the execution of the 
insane because no reports filed in the UN indicated the execution of the insane by 
States.573 As Justice Marshall observed in Ford. v. Wainwright, 'no jurisdiction has 
countenanced the execution of the insane' for centuries 574 . This appears not to 
show empirical evidence that any State actually executes the insane or no 
legislative provisions to this effect. 575 As criminologist Roger Hood reported, 
however, 'there is no reliable information on whether persons have been executed 
in any country while insane' 576• 
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Furthermore, various resolutions of the UN organs involving the prohibition 
of the execution of the insane are the evidence of opinio juris. The Safeguards first 
added the insane to those who cannot be executed under the death penalty. Its No.3 
expressly excluded 'persons who have become insane' from being executed. This 
provision appears to be useful and reasonable because some 'individuals who are 
fit to stand trial and are properly convicted' may 'become insane before sentence is 
carried out'. 577 It can be inferred that this wide support might 'indicate the opinio 
juris of virtually all UN member states'. 578 Thus, the prohibition against such 
execution is among customary norms. 
Different from that of the insane579, the related issue on the execution of the 
persons with any forms of mental retardation is not customary international law. 
The ECOSOC proposed non-execution of 'persons suffering from mental 
retardation or extremely limited mental competence'. 580 But only some countries 
consider mental retardation as one of the defenses to criminal responsibility that 
can lead to acquittal. There appears not to be sufficient evidence to indicate State 
practice or opinio juris. 
2.10 Summary 
In brief, international human rights law deals, inter alia, with capital punishment 
and protects the rights of those facing the death penalty. The treaties concerning 
capital punishment impose obligations on China as a party. 
China has ratified the CAT and CRC; acceded to the CERD; ratified the GC3, 
GC4, PAl and PA2; and had signed the ICCPR without ratification. Accordingly, 
China should undertake various treaty obligations on the death penalty in the 
former seven treaties as a party and will have more related obligations after 
ratifying the ICCPR. These treaty obligations oblige China not to engage in any 
forms of the relevant human rights violations in breach of the above treaty 
standards. 
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Specifically, the CAT entails for China the obligation to prohibit torture, cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment without any exceptions or 
derogations, and not to extradite capital offenders. The CRC legally obliges non-
discrimination, exclusion of imposing the death penalty on persons below eighteen 
years of age, and respect for the responsibilities, rights and duties of the child. The 
CERD requires China to eliminate racial discrimination and to guarantee persons 
facing the death penalty the enjoyment of equal treatment before the courts and 
tribunals. Under the GC3, GC4, PAl and PA2, China has to undertake a series of 
duties to protect prisoners of war or civilian persons in time of war from having the 
death penalty arbitrarily imposed. 
Universally applicable to war or peace time, the ICCPR details the limitations 
on the legislation, imposition and execution of the death penalty. After the 
ratification of the ICCPR, China has to undertake all of the relevant treaty 
obligations, except for effective reservations. Before that, only customary norms 
contained in the ICCPR create legally binding obligations on China as a non-
persistent-objector. These are the protection of the right to life against its arbitrary 
deprivation; the exclusion of persons below 18 years old from capital punishment; 
and the exemption of pregnant women and the insane from executions. 
Therefore, China should undertake and abide by the above-mentioned treaty 
obligations, which it has already accepted, in order that there will be no further 
violations in whatever form and ramifications. China has to also assume the 
obligation not to embark on patterns of gross and flagrant violations of human 
rights in capital punishment cases pursuant to customary international law, 
including parts of the ICCPR which it has not yet ratified. 
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Chapter III THE DEATH PENALTY: CHINA'S PRACTICE AND POLICY 
3.1 General 
In contrast to the abolitionist States in the world 581 , China maintains capital 
punishment with certain restrictions on its use. The present death penalty policy is 
'to kill less' and cautiously582, 'those who do not have to be killed should not be 
sentenced to death' 583 , which reflects the criminal policy of 'punishment combined 
with leniency' 584 • This Chinese policy seems to essentially adopt strict limits on the 
use of the death penalty. 585 
However, external bodies have strongly criticised that: '[T]here is a huge gap 
between policy and practice with regard to the death penalty in China,' 586 which is 
demonstrated in the following examples. Firstly, Chinese criminal systems appear 
not to guarantee a fair trial or due process, 587 in law or practice. This may lead to 
arbitrary or unlawful deprivation of life in death penalty cases.588 In addition to the 
widespread practice of torture and 'harsh and frequently degrading' conditions in 
penal institutions,589 reportedly, there are other failings that jeopardise the lives of 
people suspected of committing capital crimes 590 • There is no presumption of 
innocence, and there is 'political pressure to pass heavy sentences' 591 . There is no 
requirement for lawyers to be present at the initial police interrogation. 592 
Furthermore, there is a severe lack of the legal safeguards, meaningful appeals and 
final approval of death sentences593 • 
Secondly, with the confidential statistics 'on death sentences and 
executions', 594 China still continues to 'extensively and arbitrarily' 595 'execute 
more people than the rest of the world combined' 596 , largely as a result of political 
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interference. 597 During the campaign of 'Strike Hard', 'use of the death penalty' 
was markedly on the increase, and 'numerous people' were 'convicted through 
expedience' rather than rigour on the part of the courts. 598 The scope of 'mass 
summary executions' 599 also extended to 'child offenders',600 pregnant women,601 
the disabled, foreign nationals and residents of 'Hong Kong and Macao' and 
'extradition issues' .602 
Thirdly, execution of death sentences, after nominal review and 'confirmation 
of sentences' by higher courts, 603 often fell 'far short of international fair trial 
standards' .604 Public rallies605 and the parading of prisoners606 sentenced to death 
'on the day of conviction or on the denial of an appeal' 607 are deemed as a strategy 
'to celebrate national events'608 . With the introduction of lethal injections, there is a 
fear that its use may facilitate 'organ transplants', a practice which has been well-
documented in China. 609 Executed prisoners were among the sources of such 
organs610, thus inevitably raising the question 'whether meaningful or voluntary 
consent from the prisoners or their relatives was obtained' .611 
In stark contrast to these objections, Chinese official arguments appear to be 
more general and political than pertinent, and thus it is difficult to find a series of 
diametrically opposed disputes in the WPs of the Chinese Government. The 1991 
'Human Rights in China' is the only to address the death penalty among all WPs 
released by the IOPRC. It details 'very stringent' restrictions612 of the death penalty 
including its applicable scope, exclusive categories, procedures for review and 'a 
two-year reprieve' of death sentences. Moreover, the Government avoided direct 
comments on so-called State secrets and kept silent on organ harvesting in WPs. 
Yet it was officially reported that the Chinese Government strictly prohibited sale 
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and purchase of human organs and tissues, despite there being no national laws to 
control organ donations.613 Additionally, EU-China Dialogue Seminars on Human 
Rights has heated debates about death penalty issues. This appears to mainly 
involve relevant law reforms using the textbooks only, instead of the reality. Hence, 
in general, these rebuttals seem to be too weak or unconvincing to explain 'the 
question of why these rights are violated' and 'why such violations are allowed to 
continue' .614 
Generally speaking, the death penalty policy is the significant guideline for 
the establishment and application of the death penalty in China.615 Owing to the 
direct effect of this policy on Chinese legal and judicial practices in general, it is 
reasonable to explore related legislation and practice in China in an attempt to 
demonstrate and assess this policy. Both legal and judicial practices also tend to 
directly describe the situation whether or not China faithfully performs its 
international human rights obligations. This chapter will start from the legal status 
of the right to life in the 1982Constitution, followed by the practice concerned. It 
attempts to examine and assess the Chinese policy towards the death penalty and 
the fulfilment of relevant international human rights obligations by China. 
3.2 Legislation 
3 .2.1 The 1982Constitution 
China has the 1982Constitution, supreme over all other laws. It provides for 
essential national systems, and the basic rights and obligations of citizens, which 
embodies primary policies and guidelines. In 2004, 'human rights' were newly 
enshrined in 1982Constitution Article 33, without mentioning such basic rights as 
the right to life, the right to amnesty, and the right to defence. This is distinct from 
the 47 countries that have prohibited or restricted the death penalty in their 
Constitutions on diverse grounds.616 This tends to highlight the lack of importance 
that China attaches to these rights. 
Since the constitutional coverage of the right to life is rather limited, it is 
necessary to explore the death penalty policy by drawing on other relevant legal 
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frameworks, inclusive of both the primary legislation by the legislature and judicial 
interpretation by the SPC. This will be examined respectively, firstly looking at the 
legislature, responsible for making legislation on the death penalty, and secondly 
the judicial organs that hear capital cases or interpret related laws and regulations. 
3 .2.1.1 Legislature 
According to the 200 ILL, the main legislative organs are the NPC and its Standing 
Committee617 , State Council618 , local govemments619 and people's congresses of 
provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities directly under the Central 
Govemment620 . Accordingly, the Chinese law can be divided into four primary 
levels, the Constitution, basic laws, administrative regulations and local regulations. 
Since capital cases involve 'crimes and criminal sanctions', 621 the concerned 
legislation of China can be found in the national laws enacted by the NPC and its 
Standing Committee622 and the relevant legislative interpretation623 . 
3.2.1.2 Judicial organs 
As stated by the Organic Law of the People's Court of the PRC, adopted in 1983, 
Chinese judicial organs are the PCs of China.624 This includes the SPC, HPCs, 
IPCs, Basic People's Courts, military courts and other specialised courts. 
As 'the highest judicial organ' of the State,625 the SPC shall not only hear 
capital cases or review death sentences, but also promulgate judicial interpretations 
of universal effect as departmental rules for the unity of law enforcement.626 The 
BPCs, IPCs and HPCs may handle cases of first instance, whereas the IPCs and 
HPCs only address those transferred from lower PCs or those of appeals and of 
protests lodged against judgements and orders ofthe BPC.627 
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Among specialised PCs, military courts accept and hear criminal cases,628 and 
railway transport courts have jurisdiction both over criminal cases which occurred 
on railroad lines, and permanent workers and staff in railway administrative 
bureaus 629 . Both of them are different from maritime courts 630 and forestry 
courts631 • 
All the above-mentioned courts handling criminal cases may hear capital 
cases unless otherwise regulated. This means that the IPCs, HPCs, SPC, military 
courts and railway courts could accept or try capital offences. 
Additionally, military courts have the jurisdiction over all capital cases 
involving the crimes contrary to duties by servicemen and other crimes committed 
by anyone who belongs to the armed forces. There are the division of first-instance 
courts, second-instance courts and those responsible for the review of death 
sentences, among such special courts. It does not follow that military courts may 
apply any substantive or procedural laws, in sentencing servicemen to death, which 
are different from those used in other capital cases accepted, heard, sentenced, 
examined, or reviewed by ordinary courts. The following 1997CL and 1996CPL 
are equally applicable to capital crimes committed by servicemen sentenced by 
military courts. Accordingly, military courts and relevant capital cases under their 
jurisdiction share the same characteristics with others relating to death sentences in 
both advantages and disadvantages as follows. This work deals primarily with non-
military courts and cases. 
3.2.2 Substantive Criminal Legislation on the Death Penalty 
Under Chinese legal systems, the substantive criminal legislation is a basic branch 
of laws separate from the procedural one. The 1997CL 632 is the primary legal 
source of substantive laws on the death penalty, which specifies relevant crimes 
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and punishments. This will be analysed in detail from the perspectives of 'General 
Provisions' and 'Specific Provisions'633 . 
3.2.2.1 General provisions 
3.2.2.1.1 The applicable scope in principle 
In 'General Provisions', 1997CL Article 48 explicitly states the limits on the 
applicable scope of the death penalty in principle, namely in the context of 
'extremely serious crimes'. This generally refers to the crimes with extremely 
odious circumstances, seriously endangering the essential interests of the State, 
society and people, according to authoritative textbooks like the Chinese Criminal 
Law. 634 Thus, only the criminals who have severely endangered the interests of 
citizens, society and the nation may be sentenced to death. 
Literally, 'extremely serious crimes' in 1997CL Article 48 and 'most 
serious crimes' in ICCPR Article 6(2) have the same meaning and coverage. 
Accordingly, the general applicable scope of capital punishment in the Chinese 
legislation appears to conform to the relevant requirement of the ICCPR. 
3.2.2.1.2 The exclusive categories 
3.2.2.1.2.1 Young Persons and Pregnant Women 
As 1997CL Article 49 indicated, persons who have not attained the age of 18 at the 
time the crime was committed or 'women who are pregnant at the time of trial' are 
two categories of persons excluded from the application of capital punishment. The 
exemption of the first group of persons means that '[S]entence of death shall not be 
imposed for crimes committed by persons below eighteen years of age', which is 
just required by ICCPR Article 6(5). 
Nonetheless, the second group of persons is 'women who are pregnant', 
only at the time of trial' and not all stages of proceedings, by 1997CL Article 49. 
The 'trial', basically, refers to the periods of the hearing and sentence in court, 
precluding the stage of pretrial detention and subsequent phases before execution. 
The scope of 'women who are pregnant at the time of trial' also contains such 
pregnant women that were accused of capital offences in court after spontaneous 
633 They are the tWo parts in the 1997CL. 
634 Qu Xinqiu/2002/49 
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abortion during detention, as the Reply of the Supreme People's Court on Whether 
to Apply Capital Punishment to Pregnant Woman Normally Aborted during 
Detention in Trial 635 interpreted. This does not appear to exempt all pregnant 
women from the application of capital punishment, including its imposition and 
execution. Hence, there is an obvious difference between the above Chinese 
legislation and ICCPR Article 6(5). 
3.2.2.1.2.2 The Mental Patients 
Another category of persons excluded from the application of capital punishment is 
mental patients, as per 1997CL Article 18. Specifically, they 'shall not bear 
criminal responsibility' for 'harmful consequences' while being 'unable to 
recognize or control' their own conducts, 'upon verification and confirmation 
through legal procedure' 636 • In other words, a mental patient shall bear criminal 
responsibility for his crimes committed when 'he has not completely lost the ability 
of recognizing or controlling his own conduct' or when 'in a normal mental 
state' 637 . 
Accordingly, not all mental patients, but only those who cause 'harmful 
consequences' when being 'unable to recognize or control' their own conducts, 
namely, the insane, cannot bear criminal responsibility638 . This leaves no room for 
the application of capital punishment to the insane, regardless of its imposition or 
execution. Clearly, it conforms to the exclusion of the insane from its execution 
under customary international law. 
Therefore, 3 person specific exemptions exist; those which apply to persons 
under 18 years of age, pregnant women and those persons who are insane. These 
appear to be consistent with China's customary obligations, except for the 
provisions on pregnant women that create a clear conflict and scope for further 
debate. 
3.2.2.1.3 The death penalty with a suspension of execution 
m China2 




As a specific means for enforcement of the death penalty, the death penalty with a 
suspension of execution might be considered as the system of conditionally 
commuting death sentences. The application of this system, by 1997CL Article 48, 
should meet two requirements: a crime is punishable by death; and 'the immediate 
execution' is deemed unnecessary.639 The first is the common precondition of, and 
the second is the division between, this system and the death penalty with 
immediate execution. 
Furthermore, the death penalty with a suspension of execution shall be 
commuted to life imprisonment or fixed-term imprisonment of 'not less than 
fifteen years but not more than twenty years upon the expiration of the two-year 
period', pursuant to 1997CL Article 50. Without 'intentionally' committing 'a 
crime during the period of suspension, for one thing, 'the person sentenced to death 
with a suspension of execution' 'is to be given a reduction of sentence to life 
imprisonment'. 640 Any unintentional crime committed 'during the period of 
suspension' would not influence the application of this commutation system. 
For the other, the person that 'demonstrates meritorious service' 'is to be 
given a reduction of sentence to ... fixed-term imprisonment', which depends upon 
whether or not the individual has truly performed 'meritorious service'. This is 
different from the 1979CL 641 that needs both the true repentance and performance 
of 'meritorious service' to qualify for the commutation to the fixed-term 
imprisonment. Without true repentance or intentional crimes, 'the person sentenced 
to death with a suspension of execution' may be commutated to fixed-term 
imprisonment, pursuant to 1997CL Article 50. The system appears to effectively 
commute death sentences and reduce the number of executions, which conforms to 
the principle of commutation provided in ICCPR Article 6(4). On the contrary, the 
death penalty with immediate execution is against the principle as a customary rule 
that requires commutation to apply to all capital cases. 
639 It mainly involves criminals who voluntarily surrender themselves to justice or perform meritorious services, 
or commit crimes in a state of passion, out of righteous indignation or other criminal motives not exceptionally 
vicious. It also encompasses criminals who do not commit most serious crimes as one of the principal criminals 
in case of joint crimes, or who have an intelligent deficiency or other situations worthy of sympathy. 
640 1997CLArticle 50 
641 It specifies that '[l]f the criminal has been truly repented and performed meritorious service', 'this system 
shall"be commuted to fix-term imprisonment ofnorless than 15 years but not mordhan 20 years upon expiry 
of two-year suspension.' 
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However, 'the death penalty is to be executed upon the approval' ofthe SPC, 
'if there is verified evidence that he has intentionally committed a crime'. 642 It 
follows that the death penalty shall be immediately executed if the criminal 
commits any kinds of intentional crimes during the period of suspension. This 
appears to disregard any reasons or consequences of these crimes and the 
subjective intents and purposes of criminals in capital punishment cases. 
Differently, the 1979CL explicitly stipulated the comprehensive examination of 
both subjective and objective aspects in the imposition of capital punishment. 
Compared with the relevant provisions of the 1979CL, 1997CL Article 50 is likely 
to extend the applicable scope of capital punishment in practice. 
3.2.2.1.4 Others 
The 1997CL certainly specifies the principle of non-retroactivity in Article 12(1 ). 
If an act that was committed after the founding of China and 'before the entry into 
force of this Law', 'was not deemed as a crime under the Jaws at the time, those 
Jaws shall apply'. Otherwise, the act 'is subject to prosecution' and 'criminal 
responsibility shall be investigated in accordance with those Jaws', unless being 
subject to a lighter punishment under this Law. In essence, this is the principle of 
observing old laws except where new ones specify lighter punishments, which 
equally applies to capital punishment cases. Hence, this tends to follow the 
principle of non-retroactivity specified in ICCPR Articles 6(2) and 15. 
Additionally, the 1982Constitution merely confirms the amnesty as a State 
power, without further specification. Amnesty is also implied in the 1997CL 643 and 
equally applicable to capital punishment cases. It is designed to reduce the number 
of death sentences and executions. 
3.2.2.2 Specific Provisions 
642 !997CL Article 50 
643 !997CL Articles 65 and 66 
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In 'Specific Provisions', nine out of ten chapters644 of the 1997CL have provisions 
relating to capital punishment, except for 'Crimes of Dereliction of Duty', with 68 
capital charges in total. The number is respectively 7645 in Chapter One, 14 in 
Chapter Two646, 16 in Chapter Three647, 5 in Chapter Four648 , 2 in Chapter Five649, 
8 in Chapter Six, 650 2 in Chapter Seven, 651 2 in Chapter Eight, 652 12 in Chapter 
Ten. 653 This broad applicable scope seems to go beyond 'extremely' or 'most 
644 This part encompasses ten chapters, namely 'Crimes of Endangering the State Security', 'Crimes of 
Endangering Public Security', 'Crimes of Undermining the Socialist Economic Order', 'Crimes of Infringing 
upon the Rights of the Person and the Democratic Rights of Citizens', 'Crimes of Property Violation', 'Crimes 
of Obstructing the Administration of Public Order', 'Crimes of Endangering Interests of National Defence', 
'Crimes of Embezzlement and Bribery', and 'Crimes of Dereliction of Duty', and 'Crimes Contrary to Duties 
Committed by Servicemen'. From the order of these chapters, it is obvious that China highlights protection of 
the interests of the State security, public security, and the socialist economic order, much more than guarantee 
of rights of the person and the democratic rights of citizens. 
645 They are treason (Article I 02), crime of splitting the country (Article I 03(1 )), crime of armed rebellion or 
armed riot (Article 104), crime of defecting to the enemy and turning traitor (Article 108, and Ill), crime of 
espionage (Article II 0), crime of stealing, secretly gathering, purchasing, or illegally providing State secrets or 
intelligence for an organisation, institution, or personnel outside the country (Article Ill), and the crime of 
supporting enemy (Article 112). 
646 They are arson (Article 115(1)), the crime of breaching a dike (Article 115( I)), crime of causing explosion 
(Article 115(1)), crime of spreading dangerous materials (Article 115(1)), crime of endangering the State 
security by dangerous means (Article 115(1)), crime of sabotaging any means of transport (Article 119(1)), 
crime of sabotaging transportation facility (Article 119(1 )), crime ofhijacking any aircraft (Article 121 ), crime 
of sabotaging electric power facility (Article 121), crime of sabotaging inflammable or explosive equipment 
(Article 121 ), crime of illegally manufacturing, trading, transporting, mailing or storing any guns, ammunition 
or explosives (Article 125(1 )), crime of illegally manufacturing, trading, transporting, or storing dangerous 
materials (Article 125(2)), crime of stealing or forcibly seizing any guns, ammunition or explosives (Article 
127(1)), and crime of robbing any guns, ammunition, explosives or dangerous materials (Article 127(2)) 
647 The crime of producing or selling fake medicines (Article 141 ), crime of producing or selling foods mixed 
with poisonous or harmful non-food materials (Article 144), crime of smuggling arms, ammunitions (Article 
151(1)), crime of smuggling nuclear materials (Article 151(1)), crime of smuggling counterfeit currency 
(Article 151(1)), crime of smuggling cultural relics (Article 151(2)), crime of smuggling precious metals 
(Article 151 (2)), crime of smuggling precious and rare species of animals and the products thereof (Article 
151(2)), crime of smuggling ordinary goods and articles (Article 153), crime of counterfeiting money (Article 
170), crime of fraud by raising funds (Article 192), crime of financial bills fraud (Article 194(1 )), crime of 
monetary documents fraud (Article 194(2)), crime of credit fraud (Article 195), crime of falsely issuing 
exclusive value-added tax invoices, defrauding export tax refunds or offsetting taxes invoices (Article 205), 
crime of forging or selling forged exclusive value-added tax invoices (Article 206). 
648 They are the crime of intentional homicide (Article 232), crime of intentional injury (Article 234), crime of 
rape (Article 236( I), Article 241(2), and Article 259(2), and Article 300(3)), crime of kidnapping (Article 239), 
and crime of abducting and trafficking in a woman or child (Article 240 and Article 241 (5)). 
649 They are the crime of robbing (Article 263), and crime of theft (Article 264). 
650 They are the crime of teaching crime-committing methods (Article 295), crime of instigating a riot to escape 
from prison (Article 317(2)), crime of gathering people to raid a prison with weapons (Article 317(2)), crime of 
robbing ancient cultural ruins and ancient tomb burial objects (Article 328(1 )), crime of robbing ancient human 
fossils and ancient vertebrate fossils (Article 328(2)), crime of smuggling, trafficking, transporting and 
manufacturing drugs (Article 347), crime of arranging prostitution, and crime of forcing prostitution (Article 
358). 
651 They are the crime of sabotaging weapons and equipment, military facilities or military communications 
(Article 369), and crime of intentionally supplying unqualified weapons and equipment and other military 
facilities (Article 370(1)). 
652 They are the crime of graft (Article 382) and crime of bribery (Article 385). 
653 They are the crime of defying of orders in wartime (Article 421 ), crime of concealing or providing military 
information (Article 422), crime of refusing to relay military orders, or relaying false military order(Article 
422), crime of surrender(Article 423), crime of fleeing from battlefield(Article 424), crime of obstructing from 
performance. ofmilitary duties( Article ~2~),. cri111e .pf lllHit!!ry. P<?~sonnel 's fl~eing the. country(J\rticle 430), 
crime of stealing, spying, buying or illegally offering military secrets for overseas institutions; organisation's, 'or 
personnel (Article 431 (2)), crime of fabricating rumours in wartime (Article 433(2)), crime of stealing or 
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serious crimes'; and run against China's policy of strict limits on capital 
punishment. It might be evidenced from the classification of violent and non-
violent crimes, comparison of capital charges in the 1979CL and 1997CL, and the 
relevant legislative pattern. 
The death penalty appears to apply to more non-violent than violent crimes in 
the 1997CL. It tries to distinguish between violent and non-violent crimes 
according to whether they are committed in violent ways and directly endanger 
personal security 654 . There are 358 non-violent crimes and 63 violent crimes, 
among a total of 421.655 However, the death penalty as the legal maximum penalty 
for non-violent crimes is applied to 44 crimes in 8 major different kinds of 
crimes. 656 These crimes account for approximately 65% of all capital charges and 
12% of total non-violent crimes657 • This appears not to indicate that China strictly 
limits the applicable scope of capital punishment. 
In comparison with 38 capital charges in both the 1979CL and Provisional 
Regulations on Punishing Military Personnel for Violation of Duty, adopted in 
1981, the 1997CL has increased the number by 30. With the campaign of 'Strike 
Hard', 12 separate criminal laws were successively promulgated and 33 more 
capital charges were added from 1982 to 1995. The total number rose to 71, 
excluding overlapping crimes, which was revised to 68 in the 1997CL. This 
appears to reduce the number of capital charges by 3, while at the same time 
increasing the scope of crimes punishable by death. In effect, the 1997CL has 
abolished three such crimes658 yet increased several ones659 exclusive of those that 
have been disassembled. 
Specifically, the number of capital charges in 1997CL Chapter One has 
decreased by 6 although the scope of the offences remains the same.660 The charges 
forcibly seizing weaponry or war material (Article 438), and crime of illegally selling, transferring weapons or 
equipment of the armed forces (Article 439), crime of cruel injure of innocent residents in wartime (Article 446) 
654 Huang Jingping & Shilei, in Zhao Bingzhi/2004/8 
655 AI 7· 14-15 
656 The;e include 5 kinds of crimes on Crimes of Endangering National Security, 3 on Crimes of Endangering 
Public Security, 16 on crimes of Undermining the Order of Socialist Market Economy, I on Crimes of 
Encroaching on Property, 5 on Crimes of Disrupting the Order of Social Administration, 2 on Crimes of 
Endangering the Interests of National Defense, 2 on Crimes of Graft and Bribery, and 10 on Crimes of 
Violation of Duty by Military Personnel. 
657 Huang Jingping & Shilei, in Zhao Bingzhi/2004/8-9 
658 Crime of organising or using superstitious sects engage in counterrevolutionary activities; crime of carrying 
on counterrevolutionary activities through feudal superstition; crime of sabotaging weaponry. 
659 
•1997CL Articles 125(2), 369( I), 370( I), 422 and-439 
660 The original crime of secret service was merged into crime of espionage, the previous crime of instigating 
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of two crimes, namely illegal speculation and profiteering, and hooliganism, have 
been removed and the crimes reclassified as several diverse charges. They still 
carry the death penalty in their most severe form. The crimes of manufacturing or 
selling fake medicine and of manufacturing or selling toxic or harmful foodstuff 
retain the death penalty. The crime of affray, however, only receives it under the 
circumstances of causing personal death or injury, as a crime of injury or homicide, 
according to the principle of punishing the implicated offence661 in 1997CL Article 
292. 
Moreover, two capital charges of the crime of stealing valuable cultural relics 
and of abducting and trafficking in people, have been abolished and the crimes 
incorporated into a new charge and another broad one,662 both of which retain the 
death penalty. The crime of falsely making out specialized value-added-tax receipts 
and crime of falsely making out other receipts to obtain tax refunds or non-
payment are also combined into one capital charge. 
After the signing of the ICCPR in 1998, no specific criminal laws, judicial 
interpretations or amendments to the 1997CL increase the scope of the death 
penalty in China. There are two points worthy of note. 
First, the Amendment III to the Criminal Law of the People's Republic of 
China was reported to prescribe the application of capital punishment to crimes of 
terrorism,663 which misunderstood its real meanings. Actually, the act of terrorism 
shall be punishable by death as one of the crimes that endanger public security and 
not those of terrorist organizations. The use of capital punishment is unlikely to 
increase the extent of this penalty. 
Second, 'Guangdong bag snatchers may face the death penalty' 664 , which 
never brings any increase in its use. The acts of drive-by thieves with violence 
rebellion and crime of armed mass rebellion were combined into the crime of armed rebellion; crime of 
organising a mass prison raid and crime of organising a jailbreak were brought into crimes of disrupting the 
order of social administration; original crime of counterrevolutionary sabotage, crime of counterrevolutionary 
murder and crime of counterrevolutionary homicide or injury apply punishments of crime against public 
security, crime of intentional murder and injury with the abolition of their charges. 
661 It is Qianlian Fan in Chinese, which is defined as a circumstance where criminals commit offences whose 
purpose constitutes one crime and criminal means or results does another crime. 
662 They are the crime of smuggling valuable cultural relics and of abducting and trafficking in women and 
children. 
663 China 3 
664 AI 29 
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constitute the crime of robbery, which appears to fall within the original extent of 
capital punishment. 
Moreover, there is no decrease in the applicable scope of capital punishment 
after 1998. The basically unchanged scope seems not to directly breach the relevant 
provisions in the ICCPR. But the extensive use of capital punishment might go 
against China's official death penalty policy and give a broad coverage to 'the most 
serious crimes' provided in ICCPR Article 6(2). 
Additionally, one of the legislative patterns of the death penalty is the 
'absolute punishment of the death penalty' 665 for certain crimes666 • This takes the 
death penalty as the sole and mandatory punishment, regardless of the diverse 
circumstances of such crimes. Other lighter penalties would not be applied to 
replace with capital punishment at the discretion of judges. This leaves no 
possibility of limiting and reducing the imposition of capital punishment for these 
crimes under any circumstances. Even if these crimes could be explained as 'the 
most serious crimes' punishable by death, the legislative pattern appears not to 
justify this case 'as a quite exceptional measure'. 667 
3.2.3 Procedural Criminal Laws on the Death Penalty 
The other significant category of laws on the death penalty is procedural criminal 
provisions, which can be mainly found in the 1996CPL. Under the Chinese legal 
system, following the investigation by public security organs,668 the PPs,669 or State 
security organs, 670 the PP shall initiate public prosecution of capital cases in a 
PC671 • The PCs 'shall apply the system whereby the second instance is final' in 
trying cases.672 Apart from these ordinary procedures, the procedure for review of 
death sentences is necessary for cases involving death sentences673 , followed by 
665 Hu Changlong/2003/177 
666 They are the 5 crimes of the Crimes of Endangering National Security, including treason, the crime of 
splitting the country, crime of defecting to the enemy and turning traitor, crime of stealing, secretly gathering, 
purchasing, or illegally providing State secrets or intelligence for an organisation, institution, or personnel 
outside the country, the crime of supporting enemy; the crimes of the Graft and Bribery, and the crime of 
fabricating rumours to mislead people on the Crimes of Violation of Duty by Military Personnel. 
667 GC/6(6)/[7] 
668 1996CPLArticles 3, 18 
669 Ibid. 
670 1996CPL Article 4 
671 1996CPL Article 3 
672 t996CPL Article I 0 
673 1996CPL Articles 199-202 
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those for enforcement674, or for trial supervision 675 , of such sentences. The complex 
cases have demonstrated their unique features in a range of special and ordinary 
procedures. These issues will be examined more closely to ascertain China's 
practice and policy on capital punishment. 
3.2.3.1 Ordinary procedures 
Ordinary procedures are designed for all criminal cases, including capital cases. 
Generally, they are classified as two kinds, namely, the essential procedure for the 
first instance and the alternative one for the second instance. 
As capital cases involve the right to life, the 1996CPL requires stricter details 
to protect this right in all procedures for such cases than those for others. The 
jurisdiction systems and legal rights of those facing the death penalty 676 are 
essential for fair trial in the first and second instances of capital cases. It is 
desirable to separately address them as the common part of their ordinary 
procedures prior to other details of these procedures. 
3.2.3.1.1 Thejurisdiction 
The jurisdiction is the precondition and preparation of judicial activities in criminal 
proceedings. It was generally defined as the partition of the scope of accepting 
cases by the public security organs, PPs, and PCs, and of the competence of 
various PCs in criminal trials.677 
After the investigation by the public security organs, PPs, or State security 
organs,678 the PP shall initiate a public prosecution, considering ascertained facts 
and reliable and sufficient evidence.679 This prosecution is based on the 'provisions 
for trial jurisdiction'680 designed to facilitate both just and efficient procedures in 
judicial proceedings. The second-instance PCs are the next level of the first-
instance ones. The trial jurisdiction will be examined on advantages and 
disadvantages of first-instance courts. 
674 1996CPL Articles 208-224 
675 1996CPL Articles 203-207 
676 1996CPL Article 82( 4) 
677 Chen Guangzhong/1996/78; Hu Chang1ong/2003/177 
678 1996CPL Articles 3, 4, 83 
679 l996ci>LArtiCie f41 
680 Ibid. 
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3 .2.3 .1.1.1 Advantages 
Under the 1996CPL, the jurisdiction is classified as grade, district, designate and 
exclusive jurisdiction.681 On the basis of grade jurisdiction, capital cases shall be 
heard in well-qualified courts at the higher level to ensure the good quality and 
effect of trials, excluding the BPCs. 
The IPCs shall have jurisdiction, in the first instance, over criminal cases 
endangering State security, ordinary cases punishable by the death penalty, or cases 
involving foreign offenders.682 All of these cases have serious social consequences 
and wide influential scope. Ordinary crimes punishable by death are overlapped 
with others involving State security or foreigner offenders, which are also likely to 
be punishable by death. 
Moreover, both the HPCs 'have jurisdiction as courts of first instance over 
major criminal cases', of such a kind, 'that pertain to an entire province', as the 
SPC has in 'the whole nation' .683 The PCs at higher levels may try such cases if 
necessary, over which the PCs at lower levels have jurisdiction in the first instance, 
either on their own initiative or upon the request of those at the next lower leve1.684 
Thus, this jurisdiction tends to completely exclude the BPCs from hearing capital 
cases. 
According to the principle of district jurisdiction, the PCs in the area where 
crimes were committed shall have jurisdiction over such cases, unless where 'the 
defendant resides' is 'more appropriate' 685 . Among two or more PCs under the 
jurisdiction of these cases at the same level, the PCs that first accepted them or 'in 
the principal place where the crime was committed' shall try them.686 
Furthermore, the designate jurisdiction of capital cases means that the PCs at a 
higher level may instruct the PCs at a lower level to try or transfer them to another 
one, where the jurisdiction is not certain. Meanwhile, the special jurisdiction is 
separately stipulated, considering the particularity of specialised PCs. 
681 l996CPLArticles 20-27 
682 l996CPLArticle 20 
683 1996CPL Article 21-22 
684 l996CPL Article 23 
685 1996CPL Article 24 
686 l996CPL Article 25 
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Hence, in view of a senes of factors to contribute to the above trial 
jurisdiction over criminal cases punishable by death, it is desirable to consider the 
IPCs as first-instance ones at the lowest level. This jurisdiction determined by law 
tends to ensure such tribunals that hear capital cases to be lawfully established, 
which conforms to the requirement of a competent tribunal established by law 
provided in ICCPR Article 14(1 ). 
3 .2.3 .1.1.2 Disadvantages 
There is no explicit provision on who has the power to determine criminal cases to 
be punishable by death in 1996CPL Article 20(2). Interpretation of the SPC on 
Some Issues in Enforcement of the 1996CPL issued in 1998 Article 4 regulated that 
the IPCs shall try such cases from the PPs and not return them to the BPCs, even if 
they considered that there is no need for death sentences. The jurisdiction appears 
not to be established by law in a strict sense. 
3.2.3.1.2 Rights of Those Facing the Death Penalty 
3.2.3.1.2.1 General 
The 1996CPL has improved procedural rights of persons facing the death penalty 
on the basis of the relevant provisions in the Criminal Procedure Law of the PRC 
in 1979. These rights could be divided into three categories in light of their nature 
and function. 
The first is the right concerning the defence or legal aid, which is used for the 
defending party to oppose the accusing one. It includes 'the right to use their native 
spoken and written languages', 687 and the right to be informed and attend cross-
examination in court. Minor criminal suspects or defendants have the special right 
to attend interrogation and trial with their legal representatives.688 
The second is the right to request that a judicial body examine, change or 
withdraw disadvantageous acts, decisions or judgements of another body. Apart 
from the right to appeal or present a petition, the convict also has the right to 
demand withdrawals689 or to 'apply for reconsideration once' for rejection of this 
68~19?6C_PJ,., Article 9 
688 1996CPL Article 14 
689 1996CPL Article 28 
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application.690 They also have the 'right to file charges against judges, procurators 
and investigators whose acts infringe on their procedural rights or subject them to 
indignities.' 691 
The third includes procedural rights inferred from the legal obligations of 
judges, prosecutors and investigators. They mainly involve the right of equality 
before the law692, of no conviction without a PC's sentence according to law,693 of 
a public, independent and fair trial,694 of ne his idem695 and of nulla poena sine 
lege696. 
3 .2.3 .1.2.2 Rights to defence and legal aid 
As vital procedural rights, the rights to defence and legal aid have a direct influence 
on preventing a miscarriage of justice with regard to death sentences. Both will be 
respectively examined in detail below. 
3.2.3.1.2.2.1 The defence system 
Under Constitution of the PRC adopted in 1982 Article 125,697 the defence system 
deals with a range of different aspects in China, mainly in accordance with the 
1996CPL and 1997CL. This relates to the preparation of defence provided in 
ICCPR Article 14(3)(b). 
The first is the broad scope of defenders. Apart from exercising this right by 
himself, suspects or defendants may entrust defenders698 or a designated lawyer. 
The PC is 'obligated to provide legal aid' to the defence due to the possibility of 
sentences comprising the death penalty.699 The entrusted defenders may be lawyers, 
'persons recommended by a public organization or the unit' where he works, or his 
guardians, relatives and friends, excluding those under criminal punishments or 
690 1996CPL Article 30 
691 1996CPLArticle 14 
692 1996CPL Article 6 
693 1996CPL Article 12 
694 1996CPL Article 5 
695 1997CL Article I 0; 1996CPL Article 197 
696 1996CL Article 12 
697 1996CPL Article 125 
698 1996CPL Article 32 
699 1996CPL Article 34 
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restricted personal freedom. 700 This tends to offset the shortage of lawyers and 
relieve the difficulty of entrusting them. It appears to contribute to the 
communication ofthe accused with counsel of his own choosing and preparation of 
his defence that is required by ICCPR Article 14(3)(b). 
Secondly, defenders intervene in the criminal process after a case is 
transferred for examination prior to prosecution. The PP is required to inform 
criminal suspects of the right to entrust defenders 'within three days from the date' 
of receiving the transferred case file. 701 This appears to safeguard certain time to 
prepare for the defence of the accused provided in Article 14(3)(b). 
Thirdly, a criminal suspect has the right to 'appoint a lawyer to provide him 
with legal advice and to file petitions and complaints on his behalf during the 
investigation, as per 1996CPL Article 96. With such limited legal service, this 
lawyer does not appear to play an important part in effectively safeguarding the 
rights of the criminal suspects at this stage. This might influence the adequate 
preparation of defence at the next stage. 
Fourthly, defenders both enjoy legal rights and undertake obligations, which 
appears to contribute 'facilities for the preparation' of the defence provided in 
Article 14(3)(b ). Specifically, they are responsible for presenting materials and 
opinions, either to testify to the innocence of criminal suspects or defendants, or 
the mildness of their crimes, as well as the need for a mitigated or exempted 
criminal responsibility, according to the facts and law.702 
From examination of a case for prosecution, defence lawyers may consult, 
extract and duplicate the judicial documents and technical verification materials 
concerned, or meet and correspond with the suspect in custody. 703 With the 
permission of the PP, other defenders have the above rights. In trial, defence 
lawyers may 'consult, extract and duplicate the material of the facts of the crime 
accused', or 'meet and correspond with the defendant in custody', as other 
defenders may with the permission of the PC.704 
700 1996CPL Article 32 
701 1996CPL Article 33 
102 1996CPL Article 35 
703 T996ciiL Artlcle 36(1) 
704 1996CPL Article 36(2) 
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Moreover, defence lawyers may collect information from witnesses and other 
bodies or individuals concerned, apply to the PP or PC for collecting it, or request 
the PC to inform them of giving testimony. 705 From the victim, his near relatives or 
witnesses provided by the victim, they must request their consent and the 
permission of the PP or PC.706 
However, defenders are obliged not to 'help criminal suspects or defendants 
conceal, destroy or falsify evidence or to tally their confessions'. 707 They are not 
permitted to 'intimidate or induce the witnesses to modify their testimony or give 
false testimony or conduct other acts' to interfere with criminal proceedings. 708 
Fifthly, the defendants have the right to refuse defence. They may refuse the 
defence of the first defender and entrust someone else at any stage during the trial 
in order to effectively exercise the right to defence. 709 Accordingly, this also 
contributes to the preparation of defence provided in ICCPR Article 14(3)(b ). 
However, there still remain some limitations to the relevant provisions, which 
seems to denigrate the practice of the right to a defence and even remove the 
balance between both parties. This does not to fully meet the requirement of 
ICCPR Article 14(3)(b) and 3(e). 
Firstly, there is the intervening time between when the investigation begins 
and when the lawyer starts. During this time the advisors cannot provide the legal 
service in preparing the criminal defence. The criminal suspects have to defend 
themselves at that stage. 
Secondly, defence lawyers cannot read judicial documents or technical 
testimonials until the PP's examination for prosecution, neither can other defenders 
read these documents without permission of the PP. Accordingly, they appear not 
to obtain the main evidence materials, but only opinions recommending 
prosecution and testimonials considered important to defence. Meanwhile, the 
lawyers can collect the factual material concerning the alleged crimes, as other 
defenders can with the permission of the PC. However, the problem is that there is 
no explicit provision in the laws or judicial interpretations concerned, to clearly 
705 1996CPLArticle 37(1) 
706 1996CPL Article 37(2) 
707
.l996CPLArticle 38(1) 
708 ibid:.. . . 
709 1996CPLArticle 39 
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specify what constitutes this material. This appears to prevent them from reading 
all the materials which might be necessary to the case. 
The third limitation is on the investigation to obtain evidence. Defenders 
cannot investigate the facts of a case during investigation by investigative bodies. 
This appears to hamper them from collecting necessary evidence in time. 
With the consent of witnesses and other units or individuals concerned, 
defence lawyers may obtain information from them, which inevitably means that 
some witnesses may refuse. This tends to go against the duty to testify of 'those 
who have information about a case' pursuant to 1996CPL Article 48. It also 
appears to remove the balance between the accused and the PP. 
It is the case with the difficulties for defence lawyers in collecting information 
from the victim, their relatives, and witnesses provided by the victim. This lies in 
the fact that both their consent and the permission of the PP or PC are prerequisites. 
Additionally, without specific applicable conditions, the PP or PC seems arbitrarily 
to permit or refuse the defence lawyers' application for investigation to obtain 
evidence or inform witnesses about giving testimony in court. 
The fourth limitation is on measures to safeguard practising lawyers. 'When 
the lawyer meets with the criminal suspect in custody', under 1996CPL Article 96, 
'the investigation organ may, in light of the seriousness of the crime and where it 
deems it necessary, send its people to be present at the meeting.' It also stipulated 
that '[I]f a case involves State secrets, before the lawyer meets with the criminal 
suspect, he shall have to obtain the approval of the investigation organ.' This may 
influence the effect of their meetings so that the lawyer would not efficiently 
practise law to safeguard the legitimate rights of criminal suspects. Furthermore, 
1997CL Article 306 specifies the crime of defender and agent ad litem's destroying 
evidence, falsifying evidence, or interfering with witnesses. This appears to lead to 
more hazards for defence lawyers in the criminal process. 
3.2.3.1.2.2.2. The system oflegal aid 
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The 1996CPL provides for a system of legal aid in the process of criminal cases710 , 
which was specified by the 1996LL. This system contains several important 
features. 
Firstly, practising lawyers exclusively undertake the obligation to provide the 
legal aid in criminal procedures among entrusted defenders. With more legal 
knowledge and rights than other defenders, it appears that defence lawyers are 
likely to offer legal aid of good quality. 
Secondly, the sole period for the operation of this system is during the trial of 
a case. 1996CPL Article 151 requires that the PC designate a defence lawyer to 
provide the legal aid no later than ten days before the court session. Thus, criminal 
suspects tend to obtain this aid during the trial instead of during the investigation or 
prosecution. 
The third ts the applicable scope of this system. 1996CPL Article 34 
stipulated that the PC shall designate a defence lawyer for the defendant facing the 
death penalty, but without entrusting any defenders; and for the blind, deaf or mute, 
minor defendants, without any entrusted lawyer. Under 1996CPL Article 34, the 
defendant in a case brought to court by a public prosecutor, without entrusted 
lawyers, may, albeit not should, obtain this legal aid in the criminal process. The 
l998IECPL further expands this scope to persons with reduced capacity, those with 
financial difficulty, codefendants with others to entrust defenders, foreigners, and 
to cases with a significant social influence or where there is the possibility of the 
suspect being incorrectly convicted. 
Accordingly, the Chinese legislation on the system of legal aid seems to 
guarantee the right to legal aid provided in ICCPR Article 14(3)(d). Nonetheless, it 
is not the case. The legal terms of this system are limited to the trial of cases, rather 
than all of the stages of criminal proceedings. This is likely to undermine the 
protection of the interests of criminal suspects or defendants and even lead to unfair 
trials and misjudged cases. 
3.2.3.1.3. Procedurefor the first instance 
710 1996CPL Article 34 
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The procedure for the first instance of capital cases in China is based on the legal 
requirements provided in the 1996CPL. This procedure basically runs as follows. 
Only if the bill of prosecution contains clear facts of crimes punishable by 
death, with a list of evidence, witnesses, and duplicates or photos of major 
evidence attached, a PC shall 'open the court session' to try a capital case.711 This 
is the requirement for initiation of the first instance. Without explicit time limit, it 
does not mean to permit undue delay in hearing any case involving capital 
punishment. The PC 'shall pronounce judgment on a case of public prosecution 
within one month or, one and a half months at the latest, after accepting it', except 
for an extension of one more month upon approval or decision by the HPC.712 The 
HPC may allow the extension under such situations as 'grave and complex cases in 
outlying areas where traffic is most inconvenient'; 'grave cases that involve 
criminal gangs'; 'grave and complex cases that involve people who commit crimes 
from one place to another'; and 'grave and complex cases that involve various 
quarters and for which it is difficult to obtain evidence' .713 There is no exception to 
any other circumstance, which appears to leave no room for undue delay of all 
criminal trials, especially those involving capital punishment, consistent with 
ICCPR Article 14(3)(c). 
The subsequent preparatory work is to 'determine the members of the 
collegial panel', and to deliver to the defendant a copy of the bill of prosecution' of 
the PP 'no later than ten days before the opening of the court session'. 714 The 
document 'shall be issued in the written language commonly used in the locality' 
where 'people of a minority nationality live in a concentrated community or where 
a number of nationalities live together in one area'. 715 This appears to ensure the 
accused to 'be informed promptly and in detail in a language which he understands 
of the nature and cause of the charge against him' provided in ICCPR Article 
14(3)(a). 'If the defendant has not appointed a defender, he shall be informed that 
he may appoint a defender or, when necessary, designate a lawyer that is obligated 
711 1996CPLArticle 150 
712 1996CPL Article 168 
713 1996CPL Article 126 
714 I996c:PL Article 151 
715 1996CPLArticle 9 
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to provide legal aid to serve as a defender for him'. 716 This appears to contribute to 
the preparation of defence. 
The PC also should notify the PP 'of the time and place of the court session 
three days before the opening of the session'; 'summon the parties and notify the 
defenders, agents ad litem, witnesses, expert witnesses and interpreters, and deliver 
the summons and notices no later than three days before the opening of the court 
session'; 'announce, three days before the opening of the session, the subject 
matter of the case to be heard in public, the name ofthe defendant and the time and 
place of the court session'. 717 The above-mentioned proceedings shall be recorded 
in writing with the signatures of the judges and the court clerk. 718 This appears to 
supply a good preparation for the participation of all parties, defenders, agents ad 
litem, witnesses, expert witnesses and interpreters. This increases the possibility of 
meeting the minimum guarantees provided in ICCPR Article 14(3)(d), (e) and (f) 
and even fair trial. 
The public hearing is the principled approach of first instance in capital cases, 
with the exception of those 'involving State secrets', 'private affairs of individuals', 
or 'crimes committed by minors' between the ages of 14 and 16.719 Minors above 
16 and below 18, generally, are also precluded from this public hearing.720 'The 
reason for not hearing a case in public shall be announced in court' without 
exception to cases involving capital punishment. 721 Such cases excluded from a 
public hearing fall into the category ofthe trials 'for reasons of morals, public order 
(ordre public) or national security in a democratic society, or when the interest of 
the private lives of the parties so requires' required by ICCPR Article 14(1). 
Accordingly, the relevant legislation of China appears to ensure the accused to be 
entitled to a public hearing and fully conform to ICCPR Article 14( 1 ), even if 
several exceptions are permitted. 
During a trial, the PP shall send its procurators to the PC to support the public 
prosecution.722 During the court session, the presiding judge shall ascertain if all 
716 1996CPL Article 151 
717 Ibid. 
718 Ibid. 
719 1996CPLArticle 152 
720 Ibid. 
721 Ibid. 
722 1996CPL Article 153 
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the parties have appeared in court and announce the subject matter of the case, and 
inform the parties of their right to apply for withdrawal.723 '[A]ny member of the 
collegial panel, the court clerk, the public prosecutor, any expert witnesses or the 
interpreter' could be withdrawn.724 During the cross-examination, the judges or the 
public prosecutor may interrogate the defendant and he may also be questioned by 
the other parties in the case, 725 and a witness may answer questions on the 
testimony given.726 The public prosecutor or the defenders shall show the exhibits 
to the court for the parties to identify,727 and the collegial panel may announce an 
adjournment for investigation to verify the evidence. 728 The defenders have the 
right to request the court to summon new witnesses, obtain new material evidence, 
make a new expert evaluation, and hold another inquest,729 and state their views.730 
After their final statement, the collegial panel shall conduct its deliberations 
according to the established facts and evidence and under relevant laws in the 
adjournment, and pronounce the defendant to be guilty or innocent731 in public.732 
These appear to conform to the minimum guarantees provided in ICCPR Article 
14(3) and the requirement of a public hearing in ICCPR Article 14( 1 ). 
Furthermore, if a PP discovers a violation of the procedural laws by a PC 
handling a capital case, it shall have the power to suggest the PC set a fair 
sentence.733 This demonstrates the exclusive power of the PP and contributes to a 
fair trial. 
3.2.3.1.4. Procedure for the second instance 
The second instance is not a necessary procedure for any case involving death 
sentences and the initiation of the procedure for the second instance is conditional 
after conclusion of the procedure for the first instance. Following conclusion of the 
procedure for the second instance, death sentences tend not to be legally effective 
723 1996CPL Article 154 
724 Ibid. 
725 1996CPL Article 155 
726 1996CPL Article 156 
727 1996CPLArticle 157 
728 1996CPL Article 15 8 
729 1996CPLArticle 159 
730 1996CPL Article 160 
731 1996CPLArticle 162 
732 1996CPL Article 163 
733 1996CPL Article 169 
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until conclusion of the procedure for review of death sentences. In this respect, the 
procedure for the second instance appears to contribute to examination of first-
instance death sentences and fair trial in the second instance. This process will be 
demonstrated in terms of the following aspects. 
3.2.3.1.4.1 The Initiation 
There are two means to start the procedure for the second instance of death 
sentences: the appeal of the defendants; or the prosecutorial protest against the 
judgement.734 The time limit is ten days, counting from the date of receiving it.735 
Either way within the time limit may initiate it to exercise the right to an appeal. 
3.2.3.1.4.1.1 The appeal ofthe defendants 
The appeal of the defendants is one legal way to initiate the procedure for the 
second instance of death sentences, which is designed to protect the right to appeal 
of defendants facing the death penalty. 
The defendant or his legal representatives who refuse to accept the first-
instance judgement 'shall have the right to appeal in writing or orally' to the PC 'at 
the next higher level'.736 Only 'with the consent of the defendant' may defenders or 
near relatives of the defendant file appeals. 737 These defenders, entrusted by the 
defender or designated by the PC, file appeals resolving around the conviction and 
sentence of the defendants. 
Where the defendants exercise the right to appeal, the principle of no appeal 
resulting in additional punishment is applicable to this case. Literally, the principle 
refers to the fact that second-instance courts shall not increase punishments of the 
defendants in hearing cases that are appealed only by the defendants and their 
Iawyers.738 This is designed to encourage the defendants to exercise the right of 
appeal without worry and ensure the procedural rights of the parties by law, in 
criminal cases. In view of the cautious application of the death penalty, this 
734 1996CPL Article 180-182 
735 1996CPL Article 183 
736 1996CPL Article 180 
737 Ibid. 
738 Hu Changlong/2003/238 
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principle appears to exclude the increase of punishments in any form upon the 
appeal of the side of defendants or other bodies in the interest of defendants facing 
capital punishment. 
This criminal principle is applicable to capital cases, as reaffirmed in 
1996CPL Article 190, 1998IECPL Article 278(3), and Regulations of the SPC, 
SPP, MOPS, MOSS, MOJ and NPCLC on Some Issues in Enforcement of the 
1996CPL issued in 1998 Article 47. This mainly focuses on whether death 
sentences with a suspension of execution may be changed to ones with immediate 
execution. According to this principle, the second-instance PCs cannot make the 
above change to increase criminal punishments. There are two notable issues 
involved. 
One IS whether this leads to the increased criminal punishments of the 
defendants in a disguised form. 1998IECPL Article 257(5) permits the second-
instance courts to change the original sentence of the death penalty with a 
suspension of execution to the death penalty with immediate execution where there 
is merely an appeal from the defendant's side. This is according to the procedure 
for trial supervision after death sentences have taken effect. Since the principle 
requires no additional punishments of defendants in any forms, including remand 
for retrial where sentences are deemed as too light, the increase in a disguised form 
tends to be against the principle in fact. 
The other is whether the second-instance courts may change the original 
sentence to the death penalty with immediate execution upon the protest of the PPs. 
1996CPL Article 190(2) stipulates that the second-instance PCs may increase the 
criminal punishments of the defendants with the PP's protest. This means that 
those facing the death penalty may be increased punishments and sentenced to 
death with immediate execution. 
Moreover, the approval of death sentences with a suspension of execution 
should not increase the criminal punishments of the defendants in principle. 
According to 1998RECPL Article 47 739 and 19981ECPL Article 278 (3) 740 , the 
739 It regulates that the HPCs should decide whether to approve or not death sentences with two-year 
suspension ofexecution, without increasillg the defendants' punishments, in approving such cases . 
. 
740
'Ifregulafes' tha(theHPCs siiailnot lncrea8e'tlie'.punishirierits of Clefendants by any· means; e.g., advancing 
the instance, in approving cases of the death penalty with two-year suspension of execution. 
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HPCs shall not increase punishments of defendants by any means in the approval 
of such sentences. 
Therefore, the principle of no appeal resulting in additional punishment does 
not appear to limit the application of capital punishment, but encourages the 
practice of the right to an appeal. This conforms to the right guarantee provided in 
ICCPR Article 14(5). 
3.2.3.1.4.1.2 The prosecutorial protest 
The prosecutorial protest against death sentences is the other way to start the 
procedure for the second instance of death sentences. It only applies to the cases 
where the defendants give up the right to appeal. This leaves no room for the 
principle of no appeal resulting in additional punishment. 
In application, the PP shall present a protest to the PC at the next higher level, 
if it 'considers that there is some definite error in a judgment or order of first 
instance' made by a PC at the same level. 741 'If the victim or his legal 
representative refuses to accept a judgment of first instance', 'he shall, within five 
days from the date of receiving the written judgment, have the right to request' the 
PP 'to present a protest'. 742 The PP shall 'within five days from the date of 
receiving the request made by the victim or his legal representative', 'decide 
whether to present the protest or not and give him a reply'. 743 
The 1996CPL excludes the victim from filing appeals for initiation of the 
procedure for the second instance. This seems not to fully protect the rights of the 
victim and even remove the balance between both parties, which is likely to have a 
negative influence on fair trial. However, the PPs, with strong State power and 
qualified prosecutors, contribute to initiating this procedure and safeguarding legal 
rights of the victim. This would not damage a fair trial, but equally safeguard the 
right to an appeal. 
3 .2.3 .1.4.2 The Hearing Approach 
741 1996CPL Article 181 
742 I996CPL Article 182 
743 Ibid. 
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The hearing approach directly influences the quality of second-instance sentences. 
A proper hearing tends to ensure procedural justice and correct wrong death 
sentences handed out in the first instance. 
1996CPL Article 187 provides for the public hearing as the primary 
approach and the written examination and interrogation as the secondary. The 
public hearing appears to favour correcting misjudged cases more than the written 
examination. The combination of both approaches appears not to ensure the right to 
a public hearing. 
Pursuant to the SPC's Notice on Further Doing Well the Work of Public 
Hearings in the Second Instance of Death Sentence Cases, the HPCs should try 
such second-instance death sentences that are lodged the appeal on important facts 
and evidence, in public hearing from 1st January 2006.744 The public hearing is 
also expected to be applied to all death sentences without exception in the second 
instance by the end of 2006.745 Since the procedure for the second instance is the 
one before that for review of death sentences, the public hearing appears to play an 
essential role in protecting the rights of those facing the death penalty. This hearing 
approach conforms to ICCPR Article 14(1) and makes the right to an appeal 
meaningful consistent with ICCPR Article 14(5). 
3.2.3.2 Procedure for review of death sentences 
The procedure for review of death sentences is a special system, which operates in 
the following way. This seems to ensure the right to have death sentences be 
reviewed by a higher tribunal and contribute to a fair trial in hearing capital 
punishment cases. Firstly, the PCs review the death sentences, after which they 
approve them to ensure just sentences and avoid unjust or wrong cases. Only 
following this approval can death sentences be taken to be final and effective. It is 
the indispensable procedure for handling capital cases and plays an important role 
in implementing the death penalty policy of China. 
3.2.3.2.1 Approval scope 
744 The SPC, in NLR/200617147 
745 Ibid. 
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The approval scope of the procedure for reviewing death sentences refers to the 
scope of such death sentences that need to be reviewed in this procedure. Since 
death sentences are divided into those with immediate execution and those with a 
suspension of execution in China, it is desirable to examine them separately. 
As 1996CPL Article 199 regulates, the SPC shall approve all capital cases, 
without exception to those involving death sentences with immediate execution. 
Differing from that, 1997CL Article 48(2) stipulates that all death sentences shall 
be submitted to the SPC for approval, except for judgements made by the SPC 
according to law. This exception seems to leave the possibility of excluding such 
sentences imposed by the SPC from the approval scope, whereas the judgements 
made by the SPC appear to fall within the category under the approval of the SPC 
by 1996CPL Article 199. In fact, it is likely for highly qualified judges in the SPC 
to misjudge complex cases, while there is no express provision on whether 
different judges shall review and approve the judgments made by the SPC. This 
appears not to exclude the possibility of combining the procedure for the first or 
second instance with that for review, of death sentences within the SPC. 
Moreover, Article 20 I of the 1996CPL stipulated that the HPCs should 
review death sentences with a suspension of execution imposed by the IPCs. This 
seems to merely deal with the sentences imposed by the IPCs, rather than those by 
the SPC or HPCs. While the HPCs may sentence or review all of such sentences as 
outlined in 1997CL Article 48, it is generally accepted that they do not actually 
review those sentenced by the SPC and HPCs. 746 This appears to exclude all the 
sentences made by the SPC or HPCs in the first or second instance. 
Hence, the above approval scope seems unclear and limited. This appears to 
indicate that not all death sentences could be reviewed by the review procedure to 
realise the potential justice of them. 
3.2.3.2.2 Approval power 
The approval power of death sentences refers to the power whereby the PCs 
examine such sentences in a comprehensive manner to decide and approve whether 
746 Zhang Yongjiang & Shu Hongshui, in HLS/200511 
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to carry out death sentences or not.747 Its effective practice provides for the rational 
operation of the procedure for review of death sentences. 
The HPCs consistently exercise the power to review death sentences with a 
suspension of execution according to the 1997CPL and 1996CPL 748 . In contrast, 
the power to review those with immediate execution is changeable and has been a 
vexed issue with serious problems since 1980. It is desirable to focus on the latter 
power to throw more light on the attitude of the State towards capital punishment. 
3.2.3.2.2.1 The Course ofTransference 
The transfer of this power has undergone a long process of evolution on the basis 
of the sole approval by the SPC stipulated in the 1979CL and 1979CPL. From 
1980, it began to evolve from a joint practice of the SPC and HPCs, through the 
exclusivity of the SPC, the resumption of its joint form, and to the present 
transition into exclusivity of the SPC. 
At first, the 13th session of the fifth Standing Committee of the NPC approved 
the proposal of authorising the HPCs to review some death sentences within the 
year of 1980 by the Procurator-General of the SPP on behalf of the SPC and SPP 
on 12th February 1980. 749 On 1Oth June 1981, the 19 session formulated the 
Decision on the Issue of Power to Approve Death Sentence Cases, adopted in 1981, 
to extend the approval power of the HPCs to more death sentences from 1981 to 
1983.750 On 2nd September 1983, under the influence of 'Strike Hard' 751 , the 2"d 
session of the sixth Standing Committee of the NPC passed the Decision regarding 
the Revision of the 19830L to further expand the extent of death sentences 
reviewed by the HPCs.752 Pursuant to it, the SPC issued the Notice on Authorizing 
HPCs and Military Courts of People's Liberation Army to Approve Part of Death 
Sentences on 7th September 1983. Accordingly, every HPC and the Military Court 
of the PLA have the power to review and approve such death sentences that 
seriously endanger public or social security.753 
747 Hu Changlong/2003/250 
748 1996CPL Articles 201-202 
749 The NPC Standing Committee, in JWH/1981/1/471-472 
75° CLRC/1986/50 
751 Li Zhufeng, in JQU/2006/1/36 
752 CLRC/1986/3-
753 The Research Office of the SPC/1994/819 
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In the 1990s, the SPC made three decisions on authorising the HPCs to 
approve death sentence cases concerning drug-related crimes. 754 It respectively 
authorised the HPCs in Yunnan Province on 6th June 1991 and Guangdong 
Province on 18th August 1993. Later, on 18th March 1996, Guangxi Province, 
Sichuan Province and Gansu Province were also granted this power on such crimes, 
except for those sentenced by the SPC or involving foreign affairs. 
Later, both the 1996CPL and 1997CL required the SPC to unify this power to 
approve death sentence cases. Subsequently, however, on 26th September 1997, 
the SPC issued the 1997NDS. 755 Accordingly, the HPCs and military courts of 
China resumed the practice of this power with the SPC. 
On 26th October 2005, the SPC adopted the 2nd Five-Year Reform Program of 
the PCs. Among 50 measures, it is of great concern that the SPC shall unify the 
power to review and approve death sentences. This decision has been fixed, 
followed by a preparation of further specific work. 
This zigzag course tends to demonstrate several primary features. Firstly, the 
PCs at the higher level have the power to approve death sentences.756 Both the SPC 
and HPCs have more highly qualified and experienced judges, better equipment 
and technological means than the lower courts, and this improves the chances of 
just death sentences. 
Secondly, it was at the initial stage of implementing the policy of reform and 
opening-up in 1980s that the power to approve death sentences was first transferred 
to a lower level in order to crack down on some severe crimes. Without the 
realisation of the expected aim, the 19830L was formulated in the form of general 
laws to affirm this transfer and to strengthen the deterrence of such crimes. 
754 lbid./157, !59; lbid./1997/157-159; lbid/2002/1467 
755 Ibid/2003/1467-1468. The 1997NDS provides that from the day when revised the 1997CL was officially 
enforced in I st October 1997, except for those sentenced by the SPC, death sentences in all areas, for the 
crimes of endangering national security, provided in Chapter One of the 1997CL, crimes of disrupting the order 
of the socialist market in Chapter Three, crimes of embezzlement and bribery in Chapter Eight, still should be 
approved by the SPC, following the second instance or approval by HPCs and military courts of China. For 
crimes provided in Chapter Two, Chapter Four, Chapter Five, Chapter Six (except for drug-related crimes), 
Chapter Seven and Chapter Ten, the power to approve death sentences (except for those sentenced by the SPC 
or concerning foreign affairs), according to 19830L Article 13, the SPC authorises both the HPC in every 
province, autonomous region, or municipality directly under the Central Government and military courts of 
China for practice. However, death sentences concerning Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan, should submit to the 
SPC for approval prior to first-instance of pronouncement of judgements, and those for drug-related crimes, 
except that the HPC authorised the approval power of some death sentences, other HPCs and Military Courts 
of PEAshould'submit to the SPC for'iipproval' after the second iifstance or review: 
756 Chen Weidong & Zhang Tao/1992/169-171 
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Thirdly, the SPC exclusively approved death sentences for around one year in 
fact, which is far less than the period when the HPCs have exercised this power 
directly in accordance with pertinent laws. 757 In the year after the 1996CPL, the 
1997NDS reaffirmed the transference of the power to review death sentences on 
the basis of the 19830L, before the 1997CL came into effect. 
Fourthly, the procedure for review of death sentences is very important and 
complicated. The SPC, SPP and MOJ have not yet reached the agreement on such 
issues as initiation means, the subject of litigation, participants in criminal 
proceedings, examination approaches and term limits. 758 The practical restoration 
of the power to review them appears to be at a preparatory stage. 
3.2.3.2.2.2 Assessment 
The joint practice has both advantages and disadvantages. On the one hand, this 
appears to relieve the work load of the SPC, to improve procedural efficiency of 
death sentences, and to rapidly crack down on those severe crimes punishable by 
death. It is mainly for the reason of procedural efficiency rather than justice that the 
SPC transferred the power to approve death sentences to the HPCs.759 
On the other hand, the long-period transfer of the power to approve a wide 
range of death sentences appears to lead to serious problems. These are mainly the 
legal conflicts among three basic laws, diverse standards and unequal treatment 
among citizens in the application of capital punishment, and the combination of the 
procedures for the second instance and review of death sentences. This appears not 
to fully safeguard the right of those facing the death penalty 'to his conviction and 
sentence being reviewed by a higher tribunal according to law' by ICCPR Article 
14(5). It also violates the right of all persons to 'be equal before the courts and 
tribunals' and further to a fair hearing provided in ICCPR Article 14(1 ). 
Specifically, the 19830L and 1997Notice appear to conflict with the basic 
laws of the 1996CPL and 1997CL. The SPC formulated the 1997 Notice on the 
basis of the 19830L to reaffirm transferring the power to review some death 
sentence cases to the HPCs and Military Court of PLA prior to the implementation 
757 They are passed by the NPC Standing Committee, or delegated by the SPC according to laws. 
758 Law-lib l, in Caijing; Zhou Daoluan, in SF/2005/6/12-14; Luo Shuping, in CL//2006/2/45-46; Liu Yingjie, 
c in JLACPJ/2006158 . c • • • • • 
759 Chen Guangzhong & Xiong Qiuhong, in ZF/199515 
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ofthe 1997CL. But the above basic laws have superior legal effects than that of the 
19830L as general laws and the 1997Notice as judicial interpretations, according 
to the principle of new laws being superior to old ones in legal effect. 
Moreover, they were enacted after many years' joint practice of the power to 
review death sentences by the SPC, HPCs and Military Court of PLA, with the 
intention of taking back this power from the other bodies for the sole practice by 
the SPC. Since basic laws regulated the obligation of the SPC to review all capital 
cases, the SPC shall not give up but fulfil it by laws. Hence, there is no legal basis 
for the SPC to transfer the power to approve some death sentences. 
Secondly, the SPC authorised some severe criminal cases for the HPCs, while 
retaining responsibility for those involving the economy, foreign affairs, or 
endangering State safety. Diverse understandings may lead to inconsistent 
standards in the application of capital punishment among the 31 HPCs and the 
Military Court of the PLA. This is likely to increase the number of executions 
under the influence of 'Strike Hard'. Moreover, death sentences for the same crime 
appear to be approved by the SPC in one place but not in another. Those involving 
foreigners or grafters facing the death penalty shall be reviewed and approved by 
the SPC, while most of the ordinary Chinese citizens are reviewed by the HPCs.760 
This tends to lead to the unequal treatment of convicts sentenced to death and is 
operated against the principle of equality before courts and tribunals. 
Thirdly, with merely one trial committee to discuss death sentences in every 
HPC, this transfer tends to lead to the combination of the procedure of the first or 
second instance with that for review of death sentences. Without the opportunity of 
a rigorous review as a last procedural safeguard, the possibilities of misjudged 
death sentences are increased. Meanwhile, the shortcomings of the procedure for 
the second instance of death sentences would worsen the miscarriage of justice in 
some capital cases. The transfer appears not to ensure a fair trial in these cases or 
the cautious application of capital punishment, but deviates from the official policy 
on capital punishment. 
3.2.3.2.3. Means 
76° Chen Zheng & Cai Yongtong, in JGZXX/2005/6195 
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1996CPL Articles 199 to 202 explicitly address the procedure for review of death 
sentences, without no mention of the specific content, approach or term of this 
procedure. This leaves much room for various means in the procedure. The Notice 
of the Supreme People's Court on Several Rules Concerning Submitting Death 
Sentences for Approval in 1979, and Interpretation of the SPC on Some Issues in 
Enforcement of the 1996CPL issued in 1998, stipulate that the HPCs review death 
sentences with a suspension of execution by means of reviewing files without a 
public hearing. The SPC follows the same approach in review of death sentences in 
practice, without the relevant provision in laws or judicial interpretations. 
Accordingly, the SPC and HPSc review death sentences in written and not in 
public hearing. 
This approach has both advantages and disadvantages. It tends to improve 
efficiency, and saves both time and resources in reviewing death sentences. But the 
defending party is unlikely to participate in the process or argue his or her own 
opinions. Inevitably in cases where there is no arraignment, there is little or no 
chance of the defendants exposing other criminal suspects or crimes before the 
court, or no legal bases for changing original sentences. This is disadvantageous to 
guarantee the right to a fair trial of those facing capital punishment, 761 but might 
increase death sentences and executions, deviating from the penal policy of China. 
3.2.3.3 Procedure for enforcement of death sentences 
The enforcement procedure is the final one for death sentences in capital cases. 
This is the radical means to realise death sentences and to conclude criminal 
procedures of such cases. 
3.2.3.3.1 Executive bases and subjects 
3.2.3.3.1.1 Executive Bases 
As the basic premise of this procedure, executive bases are sentences and orders of 
legal effects involving the death penalty. 
Specifically, 1996CPL Article 208 stipulates that 'judgments and orders 
against which no appeal or protest have been filed within the legally prescribed' 
761 Xue Jianxiang & Min Xing, in NJCLJ/200611-2191 
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term, or 'of final instance' are those of legal effects. It also regulates death 
sentences approved by the SPC and death sentences with a suspension of execution 
approved by HPC within the scope of the executive bases. 1998IECPL Article 337 
adds judgements or orders approved by the HPCs under the authorisation of the 
SPC in this scope. 
Hence, the bases of enforcement should include three categories of 
judgements or orders. The first are those of death sentences with a two-year 
suspension of execution approved by the HPCs. The second are those of death 
sentences with immediate execution approved by the HPCs under the authorisation 
of the SPC. The third are those of death sentences with immediate execution 
approved by the SPC. 
3.2.3.3.1.2 Executive Bodies 
Unlike death sentences with a suspension of execution, death sentences with 
immediate execution are implemented by the PCs of first instance, instead of 
Prison Administrative Bodies, under 1998IECPL Article 341. The IPCs, HPCs and 
SPC may execute death sentences with immediate execution, according to 
1996CPL Articles 20(2), 21 and 22. 
This appears to have several advantages as follows. Since the defendants are 
held in custody within the jurisdiction of first-instance courts, these courts can 
make the best of their convenience to ensure rapid and orderly enforcement of 
death sentences within the legal term. Moreover, some accidents are likely to occur 
during the course of enforcement. As first-instance courts are familiar with the 
facts and the evidence of cases through the trial, they may rapidly investigate these 
accidents and determine whether to resume the enforcement without much delay. 
This appears to ensure exact and just execution and to improve efficiency in the 
procedure as well, this being a requirement of the judicial authority and the 
impartial enforcement of death sentences. 
3.2.3.3.2 Specific procedures 
At first, the signing and issuing of death sentence orders are the direct bases and 
indispensable process for the official start of the procedure for the enforcement of 
death sentences. Without such a mandate, there is no execution of death sentences, 
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even if legal papers are delivered and have become legally effective. 1996CPL 
Article 210 and 19981ECPL Article 33 8 specify that the president of the SPC or 
HPCs shall sign and issue orders of death sentences. This reflects the seriousness of 
the issue in hand and the gravity of the orders' implication. 
Furthermore, 1996CPL Article 211 requires the lower courts to execute death 
sentences in seven days from the date of receiving the orders from the SPC. This 
appears to avoid criminals sentenced to death suffering enormous anxiety for a 
long time and means that executive bodies experience less of the unnecessary 
setbacks which might arise due to the bad behavior before the execution. Hence, 
this short term tends to give equal consideration to humanism and convenience in 
carrying it out. 
Then, the legal executive bodies of death sentences, namely, first-instance 
courts of capital cases, undertake the preparatory work of the enforcement, by 
virtue of 1996CPL Article 212. The examination tends to make for lawful 
execution of death sentences. Subsequently, the courts are obliged to verify the 
identity of the criminal, and ask for any last words or letters, as dictated by 
1998IECPL Articles 212(7) and 346. After the enforcement on the execution 
ground or designated site under 1998IECPL Article 346, they shall 'prepare a 
written record' and 'submit a report on the execution' to the SPC. The latter is 
based on provisions in 1996CPL Article 212(6) and l998IECPL Article 347. This 
tends to protect the right to life against arbitrary deprivation, ensure humane 
treatment, and embody the official policy on the cautious application of the death 
penalty. 
3.2.3.3.3 Enforcement approach 
There are two primary means of executing death sentences, that is, shooting and 
injection, as l996CPL Article 212(2) specifies. The Rules on Some Issues of 
Executing the Death Penalty by Shooting (Trial) further specifies the means and 
process of injection and detailed matters on the use of drugs in execution. This 
appears to be a sign of further civilisation and humanism of the execution means of 
capital punishment in China, and appears to contribute to procedural justness and 
efficiency in the enforcement. 
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However, there is no explicit provision on the right to a choice between being 
shot and receiving a lethal injection by those to be executed. This appears to leave 
the PCs to determine the means of execution, even if the executed applied for any 
specific means. The lethal injection is not the only execution method, but one of 
the choices available for the PCs. Since injection is generally considered to be the 
quicker means and causes less pain than shooting, persons being executed are 
likely to feel they are being treated unequally when different means are decided by 
the courts. Hence, this might breach the right to humane treatment specified in 
ICCPR Article 7. 
3.2.3.3.4 The enforcement procedure for death sentences with a suspension of 
execution 
Differing from death sentences with immediate execution, those with a suspension 
of execution shall be implemented by the first-instance PC. The procedure for their 
enforcement is similar to the enforcement of ordinary cases involving the fixed-
term imprisonment. 
They shall transfer the materials and defendants of such capital cases to 
prisons upon the approval by the HPCs by legal procedures. Prisons take charge of 
reform work of the defendants by means of RTL. Similar to the procedure for the 
enforcement of ordinary cases involving the fixed-term imprisonment, the first-
instance PCs deliver legal files to police, detaining the criminal following effective 
judgments or orders. The police shall transfer the legal documents delivered by the 
PCs within one month. Finally, prisons shall check whether the documents are 
complete, examine the prisoner upon admission, and notify the criminals' relatives. 
Major human rights issues relating to forced labour inevitably arise and will be 
explained in Chapter V. 
3.2.3.4 Procedure for trial supervision of death sentences 
3.2.3.4.1 General 
The procedure for trial supervision is a special one for criminal sentences that have 
taken effect, including death sentences with immediate execution and those with a 
suspension of execution. This lawful procedure is permissible and does not violate 
the principle of ne bis in idem. It is designed to correct wrongful death sentences 
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and ensure judicial justice, in conformity with the protection of the right to life 
from its arbitrary deprivation provided in ICCPR Article 6(1) and China's death 
penalty policy. 
3.2.3.4.2 Advantages 
This special procedure presents several features. Its main advantages could be 
analysed in the following way. 
The first is its limited applicable scope. Distinct from the procedure for the 
first or second instance of death sentences, it merely applies to legally effective 
ones that could be incorrect. This appears to make the best of limited procedural 
resources to correct all death sentences possibly made in error. 
The second is the special subjects of its initiation. Apart from the petition 
presented by a party, legal representative, near relative, or the protest by the PP, the 
PCs also play an active role in it, as stipulated by 1996CPL Articles 203 and 205. 
The president of the PC that finds errors in those sentences made by the PC shall 
refer the case to the trial committee's handling, and both the SPC and HPCs could 
initiate the retrial of the capital cases concerned. These broad subjects tend to 
correct a miscarriage of justice and contribute to a decrease in misjudged death 
sentences. 
The third advantage is various legal conditions for the successful initiation. 
According to 1996CPL Article 204, the retrial may result from evidence for 
supporting facts, and punishment which is unreliable and insufficient, or contradict 
each other. Another condition is definite inaccuracy in the application of law and 
such illegal acts by the judges, such as embezzlement, bribery, or malpractices for 
personal gain, or bending the law in making death sentences. This offers a proper 
direction for the retrial of capital cases and correction of every potential error in 
death sentences. 
The fourth is the principle of comprehensive examination. The PCs shall 
examine both factual and legal problems in the retrial of cases concerned, beyond 
the limits simply of petitions or protests. This appears to make for finding and 




Likewise, the procedure of trial supervision has limitations, which might not fully 
protect the right to life from being arbitrarily deprived. Firstly, this procedure 
would not play a role in correcting potential miscarriage of justice in death 
sentences within a very short period before executions. The death sentences with 
immediate execution shall be executed within 7 days from the date when executive 
bodies receive the order for the execution, different from those with a two-year 
suspension of execution. The seven days seem to be too short to be corrected 
before the improper execution in the procedure. 
The second is the limitation on initiation of this procedure. The PCs that 
initiate this procedure are likely not to provide a fair and impartial trial for death 
sentences, but to lead to misjudged death sentences with immediate execution. As a 
requirement for the initiation, there must be definite errors in the sentences. 
However, what amounts to such errors is unclear as there are no explicit provisions 
setting this out, leaving much room for the PCs or PPs to randomly initiate the 
procedure. Moreover, the legal process of examination by the PCs or PPs appears 
to be an obstacle to the defending party's successful start of the retrial procedure by 
appeals. It tends to be difficult for this party to properly start this procedure. 
The third is the increase of executions. In accordance with 1996CPL Article 
206 and 1998IECPL Article 312, death sentences with a suspension of execution 
may be revised to those with immediate execution. This seems to put the 
defendants at a disadvantage and increase the executions of death sentences. 
Additionally, there is no limitation on times of retrying capital cases, which is 
likely to lead to random initiation of the retrial procedure. This might lead to more 
executions and run counter to the death penalty policy. 
3.2.3.4.3 Procedure for compensation of death sentences 
Both the 1982Constitution 762 and 1994SCL specify the procedure for compensation 
of death sentences. This is useful for promoting judicial fairness and safeguarding 
human rights in capital cases; and conforms to the compensation provision in 
762 1982Constitution Article 41 
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ICCPR Article 14(6). Meanwhile, some disadvantages are likely to influence the 
realisation. Several features of this procedure will be analysed below. 
Firstly, according to 1994SCL Article 15, this compensation adopts the 
principle of limited responsibility and the scope is merely limited to innocent 
persons who were wrongly sentenced to death. This narrow scope appears not to 
safeguard but violate the right to compensation as the requirements of 
1982Constitution Article 41 and 1994SCL Article 2. 
Secondly, according to 1994SCL Article 25, the main method of this 
compensation shall be the payment of damages, and the returning of property or 
restoring it to its original state. Both material and spiritual methods are highly 
regarded in compensating for wrongful death sentences, while the latter is more 
meaningful to the executed than the former. 
Thirdly, the criterion threshold for compensation in cases involving execution 
ofmisjudged death sentences is very low, as indicated in 1994SCL Article 27. This 
tends not to fully protect the rights of the victim and effectively maintains the 
problematic social order. Furthermore, the criterion for death sentences with a 
suspension of execution and for unexecuted death sentences with immediate 
execution is determined according to the criterion for ordinary mistrials pursuant to 
1994SCL Article 26. 
Fourthly, another important characteristic is that the compensation committee 
of the PCs shall hear the application from applicants or the victim disobeying the 
disposal of organs under compensatory obligations. The legal instruments 
concerned are the 1994SCL Articles 20-24 and Provisional Regulations of the 
Supreme People's Court on Procedures for Compensation Committee's Hearing 
Compensation Cases. The committee shall specially designate persons to 
respectively investigate claimants for compensation, bodies under compensatory 
obligations, and reconsideration bodies. Then, the director of the committee shall 
report cases with clear facts and sufficient evidence to this committee for their 
hearing, on the principle that the minority is subordinate to the majority, and then 
the director will make the final decisions. This compact procedure involves secret 
hearing with strong administrative colour, lacks the effective participation of 
parties, and leads to the unfair trial of cases. Hence, this tends to go against the 
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requirements of justice and not to effectively promote the right to compensation in 
capital cases. 
3.3 Judicial Practice 
As the above theoretical analysis demonstrated, the nature of the Chinese legal 
system and the scope of the rights conferred on those implicated in capital crimes 
appear to create justifiable limits on the application of the death penalty. However, 
there is also vast scope for potentially unjust death sentences being granted. This 
joint effect tends to merely indicate the possibility of, rather than the practical 
application of, the death penalty. A complete picture on the Chinese policy on 
capital punishments cannot be ascertained until we examine the issue at a practical 
level. Hence, it is desirable to address the judicial practice in an attempt to assess 
whether China fully fulfils its human rights obligations. 
Generally, studies on capital cases are helpful to objectively analyse a number 
of problems they present from a diverse range of perspectives. The following cases 
are major criminal cases that pertain to death sentences administered in recent 
years in China. They will be explored to illustrate the pros and cons of judicial 
practice in the field of capital punishment. 
Case 1763 
Tieling City IPC of Liaoning Province sentenced Liu Yong to death with 
deprivation of political rights for life and a fine of RMB 15,000,000 for joint 
punishment of crimes after the public hearing on 17th April 2002. This first-
instance sentence was changed to the death penalty with a two-year suspension of 
execution and with deprivation of political rights for life by the HPC in the second 
instance on 11th August 2003. This resulted from the fact that his confession may 
have been obtained by the use of torture. 
With the order of the president of the SPC, Xiao Yang, by laws, on 17th August, 
the SPC decided to retry this case on the basis of improper sentences in the second 
instance by the procedure of trial supervision of death sentences on 8th October 
2003. The SPC convened the collegial bench for a public hearing from 18th 
763 Sina 2-3 
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December with public prosecution by prosecutors, and the attendance of the 
defendant and his defender at Jinzhou City IPC of the Province. The SPC found out 
that criminal facts found in the first and second instance were authentic and the 
conviction was accurate, but the second-instance sentence improperly changed the 
precise first-instance one. It was decided that Liu Y ong should be held responsible 
for all the crimes committed by the mafia-style organisation he organised and led, 
and should thus be sentenced to death with immediate execution for his crimes 
without legal or discretionary mitigating circumstances. On 22nd December, the 
SPC finally revised the final sentence by the HPC at 10:00 a.m. and Tieling City 
IPC executed him by means of injection at the funeral home of Jinzhou City at 
11:35 a.m. 
Case 2764 
On 9th August 2001, Gao Pan went to his neighbour's home where he stole some 
items and then subsequently beat his neighbour to death. The focus of the legal 
debate in this case was whether Gao Pan had reached 18 years old. On 28th May 
2002, the IPC of Baoding City, Hebei Province identified him to be 18 while 
committing the crimes and sentenced him to death for robbery. His appeal for 
identification of the age of his bones was refused by the HPC of Hebei Province 
that finally verdicted to return this appeal and maintain the original sentence, on 
241h April 2003. Upon this news, his family immediately appealed to the People's 
Congress and the SPC for further identification of his age, while being notified that 
he was executed. 765 This is against both domestic criminal law and customary 
international law. An analysis will follow later. 
Case 3766 
On 3rd January 1996, Qiaojia County Police in Zhaotong City, Yunnan Province, 
received a phone call reporting that a dead body had been found near a silk factory. 
After the investigation, the police found out that the deceased was a student in 
Yunnan Institute of Finance and Trade. She had been with her boyfriend, Sun 
Wangang, on the night when she was murdered, on the 2nd January. The bloodstain 
764 Wang Jian, in LL/2004/12; South Net 
765 wang Jian, in LL/2004112 
766 Wang Yan, in ZGDX/2004/4 
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on his clothes and sheets were found to be of the same 'type' as his girlfriends, and 
his self-contradictory confession was basically consistent with the crime scene 
investigation and autopsy results. Thus, following initiation of public prosecution 
by the same-level PP, Zhaozhou City IPC sentenced him to death for intentional 
homicide. 
After the defendant's appeal, the Yuannan Province HPC made a written 
second-instance order of remanding this case to the first-instance court for a new 
trial. Following his second appeal, the HPC sentenced him to death with a 
suspension of execution on 12th November 1998. On 281h September 2003, the 
HPC started the retrial procedure following the provincial Procuratorate's re-
examination, upon appeal by the accused and his family. The HPC announced his 
innocence due to insufficient evidence in January 2004. 
3.3.1 The applicable scope 
3.3 .1.1 The general scope 
3.3.1.1.1 Basic understandings 
In practice, the PCs universally observe this applicable scope of the death penalty 
and tend to sentence those who have committed 'extremely serious crimes' to death. 
Without having yet explained it in detail, diverse understandings among different 
judges or courts lead to distinct sentences on the same type of capital cases. This 
seems to violate the right of those facing the death penalty to be equal before 
tribunals and courts provided in ICCPR Article 14(1); and extend the applicable 
scope of the death penalty. 
Most courts properly consider the case from both objective and subjective 
aspects in hearing cases, in order to cautiously apply the death penalty. For 
instance, the facts of leading a mafia-style organisation to commit serious crimes 
many times in Case 1 led to the defendant being punished by death. This appears to 
contribute to protecting the right to life against arbitrary deprivation provided in 
ICCPR Article 6(1 ). 
3.3.1.1.1.2 Influencing Factors 
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Some courts, nonetheless, seem not to properly consider the above both aspects, 
which is unlikely to fully protect the right to life from arbitrary deprivation. This 
appears to be influenced by a number of primary factors. 
3.3.1.1.1.2.1 'Strike Hard' 
The first factor is the campaign of 'Strike Hard', which from 1983, was 
periodically launched by judicial bodies to emphasise giving heavier and quicker 
punishment to crack down on serious crimes. 767 This tends to have a certain 
influence on the applicable scope of death sentences, which consists of both 
positive and negative aspects. 
Specifically, the PCs tend to attach importance to strictly limiting death 
sentences and to cautiously keep death sentences within the general scope, even 
during the campaign. 'Strike Hard' requires courts to pay equal attention to both 
the efficiency and justice of death sentences, to correct misjudged cases and to 
ensure the legal applicable scope of the death penalty. It was reported that Beijing 
City HPCs revised 35 first-instance death sentences to those with a suspension of 
execution during the period of 'Strike Hard', from April 2001 till 2003.768 This 
reflects a positive element of the general scope. 
The negative one is that giving heavier and quicker punishments has long 
been considered as a standard policy with the emphasis on the function of 'Strike 
Hard'. This appears to lead to extensive application of the death penalty. 
Specifically, some courts tend to 'give heavier punishment' to capital cases in 
ordinary procedures, regardless of mitigating circumstances. The convicts, who 
have attempted murder, impeached or exposed other accomplices in complicity 
cases, or who have actively given up ill-gotten gains after being discovered, still 
appear to be sentenced to death. Meanwhile, they are likely to overemphasise 
'quicker punishment' as opposed to procedural laws when handling cases and aim 
for a higher number of guilty verdicts and executions, which tends to lead to 
misjudged cases. Moreover, some judicial bodies further put forward the policy of 
'the criminals who do not have to be killed should be sentenced to death' and even 
767 So far there have been J.national campaigns of 'Strike Hard'. The, firs( began from September of 1983, the 
second and third respectively started from April of 1996 and the end of2000. 
768 Qiu Wei, in BW(II/08/2003) 
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regulated the ration of executions as an important index for their review of 
outstanding achievements.769 This leads to the striking increase in the number of 
executions, directly deviating from the death penalty policy. 
3.3.1.1.1.2.2. Indignation 
Indignation is a discretionary circumstance in the sentencing of capital cases 770 and 
tends to have a strong influence on the applicable scope of the death penalty in the 
judicial practice of China. 
Such statements as 'extreme indignation' (Minfen Jida) and 'no appeasement 
of indignation unless the execution' (Busha Buzuyi Ping Minfen)771 are not rare in 
judicial documents. Here this indignation means the resentment shown by the 
public, without vested interests, on the basis of a fair and wise assessment of the 
crimes 772 . In Case I, following the second-instance sentence, the public on the 
internet strongly requested sentencing Liu Yang to death with immediate execution, 
which seemed to contribute to the retrial of this case. This tends to be simple 
emotion incited by partially unfounded reports of the press, as the public did not 
understand the details of this case or the basic laws concerned. Hence, it is 
advisable to disregard such irrational matters as discretionary circumstances for the 
trial of capital cases. 
3.3 .1.1.1.2.3 Opinions oflegal experts 
Case I is the first case in which the defence lawyer tried to take advantage of legal 
expert opinions to influence criminal sentences, after the founding of the PRC. It is 
beneficial for judges to adopt the reasonable part of these opinions, but not to take 
them without discrimination. 
Legal experts thought 'the purpose of changing death sentences is to protect 
human rights' due to the 'confession potentially extorted by torture' in the Case.773 
In the light of their advice, the HPC court followed legal expert opinions to change 
the original sentence in the second instance, considering the defendant's confession 
769 JCRB 4 
770 Xiong Hongwen, in PPM/2004 
77 1. Ibid, 
772 Liu De fa, in JXTC/2000/1 
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to have been extorted by torture. This appears not to give full regard to the 
objective harm and subjective intention, ignoring the facts of the defendants' 
crimes and partially relying on authoritative opinions, to make sentences. These 
opinions really did work and influence the death sentence of the HPC, despite the 
fact that the SPC corrected it to affirm the original when it was reviewed. 
3.3 .1.2 The exclusive categories 
In most cases, the death penalty tends not to be applied to juveniles, pregnant 
women and the insane in practice. Reportedly, there is no case on the inane to be 
applied capital punishment, but on juveniles and pregnant women. 
Although no legislation leaves the possibility of sentencing juveniles to death 
in China, the boy under 18 years of age, Gao Pan, in Case 2, was sentenced to 
death and executed. It appears to be a particular instance, which results from 
improper judicial practice and not the relevant legislation on the prohibition of 
capital punishment from being imposed on juveniles. Accordingly, this does not 
appear to violate the relevant customary obligations on the prohibition of juveniles 
from being executed. Even if this case is only a rare phenomenon, however, it 
amounts to the violation of the relevent human right provided in ICCPR Article 
6(5). 
Since not all of pregnant women are prohibited from capital punishment under 
the relevant Chinese legislation, this leaves much room for the systematic 
violations of such human rights as detailed in ICCPR Article 6(5). The reported 
case of Ma Weihua774 is just one of examples that do not fall into the category of 
the women who are pregnant at the time of trial. Considering customary human 
rights obligations related to pregnant women, no pregnant women should be 
executed capital punishment and the above patterns of gross and flagrant violations 
of human rights breach such customary obligations. 
3.3 .2 Other Substantive Issues 
774 Rednet I 
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As some cnmes are punishable by death according to both the 1979CL and 
1997CL, they were subject to the death penalty under the 1979CL. The principle of 
non-retroactivity, provided in ICCPR Articles 6(2) and 15, is universally applicable 
in practice. 
Since the founding of the PRC, the general pardon, in name of amnesty, has 
been for seven times applied to several kinds of criminals, including war 
criminals.775 The NPC Standing Committee made such decisions according to the 
advices of the Central Committee of CCP and the State Council in procedure.776 
This is designed to correct wrongful death sentences and limit the execution. Hence, 
China's practice appears to conform to the principle of pardon provided in ICCPR 
Article 6(2) and (4). 
3.3.3 Ordinary procedures for death sentences 
3.3.3.1 General 
As demonstrated, all the above Cases experienced the first-instance process 
without exception, followed by second-instance sentences, affirming or revising 
the original death sentences. These ordinary procedures will be examined in depth 
to reflect part of the situation on obligations performance. 
3.3.3.2 The first instance 
3.3.3.2.1 Jurisdiction 
In the first instance, the above Cases were heard by tribunals established within the 
IPCs. These are the main first-instance Courts of capital cases at the lowest level, 
with both the HPCs and SPC at the upper level. Where necessary, Upper-level 
Courts may heard or designated lower-level ones to hear such cases. This trial 
jurisdiction is established pursuant to the 1996CPL and these tribunals are 
competent established by law. This is consistent with the requirement of ICCPR 
Article 14(1 ). 
3.3.3.2.2 Trial 
775 Wang Na, in JJPSC/200212 
776 Ibid. 
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In the above Cases, every collegial panel should consist of judges and people's 
assessors with an odd total number, namely, 3 in the IPCs, or 3 to 7 in the HPCs or 
SPC when conducting the trial of first-instance cases 777. 
Following the preparation, Cases are universally held in a public hearing in 
the first instance. Although, according to the law, those involving State secrets, 
private affairs of individuals, or juveniles below 18 years of age shall not be heard 
in public, Gao Pan was tried in a public hearing as a juvenile, which goes against 
ICCPR Article 14(1). After cross-examination by both parties, this trial ends with 
the sentences of guilty or innocent announced by the collegial panel in public. This 
has no legal effect till the procedure for the approval of death sentences. 
3.3.3.3 The second instance 
3.3 .3. 3.1 Initiation 
As the above cases indicated, the defendant's appeal successfully initiated the 
second instance of capital cases. Without this appeal or the protest of the PP, it is 
unlikely that this optional procedure would be started. 
3.3.3.3.2 Hearing scope 
During this procedure, the HPCs or SPC at the next higher level completely review 
the determined facts and the application of law in first-instance sentences, 
regardless of the scope of appeal or protest. This tends to contribute to finding and 
correcting mistakes in first-instance death sentences. 
3.3.3.3.3 Hearing Approach 
In the above Cases of second instance, the HPCs tend not to hold a public hearing 
in court, but read files, interrogate the defendant, and investigate the case, in 
contrast to 1996CPL Article 187. 778 Some defenders have to present written 
opinions in their defence to second-instance courts, which appears not to 
adequately ensure the right to defence.779 This written approach seems merely to 
777 1996CPLArticle 147 
718 Zhou Daoyuan, in RS/2004/8 
719 Ibid. 
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contribute to speeding up the period of concluding capital cases and reducing 
procedural costs. But without the presence of the defendant and cross-examination 
of the two parties, the trial would violate human rights detailed in ICCPR Article 
I4(3)(d) and (e). This tends not to ensure the just application of death sentences or 
safeguard the right to life, but instead increases misjudged cases. 
The written examination was a primary approach of hearing capital cases in 
the second instance before 2006. It was discovered that the HPCs limited the public 
hearing rate of death sentence cases without a protest by the PPs to within I 0% to 
20%.780 Such cases mainly contain appealed cases in the circumstances where there 
are numerous defendants, where crimes have been committed many times, where 
confessions have been overthrown, where there have been many crimes or 
complicated evidence, or where questions are left open.781 
From I st January 2006, however, the public hearing began to apply to all 
second-instance cases that were filed appeals for major facts and evidence as the 
basis of death sentences.782 Since the second half of 2006, all HPCs have taken the 
approach of public hearing in trying any second-instance case involving death 
sentences.783 This appears to fully safeguard the right to a public hearing provided 
in ICCPR Article 14(1). 
3.3.2.3.4 Results 
After the hearing, death penalty cases are likely to be handled in one of the 
following manners. The first is to affirm the original judgement and conclude that 
it correctly determined the facts and properly applied the law, for example, in Case 
2. 
The second is to revise it and conclude that the law was incorrectly applied or 
the punishment was inappropriate, for instance, in Case I. But courts tend not to 
change death sentences from the death penalty with a suspension of execution to 
that with immediate execution in cases of appeal by the side of the defendant. 
The third is to return the case to the first-instance PC for retrial by a new 
collegial panel, for example, in Case 3, where the original judgement lacks unclear 
780 Gao Mingxuan & Zhu Benxin, in MLS/200414 
781 Ibid. 
782 Tne'SPC. in NLR/200617/41 
783 Ibid. . 
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facts or insufficient evidence. During the retrial, the PC is likely to sentence 
heavier punishments than those in the original judgement and even call for the 
death penalty with immediate execution. With less application of the principle of 
presumption of innocence, some death sentences without sufficient facts or 
evidence are likely to be returned time and again for retrial in the second instance. 
3.3 .4 Procedure for Review of Death Sentences 
With the SPC transferring the power to review some death sentences with 
immediate execution, the 33 PCs review death sentences in China at present. They 
consist of the SPC, the HPCs in 31 provinces, autonomous regions, municipalities 
directly under the Central Government, and the Military Court of the PLA. This 
tends to lead to a series of problems and violations of human rights in practice, 
which can be demonstrated as follows. 
Firstly, the HPCs tend to combine the procedure of first or second instance 
with that for review of death sentences,784 as the first-instance or second-instance 
PCs and PCs responsible for approving such sentences in long practice. Some 
written sentences, such as that of Case 2, ended with that 'this sentence (or rule) is 
the approved death sentence (or rule)' in accordance with the 1997NDS that 'the 
SPC authorised the HPCs to review part of death sentences' .785 Even if all second-
instance cases involving death sentences are heard in public at present, the 
procedure for review of death sentences is actually replaced with that for the 
second instance. Others, e.g., Cases 1 and 3, are likely to be reviewed by the HPCs 
in fact but with the SPC in name. This would miss out one chance to correct 
misjudged sentences and not ensure the right of all persons facing the death penalty 
to have sentences be reviewed by a higher tribual. 
Accordingly, the right to a fair trial provided in ICCPR Article 14(1) might be 
breached in the procedure for review of death sentences. Although the SPC only 
review and approve some and not all of death sentences, it was reported that the 
SPC modified and corrected l 0% to 30% cases involving death sentences in the 
procedure for review of them. 786 Even if the HPCs effectively safeguard the justice 
of death sentences with the universal application of public hearing approach, the 
784 Wang Jian, in LL/2004/12 
785 Ibid. 
786 Hu Yunteng/1999/282 
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omission of any legal procedure violates the right to a hearing by a competent 
tribunal. This might increase the possibility of miscarriages of justice in death 
sentences. 
Secondly, the transfer appears to lead to diverse standards in the application of 
the death penalty and breach the right to equality before the courts. The HPCs tend 
to have their own discretionary standards for death sentences within their territorial 
jurisdiction, or fall foul of such abnormal factors as unqualified judges or outside 
interference. 787 Thus, the same crime is likely to be reviewed by the SPC for its 
occurrence in City A, while by the HPC in City B. 
For example, drug-related criminals may be sentenced to death for crimes 
involving up to 200g or 300g of drugs in Hunan Province, which is far less than in 
such provinces as Guangxi and Fuj ian Provinces. 788 The defendants under the 
diverse trial jurisdiction seem to have unequal treatment before procedural laws. 
Also, capital cases violating social order may be approved by provincial courts, 
while those involving economic crimes or State power are reviewed by the SPC. 
This appears to lead to the inequality of treatment of defendants who commit 
diverse kinds of crimes. 789 
Thirdly, this procedure is unable to offer a public hearing with both parties in 
attendance, but takes the approach of a secret reading by the SPC or HPCs. This 
appears to breach the right to a public hearing. Without transparency or openness, 
the PCs tend to dominate the whole course of affairs, and the defendant has to 
passively wait outside for the final results of verdicts. A lack of the effective 
participation of the defendants and of cross-examination of two parties tends to go 
against the minimum guarantees of procedural justice. These might increase the 
difficulty in discovering misjudged death sentences and the possibility of the 
arbitrary deprivation of the right to life. This does not appear to conform to the 
death penalty policy. 
3.3.5 Procedure for Trial Supervision 
3.3.5.1 Initiation 
787 Zhang Yongjiang & Shu Hongshui, in HLS/2005/1 
788 Zhou Daoluan, in SF/20051617-9 
789 Wang Jian, in LL/2004/12 
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In Case 1, the procedure for trial supervision was successfully initiated on the order 
of the president ofthe SPC. Defendants' lawyers may present a petition to a PC to 
initiate this procedure as parties to the cases. But no party, legal representative, or 
near relative presented a petition, nor did the SPP protest against this sentence, 
after the second-instance death sentence took effect.790 Since the HPC combined 
procedure for both the second instance and review of death sentences, the SPC had 
to rectify the second-instance death sentences through retrial rather than review of 
this case on the order of the president of the SPC. This appears to damage the 
stability of second-instance sentences and the trial authority of the HPC of 
Liaoning Province, however it contributes to the protection of the right to life 
against arbitrary deprivation. 
In practice, a party or near relative of the defendants often takes the initiative 
in starting the procedure for trial supervision. Since juveniles below 18 years of age 
cannot be sentenced to death, there is no legal representative for defendants in this 
procedure of capital cases, unless defendants become persons with reduced 
capacity after legally effective death sentences. But some judicial bodies appear 
unwilling to accept the appeal, considering their own interests and possible State 
compensation,791 and thus few appeals tend to be accepted in fact. 792 
Despite re-examining the appeal by the defendant and his family in Case 3, 
the PPs tend to disregard and seldom re-examine the party's appeals after accepting, 
much less protesting against legally effective death sentences. 793 They also pay 
more attention to supervision over cases involving under-punishment, whilst at the 
same time paying less attention to overpunishment,794 which indicates the tendency 
of starting the retrial procedure against the defendants.795 
Additionally, as indicated in Case 2, execution ofthe death sentence shall not 
be suspended when the near relative of the defendant appealed to initiate this 
procedure. 
3.3.5.2 The trial 
790 Huang Qi, in YJXX/200414 
791 Huang Jingping & Peng Fushun, in MLS/200414 
792 Ibid. 
793 The SPP, in ZRJG/2004/l 
794 Ybict: 
795 Huang Jingping & Peng Fushun, in MLS/200414 
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In Case 1, the HPCs convened the collegial bench to hear such cases in public, 
which is an exceptional approach in the procedure for trial supervision. The general 
procedure involves a written examination of capital cases with a necessary 
investigation, 796 which seems to seriously violate the right to a fair and public 
hearing.797 In case 3, during the trial, the City IPC did not change all members of 
the collegial bench in retrial of this case, upon the HPC's order of remanding for a 
new trial. 798 This goes against 1996CPL Article 192 and the potential prejudication 
of original personnel handling the case might lead to an unfair hearing. 799 
The HPCs generally examine capital cases in a comprehensive way under this 
procedure, regardless of the scope of appeals or protests, which tends to favour the 
justice of death sentences. Nonetheless, these courts tend not to cancel death 
sentences that have been issued, considering their collegiate interests. 800 This 
appears not to correct all misjudged death sentences that might be found. 
3.3.6 The Judicial Situation of Procedural Rights 
3.3 .6.1 The rights inferred from legal obligations of judicial bodies 
Since most rights inferred from the legal obligations of judicial bodies tend to 
guarantee a fair trial, all of these rights could be classified into two groups. These 
are the right to a fair trial and to humane treatment. 
3.3.6.1.1 The right to a fair trial 
As the above procedures demonstrated, China carries out a unique trial system to 
ensure the right to a fair trial in capital cases. This right mainly involves adherence 
to the following elements. 
3.3 .6.1.1.1 Equality before the Law 
With the principle of equality before the law enshrined in 1982Constitution Article 
33, 1997CL Article 4 and 1996CPL Article 6, the judicial bodies tend to strictly 
796 Hu Changlong/2003/338 
797 Gao Zhanchuan, in JAEGPSL/1200414 
79~WangYan, in ZGDX/200414 
799 Ibid. 
800 Huang Jingping & Peng Fushun, in MLS/2004/4 
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implement the laws concerned. During litigation of capital cases, all participants 
fully exercise rights and coequally fulfil obligations under equal judicial protection 
and special judicial relief where necessary. The individuals who commit capital 
crimes are prosecuted under the criminal liability and sentenced to the same 
punishments for identical crimes under similar circumstances. This appears 
consistent with the right guarantee in ICCPR Article 14(1). 
Nonetheless, violations of this principle still happen in practice. There are 
several points to this problem. During investigation, some police appear to refuse 
judicial bodies to take evidence from them, or reject their attendance in court and 
performance of the duty to witness. This seems to result from the strong influence 
of ideas inherited from the feudal past in China and lead to obvious inequality 
among individuals on the basis of differences in occupation or social status. 
Moreover, it is really difficult for defenders to collect evidence at this stage, which 
means there is a practical inequality between the accusing and defending party that 
should be equal in law. 
In trial, the written examination approach lacks effective participation and 
cross-examination of parties, as indicated in the above Cases. The widespread 
application of this approach, in procedures for the second instance and review of 
death sentences, appears to aggravate the unequal situation between the accusing 
and defending party. Furthermore, the transfer of the power to approve death 
sentences to the HPCs seems to lead to diverse standards in the application of death 
penalty laws among persons accused of different capital crimes or in different 
provinces. Additionally, it is possible for persons who committed capital crimes 
not to be sentenced to death under the influence of outside factors. 
In execution, many high officials and rich merchants appear to be executed in 
the relatively humane manner of injection, while most unknown common criminals 
by shooting. Among those Cases, the merchant prince, Liu Yong, was injected 
respectively in Case 1, while Gao Pan was shot as an ordinary criminal in Case 2. 
This shows unequal treatment in the method of execution, which is against the 
principle of equality. 
3.3 .6.1.1.2 The Principle of Nulla Poena Sine Lege 
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The judicial situation of this principle tends to be one of the factors that influence 
the quality of death sentences and the number of executions. In practice, judges 
tend to convict and punish criminals punishable by death strictly pursuant to the 
criminal laws concerned. This seems to present one side of the basic situation on 
practising the principle of nulla poena sine lege in China. 
The other side involves several disadvantages and problems as follows. Under 
the current political systems, it still remains a serious problem that Party and 
government organisations interfere with the independent practice of the 
prosecutorial and judicial power. 801 The senior leadership paid more attention to 
the behaviours of some local officers, 802 while it is not rare for courts to convict 
persons for activities not punishable by laws or to conclude the verdict of not guilty 
even though the law stipulates them to be crimes. 803 This problem may exist in 
capital cases. Moreover, not all judges are able to strictly explain laws in favour of 
the defendants. 804 Hence, it is no wonder that such misjudged cases as Case 3 were 
not discovered or that innocent persons were not exonerated. 
3.3 .6.1.1.3 Presumption of Innocence 
Without the principle of presumption of innocence explicitly established, there is 
no effective guarantee of this human right in practice. This appears to be indicated 
by the following observations. 
Firstly, accused persons are referred to as criminal suspects before their 
conviction or discharge by the PC, instead of criminals, which tends to encourage 
judicial officials to rectify the prejudice against, and to safeguard the rights of, 
criminal suspects. Secondly, judges, prosecutors and investigators actively collect 
evidential materials that could be evidence only following the cross-examination of 
both parties in court. Thus, illegal evidence, such as the oral confession extorted by 
torture in Case 1, could not be used to prove the guilt or innocence. Furthermore, 
the PCs sentence criminals to death, as illustrated in the above Cases, but not in 
doubtful capital cases, to avoid misjudged sentences and wrongful executions. For 
801 He Bingsong/1997/66 
802Cai.Dingj ian/1999/295 
803 Cheng Guangzhong2002/349 
804 Ibid. 
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example, in Case 3, the inappropriate sentence was corrected to ensure judicial 
justice. 
However, the legal duty of telling the truth805 and a lack oflegal safeguards on 
excluding all unlawful evidence tend to deviate from the principle provided in 
ICCPR Article 14(2). This is likely to lead to two primary problems. 
The first is the collection of evidence by unlawful means. With the poor 
condition of investigation techniques, police seem to depend on suspects' 
confession too much. The legal obligation to tell the truth appears to facilitate their 
undue dependence on such oral confession gathered by any means, including such 
unlawful means as torture. For example, some innocent defendants charged with 
capital crimes are likely to be sentenced to death with a two-year suspension of 
execution, on the basis of unclear facts or insufficient evidence. Misjudged cases 
aroused the intense response and broad concern across all spectrum of the Chinese 
society. 
The second problem is the tendency to give heavy punishments to the suspects, 
regardless of their innocence or guilt. In recent years, the media have reported more 
cases of courts sentencing the innocent to death,806 such as Case 3, and '[T]he First 
Case of China Lawyers' Tax Evasion' 807• In fact, the innocent find it impossible to 
tell their own side of the story, and guilty suspects are unwilling to present 
evidence and facts for fear of incriminating themselves, but offer untrue oral 
confessions or overthrow the true one. This tends to be regarded as a bad attitude 
which leads to heavy punishments and the expansive application of death sentences. 
3.3.6.1.1.4. An Independent and Impartial Trial 
The explicit provisions on an independent and impartial trial in the Chinese 
legislation appear not to be guaranteed in practice. There seems no independent or 
impartial trial in criminal proceedings, especially in capital punishment cases, for 
several reasons. 
Firstly, the system of collective trial inside judicial bodies tends to strengthen 
the control of judges by means of decision-making by a collegial benches or trial 
805~1996CPLArticle 93 
806 Li Junming & Song Yanhui, in JHRTU/200414 
807 Zhao Xiaoqiu, in LL/2003/11 
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committee. This is designed to draw on the wisdom of the masses and reduce 
misjudged cases, while presiding judges cannot make sentences impartially, nor 
can the members of trial committee attend trials. 808 This is against justice. 
Secondly, lower courts tend to report to upper ones and ask for instructions 
with respect to both legal and factual problems, and upper courts investigate into 
misjudged cases sentenced by lower courts. This appears to indicate that lower 
courts are under the guidance, rather than the supervision, of upper ones in 
decision-making. Similarly, under the legal systems of the European Community, a 
court or tribunal of a Member State may send issues to the Court of Justice for 
clarification of law. As Consolidated Version of the Treaty Establishing the 
European Community Article 234 stated, the court or tribunal of a Member State 
shall bring the matter, raised in a case pending before that court or tribunal 'against 
whose decisions there is no judicial remedy under national law', before the Court 
of Justice for 'the interpretation of this Treaty'. 
Thirdly, the good training of judges themselves contributes to an impartial 
trial. Not all Chinese judges have good training. It seems difficult for unqualified 
judges to try capital cases without the help of colleagues, leaders or upper courts. 
This might lead to the partiality of judges in hearing cases and making judgements. 
Fourthly, judicial bodies have long been regarded as political tools809 under 
the absolute guidance of party committees in judicial work since 1949, which leads 
to a lack of due respect for laws, courts and for independent justice. 810 The 
leadership of CCP abolished the system of party committees examining and 
approving particular cases in public proclamation in the early 1980s. Yet in fact the 
committee of the same or upper level still directly intervenes in sentences of 
momentous or sensitive cases, and main cadres appear to oppugn concrete trials.811 
With the mainstream idea of judicial independence in political circles, 812 politics 
and law committees inside party committees of all levels, mainly discuss and 
submit some great or momentous cases to party committee of the appropriate level 
808 He Weifang/1998/56-57 
809 Law-lib 2 
810 Ibid. 
811 ZFS 2 
812 Ibid. 
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for decision-making. This might have a negative influence on an independent and 
impartial trial. 
Fifthly, the local People's Congress tends to select judicial personnel from 
local State bodies, which is likely to lead to a mixture of qualified and unqualified 
judges, or even, in some areas, an entirely poor collection of judicial personnel. 
The People's Congress also has the power to supervise all stages of judicial 
proceedings. These would influence the independence of courts. Since legislative 
bodies represent public opinions that are not always consistent with judicial justice, 
they might change the impartial position of judges to make unjust judgements. 
3.3.6.1.1.5. A Public Trial 
The SPC required public hearings in the second instance of all capital cases from 
July 2006 pursuant to the 2005NPH. 813 The second-instance courts are legally 
obliged to hear all capital cases in public, whereas in practice not all capital cases 
are held in a public hearing in the second instance. In the above Cases which were 
heard before 2006, there was no public trial in procedures for the second instance 
or for review of death sentences. It follows that not all persons facing the death 
penalty are allowed to give their evidence because in China close trials mean that 
no evidence can be adduced. These obviously breach the relevant procedural law 
and might lead to bad decisions. 
Among all the Cases above, the public hearing is the universal approach that 
courts use in trying cases, with the written examination as an exception in the first 
instance. This appears to contribute to the broad participation of both sides in 
cross-examining and debating pertinent facts or evidence. In the second instance, 
judges mainly read files, interrogate the defendant, and hear the opinions of 
defenders, when they handle most capital cases without the participation of the 
accusing party or cross-examination of both parties. 814 The procedure for review of 
death sentences follows the same approach. This appears to leave much room for 
the PCs to prosecute, command, and decide what counts as evidence of guilt or of 
the seriousness of crimes.815 
813 The SPC, in NLR/200617147 
814 Zhao Heli & Zhou Shaohua, in MLS/2004/4 
815 Ibid. 
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Additionally, courts appear to merely examine evidence recognised in the first 
instance to determine whether crimes are extremely serious. This might hamper the 
effort to find sufficient evidence, thus, not ensuring the justice of death sentences. 
3.3.6.1.1.6 On the Principle ofNe Bis In Idem 
Although there is no explicit provision on the principle of ne bis in idem, the 
judicial practice of China tends to conform to this principle. From the above Cases, 
the procedure for trial supervision would not go against the above principle, as a 
permissible exceptional circumstance, but might lead to more disadvantages for 
those facing the death penalty. 
Case I was brought to retrial on the same crimes and this changed the second-
instance sentence from death sentences with a suspension of execution to those 
with immediate execution. This increases the original punishments of the 
defendants and put them at a greater disadvantage. 
3.3.6.1.1.7 Degree ofProof 
Owing to the significance and irreversibility of death sentences, and the 
ineluctability of misjudged cases, it is necessary for States to establish the strictest 
and most incontestable system of proof possible. From Case 3, several serious 
problems in practice will be addressed. 
Firstly, the PCs tend to impose conviction on capital cases with evidence 
reaching an apodeictic degree of 97% or 98%.816 As indicated in the Conference on 
National Work of Social Order and Public Security in 2001, the basic principle of 
'Strike Hard' refers to both clarity of basic facts and reliability and sufficiency of 
basic evidence for handling cases. This differs from clear facts and reliable and 
sufficient evidence in 1996CPL Article 162 and decreases requirements of 
evidence. Accordingly, considering many doubtful points and incompatible 
evidence, the PCs imposes the death penalty with a suspension of execution, which 
really leads to more wrongful death sentences and the expanding scope of capital 
punishment. 
816 Liu Renwen, in Zhao Bingzhi/2004 
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Secondly, relevant evidence without cross-examination and even illegal 
evidence tend to be adopted as the evidence that could be used to determine a case. 
As investigations have shown, there was no exclusion of unlawful evidence in the 
PCs, PPs and Police of Beijing City, Hainan Province, Henan Province, Hebei 
Province, Shanxi Province and Jilin Province. 817 
Apart from extortion of evidence by torture in Case 1, a policeman signed the 
written statement on behalf of Sun Wangang, in Case 3, and the personnel of the 
City PP failed to arraign him. 818 Such illegal confessions should not be adopted as 
important evidence when it comes to the prosecution or accusation of crimes,819 
and has in fact lead to incorrect death sentences. 
Further problems are brought to light by the Case Zhao involving intentional 
homicide 820 that was tried in a public hearing open to national view and 
emulation. 821 The record of an inquest or examination on the scene was signed or 
sealed neither by those involved nor by the eyewitnesses. Only one expert 
conducted the handprint or footprint identification which is less than the legal 
number of experts required by appraisal certificate. Yet the PC announced that the 
above evidence tallied with the oral confession ofthe defendant, and the defender's 
pointing out of evidence deficiencies failed to be used in revealing the verdict, after 
the cross-examination. This case shows the improper use of illegal evidence to 
decide a verdict. 
Another mistake is not to apply the death penalty where not all details of the 
facts are clear or where both direct and indirect forms of evidence are available.822 
This is likely to affect the conviction's being reached in the appropriate time 
because not all facts or forms of evidence are available in all cases. Actually, clear 
facts and evidence on constitutive elements of crimes are necessary and sufficient 
for the legal standards for conviction, regardless of whether or not all the facts and 
evidence have been covered. 
3.3.6.1.2 Humane treatment 
817 Yang Yuguan, in Cheng Guangzhong/2002/260 
818 Wang Yan, in ZGDX/200414 
819 Ibid. 
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In judicial practice, China has achieved great progress in the humane treatment of 
capital criminals. The injection means has been adopted as a humane execution 
method.823 It is regarded as suitable for less executed persons, the elder and those 
with walking difficulty in China.824 Moreover, capital criminals can now meet their 
relatives before dying with the first example being in Beijing on 17th September 
2003, pursuant to 50 measures of the HPC ofBeijing825 • 
However, a series of problems in violation of humane treatment remain to be 
resolved at various stages of the process in capital cases. 
During investigation, some judicial bodies are likely to take compulsory 
measures excessively, collect evidence by unlawful means, or maltreat prisoners, 
such as in Cases 1 and 3. This inhumane treatment tends to lead to misjudged death 
sentences and even incidents involving criminal suspects' injury or death, which 
are frequently reported in newspapers. 
In execution, there are still serious problems, some of which could be 
illustrated from an article entitled 'Experience in Enforcement of Death Sentences' 
by a military police soldier. 
Firstly, the author states that 13 pnsoners sentenced to death had been 
executed on the same day. This tends to intensify deterrence and maintain social 
order826, especially, when such executions are on the eve of important festivals.827 
This is likely to violate the term of 7 days in 1996CPL Article 211, which requires 
the lower PC 'cause the sentence to be executed within seven days' after receiving 
an execution order from the SPC. 
Secondly, the executed were sentenced at a public sentencing rally with 
journalists from Xi' an TV station and PCs News, and the public in attendance. This 
form of trial appears to consider the executed essentially as a tool and seriously 
infringes their human dignity. 
Thirdly, Captain Zhou Rong asked the executed to kneel down, put out a chest, 
and raise their head without looking around, so as to avoid more pain in execution 
that was necessary. Team members responsible for the execution fastened their 
823 Chen Lie & Zhang Leping, in QB(11/07/1997) 
824 Zhuang Xujun, in JSUST/2005!4 
825 Xinhuanet 18 
826 JCRB 6 
827 e.g., New Year's Day, Chinese New Year, National Day and even World Children's Day 
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trousers around their ankles to avoid encopresis or irretention. This may be done 
out of humanitarianism but it still humiliates the person. 
Fourthly, an old person whose daughter was killed by a criminal on the 
vehicle gesticulated at him and shouted abuses at passing criminals regardless of 
others' dissuasion. 828 A soldier scornfully taunted one ofthe executed. Such words 
and deeds are a clear sign of poor treatment and a lack of respect for the prisoners, 
an attitude which has been repeatedly reproached by the SPC, SPP and MOPS. 
Apart from the above problems indicated in the article, males facing the death 
penalty tend to be shaved, without choice, in detention houses or prisons. 829 
Regardless of their guilt or innocence, they are deemed to be convicts simply by 
the sign of their close shave, which appears to be disgraceful and humiliating 
treatment for persons facing the death penalty. Additionally, many local courts are 
accustomed to pronouncing the sentence of death penalty twice, both in prison and 
at the adjudication meeting during the execution of death sentences. This seems to 
obviously increase the defendant's distress and go against their right to humane 
treatment. 
After the execution, cases of the illegal transplant of organs have appeared in 
recent years. In supervising over execution of death sentences by shooting, 
procuratorial bodies found that some courts sold convicts' organs, including kidney 
and cornea, to hospitals after they had been executed. 830 As organ trafficking is 
prohibited and consent is required for one of someone' s organs, 831 enforcement 
bodies seem to make an oral agreement with medical treatment and research 
institutions to transplant the organs of the executed. The personnel of medical 
affairs have immediately transplanted organs from the newly executed to patients. 
Thus, both courts and hospitals benefit from this practice but only after the 
moral violation of not asking for the consent of the executed or their close relatives. 
The economic advantages to be gained are counter-influence on the achievement of 
justice in hearing such cases. With the agreement of selling organs to hospitals, 
courts are likely to prefer death sentences with immediate execution to those with a 
suspension of execution or other punishments. This tends to lead to both more 
828 Yue Zhaohui, in JS/1996/12 
829 Xu Lan; in"SGA/2004/2 
83° Chen Qi & Luo Lu, in JCSJ/l003/5/70 
831 Yan Shide & Dong Kaiwei, in LC(23/09/2003) 
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executions and judicial injustice in death sentences, 832 deviating from the policy of 
strict limits on the death penalty. It also goes against the right not to be subjected to 
torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment provided in the 
ICCPR, CAT and CRC. 
3.3.6.2 Rights available to the accused party 
3.3 .6. 2.1 The rights to defence and legal aid 
The rights to defence and legal aid are important ones in presenting the practical 
situation of the procedural rights of persons facing the death penalty when 
compared to those of the accusing party. The rights have been improved to 
reinforce the defence function and promote the development of the criminal 
defence in practice since the implementation of the 1996CPL. Yet, these do not 
appear to be guaranteed at all stages of judicial proceedings. It is also difficult to 
fully exercise them at the limited stages in capital cases and thus to effectively 
safeguard the legal rights and interests of persons facing the death penalty to a 
certain degree. 
Firstly, some investigators appear not to inform criminal suspects of the right 
to appoint lawyers after the investigative bodies' first interrogation or compulsory 
measure, and thus many suspects have no idea about it. Without explicit legal 
procedures for informing people of such rights, it has been shown that investigators 
did not inform criminal suspects of the procedural rights concerned during 
interrogation in over 85% cases put on record. 833 
Secondly, defence lawyers cannot read all file records during examination for 
prosecution and have to resort to the PC for evidence materials transferred by the 
PP. These materials tend merely to testify to the guilt of the accused more than 
their innocence or the pettiness of crimes and are often not even offered by the PP 
due to its consideration that some of the main evidence is unimportant. Hence, it 
seems that defenders cannot have a good preparation for defence in the court 
session, which appears to limit the practical application of the right to defence. 
Thirdly, with limitations on number or time of meetings, it seems to be 
difficult for defenders to meet criminal suspects in custody. The investigators tend 
832 Hu Changlong/2003/309-311 
833 Shi Jian & Nie Yonggang, in SSJCS/200511 
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to plead various reasons to hamper or postpone such meetings, including the 
involvement of State secrets, the personnel handling a case being out and the need 
for approval by officials in charge. 834 It seems that lawyers have to wait a long time 
for arrangements by investigative bodies. Even with their permission, lawyers are 
limited to meeting the accused once for less than 30 minutes835 or twice from 15 to 
45 minutes each836 before a trial. 
In every phase of the process, investigators attend such meetings without 
exception.837 During the meeting in investigation, they tend to arbitrarily intervene 
in talking between lawyers and criminal suspects, through limiting the topics 
discussed, directly asking questions, or recording the session by secret kinescoping 
or supervision. 838 Even at later stages, lawyers and defendants have to talk by 
phone with windows between them, and the defendant cannot clearly see materials 
presented by lawyers or sign interview notes, not to mention discuss secret 
information. 839 
This appears to prevent lawyers from obtaining sufficient case details to 
provide defendants with high-quality defence. This ts likely to hamper the full 
practice of the right to defence. 
Fourthly, defenders cannot investigate cases to obtain evidence for the defence 
in investigation. With the permission of the judicial bodies concerned and the 
consent of the victim or witnesses they can collect information from them. It is 
difficult for defenders' lawyers to successfully collect evidence or materials in 
practice. 
Moreover, defence lawyers appear to be at a risk of being accused of criminal 
misconduct. It frequently happens in such cases that lawyers are suspected of 
crimes such as the defender and agent ad litem's destroying evidence, falsifying 
evidence, or interfering with witnesses. Both the 1996CPL and 1997CL began to 
be implemented in 1997, which was deemed to be a disastrous year for Chinese 
lawyers. 840 According to statistics by the All-China Lawyers Association, more 
834 Liu Meixiang, in JXU/200511; Yang Man, in JWMM/12004/2 
835 Li Yimin & Yang Yongzhi, in HLS/2005/I 
836 Li Lina & Yi Fangdun, in JAEGPSLJ/200414 
837 Yang Man, in JWMMI/2004/2 
8~8 Li Lina& )'i_F!ingduJ!,itlJ~§GPSL//2004/4 
839 Yang Man, in JWMMI/200412 
840 Wang Li/2002/2 
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than 400 defense attorneys were accused of these crimes and detained in the period 
from 2nd January 1997 to 2003,841 including one of the 'Ten Excellent Lawyers' 
Zhang Jianzhong842 • Some of them were likely to have been improperly accused 
due to the abuse of authority by judicial bodies, 843 such as the Case of Liu 
Zhengqing in Yueyang City, Hunan Province, which led to the cessation of 
criminal defence work in the whole city as a protest.844 
The above obstacles are likely to lead to sudden death sentences in the first 
instance, no actual function of the second-instance procedure, or no acceptance of 
justified defence opinions. 845 This restricts the effective practice of this right in the 
first and second instances of death sentences, not to mention the procedure for 
review of death sentences. 
Additionally, the system of legal aid merely exists in the trial phase, instead of 
for the whole course. The right to legal aid would not be effectively safeguarded. 
With the recent establishment of this system and backward conditions in some 
parts of China, the fund dedicated to it appears to be very meagre. Thus, the system 
tends not, in practice, far from meeting social needs. 
3.3.6.2.2 The right to call and examine witnesses 
In practice, the PCs hear all capital cases that should be prosecuted and supervised 
by the PPs. It is essential to ensure the right of those facing the death penalty to call, 
obtain the attendance of, and examine witnesses, in order to keep imbalance 
between the accusing and defending parties. However, the PPs are likely to 
optionally prosecute the criminal responsibility of witnesses and the PCs might 
have a negative attitude towards the testimony of the defendants. 846 This would 
lead to the serious imbalance between them and actually not to effectively protect 
the right to call and examine witnesses. 
Moreover, a lack of legal safeguards or protective measures for preventing 
attacks against, or interference with witnesses, appears to lead to a low 
841 BDHRL5 
842 China Court 1 
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participation ofthem in court. 847 This might not fully safeguard the above right, but 
aggravate the imbalance between both parties in criminal cases. This also appears 
to lead to the high rate of conviction in capital cases, more death sentences and 
even executions. 
3.3 .6.3 Rights to eliminate the effect of misjudged sentences 
Among these rights, primary ones include both the right of appeal and that of 
criminal compensation. This will be examined in detail one by one. 
3.3 .6. 3.1 The right of appeal 
As demonstrated in the above Cases, China tends to fully safeguard the legal right 
of appeal to examine legally improper death sentences in the procedure of the 
second instance or legally effective ones in the procedure of trial supervision. In 
practice, 99% of defendants exercise this right to initiate procedures for the second 
instance, 848 with the principle that no appeal will result in additional punishment. 
This tends to contribute to the effective protection of this right and promoting the 
justice of death sentences. 
Yet, in most circumstance, it seems to be difficult for prisoners to successfully 
exercise this right in the proper period following the sentence for several reasons. 
The limits on meeting between defence lawyers and the defendants appear to 
obstruct lawyers in helping defendants serving death sentences with a suspension 
of execution to actually exercise this right. The policy of additional punishment in 
cases of failed appeals from trial supervision cases prevents persons facing the 
death penalty from making an appeal. This is obviously a wrong rule. 
Moreover, the short period for appeal seems to lead to extremely rushed 
execution of death sentences. As indicated in Case 1, the SPC sentenced Liu Y ong 
to death at 10:00 a.m. according to procedure for the second instance and 
immediately executed at 11:35 am on the same day. In general, criminals sentenced 
to death tend to undergo a range of extreme feelings after receiving death sentences, 
and thus are likely to miss the legal term for the exercise of this right due to 
847 ZFS l 
848 Wang Jian, in LL/2004/12 
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extreme anxiety and fear of death. Even if their family exercised this right 
immediately after final death sentences, they are likely to be hastily executed, for 
example, Case 2. Hence, it is useful to extend the term to make the appeal 
meaningful and fully safeguard the right to appeal. There would be much chance to 
correct misjudged death sentences and adequately safeguard the rights of those 
facing the death penalty. 
3.3.6.3.2 The right of criminal compensation 
In practice, China tends to strictly carry out criminal compensation in capital cases 
according to laws. Meanwhile, there are several serious problems remain to be 
resolved. 
The hearing of the compensation committee seems to be secret, and 
applicants for compensation have no right to a lawyer's help, appeal or any 
effective participation in this process. Especially, a functional department inside 
the PC hears misjudged cases to decide whether or not the PC itself undertakes the 
responsibility for compensation. These appear to leave much possibility of not fully 
safeguarding the right to criminal compensation, especially in capital punishment 
cases. 
3.4 Conclusion 
Although China officially maintains the policy of strict limits on and cautious 
application of capital punishment, Chinese criminal systems do not appear to fully 
protect the right to life from being arbitrarily deprived in law or practice. There is 
an obvious distinction between the policy and China's legal and judicial practices 
concerning capital punishment. 
In Chinese legislation, there is no explicit provision on presumption of 
innocence 'until proved guilty according to law' provided for in ICCPR Article 
14(2). Despite the fact that there is no conviction without a trial by the PC849, the 
legal duty to tell the truth850 and no exclusion of any evidence obtained by unlawful 
means, e.g., torture, tend to deviate from the principle of presumption of innocence 
849 1996CPL Article 12 
850 1996CPL Article 48 
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during investigation. This appears to leave much room for compelling any person 
facing the death penalty to 'testify against himself or to confess guilt' in violation 
of ICCPR Article 14(3 )(g). 
Moreover, lawyers are unable to be present at the initial police interrogation 
during investigation. Together with other legal restrictions on practising lawyers, 
the person facing the death penalty might not be entitled with the right 'to 
communicate with counsel of his own choosing' provided in ICCPR Article 
14(3)(b); or to defend himself 'through legal assistance of his own choosing' in 
ICCPR Article 14(3)(d). These do not appear to meet minimum guarantees in the 
determination of criminal charges specified in ICCPR Article 14(3) or fair trial 
required by ICCPR Article 14. 
Due to the severe lack of legal safeguards and above-mentioned breaches of 
human rights, the practice would not guarantee due process. Under the current 
political and judicial systems, Party and government organisations may interfere 
with criminal trials and there might have political pressure to pass death sentences. 
Furthermore, the transference of the power to review some death sentences from 
the SPC to the HPCs is actually no final approval of death sentences. This appears 
to violate all of the relevant human rights provided in ICCPR Article 14(1); 
14(3)(d); 14(3)(e); and 14(5). The exclusive approach of written examination in the 
procedure for review of death sentences also breaches the right to a public hearing 
provided in ICCPR Article 14(1). These lead to more violations of human rights 
and even arbitrary or unlawful deprivation of life in capital punishment cases, 
under customary laws. 
In execution of death sentences, public rallies and the parading of prisoners 
sentenced to death might constitute inhuman or degrading treatment. Although 
China prohibits organ transplants by unlawful means only, a lack of meaningful or 
voluntary consent of the executed or his relatives before lawful organ transplants 
would amount to cruel or inhuman treatment. Torture also might be a means by 
which judicial bodies take unlawful evidence from those facing the death penalty; 
or manage prison at Reform-through-labour institutions in the implementation of 
death sentences with a suspension of execution, as indicated in Chapter V. This 
appears to breach the fundamental freedom from torture, cruel, inhuman or 
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degrading treatment provided in the CAT or the CRC where children suffer from 
such treatment. 
At the substantive level, most of legal provisions concerning capital 
punishment in China appear to conform to the ICCPR, except for the limited scope 
of pregnant women excluded from execution of capital punishment. Although the 
general applicable scope- 'extremely serious crimes' seems consistent with ICCPR 
Article 6(2), it extensively covers crimes of endangering the State security; of 
endangering public security; of undermining the Socialist economic order; of 
infringing upon the rights of the person and the democratic rights of citizens; of 
property violation; of obstructing the administration of public order; of 
endangering interests of national defence; of embezzlement and bribery; of 
dereliction of duty; and crimes contrary to duties committed by servicemen. 
The 1997CL exempts persons below 18 years old and the insane from the 
imposition of capital punishment, not to mention its execution, which conforms to 
China's customary obligations. Not all pregnant women, but only those 'at the 
trial' are excluded from capital punishment, which is different from pregnant 
women exempted from only the execution of capital punishment in ICCPR Article 
6(5) and the relevant customary obligations. Apart from these, the 1997CL 
includes the right to commutation, to amnesty; and the principles of non-
retroactivity and non-reintroduction. 
Under the influence of 'Strike Hard', the applicable scope of capital 
punishment tends to be extensively applied on the basis of a broad coverage of 
'extremely serious crimes'. As a result, those facing the death penalty may be 
convicted or executed on this basis and capital punishment may be argued to be on 
the increase. 'Strike Hard' campaign might also mean that those who do not 
deserve to die may have to be sentenced to death or executed. Moreover, judicial 
bodies tend to pay more attention to substantive justice than procedural justice,851 
which leaves much room for the expedience rather than rigour of conviction. This 
might lead to the extensive and even arbitrary imposition and execution of capital 
punishment. The scope of such executions may include the disabled, foreign 
nationals, the residents of Hong Kong and Macao, and those involving extradition 
851 Wang Yan, in ZGDX/2004/4/56-61 
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issues, which may be executed by the 1997CL; and child offenders that should not 
be sentenced to death, pregnant women that should not be executed under the 
1997CL or China's customary obligations. 
Therefore, the practice on capital punishment tends to deviate from China's 
official policy and remain a distinction from the relevant human rights obligations. 
China appears to breach its customary obligation on pregnant women by patterns of 
gross and flagrant violations of human rights related; its treaty obligations in the 
CAT and even the CRC by particular instances. Among the requirements of the 
ICCPR contained in the 1996CPL or 1997CL, however, most of the substantive 
provisions concerning capital punishment appear to conform to the ICCPR. 
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Chapter IV FORCED LABOUR AND INTERNATIONAL HUMAN RIGHTS 
LAW 
4.1 GENERAL 
Forced or compulsory labour continues to exist in this modern age and has the 
effect of violating both civil and socio-economic rights, even amounting to slavery 
and servitude. The prohibition of such labour has been recognised and codified into 
international human rights law. Various international and regional instruments have 
been adopted to protect the freedom of labour and also to reform its systems by the 
introduction of compulsory provisions which State parties should adhere to. 
The CLN 852 expressly prohibits the slave trade 853 and requires 'fair and 
humane conditions of labour' 854 • Without reference to forced labour, the 
requirement of 'fair and humane conditions of labour' implies to prevent any 
labour against such conditions, including forced labour. The Slavery, Servitude, 
Forced Labour and Similar Institutions and Practices Convention of 1926, 855 
adopted by the LN in 1926 and came into effect in 1927, is mandated to both 
suppress slave trade856 and prohibit forced labour. 857 It has been described as 'the 
first true international human rights law treaty' .858 
The UN, European Commission, OAS and OAU have over a long period 
actively engaged in the process of standard setting in the prevention of forced 
labour. The UDHR in 1948, ADRDM adopted by the OAS in 1948859, and ACHPR 
adopted by the OAU in 1981 and brought into force in 1986,860 all prohibit forced 
labour. The ICESCR adopted by the GAin 1966 and in force from 1976,861 and the 
European Social Charter862 adopted by the Council of Europe in 1961, entered into 
force in 1965 and revised in 1996, guarantee the right to work, rights concerning 
pay and conditions of work, rest and leisure, of workers. This equally applies to 
forced labourers and seems to contribute to prohibition of forced labour. The 
852 Evans1/2003/1-7 
853 CLN Article 22 
854 CLN Article 23(a) 
855 60/LNTS/253 
856 SSFL Article 4 








SCA, 863 in force from 1957, adopted the approach of simply referring to the SSFL 
and other instruments on forced or compulsory labour in the Preamble. Differently, 
the ICCPR adopted in 1966, ECHR in 1953 and ACHR in 1978 expressly prohibit 
forced labour and list the relevant exceptions in their provisions. The International 
Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members 
of Their Families864 adopted in 1990 and entered into force in 2003 also explicitly 
prohibits such labour with certain exceptions, but this treaty only applies to migrant 
workers and members of their families. 
Since the establishment of the International Labour Organization in 1919, a 
series of special instruments has contributed to the development of international 
human rights instruments in the field of forced labour. The Convention concerning 
Forced or Compulsory Labour, 865 which came into force in 1932, defined the 
forced labour that should be prohibited, whilst also including the permissible forms 
of compulsory work or service as exceptions and detailing both the conditions for 
and restrictions on the imposition and performance of such labour. The Abolition 
of Forced Labour Convention,866 in force from 1959, also listed the limits on its 
imposition. Such details 'have served as a model for most general human rights 
treaties' 867 on forced labour. Furthermore, the Equal Remuneration Convention,868 
entering into force in 1953, and Remuneration Policy Convention,869 coming into 
force in 1965, specify a range of socio-economic rights concerning work. These 
rights in work are equally applicable to those performing forced labour. 
Nonetheless, the above-mentioned instruments appear not to cover all the 
relevant obligations on State parties. The silence on some points does not mean that 
States may 'compel old, sick women to work 70 hours per week for several months 
without compensation' 'in the case of a natural calamity'. 87° Forced labour must 
meet certain minimum legal standards on labour and social welfare and must not 
violate the prohibition of discrimination.871 Additionally, torture, cruel, inhuman or 
863 226/UNTS/3 
864 UN Doc.A/RES/45/158, annex 
865 39/UNTS/55 
866 320/UNTS/291 







degrading treatment should be prohibited from happening during the performance 
ofsuchlabour. 
These general considerations appear to suffice to review the overall 
development of the major instruments on the prohibition of forced labour. The 
following discussion will explore further the requirements of forced labour in 
international law, the related treaty obligations that have been imposed on China 
and potential customary international law duties. 
4.2 The ICCPR 
With the signing of the ICCPR, China appears not to defeat its object and purpose, 
whereas it has not yet imposed on China treaty obligations. 872 Only after ratifying 
the ICCPR, China has to undertake more international human rights obligations, 
which will be explained in depth as follows. 
4.2.1 The scope of prohibition of forced labour 
Derived from IL029 Article 2, ICCPR Article 8(3) stipulates the prohibition of 
forced or compulsory labour and imposes the absolute and immediate obligation on 
State parties to prevent it. This also allows for a few exceptions to the general 
prohibition. The specific scope of prohibition entails the following elements. 
4.2.1.1 General scope 
ICCPR Article 8(3)(a) states that '[N]o one shall be required to perform forced or 
compulsory labour'. Generally, it obliges States to prohibit all forms of forced or 
compulsory labour beyond slavery and servitude respectively in Article 8(1) and 
(2). While 'the borders between slavery and servitude and other forms of forced or 
compulsory labour are not hard and fast' 873 , it is still essential to distinguish them 
from one another in order to precisely interpret relevant obligations on forced 
labour. 
'Slavery is the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the 
powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised', as stipulated in SSFL 
872 See 2.2 
873 Nowak/1993/146/[8] 
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Article 1(1). This means the exploitation of human beings by human beings with 
immunity on the basis of ownership.874 'Servitude' occurs where one human being 
actually has legal powers over another to effectively exercise other forms of 
economic exploitation or dominance over another, without the protection of 
ownership. 875 This appears to include all forms of slavery-like practices beyond 
slavery. Both slavery and servitude are prohibited in any event, regardless of 
voluntariness or involuntariness. 876 
Different from the above two, 'forced or compulsory labour' is 'all work or 
service which is extracted from any person under the menace of any penalty and 
for which the said person has not offered himself voluntarily' pursuant to IL029 
Article 2(1). The generally accepted definition intimates the essential requirements 
that the States or private parties extract any work or service from any persons and 
punishments are threatened if they fail to offer it voluntarily. Among them, 
compulsion is the fundamental character of forced labour, distinguished from 
slavery and servitude with ownership or effective dominance of one person over 
another. This appears to indicate that forced labour is compulsory and forced 
labourer must be unhappy with compulsion. On the contrary, slavery and servitude 
does not necessarily contain the compulsory element, and slaves would not be 
unhappy with compulsion; but with the pain or work. 
Without limitation to Article 8(3)(a), the words 'No one' appear to broadly 
include States and private persons that are likely to practice forced labour, while 
the prohibition of forced labour is mainly directed at State parties877• Article 8(3)(a) 
guarantees freedom from forced labour and prohibits both of them from compelling 
anyone to perform any work against their will. It also obligates State parties to 
prevent private persons from engaging in such practices by including various 
positive measures. This is universally applicable to any circumstances concerning 
forced labour, even where States 'extensively regulate the labour market or 
themselves control it within the scope of a planned economy. ' 878 
874 Dinstein, in Henkin/1981/126; Joseph/2004/295/[10.02] 
875 Joseph/2004/295/[10.02]; SCA Section III; Nowak/1993/148/[13] 




While some States, such as China, provides for the nature of work as both a 
right and duty of citizens, the right to work should not in theory or in practice 
contain the provision of the duty to work879 • 'Every general duty to work imposed 
by State parties that carries a penal sanction' 880 is likely to meet both requirements 
of forced labour and thus breach its prohibition under Article 8(3)(a). 881 Yet there 
is no such violation in 'the mere lapsing of unemployment assistance when a 
person refuses to accept work not corresponding to his qualifications'. 882 Without 
satisfying any conditions required for forced labour, such vagrancy should not be 
prohibited and any forms of its prohibitions appear to breach Article 8(3)(a). 
Additionally, these requirements of forced labour are also important elements 
for the HRCom to consider whether facts amount to forced labour or not in a 
particular case for the purpose of its admissibility. For example, the HRCom 
dismissed the case of Silva et al v. Zambia because the authors had not sufficiently 
substantiated 'how the taxation of their inducement allowance could be seen as 
constituting forced labour' under Article 8(3)(a).883 
4.2.1.2. Exceptions 
Different from Article 8(1) and (2), Article 8(3)(a) permits derogations in certain 
circumstances as part of the definition of forced labour, under five primary types of 
cases. 
4.2.1.2.1 Hard labour as punishment for a crime 
The prohibition of forced labour, by Article 8(3)(b), 'shall not be held to preclude, 
in countries where imprisonment with hard labour may be imposed as a 
punishment for a crime, the performance of hard labour in pursuance of a sentence 
to such punishment by a competent court.' Literally, this appears to expressly 
regulate that hard labour, as a punishment for a crime is a legally permissible form 
of compulsory work or service and not an exception to forced labour. This 
formulation seems to be reasonable considering the practice of some States where 
879 Ibid./[ 18]; ICESCR Article 6(1) 
880 Nowak/1993/1511[19] 
881 Dinstein, inHenkin/1981/128 
882 Nowak/1993/151 
883 Silva et al v. Zambia(CN825-828/1999)[6.3] 
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competent courts impose sentences of imprisonment with hard labour by law.884 
Yet it is actually no difference from the exception to the general prohibition of 
forced labour from a legal perspective. 
Article 8(3)(b) allows for imprisonment with hard labour, rendered by 
judgement of a competent court, to be imposed as punishment for a statutorily 
defined crime. Several primary requirements and procedural guarantees should be 
noted. Firstly, it tends to apply only to imprisonment with hard labour and not light 
labour. The 'classical forms of forced labour in work colonies or camps' 885 are 
good examples of hard labour. Accordingly, the punishment relating to forced 
labour appears to be imposed for serious offences only, which is another 
requirement. Under ICCPR Article I 0(3), however, penitentiary systems shall 
'comprise treatment of prisoners the essential aim of which shall be their 
reformation and social rehabilitation', which appears to leave no space for hard 
labour to simply punish criminals. Secondly, the punishment is imposed only for a 
statutorily defined crime. Considering that crimes are serious offences, this appears 
to exclude the light offences, which are punishable by administrative punishment 
such as a fine. Thirdly, it also entails the imposition of the punishment only 
through a criminal sentence rendered by a competent court according to a law 
explicitly stipulating such punishment. The criminal sentence must have an explicit 
statement of the punishment for its performance in pursuance of a sentence' .886 
This sentence should be rendered by the competent court rather than administrative 
authorities. This court should supply with all of judicial guarantees. Hence, the 
only way to impose hard labour as punishment for a crime is the criminal 
conviction by a competent court on the basis of a law expressly providing for it and 
the sentence of the court must explicitly state it. 
4.2.1.2.2 Work in detention 
Article 8(3)(c) precludes four categories of compulsory work or service from the 
term of 'forced or compulsory labour'. The first is any 'work or service ... normally 
required of a person who is under detention in consequence of a lawful order of a 
884 Nowak/ I 993/152/[20] 
885 Ibid./[22] 
886 ICCPR Article 8(3)(b) 
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court, or of a person during conditional release from such detention' without being 
precluded by Article 8(3)(b). Article 8(3)(c)(i) deals with routine work that persons 
under detention have to do, diverse from the above hard labour. Here work is 
limited to such routine work or service as 'normally required of a person' during 
detention or 'conditional release from such detention', e.g., cleaning cells, 
preparing food. 
This detention broadly includes pre-trial detention on the grounds 'contained 
in the court decision' and 'other forms of judicially imposed custody pursuant to 
Art. 9'. 887 Pre-trial detainees seem not to be compelled to work without the grounds 
for detention in the court decision, whereas it is possible 'in consequence of lawful 
order of a court'. The words mean that the lawful order of a court must expressly 
state the work or service as punishment, similar to 'in pursuance of a sentence' in 
Article 8(3)(b). This leaves no room for an administrative authority to make 
specific directives on such work without explicit lawful order of a court as a legal 
basis. 
Article 9 ICCPR prohibits all forms of arbitrary arrest or detention, except for 
ones 'on such grounds and in accordance with such procedure as are established by 
law'. This appears to allow any forms of 'judicially imposed custody' rendered by 
a competent court pursuant to law in the above-mentioned detention. It also 
requires the lawful administrative detention must be directly reviewed by a 
competent court in the way of proceedings. 
In view of the penitentiary system in Article I 0(3), prison labour has the 
essential aim of the 'reformation and social rehabilitation' of prisoners. The work 
by prisoners during conditional release also appears to follow the same approach. 
Hence, the routine work in Article 8(3)(c)(i) tends to have the character of the 
social rehabilitation of persons undergoing detention or those on conditional 
release from it. 
4.2.1.2.3 Military and national service 
The second category of exception is any 'service of a military character and, in 
countries where conscientious objection' is recognised, 'any national service 
887 Norwak/1993/153/[25] 
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required by law of conscientious objectors'. Article 8(3)(c)(ii) addresses military 
and national service as another exception. This involves all forms of military 
service and any national one that is required by law of conscientious objectors in 
countries which recognise conscientious objection. 
The military and national service is qualified with conscientious objection or 
objectors. This formulation results from the practice of a few States to recognise 
this right, whereas the right of conscientious objection appears not to be inferred 
from such qualifications. 
4.2.1.2.4 Duties in cases of emergency 
Exceptions will also apply in circumstances where any service is 'exacted in cases 
of emergency or calamity threatening the life or well-being of the community' 888 • 
Article 8(3 )( c )(iii) deals with duties in the event of all emergencies or calamities, 
regardless of public or local, which threaten 'the life or well-being of the 
community'. Without an explicit list of such emergencies or calamities in this 
provision or significant discussions in the working groups of the HRCom, IL029 
Article 2(2)(d) appears to be helpful in elaborating on this exception. It specifies 
situations such as war, fire, flood, famine, earthquake, violent epidemic or 
epizootic diseases, invasion by animals, insect or vegetable pests. 
4. 2.1. 2. 5 Normal civic obligations 
The fourth is any 'work or service which forms part of normal civil obligations'. 
Article 8(3)(c)(iv) provides for another exception, that is, any forms of work or 
service that amount to normal civil obligations, without a specification of such 
obligations. This provision derives from, albeit differs from, IL029 Article 2(2)(b) 
and (e). 
Considering this relationship between the two provisions, these normal civil 
obligations appear to refer to such forced labour that recognise that it is absolutely 
necessary to fulfil State functions and unable to be accomplished in non-forcible 
manners. This seems to primarily include both professional duties and most 
traditional civic obligations. However, traditional obligations are likely to be 
888 ICCPR Article 8(3)(c)(iii) 
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related to emergencies or calamities and thus have been overlapped by Article 
8(3)( c )(iii). Hence, they appear to be professional duties and traditional CIVIC 
obligations without falling into the category of the duties in emergency. 
4.2.2 Other Relevant Provisions 
Apart from ICCPR Article 8(3), some of other provisions in the ICCPR appear to 
relate to the prohibition afforced labour. These are mainly Articles 9, 10 and 14. 
Specifically, ICCPR Article 9 details 'the right to liberty and security of 
person'. This contains a series of human rights procedural guarantees to restrict the 
deprivation of personal liberty and security. Article 9(1) requires the principles of 
legality and prohibition of arbitrariness; Article 9(2) deals with the rights to 
information; Article 9(3) addresses special rights for those in detention. Article 9(4) 
requires anyone 'who is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention' to be entitled 
with the right to have the detention decided in court without delay. This allows for 
courts only to decide whether the detention is lawful or not. Article 9(4) stipulates 
the right of the victims of unlawful arrest or detention to compensation. 
Moreover, Article I 0 addresses the right of detainees to be treated with 
humanity and dignity. Humane treatment and respect for human dignity is essential 
to the reformation and social rehabilitation of prisoners in penitentiary systems. 
Article 14 details the procedural guarantees in civil and criminal trials, which 
equally applies to both RTL and RETL889. 
Additionally, there are more relevant provisions in international human 
rights law. These will be examined in the following sections: 
4.3 The UDHR 
Article 4 UDHR lays down that '[N]o one shall be held in slavery or servitude; 
slavery and the slave trade shall be prohibited in all their forms'. This makes no 
reference to forced labour and seems not to mention its prohibition, whereas the 
implementation of forced labour is likely to violate certain rights relating to work. 
Article 23(1) stipulates that everyone 'has the right to work, to free choice of 
employment, to just and favourable conditions of work and to protection against 
889 See Chapter V 
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unemployment'. This specifies four rights: the right to work; the right to free 
choice of employment; the right to just and favourable conditions of work; and the 
right to protection against unemployment. The requirements of these rights seem to 
leave no room for the existence of forced labour. With an element of compulsory 
labour, there appears no real right to work, to free choice of employment, to just 
and even favourable working conditions. 
Article 23(2) declares that everyone 'has the right to equal pay for equal work' 
'without any discrimination'. This is the specific application of non-discrimination 
principle and generally applies to all workers to fully and effectively protect the 
right to equal pay for equal work. 
Article 23(3) requires 'just and favourable remuneration ensuring for himself 
and his family an existence worthy of human dignity' to protect the right to fair pay. 
It also noted that other means of social protection may supplement living standards 
to ensure this existence for them, as the only one among all relevant human rights 
standards. 
Article 24 also stipulated that everyone 'has the right to rest and leisure, 
including reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay.' 
It lists the right to rest and leisure, which includes the reasonable arrangement of 
working hours and periodic holidays. 
This appears to classify work-related rights as composing of three groups 
from the socio-economic perspective. They include 'employment-related rights', 
'rights derivative of employment as consequential to labour relationship' and those 
'from an angle of non-discrimination and equality of treatment' 890• The right 'to 
free choice of employment' falls into the first category. The right 'to just and 
favourable conditions of work' appears to mainly involve 'working hours, annual 
paid holiday and other rest periods'. 891 In addition to that, the second category 
primarily contains 'the right to safe and healthy working conditions, the right to a 
fair remuneration, the right to vocational guidance and training' and 'the right to 
social security' 892 • As the third, the right to non-discrimination and equality of 
treatment found its position in Articles 7 and 23(2). 




4.4 The ICESCR 
Since the 27th June 2001, China has been a party to the ICESCR and this treaty has 
had a legally binding force on China. There are now a range of obligations imposed 
upon China and some of these are worthy of further discussion. 
Similar to the UDHR, the ICESCR does not have a provision expressly 
dealing with forced labour, but has a number of concerns with a range of social-
economic rights relating to work to imply its prohibition. They mainly contain 
Articles 2(2) and 3 respectively dealing with non-discrimination and equality, 
Article 6 on the right to freely chosen work, Article 7 concerning the right to just 
and favourable conditions of work, Article 8 on the rights relating to trade unions 
and Article 11 on the right to an adequate standard of living and the right to food 
and living. Among them, the relevant rights contained in Articles 2(2), 3, 6 and 7 
basically conflict with forced labour with the compulsory element and might be 
breached in the implementation of compulsory work. Accordingly, the prohibition 
of forced labour appears to contribute to protecting these rights and protection of 
the right to work implies this prohibition. 
Article 2(2) generally stipulates the obligation of State parties to guarantee the 
principle of non-discrimination in protecting human rights enunciated in the 
ICESCR. Specifically, by Article 3, these parties are obliged to 'ensure the equal 
right of men and women to the enjoyment of all economic, social and cultural 
rights' required in this treaty. This equality principle appears to be the application 
of non-discrimination in the protection of such rights between men and women. 
Article 6(1) 'includes the right of everyone to the opportunity to gain his 
living by work which he freely chooses or accepts'. This essentially includes the 
right to free choice of employment as found under UDHR Article 23( l ), but under 
the ICESCR the right has been expanded to include the opportunity to gain a living. 
Accordingly, the qualified and progressive obligation that State parties should 
undertake is to safeguard these rights and aim at its full realisation 893 through 
'appropriate steps' 894• These measures are 'technical and vocational guidance and 
training programmes, policies and techniques to achieve steady economic, social 
893 ICESCR Article 6(2) 
894 ICESCRArticle 6(1) 
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and cultural development and full and productive employment under conditions 
safeguarding fundamental political and economic freedoms to the individual' under 
Article 6(2). 
State parties, by Article 7, also undertake the obligation to recognise the right 
of everyone to the enjoyment of just and favourable conditions of work'. Matters 
concerning forced labour are not addressed here, while the performance of this 
labour appears to run counter to the requirements of the above rights on work. 
Article 7(a) ensures fair wage and a decent living for protection of the right to fair 
pay. It also emphasises 'work of equal value' 'without distinction of any kind', 
particularly between women and men, as a requirement for 'equal pay for equal 
work'. Article 7(b) requires the safeguard of 'safe and healthy working conditions' 
to protect the right to proper working conditions. Article 7(c) is the only provision 
to provide for the right of equal opportunity to be promoted, subject to 
considerations of seniority and competence only. Article 7(d) provides for the right 
to 'rest, leisure and reasonable limitation of working hours and periodic holidays 
with pay, as well as remuneration for public holidays'. This appears to regard five 
distinct rights, differing from UDHR Article 24. 
Additionally, the above rights are non-derogable in any circumstances under 
the ICESCR. By Article 5(2), no 'derogation from any of the fundamental human 
rights recognised or existing in any country in virtue of law, conventions, 
regulations or custom shall be admitted'. This is equally applicable to the right to 
work as an economic right. 
4.5 The CMW 
The CMW is designed to safeguard all migrant workers and members of their 
families. Article 11 explicitly prohibits slavery, servitude and forced or compulsory 
labour from being imposed on any migrant worker or member of his or her family. 
It permits derogations from the prohibition of forced labour, but not from that of 
slavery or servitude. In comparison with ICCPR Article 8(3), this appears to follow 
the similar approach, but with a narrower scope in its application. 
CMW Article 11(2) excludes any 'migrant worker or member of his or her 
family' from being required to perform forced or compulsory labour. The term 
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'migrant worker', by Article 2(1 ), means 'a person who is to be engaged, is 
engaged or has been engaged in a remunerated activity in a State of which he or 
she is not a national' in the CMW. Members 'refers to persons married to migrant 
workers or having with them a relationship that, according to applicable law, 
produces effects equivalent to marriage, as well as their dependent children and 
other dependent persons who are recognised as members of the family by 
applicable legislation or applicable bilateral or multilateral agreements between the 
States concerned', pursuant to Article 4. These groups fall within the applicable 
scope of Article 11 (2), unlike a general extent ofiCCPR Article 8(3)(a). 
Likewise, CMW Article 11 (3)-( 4) stipulated several exceptions, namely, hard 
labour as punishment for a crime, work in detention, duties in cases of emergency 
and normal civic obligations. This is respectively similar to ICCPR Article 8(3)(b), 
8(3)(c)(i), 8(3)(c)(iii) and 8(3)(c)(iv). The obvious difference is the omission of 
military and national service as required in 8(3)(c)(ii), which would not be 
expected of non-nationals. The other is to stress 'so far as it is imposed also on 
citizens of the State concerned' in excluding 'work or service that forms part of 
normal civil obligations' from the prohibition of forced labour in CMW Article 
11(4)(c). These appear to result from the limited groups that the CMW is intended 
to protect. 
4.6 The CRC 
Among the various rights of children that the CRC details, the right not to be 
subjected to forced labour might be found mainly in the following several 
principles and provisions. These protect children from forced labour and promote 
their harmonious development. 
The principle of the best interests of the child provided in Article 3 appears to 
leave no space for the possible abuses of children's rights, e.g., the right not to be 
subjected to forced labour. As a party to the CRC, China has the obligation to take 
all appropriate measures to ensure the protection of children from being subjected 
to this labour in the best interests of them. It ratified the ILO 182 and made a 
national policy of safeguarding children from economic exploitation and 
prohibiting child labour on the basis of a system of the relevant laws and 
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regulations. 895 Moreover, the Chinese government agencies concerned are 
'resolutely opposed to the use of child labour and forcing children to work, and 
firmly combats any and all such activity in accordance with the law'. 896 For 
example, they have made great efforts to safeguard the rights of 'disabled children 
who are ... forced to work as beggars, or healthy children who are ... deliberately 
mutilated and similarly forced to beg'. 897 
By Articles 32 and 34, China undertakes the obligation to protect children 
respectively from economic exploitation, including child labour; and from sexual 
exploitation or abuse. China has made a range of legislative and administrative 
measures to strictly 'combat criminal activity that infringes children's sexual 
rights' .898 But some of children are to be compelled into the performance of child 
labour or 'the sale of sexual services' in practice.899 Accordingly, all agencies of 
the Chinese Government have taken joint action in 'a variety of ways to reduce 
sexual offences involving children and to protect children's legitimate rights and 
interests. ' 900 
Article 37 imposes China the obligation to ensure no child to be subjected to 
torture, other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment in any form. 
Forced labour is likely to become a form of such treatment. 'If it is found that the 
law-enforcement authorities are the source of any problems for a juvenile offender', 
e.g., forced labour, ill-treatment, or humiliation, the PP must immediately redress 
them.901 If these 'actions in question are found to amount to crimes, they must be 
investigated and responsibility attributed' by law.902 There is no torture of children 
in China with the careful protection of all children's lawful rights by the competent 
judicial bodies.903 
4.7 The CAT 
895 
'Second Periodic Report of States Parties Due in 1997: China. 15/07/2005', CRC/C/83/Add.9/14/[333-339] 
896 Ibid./[340-343] 
897 
'Initial Reports of States Parties Due in 2005: China. 01/09/2005', CRC/C/OPSA/CHN/I/37(China)[l95] 
898 
'Initial Reports of States Parties Due in 1994: China. Ol/08/95', CRC/C/Il!Add.7(China)[231-238; 251-
257]; 'Second Periodic Report of States Parties Due in 1997: China. 15/07/2005 ', CRC/C/83/ Add.9[360-367] 
899 
'Initial Reports of States Parties Due in 2005: China. Ol/09/2005', CRC/C/OPSA/CHN/l/37(China)[369] 
900 
'Initial Reports of States Parties Due in 1994: China. Ol/08/95', CRC/C/ll/Add.7(China)[258-260]; 
'Second Periodic Report of States Parties Due in 1997: China. 15/07/2005', CRC/C/83/Add.9[368-375] 
901
-'Second Periodic Report of States Parties Due in 1997: .China. 15/07/2005 ', C~C/C/83,1Ad,d.9(China)[ 115] 
mlli~ . 
903 
'Initial Reports of States Parties Due in 1994: China. 0 1/08/95', CRC/C/Ill Add.7(China)[79] 
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This treaty specifies the prohibition of torture and other cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment or punishment in all forms. The performance of forced labour 
is likely to involve cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment and even torture, even if 
forced labour itself is not any of them in nature. All the relevant human rights 
norms in the CAT are equally applicable to the event of forced labour. 
As a State party to the CAT,904 China is obligated to prevent torture in forced 
labour cases, through effective legislative, administrative, judicial or other 
measures, in all areas under its jurisdiction without derogations under Article 2(1 ). 
The inclusion of torture into criminal law, as an offence punishable by appropriate 
penalties, is essential by virtue of Article 4. Such forced labour that brings 'severe 
pain or suffering' 'intentionally inflicted', instigated, or consented by public 
officials or others 'acting in an official capacity' as a means to obtain information 
or a confession, to punish offenders or suspects, to intimidate, coerce, or 
discriminate against, someone, may constitute torture in accordance with Article 
1 (1 ). In the implementation of forced labour, only those subjected to forced labour 
may suffer from potential torture. Article 1 (1) also excludes 'pain or suffering 
arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions' from the scope of 
torture, which means that forced labour as a lawful sanction does not amount to 
torture under the CAT. 
Moreover, China has the obligation not to 'expel, return ("refouler") or 
extradite' a labourer 'to another State where there are substantial grounds for 
believing that he would be in danger of being subjected to torture' in forced labour 
cases, under Article 3(1 ). The obligation requires China not to engage in such 
conducts, but undertake active steps to prevent such occurrences arising. 
Meanwhile, Article 3(2) requires the competent authorities to 'take into account all 
relevant considerations including, where applicable, the existence in the State 
concerned of a consistent pattern of gross, flagrant or mass violations of human 
rights'. This is an active duty to consider whether systematic human rights 
violations exist or are occurring. 
Another active duty of China is to 'ensure in its legal system that the victim of 
an act of torture obtains redress and has an enforceable right to fair and adequate 
904 See 2.4 
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compensation, including the means for as full rehabilitation as possible' .905 This 
clause requires that compensation be given to the victims dependants where acts of 
torture lead to the death of the labourer in the case of forced labour. Accordingly, 
China has the 1994PL expressly prohibiting 'the torture of prisoners by anyone for 
any reason', and a range of laws and departmental regulations providing for the 
obligation to award compensation to the victims concerned. 906 These mainly 
contain l982Constitution Article 41, Administrative Procedure Law of the PRC 
adopted in 1990 Articles 2, 67, 68, 1995PPL Article 50, and 1994SCL Articles 2, 6, 
15, 16, 23,25.907 
Furthermore, the prohibition of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment is 
possible to be breached in forced labour cases. This is related to some rights in 
work, the breaches of which may amount to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment 
or punishment. The prohibition of such treatment is a legal obligation of China 
under Article 16(1). 
All the above-mentioned obligations on torture and Articles 10-13 apply 
equally to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. They are also the 
very duties that China should perform in handling forced labour cases. In fact, 
'China has passed the legislation to prevent any civil servant or person performing 
an official function from exercising, instigating, consenting to or acquiescing in 
acts of treatment or of punishment that are cruel, inhuman or degarding' .908 
4.8 Subsidiary Instruments 
4.8.1 The CLN 
The CLN makes no explicit reference to forced labour. But Article 23(a) relates to 
the prohibition of such labour from the socio-economic perspective. 
Article 23(a) specified that the LN Members 'will endeavour to secure and 
maintain fair and humane conditions of labour for men, women, and children, both 
in their own countries and in all countries to which their commercial and industrial 
relations extend'. This requires fair and humane conditions for all labourers 
without discrimination and contains the requirements of fairness, humanity and 
905 CAT Article 14(1) 
906 
'Third Periodic Reports of State Parties Due in 1997: China', CAT/C/~9/t\dd.2/[50] 
907 
'Second Periodic Reports of State Parties Due in 1993: China', CAT/C/20/Add.5/[45-54] 
908 Ibid./[58-63]; 'Third Periodic Reports of State Parties Due in 1997: China', CAT/C/39/ Add.2/[54-57] 
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anti-discrimination. Since compulsory elements in work run contrary to these 
requirements, Article 23(a) appears to leave no room for forced labour to be 
imposed. Hence, the immediate obligation by Article 23(a) is to satisfy the above 
conditions and the prohibition of forced labour appears to be one of the important 
objectives. 
4.8.2 The SSFL 
As an important instrument on forced labour by the LN, the SSFL mentions both 
general requirements and as well as specific details in the socio-economic context. 
Generally, it requires State parties 'to take all necessary measures to prevent 
compulsory or forced labour from developing into conditions analogous to 
slavery' 909 in Article 5. 
Specifically, Article 5 allows for compulsory or forced labour to 'only be 
exacted for public purposes' as an exception. The State parties 'in which 
compulsory or forced labour for other than public purposes still survives' are 
obligated to 'endeavour progressively and as soon as possible to put an end to the 
practice. ' 910 'So long as such forced or compulsory labour exists', they shall ensure 
that this labour to 'invariably be of an exceptional character', to 'always receive 
adequate remuneration', and not to 'involve the removal ofthe labourers from their 
usual place ofresidence'. 911 
Furthermore, State parties shall take 'the responsibility for any recourse to 
compulsory or forced labour' and it shall 'rest with the competent central 
authorities of the territory concerned' in all cases concerned by Article 5(3). This is 
the essential procedure that must exist for the imposition of any such labour. 
4.8.3 The IL029 
As the derivation of prohibiting forced labour, the IL029 details the prohibition of 
forced labour in a comprehensive way. It deals with its prohibition to protect the 
relevant rights in performance of labour. 
909 SSFL Article 5 
910 SSFL Article 5(2) 
911 Ibid. 
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Under Article 1(1), every State party 'undertakes to suppress the use of forced 
or compulsory labour in all its forms within the shortest possible period.' Article 
1(2) requires that 'recourse to forced or compulsory labour may be had, during the 
transitional period, for public purposes only', 'as an exceptional measure', and 
subject to requisite conditions and guarantees, to accomplish 'this complete 
suppression'. 
Article 2 (1) defines the concept of forced labour to limit its general scope, 
whereas Article 2(2) excludes a few cases as exceptions. The first is 'work or 
service exacted in virtue of compulsory military service laws for work of a purely 
military character' 912 , which is similar to military service in ICCPR Article 
8(3)(c)(ii). The second is that forming 'part of the normal civic obligations of the 
citizens of a fully self-governing country' 913 , different from ICCPR Article 
8(3)(c)(iv). 
The third is that 'exacted from any person as a consequence of a conviction in 
a court of law, provided that the said work or service is carried out under the 
supervision and control of a public authority and that the said person is not hired to 
or placed at the disposal of private individuals, companies or associations' 914 • This 
appears to include hard labour as punishment for a crime and work in detention 
respectively in ICCPR Article 8(3)(b) and (c). 
The fourth is that 'exacted in cases of emergency, that is to say, in the event of 
war or of a calamity or threatened calamity, such as fire, flood, famine, earthquake, 
violent epidemic or epizootic diseases, invasion by animal, insect or vegetable 
pests, and in general any circumstance that would endanger the existence or the 
well-being of the whole or part of the population' 915 • This exception specifies 
duties in cases of emergency, dissimilar to the simple expression in ICCPR Article 
8(3)( c )(iii). 
The fifth is the minor 'communal services of a kind which, being performed 
by the members of the community in the direct interest of the said community, can 
therefore be considered as normal civic obligations incumbent upon the members 
of the community, provided that the members of the community or their direct 
912 ILO Article 2(2)(a) 
913 IJ,OA,rti~:;le 2(2)(b) 
914 ILO Article 2(2)(c) 
915 ILO Article 2(2 )(d) 
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representatives shall have the right to be consulted in regard to the need for such 
services' 916 • This is unlike ICCPR Article 8(3)(c)(iv). 
Meanwhile, the imposition and implementation of forced labour primarily 
relate to socio-economic rights. Specially, Article 11 determines that 'only able-
bodied males who are of apparent age of not less than 18 and nor more than 45 
years may be called upon for forced or compulsory labour'. Article 12 stipulates 
that the 'maximum period for which any person may be taken for forced or 
compulsory labour of all kinds in any one period of twelve months'. Article 14 
provides for the remuneration of forced labour, with the exception of that for 
purpose of public undertakings. Article 15 states certain minimum social claims in 
the cases of accidents, sickness, disability or death. Although general human rights 
instruments, e.g., the ICCPR, keep silent on these points, the relevant minimum 
legal standards remain to be protected in the case of forced labour. 
4.8.4 The ILO 100 
Upon its ratification on 2nd November 1990, China became a party to this treaty. It 
should assume the following treaty obligations on the rights in work. 
ILO 100 Article 2(1) obliges its State parties, 'by means appropriate to the 
methods in operation for determining rates of remuneration', to 'promote and, 
insofar as is consistent with such methods, ensure the application to all workers of 
the principle of equal remuneration for men and women workers for work of equal 
value'. 917 This obligation is qualified and progressive in form, which requires 
China to take appropriate measures to promote and ensure the application of equal 
remuneration principle. 
'Remuneration' 'includes the ordinary, basic or minimum wage or salary and 
any additional emoluments whatsoever payable directly or indirectly, whether in 
cash or in kind, by the employer to the worker and arising out of the worker's 
employment'. 918 The principle of 'equal remuneration for men and women workers 
for work of equal value' refers to rates of remuneration established without 
916 ILO Article 2(2)(e) 
917 ILO I 00 Article 1 (I) 
918 ILOIOO Article l(a) 
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discrimination based on sex'. 919 However, differential rates between workers are 
not necessarily contrary to the principle. This depends on whether this divergence 
corresponds, 'without regard to sex, to differences, as determined by such objective 
appraisal, in the work to be performed' .920 
4.8.5 The ILO 105 
The later ILO 105 requires the State parties, in Article 1, 'to suppress and not to 
make use of any form of forced or compulsory labour'. Such labour may be used 
only in several cases specified in Article 1. 
The first is 'a means of political coercion or education or as a punishment for 
holding or expressing political views or views ideologically opposed to the 
established political, social or economic system'. The second is 'a method of 
mobilising and using labour for purposes of economic development'. Others also 
contain 'a means of labour discipline', 'a punishment for having participated in 
strikes', and 'a means of racial, social, national or religious discrimination.' 
Accordingly, every State party should undertake 'to take effective measures 
to secure the immediate and complete abolition of forced or compulsory labour' in 
any forms above-mentioned. 
4.8.6 The IL0122 
IL0122 began to have legal effect on China following its date of ratification on 17 
December 1997. There are several primary obligations on labour. 
By Article 1(1), China 'shall declare and pursue, as a major goal, an active 
policy designed to promote full, productive and freely chosen employment'. This 
permits its progressive realisation of the main goal by implementing an active 
policy and its obligation is qualified and progressive in form. 
China has to ensure several aims to be gradually realised by the above means. 
Under Article 1(2), these aims are to ensure that there is 'work for all who are 
available for and seeking work'; that such 'work is as productive as possible'; and 
that there is 'freedom of choice of employment and the fullest possible opportunity 
919 ILOIOO Article l(b) 
920 ILOIOO Article 3(3) 
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for each worker to qualify for, and to use his skills and endowments in, a job for 
which he is well suited' without any discrimination. 
Article I (3) stressed that 'the stage and level of economic development and 
the mutual relationships between employment objectives and other economic and 
social objectives' should be considered in policy-making. It also noted that 
methods should be 'appropriate to national conditions and practices'. Accordingly, 
China has the obligation to recognise these issues to make a reasonable policy and 
take proper methods to implement the policy in the light of such conditions and 
practices. 
4.8.7 The IL0182921 
China ratified the ILO 182 on 8 August 2002 and has been a party to this treaty 
since that time. Among the 16 Articles, Articles I, 2, 3 and 6 directly or directly 
relate to forced labour and set out China's obligations. 
Article 1 requires China to 'take immediate and effective measures to secure 
the prohibition and elimination of the worst forms of child labour as a matter of 
urgency'. This obligation is qualified and progressive in form. In the ILO 182, 'the 
term child shall apply to all persons under the age of 18'. 922 
Article 3 defined the phrase of 'the worst forms of child labour' in detail. By it, 
'all forms of slavery or practices similar to slavery, such as the sale and trafficking 
of children, debt bondage and serfdom and forced or compulsory labour, including 
forced or compulsory recruitment of children for use in armed conflict' fall into the 
category of such child labour.923 
Hence, China is obliged to take immediate and effective measures to prohibit 
children from being subject to the worst forms of child labour, including forced 
labour, in order to strengthen the implementing of the ILO 182. 
4.9 Regional Human Rights Law 
4.9.1 The ECHR 
4.9.1.1 General considerations 
921 38/ILM/1207(1999) 
922 ILO 182 Article 2 
923 ILO 182 Article 3 
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Similar to the ICCPR, the ECHR explicitly provides for prohibition of forced 
labour in an absolute and immediate approach. Article 4(2) states that 'No one shall 
be required to perform forced or compulsory labour'. This is generally considered 
to amount to a freedom from forced labour and several points need to be noted here. 
The first is the definition of 'labour'. Without restrictions on forced or 
compulsory labour, the word labour is likely to extend to manual work and other 
various forms of work or service. Although considering the wording of Article 4(3), 
labour appears to cover 'any work or service', regardless of physical or mental 
forms. 
The second point is the meaning of 'forced or compulsory labour'. The 
EHRCourt considered its definition in IL029 Article 2(1) as 'a starting-point for 
interpretation' of ECHR Article 4 and subject to the dynamic feature of the ECHR 
as 'a living instrument'. 924 In IL029, the term means that 'all work or service 
which is exacted from any person under the menace of any penalty and for which 
the said person has not offered himself voluntarily'. This includes the basic 
features and requirements of 'forced or compulsory labour', namely a 'penalty' and 
involuntariness. Without these requirements, there is no room for any work or 
service to amount to such labour. With them, not all, but only some, work or 
service may constitute such labour because currently prevailing ideas tend to be the 
other factor to influence its true meaning in the development of international 
human rights law. 
There appears to be no element of 'penalty' or involuntariness in such free 
legal services that lawyers provide to assist indigent defendants. In Van der 
Mussele v Belgium 925 a pupil advocate from Belgium that such assistance was 
tantamount to forced labour and therefore in breach of the CRC. The EHRCourt 
noted, 'in accordance with a long-standing tradition' of Belgium and certain other 
States, the rules of entering legal profession is to render legal 'services free of 
charge and without reimbursement' of expenses.926 Accordingly, the applicant had 
to accept such requirements in order to become a lawyer, which appears to 
determine the limitation of his free consent. The European Commission of Human 
924 Van Der Mussele v. Belgium/[32] 
925 Van J:>erMussele v. Belgium 
926 lbid./[20] 
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Rights stressed that two collective conditions be satisfied that the labour must 'be 
performed by the person against his or her will' and the obligation must be 'unjust' 
or 'oppressive and even result in 'an avoidable hardship'. 927 Hence, the work 
required of the applicant was labour in the sense of Article 4(2). 
Moreover, the threat of being struck off the roll of pupils seems to reach the 
degree of a 'penalty' in Article 4(2). Meanwhile, whether the applicant is acting 
voluntary or not depends on whether his prior consent has a 'considerable and 
unreasonable imbalance between the aim pursued'928 and the obligations accepted. 
The service imposed a 'burden which was so excessive or disproportionate to the 
advantages attached to the future exercise of [the legal] profession that the service 
could not be treated as having been voluntarily accepted' .929 This seems to meet the 
requirements of forced labour, while the legal services appear to fall into the 
category of 'normal civic obligations' in Article 4(3)(d) as an exception to Article 
4(2). Hence, it is not forced labour where lawyers provide legal services free of 
charge to help indigent defendants. Additionally, there appears no such labour 
where a notary 'charge less for work done for no-profit-making organi[s]ations', or 
where an employer deducts 'social security payments or income tax from an 
employee's salary', or where an unemployed person accepts 'a job offer on pain of 
losing his unemployment benefit' .930 
Article 4 places the obligation on States not to require forced labour of human 
individuals or to permit private bodies or individuals to subject others to such 
labour. In the Van der Musselle case, the State should take its responsibility to 
protect the applicant who complained that a private employer required forced 
labour of him under national law. 
4.9.1.2 The specific scope of permitted work or service 
Article 4(3) excludes several forms of work or service from the general scope of 
forced labour prohibited by Article 4(2). These permitted kinds of work or service 
appears to be exceptions to the prohibition of forced labour in Article 4(2) and 
contribute to part of the definition of this labour. 
927 lbid./[37] 
928 Ibid./[ 40] 
929lbid./[37,] 
930 Harris, O'Boyle, Warbrick/1995/93 
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Under Article 4(3)(a), the first exception is 'any work required to be done in 
the ordinary course of detention imposed' according to ECHR Article 5 or 'during 
conditional release from such detention'. This includes any work during detention 
permitted by Article 5 and during conditional release from this detention. It is 
essential to clarify the nature of detention in any forms in this context. 
Article 5(1) protects 'the right to liberty and security of person' and permits 
its deprivation in certain cases 'in accordance with a procedure prescribed by law'. 
These cases are 'the lawful detention of a person after conviction by a competent 
court'; 'the lawful arrest or detention of a person for non-compliance with the 
lawful order of a court or in order to secure the fulfilment of any obligation 
prescribed by law', 'the lawful arrest or detention of a person effected for the 
purpose of bringing him before the competent legal authority on reasonable 
suspicion of having committed an offence or when it is reasonably considered 
necessary to prevent his committing an offence or fleeing after having done so'; 
'the detention of a minor by lawful order for the purpose of educational supervision 
or his lawful detention for the purpose of bringing him before the competent legal 
authority'; 'the lawful detention of persons for the prevention of the spreading of 
infectious diseases, of persons of unsound mind, alcoholics or drug addicts or 
vagrants'; 'the lawful arrest or detention of a person to prevent his effecting an 
unauthorised entry into the country or of a person against whom action is being 
taken with a view to deportation or extradition'. The same feature of these kinds of 
detention is lawful and such lawful detention is 'the most common case' 931 . 
By Article 5(4), nonetheless, '[E]veryone who is deprived of his liberty by 
arrest or detention shall be entitled to take proceedings by which the lawfulness of 
his detention shall be decided speedily by a court and his release ordered if the 
detention is not lawful.' This appears to leave the possibility of unlawful detention 
as part of detention in the sense of Article 4(3)(a), since its lawfulness remains to 
be decided by a court. Meanwhile, this has been supported by Van Droogenbroeck 
v Belgium 932 and Vagrancy v. Belgium 933 . In Van Droogenbroeck case, the 
EHRCourt considered that the unlawful detention in breach of Article 5(4) 'does 
93! lbid./!14/[i] 
932 Van Droogenbroeck ~.·Belgium/[ 59] 
933 Vagrancy v. Belgium/[89] 
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not automatically mean that there has been failure to observe Article 4' .934 This 
appears to explain the potential relationship between unlawful detention and forced 
labour, that any work during unlawful detention may comply with its prohibition 
and not be forced labour. Similar considerations also appeared in the case of 
Vagranc/ 35 • 
The other important task is to elucidate the meaning of 'ordinary' in 
interpretation of Article 4(3)(a). As cases of Van Droogenbroeck and Vagrancy 
indicated, 'ordinary' means that the duty to work imposed on labourer 'aimed at 
their rehabilitation' on the legal basis of 'a general standard' in Europe.936 Hence, 
'this wording refers not only to the work that the State concerned ordinarily 
requires of a detained person; it also incorporates a European standard by which a 
particular state's practice can be measured. ' 937 
Secondly, Article 4(3)(b) excludes 'any service of a military character or, in 
case of conscientious objectors in countries where they are recogni[s]ed, service 
exacted instead of compulsory military service'. Literally, 'any service of a military 
character' includes any forms of military service, open to 'voluntary enlistment in 
the armed forces as well as compulsory military service' 938 . This appears to leave 
no room for the complaint that the length or conditions of compulsory military 
service constitute forced labour.939 
Substitute civilian service is also exempted from the definition of 'forced 
labour'. If conscientious objectors refuse compulsory military service, they may be 
imposed on compulsory service of military feature. But in countries where to 
recognise them, the States have one more option, that is, ensuring performance of 
civilian work to replace the above military service. 
Thirdly, Article 4(3)(c) excludes 'any service exacted in case of an emergency 
or calamity threatening the life or well-being of the community'. This involves any 
kinds of service in such an emergency that threatens the life or well being of the 
community, e.g., the lack of volunteer dentists940 . The service required in calamity 
934 Van Droogenbroeck v. Belgium/[ 59] 
935 Vagrancy v. Belgium/[89] 
936 Ibid./[90]; Van Droogenbroeck v. Belgium/[59] 





to some degree, exactly the same as in the above emergency, is equally included in 
Article 4(3)(c). Such calamity may be floods, a failed harvest, rabies or others that 
put the life or well being of the community at risk. 
Fourthly, Article 4(3)(d) excluded 'any work or service which forms part of 
normal civic obligations.' In this context, normal civic obligations appear to be 
formed on the basis of professional requirements, social necessities, or moral 
values. 
In sum, Article 4(3) obliges the State party to take measures to ensure these 
four kinds of work or service to be done. The compliance of such legally permitted 
obligations tends not to defeat the prohibition of forced labour. 
4.9.2 The ESC 
As a complementary instrument to the EHRC, 941 the ESC details a range of 
economic and social rights, and corresponding obligations of State parties, 
qualified and progressive in form. Those rights which exist for persons in labour 
may be explained in detail as follows. 
ESC Article I, (1) states that 'everyone shall have the opportunity to earn his 
living in an occupation freely entered upon'. This provides for the right to the 
opportunity to earn his living only, without a specification of this right. For the 
achievement of this right, ESC Article II, 1 lists several ways that the obligations of 
State parties can be fulfilled, most of which are similar to those steps required by 
ICESCR Article 6(2). 
ESC Article I, (2) provides for the right of all workers to 'just conditions of 
work', which requires State parties to assume obligations to practice this right 
under ESC Article II, 2. The relevant provisions in ESC Article II, 2 expand the 
rights of rest, leisure, 'reasonable daily and weekly working hours', and 'holidays 
with pay' in detail, whereas these are only limited to rest and leisure and not relate 
to 'just conditions of work' in ESC Article I, (2). 
ESC Article I, (3) requires all workers to have 'safe and healthy working 
conditions'. ESC Article II, 3 then provides for a series of specific measures to 
realise such conditions. Accordingly, State parties should undertake the obligations 
941 Sieghart/1983/27 /[2.6] 
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'to issue safety and health regulations'; 'to provide for the enforcement of such 
regulations by measures of supervision'; and 'to consult, as appropriate, 
employers' and workers' organisations on measures intended to improve industrial 
safety and health'. 
ESC Article I, ( 4) stipulates that 'All workers have the right to a fair 
remuneration', the standard of which is whether or not to sufficiently provide with 
'a decent standard of living for themselves and their families.' This appears to 
contribute to the right of fair pay. In order to ensure the effective exercise of this 
right, ESC Article II, 4 imposes on State parties a range of obligations. States are 
required to recognise 'the right of workers to a remuneration such as will give them 
and their families a decent standard of living', 'of workers to an increased rate of 
remuneration for overtime work, subject to exceptions in particular cases', 'of men 
and women workers to equal pay for work of equal value', 'of all workers to a 
reasonable period of notice for termination of employment'; and 'to permit 
deductions from wages only under conditions and to the extent prescribed by 
national laws or regulations or fixed by collective agreements or arbitration 
awards'. 942 
4.9.3 The ADRDM 
The ADRDM enumerated a catalogue of human rights and freedoms in various 
different aspects. There are three primary articles concerning the rights in work, 
although there is no mention of forced labour. 
ADRDM Article XIV stipulates that everyone 'has the right to work, under 
proper conditions, and to follow his vocation freely, in so far as existing conditions 
of employment permit'. Considering the wording of 'in so far as existing 
conditions of employment permit', this appears not to protect against 
unemployment. The instrument also states that everyone 'who works has the right 
to receive such remuneration', 'in proportion to his capacity and skill', to 'assure 
him a standard of living suitable for himself and for his family'. This appears to 
protect every worker's right to fair pay. 
942 ESC Article II, (4) 
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ADRDM Article XV details 'the right to leisure time, to wholesome 
recreation, and to the opportunity for advantageous use of his free time to his 
spiritual, cultural and physical benefit'. It specifies the use of leisure and makes no 
reference to working hours or holiday pay. 
ADRDM Article XXXIV states that 'It is the duty of every able-bodied person 
to render whatever civil and military service his country may require for its 
defen[ c ]e and preservation, and, in case of public disaster, to render such services 
as may be in his power.' It considers civil and military service as a duty and this is 
only applicable to able-bodies persons in public disaster. This is different from 
other related human rights norms. 
Additionally, there is no right to equal pay for equal work or to promotion, to 
proper working conditions, or to promotion, inferred from the ADRDM. 
4.9.4 The ACHR 
The ACHR contains express provisions on the prohibition of slavery and forced 
labour under Article 6 and is titled 'Freedom from Slavery', diverse from 
Prohibition of slavery and forced labour in ECHR Article 4. This seems to imply 
that forced or compulsory labour has a close relation to, and should be banned to 
avoid its development into, slavery or slavery-like practices. 
'No one shall be subject to slavery or to involuntary servitude, which are 
prohibited in all their forms, as are the slave trade and trafficking of women', nor 
be required to perform forced or compulsory labour under ACHR Article 6(1) and 
(2). This requries State parties to undertake relevant obligations in an absolute and 
immediate way. Yet this 'shall not be interpreted to mean that, in those countries in 
which the penalty established for certain crimes is deprivation of liberty' at forced 
labour, 'the carrying out of such a sentence imposed by a competent court is 
prohibited.' 943 Such labour 'shall not adversely affect the dignity or the physical or 
intellectual capacity of the prisoner.' 944 
Article 6 also lists several exceptions to forced labour, like ICCPR Article 8 
and ECHR Article 4. The first is 'work or service normally required of a person 
imprisoned in execution of a sentence or formal decision passed by the competent 
943 ACHR Article 6(2) 
944 Ibid. 
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judicial authority' under Article 6(3)(a). Such work or service requires 'the 
supervision and control of public authorities', instead of 'the disposal of any 
private party, company, or juridical person' .945 
The second is 'military service and, in countries in which conscientious 
objectors are recognised, national service that the law may provide for in lieu of 
military service', by Article 6(3)(b). The third is 'service exacted in time of danger 
or calamity that threatens the existence or the well-being of the community' and the 
fourth is 'work or service that forms part of normal civic obligations' under Article 
6(3)(c) and 6(3)(d). 
In addition, the prohibition of forced labour required by Article 6 appears to 
be derogable, considering 'in time of danger or calamity that threatens the 
existence or the well-being of the community' by Article 6(3)(c). This is different 
from the prohibition of slavery and servitude, which is non-derogable in any 
circumstances under Article 27(2). 
4.9.5 The ACHPR 
As the fourth regional human rights treaty,946 the ACHPR imposed absolute and 
immediate obligations on both State parties and individuals in various respects. 
There are several points worthy of note. 
'All forms of exploitation and degradation of man, particularly slavery, slave 
trade, ... shall be prohibited' as per AFR Article 5. This imposes on State parties the 
absolute and immediate obligation to prohibit exploitation and degradation of man 
in all their forms. This implies the prohibition of slavery, slave trade and forced 
labour. 
ACHPR Article 15 declared that every 'individual shall have the right to work 
under equitable and satisfactory conditions and shall receive equal pay for equal 
work'. This general expression appears to indicate the rights to work, to proper 
working conditions and to equal pay for equal work, among all workers and not 
only between women and men. 
Under Article 29, the individual shall have the duty to do the following things. 
The first is 'to preserve the harmonious development of the family and to work for 
945 ACHR Article 6(3)(a) 
946 Sieghart/1983/29/[2.9] 
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the cohesion and respect of the family; to respect his parents at all times, to 
maintain them in case of need'. 947 The second is to 'serve his national community 
by placing his physical and intellectual abilities at its service' .948 The third is not 
'to compromise the security of the State whose national or resident he is' .949 The 
fourth is to 'preserve and strengthen social and national solidarity, particularly 
when the latter is threatened'. 950 The fifth is to 'preserve and strengthen the 
national independence and the territorial integrity of his country and to contribute 
to its defence in accordance with the law' .951 Among them, the second duty appears 
to form part of normal civic obligations and the fifth tends to fall within the 
category of military service in emergency. These may be excluded from the 
definition of forced labour. 
The sixth is to 'work to the best of his abilities and competence, and to pay 
taxes imposed by law in the interest of the society'. 952 This imposes the 
requirement of work to be done 'to the best of his abilities and compentence' as a 
duty. The seventh is 'to preserve and strengthen positive African cultural values in 
his relations with other members of the society, in the spirit of tolerance, dialogue 
and consultation and, in general, to contribute to the promotion of the moral well-
being of society' .953 The eighth is to 'contribute to the best of his abilities, at all 
times and at all levels, to the promotion and achievement of African unity' .954 
4.10 Possible Customary International Law Concerned 
With the development of international human rights law, some norms mentioned 
above are likely to have a customary feature. The first problem is whether the 
prohibition of forced labour is a customary rule. 
Among the above instruments that explicitly mention forced labour, the 
location of its prohibition is alongside the prohibition of slavery as 'one of the first 
human rights ... in public international law' 955 within the anti-slavery norms. This 
947 ACHPR Article 29( I) 
948 ACHPR Article 29(2) 
949 ACHPR Article 29(3) 
950 ACHPR Article 29( 4) 
951 ACHPR Article 29(5) 
952 ACHPR Article 29(6) 
95~ACHPRArticle 29(7) 
954 ACHPR Article 29(8) 
955 Lassen, in NJJL/1998/57/197 
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appears to show the relationship between forced or compulsory labour and slavery 
or slavery-like practices. This is also evidenced by the SSFL, which emphasises 
measures taken to prevent forced labour 'from developing into conditions 
analogous to slavery'. Similarly, the inclusion of the IL029 in Supplementary 
Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and 
Practices Similar to Slavery Preamble also considered the potentially grave 
consequences afforced labour and its position in international law. 
Nonetheless, the above reasoning seems not to show that forced labour is a 
form of slavery or servitude. These three inter-related concepts are essentially 
diverse in both nature and degree. Moreover, anti-slavery norms are non-derogable 
in any circumstances, while it is not the case for the prohibition of forced labour as 
has already been outlined. Such divergence is worthy of note given the close 
relationship that appears to exist between forced labour and slavery or servitude. 
The prohibition on forced labour as a potential rule of customary interantional law 
should be justified by the nature of the prohibition itself rather than because of its 
relation with slavery. 
The key difference between the two is the fact that despite the recognition 
given to the forced labour in major international human rights instruments, 
exceptions often exist whereby the legal coverage of the prohibition is greatly 
reduced. One of these exceptions is hard labour as punishment for a crime, which is 
included in IL029 Article 2(2), ICCPR Article 8(3)(c), ECHR Article 4(3), ACHR 
Article 6(2)-(3) and CMW Article 11 (3). The exception of work in detention is 
detailed in IL029 Article 2(2), ICCPR Article 8(3)(c)(i), ECHR Article 4(3)(a), 
ACHR Article 6(3)(a) and CMW Article 11(4)(a). Another is military and national 
service in ADRDM XXXIV, IL029 Article 2(2), ICCPR Article 8(3)(c)(ii), ECHR 
Article 4(3)(b) and ACHR Article 6(3)(b). The exception of duties in emergency is 
regulated in ADRDM XXXIV, IL029 Article 2(2), ICCPR Article 8(3)(c)(iii), 
ECHR Article 4(3)(c), ACHR Article 6(3)(c) and CMW Article 11(4)(b). Normal 
civic obligations are contained in ADRDM XXXIV, IL029 Article 2(2), ICCPR 
Article 8(3)(c)(iv), ECHR Article 4(3)(d), ACHR Article 6(3)(d) and CMW Article 
11(4)(c). 
This seems to indic.ate the broad recognition of the prohibition of forced 
labour, whereas it is difficult to justify that such labour has been generally 
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recognized by States as law. Moreover, reports of the UN, the ILO and other 
intergovernmental organizations appear to 'show an unacceptable extent to which 
forced labour practices are still used, and their apparent link with undemocratic 
structures and other structural causes of gross violations of human dignity.' 956 
There is not sufficient evidence to suggest that States engage in a general practice 
of prohibiting forced labour, thereby greatly weakening any arguments that the 
prohibition is a rule of customary international law. 
The other issue is to explore whether above socio-economic rights relating to 
work are customary. Firstly, the right to work, to free choice of employment, or to 
protection against unemployment have not been universally recognised in all of 
major international instruments. At least one of the three rights is found in many 
instruments, e.g., the UDHR, ICESCR, ESC, ADRDM, ACHPR and IL0122, and 
even non-derogable in cases under the ICESCR and ACHPR. Yet both ADRDM 
XXXVII and ACHPR Article 29(6) treat work as a duty of individuals. This 
appears to go against the right to work and thus defeat the customary feature of the 
right to work in international law. 
Secondly, not all major instruments concerned recognise the rights concerning 
pay and conditions of work. For instance, UDHR Article 23(3), ICESCR Article 
7(a)(i), ESC I, (4) provide for the right to fair pay, while others, such as the 
ACHPR remain silent. Unlike the UDHR, ACHPR, ICESCR and ESC, the 
ADRDM fails to mention the right to equal pay for equal work. Different from the 
ADRDM, the UDHR, ICESCR, ACHPR and ESC seems to stipulate the right to 
proper working conditions. The right to promotion is only prescribed in ICESCR 
Article 7(c). Such rights are even derogable in exceptional circumstances under the 
ESC.957 Such examples illustrate some of the reasons behind the non-customary 
character of these rights. 
Thirdly, the right to rest and leisure appears to indicate the absence of general 
recognition in international law. While the UDHR, ICESCR, ESC and many ILO 
instruments contain provisions on such rights, the ACHPR makes no comparable 
reference. This is also derogable in certain cases pursuant to the ESC. 958 





International human rights law prohibits slavery or servitude without derogations, 
but permits several exceptions to the prohibition of forced labour. These exceptions 
contribute to part of the definition of forced labour, which appears to clarify when 
compulsory work or service is not forced labour, rather than when forced labour is 
permissible. Even the permissible forms of compulsory work might violate the 
relevant States' human rights obligations, for example, where compulsory work or 
service amounts to forced labour or is appointed in a discriminatory way. 
Moreover, the idea of the right to work as an economic right is fundamentally 
incompatible with a regime of forced labour. If compulsory work or service is 
permitted, it must be an implied exception to the right to work. States must provide 
the just and favorable conditions of work in private sectors to prevent exploitation. 
As a party to the ICESCR, CRC, CAT, IL0100, IL0122 and IL0182, China 
is obliged to faithfully fulfil the relevant human rights obligations set forth in these 
treaties. Specifically, China should undertake the obligation to prohibit forced 
labour from being subject to those under the age of 18, by the CRC and ILO 182. It 
also has the obligation to prohibit any forms of torture, cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment or punishment without derogations or exceptions in any 
circumstances under the CAT and even the CRC if relating to the child. Meanwhile, 
its obligations contain the protection of such rights of labourer in work as the rights 
to non-discrimination and equality, to freely chosen work, to just and favourable 
conditions ofwork pursuant to the ICESCR, IL0100 and IL0122. 
These treaty obligations involve the prohibition of forced labour and does not 
allow for any forms of human rights breaches concerned. In the performance of 
compulsory work or service, any individual instances may constitute violations of 
the relevant rights detailed in the above six treaties. 
After the ratification of the ICCPR, China will undertake more treaty 
obligations concerning the prohibition of forced labour and any particular or 
systematic breaches of relevant human rights would not be permitted. ICCPR 
Article 8(3) entails for China the obligation to prohibit forced labour in principle, 
with certain permissible forms of compulsory work or service. These are hard 
labour as punishment for a cl'ime; work in detention; military and national service; 
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duties in emergency; and normal c1v1c obligations. The simple and general 
approach of the ICCPR appears to omit more details on the prohibition, which 
remains to be interpreted with reference to other relevant instruments. For instance, 
the IL029, SSFL and IL0105 appear not to permit any compulsory work or service 
for the benefit of private sectors that might satisfy the requirements of forced 
labour and even servitude in the ICCPR. 
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Chapter V FORCED LABOUR: CHINA'S POLICY AND PRACTICE 
5.1 Introduction 
The situation in China concerning forced labour is that China seems to consistently 
execute a policy of prohibition in practice on the basis of pertinent laws 959 . 
Permissible forms of compulsory work or service potentially exist in detention for 
re-education. It relates to two kinds of 'lawful' systems, namely, RTL and RETL. 
Both systems contain the same compulsory element in labour as a legal obligation 
of criminals under R TL or offenders undergoing RETL during their detention for 
re-education. 
Article 46 of the 1997CL stipulates RTL, such that any criminal 'who is 
sentenced to fixed-term imprisonment or life imprisonment' shall serve his term 
either in the prison or another place stipulated 'for the execution'. 'Anyone who is 
able to work shall do it to accept education and reform through labour.' 960 Article 
69 of the 1994PL also provides that any criminal 'who is able to work shall do 
labour'. R TL is a means by which to enforce criminal detention, fixed-term 
imprisonment, life imprisonment and the death penalty with a suspension of 
execution to educate and reform criminals serving sentences involving the above 
sanctions. 961 Since RTL results from criminal sanctions imposed or passed by 
competent courts and according to the 1997CL, this compulsory work seems to be 
the permissible form required by ICCPR Article 8(3)(b) and not forced labour 
prohibited by ICCPR Article 8(3)(a). 
Nonetheless, it is RETL that might conflict with the provisions of the ICCPR 
and other human rights instruments concerned. This unique system has undergone 
approximately 50 years' development in the Chinese judicial systems. Without a 
clear official definition, Chinese scholars usually describe it in a variety of ways 
and have presented some generally accepted views 962 according to the current 
legislation of China. At present, offenders subject to RETL are usually those who 
are above the age of 16 and whose illegal acts or petty crimes are 'not serious 
959 They include 1994LL Articles 3, 96, 1997CL Article 244 
960 1997CL Article 46 
961 Ma Jihong, in J(JPOVC/200314152; Xinhuanet 19 
962 Wimg Hengqin/2003 
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enough for criminal punishments' 963 • After RETL Administrative Committees 
examine and approve RETL decisions, control offices of RETL take them in to 
educate them through labour for one to three years, with an additional year if 
necessary. 964 As a special punishment decided by the administrative departments 
for justice, it entails depriving persons undergoing RETL of personal liberty for not 
less than one year,965 similar to RTL, and so, in this respect, appears to be a harsh 
penalty. 
This chapter will examine both systems in detail, from the standpoint of official 
opinions and arguments by the international community. Revolving around the 
relevant disagreements between the Chinese Government and external bodies, both 
the relevant legislation and practice will be addressed in a systematic and 
comprehensive approach. This appears to manifest the present policy towards 
forced labour that China is carrying on and whether RTL or RETL is coherent with 
international human rights instruments concerned. 
5.2 The Chinese Policy of Forced Labour 
In order to obtain a clear idea of the Chinese policy towards forced labour, it is 
necessary to examine official opinions found in documents of the Chinese 
Government where possible. This is the usual way to establish a State's view on a 
particular subject. Accordingly, the Chinese viewpoint and defence against 
criticisms from external bodies will be explained in order to precisely unravel 
China's policy towards forced labour. 
5.2.1 Official Opinions on RTL and RETL 
5.2.1.1 RTL 
As WPs indicated, RTL is a system that 'China has criminals do productive and 
socially beneficial work' and combines 'punishment and reform' 966 in order to 
transform them into law-abiding citizens through labour. 967 China faithfully 
practices RTL as a method to reform and educate them to gradually do 
963 Chen Zexian, in Liu Hainian/1999/30; Zou Keyuan, in CLF/2001/12/460 
964 Zhao Bingzhi, Chen Zhijun, Wan Yunfeng, Liao Wanli, in Zhao Bingzhi/2003/514 
965 Jiang J infang, in Chu Huaizhi, Chen Xingliang, Zhang Shaoyan/2002/281 
966 CHR 6/[III]" 
967 :Xiao Yang/1996/136-137 
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conscientious work, but opposes using such labour to merely punish them or hard 
labour to maltreat them. This helps them realise 'no work, no food' in the mind, 
have a hardworking character and a sense of social responsibility, and improve 
both knowledge and skills.968 
Prisons fully respect and protect prisoners' labour according to the relevant 
laws and regulations. They not only ensure that prisoners have the same benefits 
'as employees of State enterprises in terms of work hours, holidays, supply of food 
and edible oil, and occupational safety and health care' 969 , but also praise and 
reward them in achievement exhibition meetings.970 With the implementation of a 
series of the prison labour legislation, 971 prison work has been made enormous 
achievements in terms of prison management, safety precaution and the quality of 
reforming prisoners. 972 Meanwhile, their legitimate rights and interests, especially 
the right to rest on statutory festivals and holidays, and the right of labour 
insurance, are properly guaranteed in accordance with the law. 973 Prisons also 
supply juvenile delinquents with both necessary conditions for their compulsory 
education and special treatment, and the particular reform principle of 'relying 
mainly on reform through education supplemented by light physical labour' .974 
Since the establishment of the PRC, RTL institutions have turned the 
overwhelming majority of criminals, including the last emperor of Qing Dynasty 
and prisoners of the WWII, into law-abiding citizens and qualified personnel 
helpful to national developments. This has played an important role in preventing 
and reducing crimes, consolidating people's democratic dictatorship regime, and 
have contributed to safeguarding steady politics and social security and building a 
harmonious society.975 
5.2.1.2 RETL 
968 Zhang Xiufu/2000/175-177; HRCI991; CHR 6 
969 CHR 6/[III) 
970 Zhang Fengxian, in Xia Zongsu & Zhu Jimin/2001/310 
971 Legal Daily I 
972 Ibid. 
973 CPHR2003 
974 CHR 6/[III) 
975 Ibid. 
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According to the Human Rights in China 976 , the nature of RETL is 'an 
administrative punishment' on the basis of the Decision of the State Council 
Regarding the Question of Rehabilitation Through Labour, approved on 1st August 
1957, and the relevant regulations adopted by the Standing Committee of the NPC. 
Under the supervision of the PPs, RETL is managed by the RETLACs 'set up by 
the people's governments of various provinces, autonomous regions, municipalities 
as well as large and medium-sized cities' 977 • It is stipulated that 'those eligible for' 
RETL 'should meet the requirements of relevant laws and regulations' and that 
decisions of RETL are 'made through a strict legal procedure' .978 
Offenders undergoing RETL are entitled to enjoy legal rights and freedoms, 
inclusive of procedural, political, and civil rights, under the 1982Constitution and 
relevant laws on RETL. For instance, they have the procedural right to be informed 
of the reasons for, and the period of, their programmes, together with two 
alternative means for appealing decisions. They may appeal to RETLACs for 
review or lodge a complaint with the PC by laws if taking exception to these 
decisions.979 Moreover, other rights mainly encompass the right to vote,980 to 'take 
time off during festivals and holidays', 'to meet with their family members', to 
'live together with their spouses during visits' and 'the freedom of 
correspondence'. 981 
Under the guidance of 'the policy of educating, persuading and redeeming the 
offenders, with the emphasis on redeeming', RETL institutions provide them with 
open classes, assigning instructors so they can have 'systematic ideological, 
cultural and technical education' .982 The offenders can work a maximum of 'six 
hours every day', and the original term of their programmes may be reduced in the 
case that they have shown themselves, through good behaviour, to have been 
reformed. It was reported that about half of the people undergoing RETL 'are 
released ahead of time' every year.983 Annually, an average of about 50,000 people 
who have been reeducated under RETL, 'the overwhelming majority' of them 









'have turned over a new leaf, with 'only 7 percent of those released' found to 
'have lapsed into offence or crime' .984 Therefore, this system is highly effective in 
turning 'those who have dabbled in crime' into 'constructive members of society', 
and has played an important role 'in forestalling and reducing crime and 
maintaining public order' .985 
5.2.2 The Controversy on Both RTL and RETL 
As 'a sore spot' of China's human rights discussion 'with the outside world'986, 
RTL and RETL systems have been universally condemned by the international 
community 987 . The controversy between the Chinese Government and external 
bodies focuses mainly on three aspects, both systems themselves, the labour 
conditions for both criminals and persons undergoing RETL, and the export of 
products made through forced labour. 
Specifically, RETL and RTL have been condemned as donkeywork, or as 
merely the tool against dissenters. 988 Moreover, torture and other forms of 
maltreatment are alleged to be prevalent practice in RETL or R TL institutions. 989 
As a response, the Chinese Government argues that this system is not designed to 
punish but simply to reform and re-educate offenders through labour, under 
universal, just and authentic protection of human rights. 990 The condemnation 
results from the confusion of RETL with the punishments of forced labour before 
liberation. There are several important points which require further analysis. 
The first is concerned with the understanding of labour itself. According to 
Marxist views, labour can change the existing form and nature of natural things and 
thus transform them into social wealth as a basic practical activity. This contributes 
to distinguishing human beings from animals and underpins the formation of 
human society. 991 The participation in productive labour is advantageous m 
remoulding consciousness to accept the principle of 'no pain, no gain', and 
encourages people to respect others' work and cherish social wealth. Additionally, 
984 Ibid. 
985 Ibid. 
986 OYCF; WPSW; Zou Keyuan, in CLF/2001/12/483 
987 R-US 
988 HRIC; WJF; BDHRL 5, 7; OYCF; HRW 2; AFAR 1-2 
989 AI 2-3, 36-38; Hung, in CJTL/2003/305; Pejan, in HRBI2004122; AFAR 2 
990Ji!l)ian/1997/576;Hu Ming, in JFPS/2002/69 
991 Zhang Fengxian, in Xia Zongsu & Zhu Jimin/2001/321 
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under the 1982Constitution, '[W]ork is the glorious duty of every able-bodied 
citizen'. 992 This indicates the essential aim of socialism, which is to finally 
eliminate exploitation. Hence, every able-bodied citizen, inclusive of offenders 
with Chinese nationality, must perform one type of labour or another by Chinese 
law. 
Secondly, Western countries explicitly prescribe labour as a legal right or 
merely regard it as a virtual right without related legal statements, whereas Chinese 
laws regulate the obligation on labour. Thus, offenders may be compelled to 
participate in labour. In practice, the type and duration of the productive labour are 
chosen with great care for the reformation of offenders. 
Thirdly, China was accused of imposing forced labour on criminals or persons 
undergoing RETL outside any judicial process993 , against ICCPR Articles 8(3), 9 
and 14994• The recipient of a RETL sentence 'has no right to a hearing, nor right to 
counsel, and no right to any kind of judicial determination of his case' .995 RETL 
system lacks 'any kinds of procedural restraints', uses 'reeducation to incarcerate 
political and religious dissidents', and has difficulty in appeai.996The 'retention for 
in-camp employment' related to RTL system may permit authorities 'to keep 
prisoners in the camps after the expiration of their sentences' .997 In answer to these, 
the Chinese Government rejected the allegation as a groundless fabrication because 
China's prisons and RETL institutions 'receive, strictly according to law, criminals 
sent to them to enforce sentences passed by the courts' .998 
Moreover, it is alleged that 'conditions are harsh and the work load heavy' 
with the People's Armed Police on guard at RETL institutions, especially, in certain 
'mines and brick factories' .999 In RTL camps, 'sleep and food deprivation, filth, 
stench, beatings, heat, cold, and toxic odors are daily routines'. 1000 Yet it was 
refuted that inmates' work time and intensity are less than the social average 
standard, a system for safe production has been established to avoid industrial 
992 1982Constitution Article 42 
993 Al2-3; BDHRL 7 
994 AI 36 
995 HRW I 3 
996 Ibid. ' 
997 HRW I 3 
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accidents, and inmates' living standards are commensurate with the average of 
local residents. 1001 
Furthermore, it was claimed that China's RTL and RETL camps were 'the 
backbone of its penal system and a significant component of its economy'. 1002 
Some private companies 'began allocating contracts to labor camps and prisons' 
and exporting products from 1990s. 1003 In response to this, the Chinese 
Government denounced that the products produced by prison labor are mainly used 
to meet needs within R TL or RETL systems in China, and profits from such labour 
mostly contribute to 'maintaining production', 'improving their living conditions' 
and 'upgrading their common living areas and facilities' 1004 • 'This has played a 
positive role in reducing the burden' on both the State and people 1005, while it is 
merely a small part of China's annual output from industry and agriculture1006• 
5.3 The Practice 
The examination of RTL and RETL is favorable to explore China's present 
practice on forced labour in order to assess its relevant policy and compliance with 
international human rights law. On the common constitutional basis, the difference 
between the practices of both systems and human rights standards concerned will 
be specified in the following respects. 
5.3 .1 The Common Constitutional Basis in Legal Practice 
Since both RTL and RETL concern work and labour, their common constitutional 
basis is Article 42 of the 1982Constitution, which stipulates that work is the right 
and 'glorious duty of every able-bodied citizen.' This means that work is a 
constitutional right and duty of Chinese citizens so that every able-bodied citizen 
has the obligation on the work, regardless of whether citizens are willing or not. 
This is diverse from the provisions on the right to work in the ICCPR and ICESCR. 
1001 Jiang Jinfang, in Chu Huaizhi, Chen Xingliang, Zhang Shaoyan/2002/39-40 
1002 TJC 
1003 AFAR 2 
1004 Xia Zongsu/200 1/28 
100~ Ibid: · 
1006 Xia Zongsu & Zhu Jimin/2001/294; CHR 6 
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Pursuant to ICCPR Article 8(3)(a), the State parties are obliged not to compel 
them to work with all positive measures, including legal ones. The right to work is 
optional and does not necessarily imply the duty to work, which is compulsory in 
nature. Meanwhile, ICESCR Article 6(1) also provides for the right to work, 
comprising the individual's claim or opportunity 'to gain his living by work which 
he freely chooses or accepts'. Hence, the general duty to work that could be 
imposed with a penal sanction by States tends to constitute forced or compulsory 
labour against ICCPR Article 8(3)(a) and ICESCR Article 6(1). 
Despite that, the above constitutional clause was reasonable under the 
circumstances of the planned economy as a historical result. From the 
establishment of a market economy in the 1980s, it has had an increasing tendency 
to demonstrate a series of shortcomings inconsistent with the contemporary China. 
Early in 1952, the Decision on the Issue of Work Employment provided for 
the policy on the general assignment and work employment, which appears to 
deem the right to work as the right to require the State to offer each citizen 
employment. Further, the Constitution of the PRC in 1954 tends to take the means 
of planned management to ensure the right of citizens to obtain employment in 
Article 91. With the socialistic alteration finished in 1956, a labour system under 
the planned management was gradually established to pertain to planned economic 
system. The highly concentrated management system guaranteed every able-bodied 
citizen to take up an occupation without the menace of unemployment and 
prohibited a random floating work force. Hence, the right to work became a right to 
be guaranteed work but this also involved a duty to work without the freedom to 
choose. This was evidenced by both the principle of distribution according to work 
in Constitution of the PRC in 197 5 Article 9 and 'glorious duty of every able-
bodied citizen" to work in Constitution of the PRC in 1978 Article 10 and 
1982Constitution Article 42. 
On the one hand, these provisions on the duty to work contributed to the good 
social order, the equality of everyone in the sense of equalitarian ideas, and the 
stable living of citizens. The labour system was able to successfully avoid the 
disordered state under the market economy and result in the good order of society. 
Since ~the State und~rtoo~ th~ obligation to assign every citizen to obtain some 
form of employment, citizens really enjoyed the equal right to obtain it and even 
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the equalization of income. Without risk of unemployment or bankruptcy, every 
citizen had stable work and income for a peaceful life. A belief that 'socialistic 
society means that everyone has food and work' had been generally accepted by 
the public in China. 
On the other hand, they tend to lead to theoretical disorder, practical difficulty, 
and inconsistency among legal systems. Such negative influence may be addressed 
in detail as follows. 
Firstly, the legal duty is compulsory and the legal right is optional in theory. If 
work is a right, citizens can choose it or give it up at will. If work is a duty, citizens 
must fulfil their own legal obligations; otherwise they have to be punished. Both 
difference and contradiction appear not to give rise to work as both a right and duty. 
Moreover, neither the Constitutions of China nor other laws provided for any 
sanctions against those able-bodied citizens that fail to participate in labour market. 
In fact, with the system of market economy gradually established and improved, 
the means of distributing income to every citizen are diverse because citizens can 
gain personal economic income through saving interests, bonus stock, bonus, and 
even inheritance. These means are beneficial complements of the way of 
distribution according to work, and there is no citizen to suffer any punishment for 
their benefit from them. 
Secondly, the present situation tends to leave no room for work as a legal duty 
of citizens for two primary reasons. At present, the size of the work force in China 
is of such a scale that it is impossible to find work for every citizen at the same 
time. Under the circumstances of a market economy, a certain unemployment rate 
is retained to promote competition and improve efficiency, and thus it is 
impractical to ensure the employment of every citizen. 
Thirdly, two points are worthy of note concerning legal conflicts among legal 
systems. One point is that the duty to work by every citizen is inconsistent with the 
retiring system enshrined in 1982Constitution Article 44. This system applies to 
retired employees in corporations and enterprises or officials in national 
organizations. Since they retire due to their ages rather than work capacity, lots of 
able-bodied citizens whose ages reach the retiring point must leave work positions 
according to the retiring system so as not to continue fulfiling their duties. The 
system is designed to allow them to have a rest and to peacefully spend their late 
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years, whereas the 1982Constitution requires all able-bodied citizens to continue 
participating in work and this tends to deprive them of right to retire. The other is 
easily to confuse the duty to work with that of criminals to labour. As indicated in 
1994PL Articles 7(2) and 69, to participate in labour is the legal obligation of every 
able-bodied criminal and a compulsory means of the State to compel criminals to 
reform themselves through labour. This special duty of criminals is similar to, and 
blurred its difference with, provisions on the universal duty of citizens to work. In 
fact, the duty to work is at the civil level, universally applicable to all able-bodied 
citizens in China. Differently, the duty of persons undergoing RTL or RETL is at 
the criminal level, which only applies to able-bodied ones subject to RTL or RETL, 
as indicated in 5.3 .2 and 5.3 .3. 
Furthermore, it is unlikely that nobody will participate in work, even if the 
1982Constitution cancels the legal duty of work, for several primary reasons. 
Firstly, in most States, Constitutions emphasize the right of citizens to work 
without explicit regulations on the duty to work. There is never such phenomenon 
that no citizens do work in these States. 
Secondly, in history, there are neither express provisions on the duty to work 
in the 1954Constitution, or 1975Constitution, nor the above phenomenon to appear. 
In fact, work has become the practical needs of most Chinese citizens. Specifically, 
work is the essential and primary means for the majority to live, develop, and to 
seek social welfare. The abolition of the exploitation system and the negative 
attitude towards all forms of unearned income means that most citizens are willing 
to do some work as the primary means to maintain their own subsistence, 
development, and welfare. Moreover, quite a lot of citizens regard work as the 
content, form, and interests of their lives and are unwilling to give up work because 
it contributes to realizing the value of life and acquiring a happy life. 
Thirdly, it is a moral idea that citizens should work for both social 
development and States' richness in China. They also take cognizance of the 
correlation between public interests of States and personal interests of citizens. 
This moral idea and strong awareness render citizens to do work, even if the 
1982Constitution abolished citizens' duty to work. 
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Fourthly, some unearned income of citizens tends not to have any direct harm 
to the State, society and others. Thus, it is not necessary to resort to legal means to 
solve this problem. 
In brief, the constitutional provision is not essential, reasonable, or feasible to 
stipulate work as a legal obligation of Chinese citizens, and thus work should not 
be determined as a legal duty of such citizens. Together with legal conflicts with 
both the ICCPR and ICESCR, the common constitutional basis of RTL and RETL 
should be revised as the right to work in uniformity with the above international 
human rights instruments. 
5.3.2 Practices ofRTL 
5.3.2.1 General 
Before 1994, the main legal basis of RTL was the Regulations on Reform through 
Labour of the PRC in 1954, which entitled RTL to emphasize the importance of 
RTL in reforming prisoners as a measure. With the promulgation of the 1994PL to 
be, however, RTL was literally replaced with RTE, including RTL and three other 
means, which are designed to correctly 'punish and reform prisoners, and prevent 
and reduce crimes' .1007 Together with 1997CL Article 46, the above constitutes the 
primary legal bases ofRTL, which mainly covers a series of regulations as follows. 
As the State organs for executing criminal punishments, prisons and other 
RTL institutions apply the principle of combining punishment with reform and 
education through labour in implementation, 1008 so as to transform criminals into 
law abiding citizens. 1009 Specifically, prisons execute the death penalty with a two-
year suspension of execution, life imprisonment, or fixed-term imprisonment; 
detention houses instead execute fixed-term imprisonment, 'if the remaining term 
of sentence is not more than one year' before being handed over for execution; 
criminal detention is mainly executed by public security organs in its detention 
houses, pursuant to 1996CPL Article 213. Juvenile delinquents execute their 
criminal punishments and perform labour for education and reform in remand 
homes. 
1007 19.94PL Article 1 
1008 1994PL Articie 3 
1009 1994PL Article 2 
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According to the 1994PL, education and reform of prisoners involve the 
principles of 'suiting education to different persons' 1010 , 'suiting education to 
different types.I 011 , and 'persuading prisoners through reasoning' 1012• Meanwhile, 
the present reform contains ideological education, 1013 cultural education 1014 , 
occupational and technical education 1015 in content, with such methods as 
combination of collective and individual education and of education inside prison 
and social education. 1016 Similarly, detention houses compel convicted criminals 
into performing productive labour and impose political education on them. 1017 
Additionally, unconvinced persons may be organized to perform appropriate labour 
under the circumstance of no impediment for investigation or trial, 1018 where such 
labour is not forced or compulsory. 
It is worthy to be mentioned several points on the difference between R TL 
and RETL. The first is the nature of punishments. RTL is related to criminal 
punishment imposed for criminal offences, but RETL is administrative punishment 
imposed for petty crimes and illegal acts, the degree of which has not reached the 
level of criminal punishment. The second is executive bodies. Prisons, detention 
houses and remand homes are responsible for implementing RTL, whereas the 
control offices of RETL are RETL intuitions. The third is executive bases. RTL is 
implemented on the ground of sentences rendered by competent courts, while 
RETL is carried out in pursuance of decisions made by police in the name of 
RETLACs. 
5.3.2.2 Violations oflnternational Human Rights Instruments 
5.3.2.2.1 Forced Labour 
1010 The principle of 'suiting education to different persons' refers to take different measures to educate and 
reform offenders in the light of their different characteristics and conditions. 
1011 It means to take different measures to educate and reform offenders according to the type of criminal 
punishment imposed on each offender .. 
1012 It means to focus on educate offenders and prohibit administrating or controlling them in a simple and 
crude way. 
1013 1994PL Article 62 
1014 Ibid. 
1015 1994PL Articles 64 and 65 
1016 1994PI:. Article 63 
1017 1990R-DH Article 9 
lOis Ibid. 
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As stated above, RTL seems to conform with the permissible form of compulsory 
work or service indicated in ICCPR Article 8(3)(b), and so does not fall within the 
category of forced labour. But this is not the case for two reasons. 
First, in all cases, there will be no express statement on performance of any 
labour or service in the sentence rendered by a competent court. This creates 
uncertainty and therefore does not satisfy the permission given in Article 8(3)(b ). 
There is no sentence by a competent court to express such punishment as labour in 
the practice of RTL. Even standard samples in judicial documents are short of a 
clear statement on RTL as punishment. 1019 Meanwhile, neither legal provisions nor 
academic papers require the court sentence to explicitly affirm this labour as 
punishment. 
Second, R TL institutions tend to assign productive tasks according to 
criminals' practical conditions, in order to meet the requirements of reform in 
enforcement or employment after their release. According to the 1994PL, prisons 
rationally organize prisoners to participate in labour in the light of their individual 
conditions. 1020 The reform on juvenile delinquents shall conform to their 
characteristics and favour improving an elementary education and work skills.1021 
Meanwhile, a prison shall make reference to the State's relevant regulations on 
working hours to decide them for prisoners and ensure the right to rest on statutory 
festivals and holidays, despite some possible adjustments under special 
circumstances. 1022 Hence, such labour appears not so 'hard' as 'the classical forms 
of forced labour in work colonies or camps' 1023• 
Moreover, R TL tends not to belong to any exceptions of forced labour in 
ICCPR Article 8(3)(c). Despite that RTL is a kind of work or service required of 
detainees during the detention, this punishment appears not to be explicitly stated 
in a 'lawful order of a court' as the exception enshrined in Article 8(3)(c)(i), not to 
mention others in Article 8(3)( c). 
Therefore, R TL tend not to fall within the legal exceptions protected, but to be 
forced labour prohibited, by ICCPR Article 8(3). 
1019 China Court 2 
1020 1994PLArticle 70 
1021 1994PLArticle 75 
1022 1994PLArticle 71 
1023 Nowak/1993/152 
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5.3.2.2.2 Other Violations 
In China, the prison system has both functions, namely, supervision and reform of 
criminals, and production of economic efficiency for historical reasons. 1024 Despite 
that the State safeguards funds pursuant to the 1994PL and financial provisions 
from the State are annually on the increase, they seem not to meet all practical 
needs for prison work. Thus, many R TL institutions signed contracts with their 
enterprises in order to further develop economy to complement deficit with 
productive interests. 1025 
It seems that criminals undergoing RTL are placed at the disposal of private 
parties, rather than 'under the supervision and control of a public authority' 1026• 
This is against IL029 Article 2(2)(c) and the State's obligation to prevent them 
from such practices in ICCPR Article 8(3)(b). However, it is not true in fact. As 
1994PL Article 2(1) stated, prisons are the State organs to execute criminal 
punishments. Together with other RTL institutions, prisons are responsible for 
implementation of criminal sanctions, including supervision and control of 
criminals who take part in labour. Pursuant to 1954R-RTL Article 30, productive 
profits from R TL should serve for State economic construction, and thus appear to 
be mainly used to complement the deficit with poor State provisions. 
The situation of criminals in China appears not to consist with the nature of 
prisons as a body to execute criminal punishments enshrined in the 1994PL, and to 
deviate from the essential aim of R TL protected by I CCPR Article I 0(3 ). This also 
tends to result in a series of disadvantages in the present management of prisons as 
follows. 
First, some RTL institutions force criminals to do overtime or highly intensive 
labour under the financial pressure. 1027 Since 1994PL Article 71 permits to adjust 
labour time under special circumstances, leaving a room for its arbitrary expansion, 
prisons are likely to expand labour time while encountering financial difficulties. In 
practice, the labour intensity and expansive time are increasing without maximum 
limits because productive labour quotas are quite high and some prison labour is 
1024 Feng Jiancang, in JC/2004/37 
1025lbid. 
1026 IL029 Article 2(2)(c) 
1027 Jiang Weiren, in ZYF/2004/151 
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comparatively hard. This tends to occupy necessary time for education and reform 
activities and influence the right to rest and entertainment. 1028 Hence, the above 
provisions run contrary to ICESCR Article 7. 
Second, prisoners are merely able to acquire limited labour remuneration. 
1994PL Article 72 stipulates that prisons should pay labour remuneration to 
prisoners that participate in productive labour according to relevant provisions, 
while this fails to be implemented in practice as it should be by law. Some prison 
officials still remain the traditional ideas that RTL is punitive and prisoners should 
not obtain any remuneration from their punitive labour. In addition to insufficient 
funds, most prisons fail to pay labour remuneration in the form of wage, 1029 and 
thus prisoners generally acquire material objects, money awards and pocket 
money. 1030 It appears not to be practical wages, 1031 but slight economic 
compensation, which is much less than the remuneration that prisons should pay 
and probably different among diverse prisoners who do the same labour. This tends 
to go contrary to ICESCR Article 7(1). 
Third, labour conditions cannot satisfy the requirements of due standards and 
prisoners' productive safety lacks necessary protection in some prisons. 1994PL 
Article 72 requires certain protection relating to prison labour, whereas not all 
prisons effectively implemented the systems on labour safety in fact. Even some 
prisons have to organize prisoners to perform labour outside, which increases the 
possible number of unexpected accidents in the performance of labour. 1032 This 
also tends to go contrary to ICESCR Article 7. 
Fourth, both labour insurance and compensation appear inadequate. 1994PL 
Article 73 provides for the compensation for injuries or death in labour of prisoners 
in reference to relevant regulations on national labour insurance. This tends to be 
mistakenly regarded as an optional provision so that some prisons failed to fully 
carry it out in according to judicial practice. By the above provisions, the amount 
of damages should be quite high, while lots of prisons claimed no sufficient fund 
and had to pay less in implementation, without referring to them. 1033 
1028 Feng Jiancang, in JC/2004/45 
1029 Ibid./46 
lo3o Ibid. 
1031 Liu Jian & Cai Gaoqiang, in JHJPVC/2004/I0-14 
1032 Feng Jiancang, in JC/2004/45 
1033 Ibid. 
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Fifth, some officials of RTL institutions cannot properly apply the principle of 
equality and justice to criminal punishments in implementation. 1034 Apart from the 
1996CPL, 1997CL Article 4 regulates the equal application of laws to citizens. 
However, prisons tend to welcome convicts with some professional skills, and 
refuse to accept the elder, the weak, the ill and the disabled, 1035 considering 
improvement of economic efficiency. Even worse, some criminals may be 
approved for reduction of their sentences just to have access to productive business 
or presenting books and other properties. This tends to deviate from requirements 
in ICESCR Article 2(2). 
Sixth, there are, albeit rare, phenomena of torture, cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment. According to a questionnaire investigated by the Standing 
Committee of a province in 2004 from news, 2% of persons serving jail sentences 
held that there are such cases that policemen beat or mistreat prisoners in prisons in 
recent years. 1036 It was also reported that prison bullies or insufficient medical 
service in prisons correspondingly accounts for 97% and 96%. 1037 This incomplete 
statistic data appear to not only directly indicate the relevant situation in a province, 
but also indirectly show the national tendency of China in this respect because of 
frequent reports in official publications. 
A good example is a newly reported Case Wang Yanlin. He has become a disabled 
person with injuries in his left arm because other inmates beat him in July 2005 and 
with a serious paralysis due to shortage of effective medical service to cure his 
illness during 10 years' imprisonment in a prison till 2005. 1038 The behaviour of 
policemen by beating or mistreating prisoners, of prison bullies, and the 
unsatisfactory medical service, respectively constitute torture, cruel, and inhuman 
treatment, in breach of CAT Articles 2, 6 and ICCPR Article 7. 
5.3.3 Practices ofRETL 
Among the various legal forms of current legislations on RETL, the 19570-RETL, 





1038 China Court 3 
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approved on 29th November 1979, Trial Method on RETL issued in 1982, and 
Regulations on Public Security Bodies Handling RETL Cases are the primary legal 
bases of RETL. Since the applicable scope of RETL appears wider and wider in 
order to meet so-called objective requirements, the 2002R-RETL tends to expand 
to all intentional illegal acts not falling within the scope of current criminal 
punishments. At present, offenders on the programme of RETL are usually those 
who are above the age of 16 and whose illegal acts or petty crimes are 'not serious 
enough for criminal punishments'. 1039 With the difference between both conducts, 
it might as well be addressed in two-pronged approach. 
5.3.3.1 Petty crimes 
Among those that form the basis of a RETL order, petty crimes are criminal 
conducts, despite that they are not serious enough for criminal punishments. They 
tend to have several primary features as follows. 
(I) Decisions made by administrative departments for justice 
Once RETLACs have examined and approved RETL decisions 1040, control offices 
of RETL will take in the offenders concerned to educate through labour for one to 
three years, with possibility of an additional year if necessary. Thus, it is a special 
punishment decided by administrative departments for justice, rather than a 
sentence made by a competent court. 
(2) No determination of a criminal charge 
Moreover, this imposition of RETL tends to but fails to constitute the 
determination of a criminal charge. It could be analyzed from two perspectives, 
namely: 
On the one hand, RETL appears to be a criminal sanction, because of its 
severity and so, in this respect, imposing it on persons involved seems to constitute 
the determination of a criminal charge. 
1039 19570-RETL No.1; 1982TM-RETLArticle 1 0; 2002R-RETL Article 9 
1040 2002R-RETLArticle 2 
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Since this system infringes on the right to personal liberty, the length of its 
term and the treatment during this term appear to be primary factors in weighing its 
degree of severity. According to the 1997CL, the term of 'criminal detention shall 
be not less than one month but not more than 6 months' and that of 'public 
surveillance shall be not less than three months but not more than two years'. 
Compared with two kinds of criminal punishments, the legal minimum term of 
RETL is twelve times the minimum term of criminal detention and four times that 
of public surveillance. Its legal maximum term is four times that of criminal 
detention and twice that of public surveillance. Hence, from the length of the term, 
this system is much severer than both criminal detention and public surveillance. 
Furthermore, the treatment of persons undergoing RETL is inferior to those 
under public surveillance and detention as criminal punishments for several reasons. 
As an open penalty, public surveillance only partially restricts personal freedom 
and is carried out locally, nearby the neighborhood of convicted persons. People 
sentenced to criminal detention are detained in a place in the neighborhood and 
allowed to return home once or twice every month. Yet people under RETL are 
tightly guarded in special institutions and can be conditionally permitted by the 
institutions to go home on festivals or holidays. In addition, "one day in 
administrative detention" or "custody shall be considered one day of the term 
decided", similar to provisions on criminal detention in 1997CL Article 44. But it 
is different from those on public surveillance, which is the lightest criminal 
punishment in 1997CL Article 41, about which it states that "one day in custody 
shall be considered two days of the term sentenced." 
Additionally, both RETL and RTL may bring similar legal consequences in 
sentencing subsequent criminal punishments. The Decision on Handling Convicts 
undergoing R TL and Persons undergoing RETL with Escape or Repeat Offenses in 
1981, specified RETL as legal circumstances in sentencing heavier punishments. 
This is actually to treat repeat offenders equally with recidivism in criminal laws in 
respect of sentencing. 
Meanwhile, on the practical level, some abnormal phenomena also indicate 
the imbalance of severity between RETL and criminal punishments. In cases of 
cqropHci!y, principal or adult offenders may be sentenced to light criminal 
punishments for periods shorter than several years of RETL subject to accessory or 
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juvenile offenders. This appears not to protect or educate but to punish minors 
more severely, as the term of RETL is much longer than that of criminal 
punishments. It is no wonder that offenders prefer criminal punishments of short 
terms for crimes to RETL for illegal acts and this severe punishment of RETL thus 
works against the aims of education and reform. Therefore, the severity of RETL 
far exceeds that of criminal detention, not to mention public surveillance. 
On the other hand, the procedure of RETL lacks a proper trial and leaves no 
room for a criminal charge. According to the Law on Administrative Punishments 
adopted in 1996, administrative organs should inform both parties of relevant facts, 
reasons, legal bases and rights in examination, involving the right to request a 
hearing for decisions. It seems that the offender has the chance of defending 
himself or herself before the decision-making stage. 
However, there is no such provision in regulatory documents on RETL until 
the 2002R-RETL. According to its Article 25, the public hearing mainly applies to 
RETL cases with the possible term of RETL decisions for no less than two years, 
or with juvenile suspects. It also precludes offenders who organize or use 
superstitious cults to commit illegal or unlawful acts and those who inject or ingest 
drugs. It seems that the long period of RETL is applicable to only petty crimes 
punishable by RETL, while not all these crimes have the possibility to apply RETL 
for two years or more and thus are held in a public hearing, without a detailed 
guideline to determine terms. 
Even if individuals attend a hearing, it is police that hear RETL cases to make 
decisions in the name of the RETLACs. This is far from the requirements of 'a 
sentence ..... by a competent court' or 'a lawful order of a court' in ICCPR Article 
8(3). Hence, there is no such proper criminal trial that satisfies ICCPR Article 14 to 
really constitute the determination of a criminal charge. 
(3) Potential violation of the ICCP R 
Regardless of whether RETL has proper criminal trial or not, it always tends to 
violate the prohibition of forced or compulsory labour in ICCPR Article 8 for 
several reasons. 
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First, this system requires the combination of political education and 
productive labour under strict disciplines during a certain period 1041 • If persons 
undergoing RETL refuse to obey disciplinary measures on forced labour, further 
punishment may be imposed, which may include deduction of relevant payment, 
warning, demerit, or expanding its period. Thus, it conforms to the general 
definition of forced or compulsory labour. 
Second, RETL tends not to be hard labour as punishment for petty crimes. It is 
not hard labour because persons undergoing RETL mainly do labour on labour-
intensive, simply-operated agriculture, handicraft, working and building materials 
industries, of which the kind or quota is assigned in the light of their sexes, ages, 
physical powers and technical conditions 1042 • Although such labour is the 
punishment for petty crimes, the way to impose it is not criminal conviction by a 
competent court on the basis of a law expressly providing for it, but simply 
administrative decisions without explicit punishment on. 
Third, RETL is really not 'work in detention', as its basis is not 'a lawful 
order of a court' 'in accordance with such procedure as are established by law'. 
Here 'law' means national laws formulated by the State legislature, but 
administrative decisions are made by RETLACs according to non-national laws by 
other bodies. Under the 1982Constitution, Legislation Law of the PRC Article 8 
stipulates that 'only national laws may be enacted' 'by the NPC and the Standing 
Committee thereof 'in respect of matters relating to' 'compulsory measures' 
'involving restriction of personal freedom'. Since no regulatory documents on 
RETL relating to 'personal freedom' were formulated 'by the NPC and the 
Standing Committee thereof, all legal bases of RETL tend to go against the 
1982Constitution and 2000LL. Hence, the legal bases involved appear to be 
actually ineffective. 
Since the punitive feature of RETL precludes it from military and national 
service, duties in cases of emergency, and normal civic obligations, RETL tends 
not to fall under exceptions in the Article 8(3)(c), but to be really forced labour. 
Furthermore, RETL constitutes forced or compulsory labour because of its 
constitutional basis, apart from the improper procedure and insufficient legal bases. 
1041 1982TM-RETL Article 28 
1042 1982TM-RETL Articles 39-40 
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As the above indicated, 1982Constitution Article 42 violates the prohibition of 
forced labour under ICCPR Article 8(3)(a) and the right to work in ICESCR 
Article 6( 1 ). 
5.3.3.2 Illegal acts 
5.3.3.2.1 Administrative feature 
The other kind of conducts for which RETL can be imposed is illegal acts not 
punishable by criminal punishments. They are not criminal or serious enough to 
incur criminal punishments, and RETL is an administrative sanction for several 
reasons. 
First, whether in legislation or practice, procedures for the examination and 
approval ofRETL cases for illegal acts basically tend to be administrative, far from 
being judicial trial by a competent court. 
According to the 1996APL, administrative organs should inform both parties 
of relevant facts, reasons, legal bases and rights in examination, involving the right 
to request a hearing for decisions. It seems that the offender has the chance of 
defending himself or herself before the decision-making stage. However, there is 
no such provision in regulatory documents on RETL until the 2002R-RETL. 
According to its Article 25, the public hearing mainly applies to all RETL cases 
with the possible term of RETL decisions for no less than two years, or with 
juvenile suspects. It also precludes offenders who organize or use superstitious 
cults to commit illegal or unlawful acts and those who inject or ingest drugs. With 
such a limited scope of RETL cases, there is no chance of hearing or defence for 
most of them in examination and approval. 
In practice, the hearing system has been gradually established underway and 
undue deprivation of this hearing has been corrected in some areas. 1043 
For example, the Beijing City Public Security Bureau established a new 
system, the hearing, for examination and approval of RETL cases in August 2003 
according to the 2002R-RETL. On 41h September 2003, it heard the first RETL 
case involving theft and repeated drug injection by the suspect, Wang, in public, 
with participation of a lawyer and 3 officials from Beijing City RETLAC at the 
Io4J PD 3 
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BCPSB. 1044 Police insisted on applying RETL for 2 years and 9 months to Wang 
because of his illegal acts, while the lawyer argued for the reduction or exemption 
of the I year and 3 months of RETL due to the mitigating factor of his confession. 
After this debate in hearing, the hearing group shall submit views of both sides to 
the RETLAC for final decisions. 1045 
More important, regardless of hearing or not, it is examination and approval 
Committee composed of department directors in the police that handle RETL cases 
and make relevant decisions under the 2002R-RETL. In fact, police are exclusively 
responsible for examining and approving decisions of RETL in the name of the 
RETLAC, and even take the filling-in approach to decide it in writing. This 
oversimplified and outdated form appears to deviate from requirements of the open, 
transparent, multi-sided participation necessary for judicial procedures, not to 
mention a proper trial. As reported in 2003, police in Wuhan City imposed RETL 
on a taxi driver found guilty of charging excessive fees twice. 1046 Even if ostensibly 
this committee decided RETL, the police in effect control it 1047 and operate in 
camera. 
There are three primary steps in this process according to the Regulations on 
Work of Examination and Approval Divisions ofRETL by the Legal Affairs Office 
of the BCPSB. Firstly, pretrial departments of police at the level of no less than the 
county, such as those of the public security division in every district and the public 
security at the county level of Beijing, shall submit RETL cases to examination and 
approval bodies of RETL. Then, officials of these departments would examine 
whether legal procedures are complete or lawful, fill in relevant forms and reports, 
and advance any necessary proposals, followed by the level-by-level report. Finally, 
the director in charge of the examination and approval in police departments of 
Beijing City shall make written decisions of RETL for cases coincident with 
conditions of RETL, with the cachet of the RETLAC on them. Hence, this 
examination and approval is in the administrative and written form without a 
hearing, and offenders who lost the chance of participation in decisions tend to 
become passive objects to be acted on by the will of the police. 
1044 Xinhuanet 20 
1045 PD 3 
I046CRLN 
1047 Chen Ruihua, in Zhongwai Faxue/200 1/668 
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Second, administrative reconsideration is one of the remedial means designed 
to correct improper decisions of RETL. Persons undergoing RETL may apply for it 
to the RETLAC at a higher level or to the municipal government of the people, if 
disagreeing with such decisions. 1048 Where the RETLAC is chosen, police at the 
same level should accept applications for reconsideration of RETL cases and make 
decisions of administrative reconsideration in their name. 1049 This appears to be 
self-examination and self-correction inside the police system. 
Meanwhile, such reconsiderations lack hearings available for a comprehensive 
and rational examination of original RETL decisions and fail to stop wrong ones in 
enforcement1050• In Gao's Case, for instance, the police reported his case to the 
RETLAC of Sanmenxia City for a decision of two-year RETL because Gao had 
complained to the police of his county about the police sub-station many times. 1051 
Hence, this reconsideration is totally an administrative procedure under the 
disposal ofthe police or municipal governments. 
Third, most persons undergoing RETL fail to resort to administrative 
litigation as the other means to remedy possible wrongs in RETL decisions, despite 
availability of provisions for such remedy. 
Following establishment of administrative litigation in the 1990APL, the 
2002R-RETL also specified that those who refuse to obey RETL decisions in 
RETL institutions may directly bring them to the PC. 1052 This procedure required 
judicial examination and trials for RETL cases in courts with the police to attend in 
the name of the RETLAC at the same level. 1053 
However, the rare application of administrative litigation was reported to 
merely up to around 25% of RETL cases in 2003, 1054 without other news on the 
increase of such a percentage after that. The potential reasons may result from 
several failings of this procedure. 
First, current relevant provisions of laws and regulations provide the 
necessary procedures for reconsideration before administrative litigation of RETL. 
1048 2002R-RETL Article 72( I) 
1049 lbid./72(2) 




05L2002R-RETL Article 73(1) 
1053 lbid./73(2) 
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It appears to actually hamper the right to choose between them as an obstacle to the 
final realisation of the right of appeal, and even deprives the party of the right to 
choose the reconsideration or the lawsuit. 
Second, RETL decisions had begun to have legal effect and were being 
executed before the administrative litigation came into effect in execution. This 
appears too late or insufficient to rectify improper decisions and remedy legal 
rights and interests of persons undergoing RETL. 
5.3.3.2.2. Violation of prohibition of forced labour 
5.3.3.2.2.1 RETL at the Initial Stage 
At the beginning, RETL was not only a measure for arranging employment to 
reduce social unemployment and give a reasonable salary under the salary 
assessment system, but also a measure for compulsory education and reform in 
nature. It aimed to assign employment and transform 'those who had the ability to 
work but idled about' without 'decent work' and those who 'violated law and 
discipline' into new self-sufficient and self-reliant people. 1055 This tends to violate 
some Articles in the ICCPR and ICESCR as follows. 
First, basic characteristics of RETL consist of the general definition of forced 
labour and thus it runs contrary to the prohibition in ICCPR Article 8(3)(a). On the 
basis of the constitutional right and duty to work, citizens had to work, otherwise 
they were taken in RETL institutions to do labour as punishment. This indicates 
that RETL has the obvious feature of involuntary labour that violates Article 
8(3)(a), apart from both ICCPR Article 8(3)(a) and ICESCR Article 6(1) that the 
Constitutional duty to work breaches. 
Second, persons undergoing RETL do work to promote social rehabilitation, 
which is not based on court decisions. This is unable to conform to the 
requirements of 'work in detention' as an exception of forced labour, or protection 
of the right to liberty of person by national laws, and so is contrary to ICCPR 
Articles 8(3)(c)(ii) and 9. 
1055 The 19570-RETL 
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Third, both the duty to work and forcible employment assignment influence 
on the opportunity to freely choose work against protection of the right to work 
under ICESCR Article 6(1 ). 
5.3.3.2.2.2 The Present RETL 
In the period of re-establishment, it evolved as 'an administrative measure' to 
impose compulsory education and reform, a method of 'dealing with internal 
contradictions among people', and then an administrative penalty. 1056 The purpose 
was changed to one of turning those subject to RETL into law-abiding persons who 
had sufficient "cultural knowledge and productive skills, were useful to society, 
respected public ethics, and loved the country and labour". 1057 This tends to go 
contrary to the same articles as stated above. 
First, this universal duty to work in the 1982Constitution tends to run contrary 
to the obligation of States not to compel citizens to work in ICCPR Article 8(3)(a), 
and the opportunity to freely choose work against protection of the right to work 
under ICESCR Article 6( 1 ). 
Second, persons undergoing RETL are taken in RETL institutions to do labour 
as punishment against their will, which is consistent with the general definition of 
forced labour. But their work is not grounded on court decisions as legal bases and 
does not fall into the exceptions to forced labour, and of such grounds and 
procedures 'as are established by law' not to ensure the right to liberty of person by 
law. 
Hence, RETL appears to be forced labour defined in ICCPR Article 8(3) and 
lead to restriction of personal liberty against ICCPR Article 9. 
5.3.3.2.2.3 Other Violations of Human Rights Instruments 
Despite the humanitarian care in certain aspects, 1058 the protection of the legal 
rights of persons under RETL remains a problem. Apart from the above-mentioned 
system of RETL itself, other relevant concerns also violate international human 
rights instruments. 
1056 1982TM-RETLArticle 2 
los7 Ibid. 
1058 Xinhuanet 21-22; PO 2 
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Specifically, it is universal that offenders undergoing RETL do overtime 
labour in enterprises of RETL institutions. 1059 But the practice of overtime labour 
tends to go contrary to the protection from it in 1982TM-RETL Article 32 and 
ICESCR Article 7. 
Moreover, only some prisons pay labour remuneration to persons undergoing 
RETL who do labour in China, though 1957D-RETL No.2, 1982TM-RETL Article 
45 and Labour Law of the PRC adopted in 1994 Article 3 require labour 
remuneration for them. The No.2 RETL institutions of Gansu Province began to 
first practice the system of moderate wages for persons undergoing RETL in China 
from 2002, 1060 followed by Guangdong province and Beijing City from 2003. 1061 
But it has not applied to all prisons in China so far and some of them tend not to 
provide labour remuneration in breach of both 1994LL Article 3 and 1982TM-
RETL Article 45. 
Furthermore, the incident of ill-treatment also occurred in RETL institutions 
because the management of RETL is worse than that of RTL without explicit legal 
provisions concemed1062 • For instance, Zhang Bing undergoing RETL was inflicted 
with death by other inmates in April of 2003, which was highly regarded by senior 
leaders of the Central Government. 1063 It seems to be impossible for custodial 
officers not to be aware of this situation, but they are likely to allow some persons 
undergoing RETL to control, or inflict harm to, others without any punishments. 
According to his statement, he planed to spend 3,000 yuan to bribe policemen into 
changing his position to the fireman. This appears that the relationship between 
persons undergoing RETL and the officers may decide the kinds of assigned 
compulsory labour. 1064 Moreover, it is not unusual for custodial officers to torture, 
humiliate or prevent them from exercising the right to appeal. Thus, apparently, 
persons concerned suffer a lot such ill-treatment and even torture in RETL 
institutions. 
5.3.4 Reform Measures 
1059 Wang Jue, in JC/2004/52-54 
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In recent years, a series of measures and efforts have been taken to further reform 
RTL and RETL in China. This could be demonstrated in several aspects as follows. 
First, prisons attach more importance to education and reform of prisoners 
serving sentences as the final aim of labour in RTL. Some of them have taken on a 
new look with such unique phenomena as 'to construct the study category of 
prisons' and 'to turn periods of sentences into study terms' .1065 For example, a 
Beijing prison has become the category of study with establishment of the 
education system with diverse levels, and a wide coverage and scale. 1066 
Specifically, it sets up classes for removing illiteracy and education in both primary 
and middle schools and the numbers of prisoners that had graduated from its 
primary and middle schools were respectively 48 and 220 from 2000 till 2004. 1067 
From over ten types of skilled training programmes, 966 persons obtained the 
certificate of national vocational qualifications in order to reach the goal of training 
persons serving sentences to be skilled workers. 1068 This is a typical instance of 
successful reform and education through labour because labour skills constitute the 
essential part of the above classes and programmes. 
Moreover, RETL institutions further implement the policy of 'education, 
persuasion and redemption'. After the system of 'Two Opens and One 
Supervision' 1069 applied from 1999 1070 , MOJ held a meeting on 'the full-scale 
practice to public affairs in RETL Institutions' to highlight and insist on 
transparency based on law in 2003. It is on the basis of the above system of 'Two 
Opens and One Supervision' that the new measure of transparency in public affairs 
in RETL institutions was established. As an important part of RETL enforcement 
work, this measure refers to that the RETLACs publicize the legal bases, 
procedures, relevant regulations and results of law enforcement to persons 
undergoing RETL and society under social supervision. 1071 It has applied to lots of 
RETL institutions in all provinces of China, and one of RETL trial units in 
Liaoning Province, Panj in RETL Institution, welcomed social guests to visit it 




1069 It refers to open regulations on the implementation, open results, and accept the social supervision. 
1070 Sina I 
1071 Legal Daily 2 
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from 151h January 2004 1072 . This has improved the transparent and civilized degree 
of RETL work, which tends to contribute to education and redemption of persons 
undergoing RETL. 
Second, some prisons give prisoners who participate in labour reasonable 
wages by law, as many RETL institutions do for persons undergoing RETL 
concerned. With the rapid economic development, State finance has provided 
increasing funds, which seems adequate enough so that prisons tend not to depend 
on economic interests from prisoners' labour to meet the most fundamental 
needs. 1073 Accordingly, more and more prisons began to pay wages to prisoners per 
month according to their labour achievements. For instance, prison system of 
Fujian Province fully practised the system to provide pay for prisoners from April 
2003 as the first in China, and prisoners may receive monthly 'wages' ranging 
from more than ten yuan to 300 yuan. 1074 
Meanwhile, part of RETL institutions started to implement the system of 
labour remuneration and supplied it for persons undergoing RETL from 2002 in 
practice according to relevant legal provisions stipulated nearly half a century ago. 
For example, Guangdong Province has carried out this system since that year, 
extend such practice in full scale from 2004, 1075 and more than 90% of RETL 
institutions had implemented it by August of2005. 1076 
Third, various measures were adopted in an attempt to eliminate bullies in 
RTL or RETL institutions from 2003. In 2003, the IPC of Hanjiang District, Fujian 
Province, tried two cases concerning disrupting the order of supervision in Putian 
Prison so as to strike crimes of prison assault and promote criminals' reform. 1077 
This has played an important role in safeguarding good order of management in 
prisons. In 2003, the MOPS and SPP jointly established model units to reinforce 
supervision over law enforcement in order to remove bullies to properly safeguard 
the legal interests of detainees, including prisoners and persons undergoing 
RETL. 1078 The Lanzhou City Public Security Bureau developed a 100 days' 
ton Xinhuanet 23 
1073 TFPAB-ZP, in JC/2004/65 
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activity with the special purpose to crack down on prison bullies and protect lawful 
interests of detainees from being infringed. 1079 
Nonetheless, the above measures for further progress merely involve a few 
respects with remained concerns and at a limited scale without coverage of every 
RTL or RETL Institution. Accordingly, it still appears a problem that not all legal 
provisions on RTL or RETL have been properly practised as they should be. 
Meanwhile, even if some misjudged cases were finally rectified by law and 
lawful rights and interests of prisoners or persons undergoing RETL were 
maintained through certain remedial means, the course of resort to legal remedy is 
full of difficulties. For instance, Tang Yong who was arbitrarily decided by RETL 
suffered from severe torture in 2001, was still detained in the hospital of 
Xishanping RETL Institution with a first-class injury in 2003 when the 
troublemaker was arrested by law. 1080 Eventually, the troublemaker was sentenced 
to fixed-term imprisonment for 7 years and he obtained a huge amount of 
administrative compensation for the wrong RETL decision to him, 1081 while there 
is no news on whether he was released or not then. 1082 
Moreover, it appears difficult to prosecute administrative or legal 
responsibility of officers in prisons or RETL institutions who are responsible for 
cases regarding bullies among prisoners or persons undergoing RETL. Although 
such cases were frequently reported from 2003, related news tend to be publicized 
very late, several months or years after their occurrence 1083 . Even if the SPC or 
local judicial departments highly regarded them and made notices or promises to 
instruct relevant units to seriously handle them, these instructions appear far from 
proper implementation to strictly punish officers involved by law .1084 There seems 
a tendency to decrease responsible officers' responsibilities in dealing with such 
cases in fact. 1085 
5.4 Conclusion 
1079 China Court 7 
1080 San Renxing, in JF/2003/30 
1081 Ibid. 
1082 Ibid. 
1083 For example, in 2003, the media reported the Case Zhang Bin with his death that happened more than 3 




Although RTL and RETL are lawful sanctions in China as permissible compulsory 
work, both systems appear to breach the relevant human rights standards and 
deviate from its official policies concerned. Neither RTL nor RETL would meet the 
procedural requirements provided in Article 8(3)(b) or (3)(c)(i). Without the due 
process, any of them appears to be forced labour prohibited by ICCPR Article 
8(3)(a) and breaches the minimum procedural guarantees provided in ICCPR 
Article 14. Since forced labour relates to the deprivation of the right to liberty and 
security of person and might be incompatible with the essential aim of reformation 
and social rehabilitation, both ICCPR Articles 9 and 1 0(3) would also be violated. 
As forced labour regimes prohibited by international instruments, especially 
the ICCPR that China signed, both RTL and RETL leave much room for criticism 
in the aspects of their judicial process and essential purposes. Regardless of such 
condemnation, both Chinese systems tend to violate ICCPR Articles 8(3)(a), 9, 
10(3) and 14. They also depart from the prohibition of forced labour as the relevant 
general policy of China; and the re-education and reformation of offenders 
undergoing RTL or RETL as fundamental purposes. 
RTL and RETL have the same legal basis in the 1982Constitution-the duty 
to work. This reflects the national value on work with Chinese characteristics and 
constitutes the basic reason for the difference from the relevant Western value. The 
duty appears inconsistent with the prohibition of forced labour in ICCPR Articles 
8(3)(a) and the right to work required by both ICESCR Article 6(1) and ILOI22 
Article 1 (2)( c). As a party to the ICESCR and ILO 122, China has the treaty 
obligation to protect the right to work from being violated by particular or 
systematic instances. The inclusion of the duty to work in the 1982Constitution 
might amount to patterns of systematic human rights violations of the above 
obligation. This duty should be revised as the right to work, together with its 
obvious conflicts with the practical situation of China. 
Moreover, there are such phenomena as overtime labour, unreasonable pay of 
labour remuneration, poor conditions, inadequate insurance and compensation of 
labour, or discrimination in some RTL and RETL institutions. This appears to go 
contrary to China's treaty obligations enshrined in the ICESCR, ILO 100 and 
IL0122. In the implementation ofRTL or RETL, the possible occurrence of torture, 
cruel, or inhuman treatment tends to breach its obligation in the CAT. Where the 
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child below the age of 18 years is subject to RTL or RETL, this might also violate 
the CRC. 
Furthermore, any compulsory work or service performed for the benefit of 
private sectors would amount to forced labour and not permissible compulsory 
work provided in ICCPR Article 8(3). Such compulsory work might constitute 
servitude, where private sectors have legal powers to effectively dominate forced 
labourer without ownership between them. If it is true that some private companies 
allocate contracts to labour camps to export products for their benefit, this would 
be forced labour and even servitude. 
Although a series of reform measures has been taken to promote education 
and reform as the aim of labour, pay of reasonable wages, and elimination of 
bullies in recent years, some legal provisions on RTL or RETL remain not to be 
properly practised. Meanwhile, it appears difficult for prisoners or persons 
undergoing RETL to have recourse to remedy to protect legal rights and interests. 
Since treaty obligations might be violated by particular instances, RTL and RETL 
still breach the relevant rights detailed in the ICESCR, CRC, CAT, ILO 100, 
IL0122 and IL0182, to which China is a party. 
Therefore, RTL or RETL appears not to fall into the permissible compulsory 
work unless the requirements of proper procedures could be satisfied pursuant to 
ICCPR Article 8(3). The duty to work in the 1982Constitution is the essential 
reason for the systematic violations of human rights regarding the prohibition of 
forced labour and associated rights at work. This mainly goes against China's 
treaty obligations in the ICESCR, IL0100, IL0122 and IL0182; and the ICCPR 
that China signed without ratification. 
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Chapter VI THE CONCLUSION 
6.1 Assessment of a current approach to this research 
6.1.1 Advantages 
This research has sought to identify the scope and significance of China's human 
rights obligations on both capital punishment and detention for re-education. 
Further examinations and assessments revolve around the question of how far 
China's practice does conform to or deviate from its official policies and these 
international obligations. 
It is desirable to first investigate what international human rights law 
requirements are with regard to capital punishment or forced labour. Major human 
rights standards on capital punishment require the respect for and protection of the 
right to life against arbitrary deprivation. Those on forced labour details the 
prohibition of forced labour in a range of respects. These matters are likely to be 
considered and questioned from any angles through various human rights reviews 
or dialogues on both subjects. In this sense, all criticisms and arguments seem 
meaningful, despite that not all of them are very apt or to the point. 
Although China's present policy on capital punishment is to use it less and 
more carefully, this policy may still be subject to criticism from the point of view 
of human rights. Even where capital punishment is imposed for serious crimes, the 
absence of fair trial guarantees in the processes which determine guilt and 
punishment do not avoid the arbitrary nature of recourse to execution. It is the 
more so where there were arbitrary summary executions on grounds of political 
expediency during the 'Strike Hard' campaign. The means of execution and the 
events surrounding executions also may raise questions of torture, inhuman or cruel 
treatment - such matters as public executions, the despoliation of the bodies for 
organ transplants. These practices are difficult to reconcile with China's 
obligations under the CAT. The same goes for the use of capital punishment for 
juveniles and obligations under the CRC. The systematic nature of some of these 
practices may not be compatible with China's obligations under the Charter. So, 
even without considering the ICCPR and possible future obligations for China, 
there are matters to be considered under China's existing international treaty 
obligations. 
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Moreover, China maintains the prohibition of forced labour as its relevant 
official policy, with exceptions to R TL and RETL that are lawful sanctions in 
China as permissible compulsory work. Both systems have been condemned as 
donkeywork to support China's penal systems or a tool against dissenters, with 
harsh conditions, heavy work load, prevalent torture and other forms of 
maltreatment in RETL or RTL institutions. If this is the case, China appears to 
violate its treaty obligations detailed in the ICESCR, ILO 100, ILO 122, ILO 182, 
CAT and CAR; customary obligation on the prohibition of forced labour as a non-
persistent objector; or Charter obligations on the right not to be subjected to forced 
labour as a basic right. 
The above-mentioned human rights discussions relate to the key question of 
what international human rights obligations China should have on capital 
punishment and forced labour. Under the Charter and customary international law, 
States are obliged not to engage in systematic violations of fundamental rights. In 
order to explore what laws and practices in China are customary, it is desirable to 
consider whether they are sufficiently widespread as part of official policy to 
amount to systematic violations. If this is the case, even if China were to claim to 
be a persistent objector for the purpose of customary international law, it would be 
acting incompatible with its Charter obligations. There is no doubt that the right to 
life and the freedom from forced labour are 'fundamental rights'. Not all State 
killing is a violation of the right to life. Capital punishment is an example but its 
use is subject to strict conditions designed to prevent the exceptional circumstances 
from being an excuse for arbitrary killing. 
Any obligations which China may have under the Charter or even under 
customary international law are not very precise and are difficult to implement. If 
China were to become a party to the ICCPR, some of these problems would be 
eased. Meanwhile, China is legally bound by and should observe the CAT, CRC, 
CERD, GC3, GC4, PAl, PA2, ICESCR, ILOlOO, IL0122 and ILOI82. Its treaty 
obligations would not permit the human rights abuses by individual instances, not 
to mention the systematic violations by States' authorities or officials. 
Furthermore, the next task is to explore China's practice in an attempt to 
compare it with its due human rights obligations and official policies. In China, the 
pra-~t'i~e may be classified as both legal and judicial. Since statute laws are the only 
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legal source in China, the practice appears to find the basis on the formal legal texts 
of China. Hence, examinations of both obligations and policies are primarily based 
on legal practices. 
This project examines the relevant texts from a purely formal point of view 
without on-site investigations. It differs from the relevant research methods of any 
external bodies. For instance, the human rights reports of such NGOs as the AI and 
HRW, or of the USSD and Report of the Special Rapporteur on torture and other 
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment1086 contain a lot of individual 
cases and unidentified evidence. These various documents appear to follow 
different approaches with the advantages of their own and thus reach conclusions 
diverse from that in this project. 
One of major advantages of this thesis, however, is to test whether or not 
compliance with the formal law goes against all reliable sources or what the 
government says. Apart from an examination on the related legal texts, there is also 
case study, albeit very limited, to explore this compliance in practice. The facts of 
cases are obtained from official sources such as State-funded publications. The 
study on them aims at explaining the operation of the texts relating to capital 
punishment and forced labour in judicial practice. The relationship between the 
compliance and these reliable sources or governmental opinions would contribute 
to examination of the distinction between China's practice and official policies or 
its relevant human rights obligations. 
In many aspects, the legislation and practice of China appear to conform to the 
ICCPR. These include most substantive and some procedural provisions for capital 
punishment. Where the procedural requirements of forced labour could be satisfied, 
RTL and RETL might fall into the exceptions in ICCPR Article 8(3). Meanwhile, 
China's practices remain distinct from its official policies and thus run counter to 
its human rights obligations concerning capital punishment or detention for re-
education. 
It is worthy of note that the above distinction and human rights violations 
largely relate to the right to fair trial or due process, which appears essential to be 
protected. Even if fair trial could be guaranteed, nonetheless, the legitimacy of the 
1086 UN Doc.E/CN .4/2006/6/ Add.6 
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imposition of capital punishment and forced labour would remain. This appears to 
require China to faithfully fulfil all of the relevant obligations and even expect its 
ratification ofthe ICCPR. 
6.1.2 Disadvantages 
Meanwhile, it should be emphasised that there are several unavoidable limitations 
in this thesis, as in every research. The first is the definition of China. China refers 
to the PRC founded in 1949, which includes China Mainland, Hong Kong, Macao, 
and even Taiwan in territory. But various legal systems applicable to China 
Mainland are distinct from those applicable to the SARs owing to the policy of 
'one country, two systems', and Taiwan for political and historical reasons. This 
difference and complexity increase the difficulty of exploring each system so 
greatly that it is unlikely for this project to entirely explain the death penalty or 
forced labour concerning human rights violations in all of these four regions. Since 
legal practices in China Mainland usually become the focus of human rights 
criticisms from the international community, it is desirable to examine the rights in 
the context of China Mainland as a reflection of a basic situation in China. 
Secondly, available materials are secondary sources only, instead of empirical 
investigations about practice in China. Considering both distinction and complexity 
in diverse regions of such enormous territory in China, it is difficult to collect 
original data in the field by interviews, observations or questionnaires as an 
ordinary individual researcher. Thus, the only feasible one is written documents 
that could be used in this project. 
The third is on the accuracy of secondary sources. These sources, numerical or 
verbal, are likely to be strongly influenced by the position, opinions, research 
methods or perspectives, of researchers, and appear not always to agree. It is hard 
to critically analyse potential limitations, influences and biases among them to 
weaken their accuracy, while it might as well be assessed by one another. In 
assessment, there are a range of questions to consider, e.g., whether it is a 
governmental source or information from a NGO, whether it depends on media 
reports, whether the source is official, or whether a foreign government or a UN 
body says. It is necessary to test compliance with the formal law against all reliable 
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sources and always against what the government says, whatever reservations one 
might have about its accuracy. 
For example, AI reported that summary executions extended to child 
offenders 1087• It collected the relevant data and facts from media reports to obtain 
this information as a NGO. But this is different from the available information 
from Chinese official publications. As the 1997CL abolished the death penalty for 
defendants who were under 18 at the time of offence, the government says the 
exclusion of such children from capital punishment. Even if a rare case on the 
execution of children was reported by the State-funded public media of China, it is 
just an example of misjudged cases that have been found and State compensation 
would apply to in practice. The compliance with the 1997CL, as the relevant 
formal law of China, appears to go against all of such reliable sources as media 
reports known to the AI and the AI itself; and always against no execution of 
children, as the policy of the government. This basically indicates the differences 
and characteristics of them. These would assess one another in an attempt to clearly 
present the relationship between China's practices and official policies or human 
rights obligations in any aspect. 
Fourthly, some popular research methods in social sciences seem inapplicable 
to this project due to the second and third limitations. Quantitative analysis is less 
applicable and only few decided cases are available as case study. However, a 
combination of the general theory on international law and China's practice are one 
of the primary methods, alongside qualitative and comparative analyses. 
6.2 Obstacles to China's human rights protection 
As demonstrated above, the Chinese legislation is limited and general, some of 
which seem not to conform to international human rights treaties to which China is 
a party or customary international law. On the way of China towards the ideal of 
human rights, there remains a distance from its due international human rights 
obligations. 
Since human rights violations deeply 'implicate a State's political and social 
structures and culture' and protection involves efforts taken to change such 
Jos7 AI 18 
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'understandings and assumptions that may underlie violations' 1088, it is productive 
to address obstacles to this protection in China. The major obstacles being 
encountered by China in its attempts at human rights protection might be cultural 
and political in nature. These are the persistent resistance to ideas of individual 
rights and shortcomings of China's criminal law and procedures, for its historical 
reasons, traditional culture and current policies, as indicated in the GENERAL 
INTRODUCTION. 
In spite of numerous steps already taken to improve the legal systems, there 
still exist several loopholes in the current transition period of China which seem to 
increase the number of misjudged cases. The obstacles and focal points of further 
reforms can be explained from both perspectives of the legislative system and 
judiciary. 
Basically, the Chinese legislation appears general and imprecise without 
adequate and effective interpretation. The poor legal texts and potential frequent 
change seem to result from the drafters lack of required experience, or that 
decision-makers keep out-of-date ideas or a lower level of competence. With the 
diverse understandings of legislators and the complex circumstances among 
various regions in the wide territory of China, legal provisions at the same level or 
between lower-level and high-level are likely to conflict with one another. Even 
worse, there is no effective channel to check and correct such inconsistencies and 
the legislation concerning certain systems appears disordered. 
Specifically, both the applicable scope and procedural limits of the death 
penalty remain to be properly interpreted at a nationwide range, any interpretation 
of which should be consistent with others, relevant laws and regulations. 
Provisions relating to lawyers' defence and defendants' rights are expected to be 
improved to reinforce human rights protection on persons facing the death penalty. 
Moreover, the legislation on RTL or RETL appears to be full of directive and 
principled regulations, without explicit and precise details on some crucial issues, 
of which unified, rigorous, and concrete procedural regulations are insufficient. As 
vague definitions remain to be clarified, so also are the outdated stipulations 
remain to be eliminated. 
1088 Evans2/20031757 
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For instance, the legal bases of RETL appear to be actually ineffective 
following the enactment of the 2000LL. Under the 1982Constitution Article 37, 
2000LL Article 8 stipulates that 'only national laws may be enacted' 'by the NPC 
and the Standing Committee thereof 'in respect of matters relating to' 
'compulsory measures' 'involving restriction of personal freedom'. However, no 
regulatory documents on RETL relating to 'personal freedom' were formulated 'by 
the NPC and the Standing Committee thereof. Hence, all legal bases of RETL, 
against the 1982Constitution and 2000LL, should be removed. 
Furthermore, 'the judiciary remains a weak link' 1089 in the chain of human 
rights protection in China. The Chinese judicial organs appear to have limited 
power and the ruling party or local governments may decide their staffing, funds 
and logistics resources. Considering the problem of dependent judicial systems, it 
seems difficult for them to resist the temptation of such political or economic 
interests and the interference from the above external bodies. Meanwhile, the 
extent of judicial interpretation does not cover the Constitution, but laws. As the 
Standing Committee of the NPC is the only organ with the power to interpret it, 
judicial organs have not this power, which is the premise of the review power on 
constitutionality. With this obstacle to establish the system of reviewing 
constitutionality in China1090, they cannot examine whether regulatory documents 
have legal conflicts with the Constitution, e.g., a few inconsistencies in regulations 
on the death penalty, RTL or RETL. Since both the SPC and the SPP share the 
power of judicial interpretation on the specific legal application in trial and 
procuratorial work, inconsistent interpretations also appear to abuse the power and 
lead to misunderstandings in the practice of diverse courts. 
Although the 1995JL and Prosecutors Law adopted in 2001 raised the 
standards for the competence of judges and prosecutors, training programmes 
funded by national or foreign institutions appear not to fully meet the practical 
need and many of them remain poorly trained. Both the poor situation of legal 
consciousness in Chinese traditional culture and the strong influence of feudal 
bureaucratism or regional protectionism are likely not to ensure the impartial 
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or the Director-General of the Adjudication Division, and even decisions of the 
trial committee are also possible to affect the final judgements made by judges. 
Another potential problem is the corruption among judicial officers that may distort 
implementation processes and tarnish the image and authority of judiciary. 1091 
In handling the death penalty cases, there is inadequacy of both staff and 
material resources. The present staffing levels and resources of the SPC are far 
from meeting the requirements to deal with the numerous death penalty cases 
transferred back from the HPCs amounting to around 90% of all involving the 
death penalty review. It is difficult for it to effectively handle a number of such 
cases on a national scale. Moreover, the specific procedure for review of the death 
penalty remains to be clarified, especially on its initiation means, nature, hearing 
approaches and contents of examination. 
With limited resources, the means of lethal injection cannot be extended to all 
executions as an advanced and humane one. Another noticeable problem is that 
witnesses and expert examiners tend to be absent from courts without an effective 
witness protection system or compensation measures. It is impossible for the 
hearing of criminal proceedings to proceed without witnesses who may need to be 
cross examined whether on the basis of the written documents submitted or on the 
oral evidence adduced. 
In addition, the PP appears not to provide adequate supervision to effectively 
find out some human rights breaches of all links in handling cases involving the 
death penalty, RTL or RETL due to the limited range of its supervision. This 
appears to lead to the difficulty for prisoners or persons undergoing RETL to resort 
to enough remedies to protect their legal rights and interests. 
Therefore, for reasons of historical, cultural, social and political reasons, both 
legal and judicial systems of young China appear immature, of which the above 
matters are primary aspects to be improved and essential obstacles to further 
reforms for human rights promotion. 
6.3 China's Possible Participation in International Human Rights Treaties 
1091 P~erenboomi2oo2/ 18 
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Following China's signature of the ICCPR in 1998, the international community 
has frequently advocated China's ratification of the treaty and to faithfully perform 
its human rights obligations. 1092 Different human rights organisations in China 
have embarked on joint efforts in attempt to march towards the ratification of the 
ICCPR. This seems to indicate the possibility of China's participation in ICCPR in 
the near future. 
6.3.1 Human Rights Education 
Human rights education is advantageous in sensitizing the awareness of members 
of the Chinese populace on human rights issues. A range of human rights 
organisations are the basic premise of promoting such education in China. 
These can be roughly divided into three categories, that is, State organisations, 
NGOs and academics. The first includes: the NPC, Chinese People's Political 
Consultative Conference, PCs, PPs, State Council, Office of the Leading Group for 
Poverty Alleviation and Development, National Working Committee for Children 
and Women under the State Council, Military of Labour & Social Security, 
Ministry of Civil Affairs Commission, Ministry of Public Security and Ministry of 
Culture. The second comprises: the China Poverty-relief Foundation, All-China 
Federation of Industry & Commerce, All-China Federation of Returned Overseas 
Chinese, All-China Federation of Trade Unions, ALA, All-China Women's 
Federation, AYF, China Disabled Persons' Federation, Communist Youth League 
of China, China Children and Teenagers' Fund, China Women Development 
Foundation and China Charity Federation. The third are the China Foundation for 
Human Rights Development, China Society for Human Rights Studies, Centre for 
Humanity Studies, Fudan University, WUC, Social Policy Research Centre, 
General Situation of Women and Gender Research Centre of Sen Yat-Sun 
University, Research Centre for Human Rights, Central Party Institution of CCP, 
Research Centre for Human Rights, Peking Law School, Research Centre for 
Human Rights, Shandong University, and Centre for Human Rights Studies, 
People's University of China. 
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Chinese human rights organisations have formulated a series of human rights 
education activities in diverse forms. Generally, State organisations have begun to 
promote human rights education through exercising their functions and powers 
with the inclusion of human rights protection in the Amendment to the Constitution 
ofthe People's Republic of China in 2004. As the highest organs of State power or 
the government's functional departments of China, the NPC, 1093 the CPPCC 1094 , 
the State Council 1095 and its subordinate units seem to emphasise human rights in 
execution of powers. This was widely advocated by the long-established official 
media of China. Similarly, other State organisations appear to follow the same 
approach. They also have established their own websites to promote the specific 
forms of human rights education, apart from traditional official media. These 
appear to constitute part of the contents of the theme of 'Promoting Civilization 
and Unity Building Harmonious Society' 1096 in contemporary China. 
Moreover, NGOs have actively participated in various social activities to 
contribute to human rights protection of certain groups of persons. This appears to 
directly or indirectly promote the human rights education of China to a certain 
degree. For example, the CPF engages in poverty alleviation programmes 1097 and 
the AFIC protects China's non-public economy 1098 • This seems to show that 
relevant economic rights should be safeguarded. The AFTU and All-China 
Lawyers' Association undertake the duty to respectively protect 'the legitimate 
rights and interests of the workers' 1099 and of lawyers in the practice of law .1100 The 
All-China Youth Federation publishes daily newspapers with one of the largest 
circulation in China to popularize legal knowledge for human rights education of 
Chinese youths. 1101 The CCTF also works for the children and teenagers education 
and welfare1102 in human rights perspectives. The CWDF contributes to 'improving 
women's overall quality, maintaining women's legal rights, promoting the 
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development of women and women undertakings', 1103 which amounts to part of 
human rights education. The CCF aims 'to uphold the spirit of humanitarianism' 
and 'help unfortunate individuals and groups of people and conduct various kinds 
of social relief work'. 1104 This appears to favour the human rights protection and 
education of such groups. 
Furthermore, academic research centers appear to play an indispensable role 
in human rights education. Some of the research centers actively organise 
researches, which generally focus on all facets of human rights, such as concerned 
education, 1105 support teaching of human rights law, 1106 and offer publicize 'human 
rights knowledge by offering human rights courses to graduates" 107• Meanwhile, 
they published books and articles concerning human rights theories to enrich 
human rights doctrines and increase the popularity of human rights knowledge. 
They also established academic ties with overseas human rights organisations and 
invited relevant international experts and scholars to give lectures and seminars. 
This tends to clarify the confusing points, remove the misunderstandings and 
promote the mutual understanding between China and international community, on 
human rights issues to improve the quality of human rights education. 
Additionally, the internet has become an important medium for them to supply 
documents, publish latest news, analyse major or hotly debated cases, and 
exchange the varying schools of views, on human rights. Such information, in 
Chinese or English, is open to all researchers without exceptions. Some columns of 
their websites have been added to directly advocate human rights education, e.g., 
the 100 Questions and Answers on Human Rights 1108, and Authoritative Forums1109. 
6.3.2 Human Rights Research 
In recent years, more and more human rights experts or scholars have taken an 
active role in human rights studies. A series of human rights research centers has 
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been established to develop the various forms of activities and increase academic 
prosperity in human rights areas as national academic NGOs. 
For instance, the RCHR-PLS aims to promote human rights studies, enhance 
'academic exchanges between domestic and overseas scholars', back 'teaching, 
research and education of human rights law', foster 'people's human rights 
awareness', and establish 'an information center of human rights studies oriented 
towards the public'. 1110 The Research Centre for Human Rights, People's 
University of China, also undertakes human rights projects from the State. 1111 It 
'always systematically and thoroughly studies the human rights theory and enjoys 
priority in the academia'. Additionally, it has organised several essential human 
rights seminars and held relevant discussions with other international scholars to 
promote the study of human rights theory in China.1112 
More importantly, the preparation for the ratification of the ICCPR is one of 
the major topics in human rights research. It is universally accepted by both the 
academics and the Chinese Government that China needs to revise procedural laws 
and deepen 'judicial reform to create conditions for ratification at early date' .1113 
Yet the specific respects and contents of these amendments remain controversial. 
Generally, researchers advocated a comprehensive revision to ensure that all 
Chinese legal systems conform totally to the requirements of the ICCPR, whereas 
official views are limited to the above. 
Even among human rights or legal researchers, there are heated debates on 
what aspects to be amended and how to amend them in detail. Basically, these 
debates focus on the issues of the death penalty, RETL, torture and the fair trial. In 
addition to the related procedural matters, the mainstream opinion 1114 requires 
more respects to be revised in the following approach to fulfil the obligations in the 
ICCPR and safeguard relevant human rights. 
The first and foremost is to restrict the use of the death penalty in order to 
effectively safeguard the right to life. The mainstream opinion promotes 'reducing 
or abolishing the application of the death penalty to non-violent crimes, e.g., 
111
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economic or property crimes'. 1115 'No death penalty may be imposed on pregnant 
women' in all circumstances. 1116 It is also required to 'restore the power of the SPC 
to review death sentence cases; establish the system of commutation or amnesty; 
formulate the guideline on measuring capital cases; improve execution methods; 
reform applicable procedures of the death penalty; decrease the influence of penal 
policies on the imposition or execution of this penalty'. 1117 
The second is to 'remove the system of RETL' .1118 The third is to 'strictly 
limit the extent of judicial interpretations and prevent them from replacing 
legislative interpretations' .1119 The fourth is to establish afresh 'international crimes 
that have not been recognized in criminal laws, e.g., the crimes of genocide, 
apartheid, forced labour and slavery'. 1120 
These results of research on human rights protection are likely to influence 
both legislative and judicial measures on the ground. Since legislative or judicial 
bodies frequently request the guiding opinions from authoritative experts in 
academic circles, human rights studies appear to contribute to potential human 
rights measures. 
6.3.3 Human Rights Measures 
Under the influence of increasing human rights education and research, more 
measures have been taken to promote the protection of human rights, especially 
those facing the death penalty or subject to RTLIRETL. These mainly involve the 
following aspects. 
The first is open trials. The SPC requires all levels of the PCs to promote 
justice with openness in filing for investigation, court hearings, evidence 
submission, cross-examination, conclusion of trials, judgement documents and 
enforcement. All cases should be tried openly, except for those 'tried in camera, as 
specified by law' .1121 Basically, this may apply to all cases involving those facing 









Since the 2005NPH, all HPCs have made efforts to reinforce this work and 
ensure the second instance of all such cases to be tried openly from the second half 
of 2006. 1122 This appears to contribute to improving the system that witnesses 
participate in court and strengthening the examination of whether evidence is legal 
or not. Such work is essential to effectively safeguard the justice of death sentences 
in the procedure for reviewing them and protect the relevant rights of those facing 
capital punishment. 
The second is the system of people's jurors. The implementation of the 
2004DISPJ further improves this system and ensures people's direct participation in 
and supervision of judicial activities 1123 to promote judicial justice in various 
proceedings. 
The third is the system of people's supervisors. With legal supervision 
strengthened by the SPP, neither procuratorial nor public security organs of China 
had extended detention by the end of 2004. It also strengthened prohibiting 
extortion of a confession by torture or other unlawful means to protecting suspects' 
legitimate rights pursuant to the LPMPS 1124 and 20040IS-A. Moreover, many of 
local PPs videotaped the whole course of interrogating the suspect in 2005 and will 
expand to all PPs in 2006. 1125 This is used to fix evidence to strengthen supervision 
over interrogation to avoid illegally handling cases and prevent the suspect's 
. hd . ~ . 1126 w1t rawmg contessiOn. 
The fourth is the system of legal assistance. The 2004DPJALRFD has been 
implemented from 2004 to advance the system of judicial aid. Meanwhile, lawsuit 
fees were 'reduced, exempted or allowed to be delayed' so that all litigants can 
afford the payment with recourse to justice from the courts, regardless of financial 
conditions. 1127 
Another progress is to improve procedures of death sentence cases. The SPC 
has established three new criminal tribunals, responsible for review of national 
capital cases, on the basis of present criminal tribunals No.1 and No.2. This is 
expected to consist of around 100 qualified and experienced judges for each and 
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have both Director-General and Deputy Director-General in place. 1128 Its Research 
Office is drafting opinions on implementing the reform of central judicial systems 
and plans to report the relevant leading team for a reply, including the term of 
taking back the power to approve death sentences. 1129 
Furthermore, the management of detention institutions and humane treatment 
are also important points. The MOJ began to practise open prison management in 
an all-round way, promoting law-based prison work, and building a just, 
incorruptible, free of abuses and highly efficient prison system from 2003. The 
MOPS and SPP have jointly built a large number of model detention houses with 
advanced facilities, standard law enforcement and humane management. 
Procurators directly work and supervise the management in almost all prisons, 
detention houses and RETL camps. There is no case of extended detention under 
investigation in police among 31 provinces in 2005. 
Additionally, three categories and standards are under consideration and 
formulation for the detained to improve reforms on prison management. 1130 The 
revision of three major procedural laws has been listed in the legislative plans of 
the NPC. 1131 The legal rights and interests of people in custody are likely to be 
properly protected. For instance, prisoners' right to apply for marriage is 
guaranteed during the period of serving sentences in practice. 1132 
Therefore, China has taken positive measures to satisfy its human rights 
obligations regarding capital punishment and detention for re-education, in spite of 
obvious lacuna in its human rights law. Following the signing of the ICCPR, its 
ratification is expected and promising, even if there still seems to be a long way to 
achieving relevant requirements and even final ratification. The important thing, 
however, is that this process has begun and the ratification of the ICCPR would no 
doubt be the next step to be taken. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 
China's society has undergone revolutionary economic change since 1978 but, 
such are the dimensions of the State, its people and its economy, this is a process 
which still has far to run. It does not necessarily follow that economic change will 
be accompanied by or even be followed by political change. Even if that happens, 
it is not certain that China would embrace whole-scale international human rights 
project. On this point, China would not be alone. Many States maintain a 
distinction between accepting international human rights obligations and 
submitting to intrusive measures of implementation. While China's recent 
statements about human rights and its willingness to accept visits under the UN 
special procedures indicate changes in its general attitude towards human rights, it 
has stopped short of taking the most obvious step, of ratifying the ICCPR. 
Although the ICCPR has not yet legally imposed on China treaty obligations, 
China should abide by all the relevant treaty obligations that it accepted regarding 
capital punishment or forced labour, as a party to the CAT, CRC, CERD, GC3, 
GC4, PAl, PA2, ICESCR, ILOlOO, IL0122 and IL0182. Meanwhile, its related 
customary obligations mainly contain the protection of the right to life against its 
arbitrary deprivation, the exclusion of capital punishment from being imposed on 
persons below 18 years old and the exemption of pregnant women and the insane 
from being executed. The prohibition of torture, cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment, and the right to non-discrimination and equality also 
appear to be customary. While appearing in the ICCPR, to which China is not a 
party, these obligations universally bind all States, including China, considering 
that China is not a persistent objector. 
The position under the Charter is the same as under customary international 
law-States are obliged not to engage in patterns of gross and flagrant violations of 
human rights. The obligation has several facets to it but where States' legal 
authorities and/or State officials engage in practices on a wide scale which violate 
the most basic human rights, then a State would be said to be in breach of its 
general human rights obligations. The obligations which arise under international 
treaties like the ICCPR are different because individual instances will amount to 
· breach of the treaty obligations and the treaties are generally accompanied by 
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precise implementation measures which are intended to provide a legal machinery 
for implementation and enforcement of human rights. 
In both China's legislation and its practices, in many respects China appears 
to conform to what could be required if it were a party to the ICCPR so far as its 
use of the death penalty and forced labour concerned. Most of its substantive 
aspects and some procedures for capital punishment tend to conform to China's 
human rights obligations concerning capital punishment and favour its death 
penalty policy. However, the applicable scope of capital punishment still has a 
broad coverage and not all pregnant women can be exempted from being imposed 
on this penalty. These would not meet the requirements of China's relevant human 
rights obligations. Also, some of human rights safeguards appear to be seriously 
abused. These are the right to presumption of innocence, to the prohibition of self-
incrimination, to defence, to legal aid, to a fair trial, to humane treatment, to 
equality before the law and the principle of ne bis in dem. In judicial practice, the 
right to a public, independent, and impartial trial, to appeal, to criminal 
compensation, and the principle of nulla poena sine lege tend to be violated. 
Among them, the right to fair trial appears to be the common failure. 
For R TL and RETL, the practices appear to fall into the exceptions, if 
satisfying procedural requirements, provided in ICCPR Article 8(3). There may be 
systematic violations which arise out of the duty to work in the Chinese 
Constitution and certain associated rights, e.g., the right to reasonable levels of 
remuneration. It is thus the connection between the implementation of the duty to 
work and recourse to RTL and RETL which is a source of potential difficulty. 
For the implementation of both capital punishment and the forced labour 
regimes, there are possibilities of violations of the standards against torture, cruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment. This tends to raise problems with China's treaty 
obligations under the CAT and the CRC. 
Although it has been only an incidental concern in the thesis, it is worthy 
returning to the point made at the beginning - there are serious concerns about the 
fairness of the Chinese criminal justice system which could potentially affect the 
imposition of any criminal penalty, not just those which have been considered in 
detail here. As was noted then, China is addressing the question of criminal justice 
5u(c even if it did so in large satisfaction of the standards of the ICCPR, the other 
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question about the legitimacy of the imposition of capital punishment and forced 
labour would remain. 
This thesis has shown that there would be difficulties for China if it did so but 
wished to persist with certain 'harsh' or 'severe' punishments as items in its system 
of criminal sanctions. Equally, there is some space for China to maintain its present 
practices, even to maintain the death penalty in restricted circumstances. 
Nonetheless, it cannot be denied that the prohibitions on the use of capital 
punishment and the limits the rule against forced labour imposes on some of 
China's re-education schemes are strong and, what is more, probably beyond any 
valid reservation if China did become a party to the ICCPR. At the beginning of the 
thesis, I postulated the sceptical Chinese official to whom the thesis might be 
addressed. I do not anticipate how government officials might react but perhaps a 
start of officials is responsive to this thesis and work like it. If Chinese judges are 
aware of the international human rights standards and, given that there is usually a 
margin of discretion in any sentencing decision, they might inform their 
judgements by taking into account, without at all being bound by, the standards of 
international human rights law. 
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